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LETTER OF SUBMITTAL.
NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
STATE, WAR, AND NAVY BUILDING,
Washington, D. C., December 9, 1915.
The PRESIDENT:
In compliance with the provisions of the act of Congress approved
March 3, 1915 (naval appropriation act, Public, No. 273, 63d-Cong.),
the National Advisory Committee for Aeronautics has the honor to
submit herewith its annual report for the period from March 3, 1915,
to June 30, 1915, includin_ certain recommendations for future work
and a statement of expenditures to June 30, 1915.
The committee was appointed by the President on April 2, 1915,
and held its first meeting for organization on April 23, 1915. On
June 14 the President approved rules and regulations which had
been formulated by the committee for the conduct of its operations.
By the act establishing the committee an appropriation of $5,000
a year for five years was made immediately available. Of the ap-
propriation for the first year, ending June 30, 1915, there was ex-
pended a total of $3,938.94, as shown by the itemized statement in
the accompanying report, and the unobligated balance of $1,061.06
as covered into the Treasury as required-by law.
In order to carry out its purposes and objects, as defined in the
act of March 3, 1915, the committee submits herewith certain recom-
mendations and an estimate of expenses for the fiscal year ending
June 30, 1917. The estimates in detail were submitted through the
Secretary of the Navy.
Attention is invited to the appendixes of the committee's report,
and it is requested that they be published with the report of the
committee as a public document.
It is apparent to the committee that there is a large amount of
important work to be done to place aeronautics on a satisfactory
foundation in this country. Competent engineers and limited facil-
ities are already available and can be employed by the committee
to advantage, 1)rovided sufficient funds be placed at its disposal, as
estimated for the fiscal year 1917.
What has been already accomplished by the committee has shown
that although its members have devoted as much personal attention
as practicable to its operations, yet in order to do all that should be
done technical assistance should be provided which can be continu-
ously employed. There are many practical problems in aeronautics
now in too indefinite a form to enable their solution to be undertaken.
The committee is of the opinion that one of the first and most impor-
tant steps to be taken in connection with the committee's work is
the provision and equipment of a flying field together with aeroplanes
and suitable testing gear for determining the forces acting on fullo
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sized machines in constrained and in free flight, and to this end the
estimates submitted contemplate the development',• of such a te('h-
nical and operating staff, with the proper cqmpment for the conduct
of full-sizedexpcriments.
It is evident,, thatthere will ultimately be required a well-equipped
laborator_ speciall3 suited to the solving of those problems which
are sure i o develop, but since the eguipment of such a laboratory
as couhl be laid down at this time might we_ prove mlsuitcd to the
needs of the early future, it is believed that sucil provision shouhl be
the result of gradual development.
The investigations which the committee proposes in its prepare
for the coming year"o can only-be carried out to a satisfactory degree,
with the limited facilities already existing, provided sufficient funds
are made available. The estimates of th(, committee are based on
such line of action, and on the assumption that a flying fichl can be
placed at its disposal on Government land. If, however, such
facilities be not practicable at this time, some progress may still be
made by the utilization of the facilities of the Government aero-
nautic stations at Pensacola and San Diego.
The estimate of expenses for the fiscal year ending June 30, 1917,
is as follows:
For carrying into effect the provisions of the act approved March third, nineteen
hundred and fifteen, establishing a national advisory committee f,gr aer_,nauti,,s,
there is hereby appropriated, out of any money in the Treasury not otherwise appro-
priated, for experimental work and investigations un<tertaken by the c_mmittee,
including technical and clerical assistants and the necessary nnskilled lab<*r, equip-
ment, supplies, office rent, and the necessar$ traveling expenses of the members and
employees of the committee, personal servxees m the field, and in the District of
Columbia: Provided, That an annual report to tile ('ongress shall be submitted through
the President, including an itemized statement of expenditures, $85,000.
The committee, therefore, submits its report, recommendations,
and estimates to your favorable consideration.
Very respectfully,
GEORGE P. SCRIYEN,
Brigadier General, Cider 5'ig_al Oj_icer of the Army,
C]_airman.
ANNUAL REPORT OF THE NATIONAL ADVISORY COMMITTEE
FOR AERONAUTICS.
NATIONAL 2_kDVISORY COMMITTEE FOR 2_kERONAUTICS,
STATE, WAR, AND NAVY BUILDIN'G,
Washington, D. C., December 9, 1915.
To the Congress:
The members of the Natiorml Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
were appointed by the Prcsi(h,nt on April 2, 1915, in pursuance of the
following provisi(m in the naval appropriation act (Public, No. 271,
63d Cong.), approved March 3, 1915:
An Advisory Committee for Aeronautics is hereby established, and the President
is authorized to appoint not to exceed twelve members, to consist oi two memhers
from the War Department, fl-mn the otfiee in charge of military aeronauti,-s; t_'o
members from the Navy Department, from the office in (,harge of naval aeronautics;
a representative em.h (f the Smithsonian Institution, of the Ultited States "_Veather
Bureau, and of the United States Bureau of Standards; together witi_ not more than
five additional persons who shall be acquainted with the needs of ace, nauti(al
science, either civil or military, or skilled in aeronautical en_.dneerfi_g (_r its allied
sciences: Prorided, That the members of the Advisory Comndt_ee fl)r A(,r,,nauties,
as such, shall serve _dthont compensation: Provided further, That it shall be the
autv of the Advisory Committee for Aeronauties to supervise and direct the scientific
study of the problems of flight, with a view to their pr_tica! solution, and to deter-
mine the problems which should be experimentally attacked, and to dis,,nss their
solution and their applieation to pr_-tical questions.' In the event ,,f a/aboratory
or lalmratories, either in whole or in part, being placed _mder the directb,n (_f the
committee, the committee may direct and conduct research and exp(_:,iment in
aeronautics in such laboratory or laboratories: And prori&d,furtl_er, That rules and
regulations for the conduet Of the work of the committee shall be formulated by
the committee and approved by the President.
That the sum of $5,000 a 3,ear, or so much thereof as may be necossarv for five
years is hereby appropriat_l, out of any money in the Treaslirv not ,,the:'wi'e appro-
priated, to be imme(liately available, for e'xperimental wo'rk and ir,', esti,:adons
umtertaken bv the committee, clerical expenses amt supplies, an,1 ne,.es.arv exp(,nses
of members of the committee in going to, returning from, and _'t_ile aI_..,ling meet-
inzs of the committee: Provided, Tl_at an annual report to the Convrr,,'s s}_all be
submitted through the President, including an itemized statement of expenditures.
APPOINTMENT OF COMMITTEE.
Under the authority of the statute the President appointed the
following members of the committee:
Prof. Joseph S. Ames,
Johns IIopkins University, Baltimore, Md.
Capt.. Mark L. Bristol. United States Navv,
Director of Naval Aeronautics, Navy_Department.
Prof. William F. Durand,
Lelaml Stanford Junior University, Stanford University,
Cal.
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Prof. John F. Hayford,
Northwestern University, Evanston, Ill.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin,
Chief, United States Weather Bureau.
Hon. Byron R. Newton,
Assistant Secretary of the Treasury, Treasury Department.
Prof. Michael I. Pupin,
Columbia University, New York, N. Y.
Lieut. Col. Samuel Reber, United States Army,
OfftcCr,, in Charge Aviation Section, War Department.
Naval Constructor Holden C. Richardson, United States Navy,
Navy Department.
Brig. Gem George P. Scriven, United States Army.
Chief Signal Officer, War Department.
Dr. S. W. Stratton,
Director, United States Bureau of Standards.
Dr. Charles D. Walcott,
Secretary, Smithsonian Instituti,m.
RULES AND REGULATIONS.
The approved rules and regulations for the conduct of the work of
the Nat, lonal Advisory (_ommittee for Aeronautics, as approved by
the President on June 14, 1915, are as follows:
F_ULES.
1. The committee may exercise all the functions authorized in the act establishing
an ad_4sorv committee for aeronautics.
2. The committee, under regulations to be established and fees to be fixed, shall
exercise its fimctions for the military and civil departments of the Government of the
United States, and also for any indivichml, firm, association, or corporation within
the United States: l'rovi&d, ho_r,ever, That such department, individual, firm, asso-
ciation, or corporation shall defray the actual cost invoL ed.
3. No funds shall be expended for thedevelopmeut of inventions, or for experiment-
ing with inventions for the benefit of imtividuals or corporations.
REGULATIONS FOR CONDUCT OF COMMITTEE.
ARTICLE I.
MEETINGS.
1. The annual meetingof the advisory committee shall be held in the city of Wash-
ington, in the District of ( olumhia, on the Thursday after the third Monday of October
of each year. A semiannual meeting of the advisory committee shall be held on the
Thursday after the third Monday in April of each year, at the same place.
2. Special meetings of the advisory committee may be called by the executive com-
mittee, by notice served personally upon or by mail or telegraph to the usual address
of each member at least five days prior to the meeting.
3. St)ecial meetings shall, mol:eover, be called in the same manner by the chairman,
upon the written request of five members of the ad_isery committee.
4. If practicable, the object of a special meeting should be sent in writing to all
members, and if possible a special meeting should be avoided by obtaining the views
of members by mail or otherwise, both on the question requiring the meeting and on
the question of calling a special meeting.
5.Immediately after each meeting of the ad_4sory committee a draft of the minutes
shall be sent to each member for approval.
6. There shall be monthly meetin_ of the executive committee.
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ARTICLE II.
OFFICERS.
1. The officers of the advisory committee shall be a chairman and a secretary, who
shall be elected by the committee by ballot, to serve for one year.
2. The chairman shall preside at all meetings of the committee and shall have the
usual _)owcrs of a presiding officer.
3. q he secretary shall issue notices of meetings of the committee, record its trans-
actions, and conduct the correspondence relating to the committee and to the duties
of his office.
AR_eLE III.
COMMITTEES.
1. There shall be an executive committee which shall consist of seven members, to
be elected by the advisory committee by ballot from its membership, for one year.
Any member elected to ill[ a vacancy shall serve for the remainder of his predecessor's
term. The executive committee shall elect its chairman.
2. The executive committee in accordance with the general instructions of the
advisory committee, shall control the administration of the affairs of the committee,
aml shall have general supervision of all arrangements for research, and o_her matters
undertaken or promoted by the advisory committee; and shall keep a written record
of all transaclions and expcnililures, and submit the same to the advisorv committee
at each stated meeting; and it shall also submit to the advisery committee, at the
annual meeting, a report for transmission to the President.
3. q!he executive committee is authorized to collect aeronautical information, and
su_:h portion thereof as may be appropriate may be issued as bulletins or in other
forms.
4. There may be subcommittees appointed by the executive committee, the cbair-
men of which shall be members of tim advisory committee, and the other members
of which may or may not be members of the advisory committee.
5. All ofticers and all members of committees hold office until their successors are
elected or appointed.
ARTICLE IV.
FINANCES.
]. No expenditures shall be authorized or made except in pursuance of a previous
appropriation by the ad_4sory committee, or by authority granted by the advisory
coinmittce to the executive committee.
2. The fiscal year of the committee shall commence on the 1st day of July of each
year.
3. The executive committee shall provide for an annual audit of the accounts of
the advisory committee, and shall submit to the annual meeting of the advisory com-
mittee a full statement of the finances and work of the committee, and a detailed
estimate of the proposed expenditures for the succeeding fiscal year.
4. The Paymaster General of the Navy shall be the disbursing officer for such funds
as may be appropriated for the use of the advisory committee. The chairman of the
advisory committee, or the chairman of the executive committee, if authorized by
the ad_dsor_, committee, shall approve all accounts for the disbursement of funds.
5. Contributions of funds or collections for any purpose for aeronautics may be
made to the Smithsenian Institution, and disbursements therefrom shall be made by
the said institution.
AR_CL_. V.
AMEIqDMENTS.
1. Amendments to these rules and regulations may be made at any stated meeting
by a two-thirds vote of the advisory committee, subject to approval by the President.
ORGANIZATION OF COMMITTEE.
Pursuant to a call of the Secretary of War, by directLon of the
President, the members of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics
met in the office of the Secretary of War on April 23, 1915. The first
meeting was called to order by the Secretary of War, and a temporary
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organization was effected. Brig. Gem George P. Scriven, United
States Army, was elected temporary chairman, and Nawfl Con-
structor Holden C. Richardson, Umted States Navy, t(,mporary
secretary.
In conformity with the des!gnation in the ('all for the first meeting,
issued by the Secretary of V/ar, the word "National" wa_ pr(.tixed
to the terms "Advisory Committcc for Aeron-mt, ics."
Under the authority, of the ruh,s and regulations,, the organization
was comph4ed b_ the election of oltic(i_ for on(, y.ar a_ follows:
Brig. Gem George P. S('riven, United States Army, chairman.
Naval (onctru,t_s ]Iolden (_. Richard_n, Unit(M States Navy so-retary.
OFHCERS AND _[EMBERS Ol," EXECUTIVE (*OMM1TTEE.
OFFICERS.
Dr. Charles D. Waleott, chMrman.
Naval Constructor It. C. I{ichardson, se('r{_tary.
MEMB Eilg.
Prof. Joseph S. Ames.
('apt. Mark L. Bristol, United States :Navy.
Prof. Charles F. Marvin.
Prof. Mi(.hm.1 I. Pupin..
IAeut 'ol S P, eber, United States Army.
Dr. S. W. Straiten.
WORK OF THE COMMITTEE.
The executive committee was directed to consider a program of
investigation and procedure intended to carry iut, o effect the purpo_(,s
of the act creating the advisory committee, and to report the same
with recommendM.ions. The recommendations 'rod the report of
the executive committee were approved by the general committee at
the annual meeting, and are incorporated in thi_ report,
The authority of the advisory commit.t(,(, was giv_,n t() th,:, executive
committee to institute special inv(stigations that promised t,o be of
S * • r_ervice to awatmn. Ihe results are shown in the reports forwarded
herewith as appendices. The limited tim. t:0d the limit.d funds
available both combined to prevent the aecom];]ishment of additional
work of importance, which might otherwis(_ have been undertaken.
The executive committee instituted an inv.si,igatien of facilities
available in various colleges, technical a,nd engineering institutions,
and among manufacturers and various aeronavtic societies, for the
carrying on of aeronautic investigations. It was found that limil('d
facilities were available for attacking various problems of aeronautic
desig-n, and that same couht be made aw61,fl)!e to the committee,
provided funds were available to carry out the m eessary experiments,
or to engage competent engineers o'a diff,,rent, phases of the work.
A number of institutions have available m(,chaai_.,_l laborat_)ries and
engineering courses capable of application to '_(,ron'mti(.s, but only
the Massachusetts Institute of Tectmolo_y and the University o_f
Michigan so far offer regular courses (;_ instruction and exi_eri-
mentation. Worcester Polytechnic Institute has conducted (,xt)(,ri-
ments on full-sized propellers mmmtcd on a whirling table turning
on a pivot in the middle of _ pond. The arms of the whirling table
are provided at one end ,_it, h a dynamomct(r for measuring the
torque and thrust and revolutions of _he propclh, r, and at the center a
control stand for controlling the speed of the propeller. The speed
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of the rotating armis.controlledby meansof a dra_,in the water,
attachedto the oppositeendof therotating arm. _f_ile thereare
objectionsto this methodof testingin a circularhath in the onen
• . . . " 1- J" ,
the method is lngcmous and the results obtained should be valuabh,,
particularly for comparison. In general, however, it appealu that
Cf¢ " -- - " " "the int(,rcst of coll%es is more one of cunostgy than _hat of con-
sidering the problcln as a true engineering one, requiring development
of engineering resources and, therefore, as not yc_ of sufficient
Importance to enga__e their serious attention. Manufaclurel_ are
principally intereste_ in the development of types which will meet
Gow:r_)mont requirements or popular demand, but wtfich will not
involw too radical or sudden changes from their assumed standard
typos.
As a result of the investigations of the facilities available in this
country, and of the problems requiring solution, it is found that
many t)roble:ns exist requiring careful and thorough investigation,
r " ' " ....
_hlch could be attacked with facilities which can _e placed at the
disposal of the committee, j)rovided sufficient funds are made avail-
able. Considerable work has already been accomplished in aero-
nautics with which the general public is not acquainted. This
covers lines of development and investigation which if published
would save money and effort on the part of individual investigators
and inventors who are now duplicating investigations alreadv_made
by others. Some of these investigations have-resulted in im"pro-ve_
ment; others have shown the futility of development on certain lines.
Some of this information is already embodied in reports which are
only accessible to a few interested parties who know of its existence.
Much can be accomplished b_r making the results of such investiga-
tions accessible, either in a reierence library or in the form of reports.
PROBLEMS.
Of the many problems now engaging general attention, the follow-
ing are considered of immediate importance and will be considered
by the committee as rapidly as funds can be secured for the purpose:
A. Stability as determined by mathematical investigations.--The re-
duction to practical form of the analytical methods of determining
the stability of aeroplanes from design data, without necessarily
requiring wind-tunnel tests or full-sized tests of same.
ta-1) This will require first a thorough investigation by compe-
tent mathematicians and ]physicists of the work so far accomplished
by different authorities olprominence in this country and abroad.
The publication of many valuable treatises which have already been
prepared is not sufficient, as many of these treatises are presented
in such highly technical manner that they are not in for'm to be
comprehended by designers and manufacturers who are otherwise
fitted for practical accomplishments in aeronautical work.
(a-2) Another phase of these investigations is the natural tend-
encv on the part of designers and constructors to assume that math-
ematio_,l theories are of use only to those who are mathematically
inclined; and there is objection, frequently based on good ground,
that in order to arrive at solutions of the complicated equations
involved, mathematicians necessarily make certain assumptions
which are not always based on actual conditions, and though the
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conclusionsdrawnarelogical,basedon theassumptionsmade,there
is reasonabledoubtif theresultingconclusionsapp!yto a complete
machine. Until suchdistrustis overcome,trueenglneerin__progress
in thedesignof air craftwill behamperedandprogresswi_ depend,
muchasin the past,on "cut and try" methods. However, when
the mathematician can explain by a correct application of mathe-
matical analysis why certain things occur in practice, for which no
satisfactory solution has been found, a start will be made toward the
removal of the distrust of mathematical formulae, and real progress
begin. As an instance of such application attention is invited to
the report of Hunsaker and Wilson, of the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology (Report No. 1), in which it is shown that although
an aeroplancJ[s designed so that statically it is stable to a satisfactory
degree, it does not necessarily follow that the machine is dynamically
stable; and in fact in the case investigated it was found'that while
within certain limits the machine was dynamically stable, the limits
of dynamic stability were much smaller than supposed, and at low
speeds dynamic instability existed to such a de_ee as to require
correction in the design. Such instability has probably been the
cause of a large num_ber of accidents, and yet constructors and
designers were at a loss to explain the cause until demonstrated by
the test of a model of an actual machine in a wind tunnel.
B. Air-speed mefers.--An important problem to aviation in
general is the devising of accurate, reliable, and durable air-speed
meters and other aeronautic instruments for the navigation and
control of air craft.
(b-l) The most important of these problems is that of the pre-
vention of "stalling" of aeroplanes. The committee considers
"stalling" responsib'_e for a veery high percenta_e.,.of aeroplane
accidents. It is believed that at present the possibility oi stamng
exists in all machines, except a few which have been specially designed
to have a high degree of inherent long!tudinal stability; but it appears
desirable and necessary to use machines of a normal type, because
of certain considerations affecting the methods of using these machines
in warfare and also because of certain restrictions _nvolved in the
performances of machines of the inherently stable type. The best
means of preventing stalling is the development of a reliable air-
speed meter, which by its in&cations will give warning of the approach
to those conditions which produce stalling. A number of such
meters already exist in different forms, but none so far developed
or brought to the attention of the committee is considered to be
satisfactory or reliable.
(b-2) The Bureau of Standards is now epgaged in investigation
of such meters, and attention is invited to the report of Prof. Herschel
and Dr. Buckingham of the bureau on Pitot tubes. (Report
No. 2.) In addition to the investigation by the Bureau of Standards
referred to, a number of manufacturers and individuals are already
engaged in the development of air-speed meters. The development
of other forms of aeronautical instruments is in a more satisfactory
condition and is progressing steadily.
C. Wing sections.--The evolution of more efficient _ing sections
of practical form, embodying suitable dimensions for an economical
structure, with moderate travel of the center of pressure and still
affording a large range of angle of attack combined _ith efficient
action.
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D. Motors.--The development of high powered aeronautic motors
of the lightest possible construction consistent with reliable opera-
tion and the maximum economy of fuel and oil consumption.
(d-l) The committee is of the opinion that with proper encourage-
ment, satisfactory types of aeroplane motors can be de-ycleped wtu_ch
will rival in efficiency and certainty of operation the automobile
motors of to-day and the best aeronautic motors which have been
developed abroad. This will require that manufacturers having
capable organizations at their disposal shall become interested in
aeronautic development and see a market for their products. In the
meantime, both the War and Navy Departments are already engaged
on this problem and may be expected to contribute valuable informa-
tion in the near future. By employing some of the most competent
engineers of this country on investigations of the many complicated
details of design of gas engines, the committee should be able to make
substantial progress on these lines.
(d-2) An efficient form of radiator is needed, which will provide
satisfactory cooling for water cooled motors, without involw_n_ too
much weight or resistance, and it is desirable that the principl_es of
design should be carefully investigated with a view to the., :,develop-
ment of a type which will embody the different quali_ies required in
such a manner as to have _he least unfavorable effect on the aero-
dynamic efficiency of aircraft.
(d-3) Ah efficient form of muffler for internal combustion engines
is necessary for military aircraft. An attempt by the committee to
obtain a report on this subject has so far been unl_ruitful, though it is
hoped that satisfactory progress can be made in the near future.
The problem is not a simple one on account of the high power of the
motors used.
E. Propellers.--The development of more efficient air propellers,
which will hold their efficiency a_ high values over a large range of
speed of advance. Also improvements in design of propellers relative
to materials and details of construction, leading toward reduced
weight and greater permanence of form, together with provision for
ready repairs and moderate cos_ of construction.
(e-l) It is considered that this country has available a number of
competent authorities on propellers for water craft, who are thor-
oughly equipped to place the design of aeronautic propellers on a
satisfactory basis, and it is advisable that the committee should have
at its disposal funds to engage such talent on the development of
propeller design. A great deal of work has already been accomplished
abroad and is available for use, and though high efficiency, of design
has be_n attained abroad, the pro_ess on these lines in this country
has been limited.
F. Form of aeroplane.--Improvements in the form of aeroplane
leading toward natural inherent stability to such a degree as to
relieve largely the attention of the pilot while still retaining sufficient
flexibility and control to maintain any desired path, without seri-
ously impairing the efficiency of the design.
G. Radio-telegraphy.--It is exceeding_ly desirable that the com-
mittee should investigate the ques$ion of apparatus to be used in
sending messages from aeroplanes in order that there may be sure
means of communication between the aeroplane and fixed base
stations.
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PHYSICAL PROBLEMS.
Beside tile more general problems, the following problems of a
physical rather than aeronautical natur_ are of particular inWresi :
2_-. No_worrosive materiaIs.--The availability of non(orrosive ma-
terials for construction details and fittings; such materials to have
qualiti(,s comparable with thost atl, ainable in different gra(h's of
steel, both as to physical properties and as to rcliabilit.y.
(a2-1) Work or£ tills lineis already well in hand at the Bureau of
Standards.
B. Flat aT_d cambered su_faces.--A complete investigation of the
effects of combinations of flat and cambered surfaces joined by hinges,
as is usual in the construction of rudders.
(b-l) No extended work on these lines has yet been carried out,
though facilities exist at, the Washington Navy Yard and at the
Massachus('tts Institute of Technology.
C. Ttrmi_al conn,ctions.--The development of reliable te,n_ninal
eonneclio_s for truss wires, wlfieh will dfvelop, if practicable, the
full strength of t,he "_ire without, involving, too much bulk or weight,
and without involving danger due to unusual care being requirea in
attaetfing same; that is, the solution must be a practical and not a
laboratory one.
(c-1) X valuable contribution to this question is submitted in the
report volunteered by the John A. Roebling s Sons Co. (Report
No. 3.)
D. Characteristics of constructive materials.--An accurate and au-
thentic determination of the physical characteristics of all classes of
woods, metals, and fabrics which enter into the present-day types of
construct ion.
(d-l) Considerable information on these lines is undoubtedly avail-
able in the laboratory records of various technical institutions, but
is not uenerallv accessible. The Bureau of Standards is well equipped
for this line o_work.
E. Gel_eration of hgdroqen.--The generating of hydrogen economi-
cally at sea on a ship rolling in a seaway is a problem to be solved.
(e-l) There are many systems of generating hydrogen on land, but
many of th(se would be defective ifinst_dledaboardship. Any in-
stallation for this purpose aboard ship should combine capacity, com-
pactness and economy, and certainty of operation to the }fighest
de_ree.
1_. Standardization, of nomendature.--The standardization of aero-
nautical nomenclature is most desirable for the whole comltry.
(f-l) This question has already been attacked by the Army and
Navv, and the reports of these branches of the serwce should form a
good ba._is for the work of the committee.
G St(_ml(mllzatiou of speci_cations.--Standardization of specifica-
tions for aeroplane materials for use of the Government and people of
this country.
(g-l) A proI)osition on these lines from a prominent manufacturer
has ah'eady been received, and the committee has taken steps toward
the development of such specifications.
It. Bib_,_o_!raphy of aviation.--Revision and continuation of the
bib[iograph_ of aviation.
I. _ ',,llcctto_, recision, a_)d is,_lance of reports and bulletins coverin_
the state of the art of aeronautics, the primary purpose being to avoi(t
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asfar aspossibleunnecessaryduplicationof workwhichhasalreadybeenwelldone.
J. Limitation of s/ze.--Determination of the present upper limits
with regard to size and carrying capacity, with special reference to
the means by which those limits may be extended, it being very im-
portant to know approximately the present limitations in size and
carrying capacity and to what elements these limitations apply, and
w'i_: Causes of accidents.-----Securing and carefully compiling of re-
h_
ports of causes of accidents in aeronautics.
(k-l) While conditions have changed decidedly from the early days
of aeronautics in this country, thereis still evidence of carelessness in
the desiun and operation of aeroplanes. It would appear as coming
ithin tyro province of this committee that legislation should be en-
acted toward obtainin__ control of this feature at an early date.
However, any such legislation should be most carefully considered
and the views of those interested should be obtained. This is par-
ticularl:_ necessary, as already a number of attempts have been made
tox_ ard mgislatiou in different States, with the result that in one State,
at least, experimental work is practically prohibited, not because
inventors and constructors can not comply with the law, but because
the o_cra_ion of the law requires facilitms which do not exist in the
State in which the laws have been passed. With a view toward de-
termining the rcouirements of such legislation, it is proposed that a
beginning be maple by requesting that all accidents be reported to
the advisory committee on forms to be published by the committee,
embodvin_ a set of categorical questions, the answers to which may
lead to _determinatio_ of the principal causes of accidents, hi
cases where such accidents result in the maiming or killing of spec-
tator_ or rivers, such questions should be answered })y the investi-
gating auttiorities. The word "request" is used in view of the pos-
sible conflicts of State and Federal authority and jurisdiction; and
whereas it is very probable that both State and Federal authorities
would be willing and glad to cooperate in this work in response to a
request, it is not clear that such cooperation would follow legislation,
unless carefully worked out.
STANDARDS OF WORK.
While the functions of the committee are not considered directly
to be concerned with the question of preparations for defense, in the
opinion of the committee it is of greatest importance that th_ manu-
facturers of aircraft and the War and Navy Departments, at present
the principal consumers, should come to a definite agreement as to
the standards of work necessary to facilitate production and repairs.
Of the most importance in tMs line is the preparation of standard
specifications for materials and tests. In this manner the _)roducers
and consumers will have a clear understanding on which tobase con-
tracts, and under the stress of war conditions the multiplication of
aircraft would be greatly facilitated.
25302°--S. Dec, 268, 64-1--2
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IMPORTANCE OF WORK TO ARMY AND NAVY.
The importance of aircraft to the War and Navy Departments, in
view of the utilization of such craft in the present war in Europe, is
so evident that no further comment is offered. It is, however,
strongly recommended that every consideration should be given
toward the provision of adequate facilities for initiating and con-
ducting the important experimental work necessary for the eificient
development of both branches of the service on aei:onautical lines.
QUARTERS FOR COMMITTEE.
By courtesy of the Secretary of War, the first meetings of the
advisory committee and the executive committee were held in the
reception room in the office of the Secretary of War, and the annual
meeting was also held in that room. In accordance with the instruc-
tions of the advisory committee, the executive committee attempted
to obtain quarters in the State, War, and Navy Department Building,
but found that each of these departments was so crowded for space
that none was available. However, through the courtesy of the Sec-
retary of War, the meetings of the executive committee have been held
in the private office of the officer in charge of the Aviation Section,
War Department, and the office work of the committee has been tem-
porarily conducted and tile flies have been kept in a portion of a room
adjoining the same office. While such improvised quarters for the
committee served their purpose, such temporary quartel_s are not sat-
isfactory or suited to the needs of the committee. Suitable quarters
can be obtained at moderate cost in one of the several office buildings
centrally located in the city of Washington. It is for this reason the
committee recommends that provision for suitable quarters be made
in the next appropriation act.
EXISTING FACILITIES FOR AERONAUTIC INVESTIGATION IN GOVERN"
MENT DEPARTMENTS.
For the conduct of the work outlined, limited facilities already exist
in different Government departments about as described in general
terms in the following. These faciliti(s can be augmented by the
facilities described as existing in the different teclmlcal institutions,
etc., previously referred to:
A. The Bureau of Standards is well equipped for carrying on all
investigations involving the determination of the _)hyslcal factors
entering into aeronautic design, and is prepared to taKe up such mat-
ters as are of sufficient general interest to warrant same.
B. The Navy Department is equipped with a model basin and wind
t umml at the Washington Navy Yard, with adequate shop facilities
for carrying on the work in a limited way, and is also constructing at
T • T r- *' " O" :_ "the V_ashmgton Navy $ ard a plant for the testing, of acronautm
motors and devices involved in their operation, which will be in com-
mission at an early date. Also, under the Navy Departnlent steady
progress is being made in attacking practical problems involved in
the development of the Navy aeronautic service at its station at
Pensacola, and theoretical and practical designs are in hand in the
Bureaus of Construction and Repair and Steam Engineering.
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C. The War Department has limited facilities at the flying school
at San Diego, for investigations of interest to that branch of the serv-
ice, and is able to carry out in a limited way experiments of interest
to the service on full-sized machines, for whmh work it has the assist-
ance of technical experts.
D. Fhe Weather J_ureau is well equipped for the determination of
the problems of the atmosphere in relati_on to aeronautics, and Prof.
Marvin, a member of the advisory committee, is the chairman of a
subcommittee engaged on this problem. The work, however, will
necessarily be limited until the necessary funds for more extensive
work become available. There is already available in the records of
the bureau much information of value which requires compilation in
a form suited to aeronautic requirements, and this work is the
subject of a preliminary report included in the annual report of the
committee.
E. The Smithsonian Institution has been engaged for a number of
years on the compilation of the bibliography of aeronautics, and is
]_)repared to continue this work for at least two years more with the
Iunds at its disposal. The institution has also contributed funds
toward the development of the work of the subcommittee of the
Weather Bureau in its investigation of the problem of the atmosphere
in relation to aeronautics.
Itemized statement of expendZtures under appropriat [on "Advisory Committee for Aero-
nautics, 1915. '
No. Payee. Amount.
]150
1155
1156
1157
1158
]159
1160
1161
1162
]]63
]229
1420
1435
1436
]550
]615
1617
1640
1641
7669
7670
7775
ft. F. Victory ...................................................
Underwood "Typewriter Co .......................................
Union Envelope Co .............................................
Andrews Paper Co ...............................................
Municipal Supply Co ...........................................
Roberts Numbering Machine (_o ................................
G lobe-Wernicke Co ...........................................
E. J. Murphy Co ..............................................
Shaw-Walker Co ...............................................
..... do .......................................................
Transfer (supplies drawn from navy yard) .......................
A. B. Dick_o ..................................................
Postal Telegraph Cahle Co .......................................
Western Union Telegraph Co .... ._. .............................
Joseph N. Snellenburg .........................................
Prof. Michael I. Pupin .........................................
..... do ........................................................
Massachusetts Institute of Technology ............................
Columbia University ............................................
Prof. John 1 . Ha_ford ...........................................
Prof. William F. _urand ................. .......................
Prof. Joseph S. Ames ............................................
OBLIGATED.
Cornell University ....United States ======================================= $I, 000. 001.00
Goodline Manufacturing Co ........................... ]. 88
$26.67
67.50
4.23
.79
7.00
2.40
1.75
2.05
10.32
9.]6
51.26
75.00
3.89
20.39
67.00
21.80
21.80
800.00
1,500.00
26.25
213.]0
3.70
2, 936. 06
1 OO2. 88
Total expended and obligated ........................... 3, 938. 94
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A statement showing the expenditur(,s of th(_ committee is sub-
mitted herewith.
Summary of e:rpendilures under appropriation "Adcisory Committee for Aeronautics,
1915."
Clerical services ....................................................... $26. 67
Office furniture ......................................................... 67. 00
Stationery and equipment ............................................... 21_3.34
Members tra_ cling expenses ......................................... 286. 65
Telegrams ............................................................. 24. 28
Technical reports from Massachusetts Institufe of Techno[_)gy, United
States Rubber Co.. Columbia and ('ornell Universities ................... 3.301.00
Total expended and obligated .................................... 3, 938. 94
Unobligatcd balance turned into Treasury ................................ 1,061. (i6
Amount of appropriation .......................................... 5,000. CO
CONCLUSIONS.
From the above, it will be anparent that utilizing all facilities at
•,resent available the nro_,re_s that can be made will be fragmentary
_nd at best. lack 'that _ooTdi,_'ation which is necessary to ae_'omplisIl
in a direct, continuous, and efficient manner, and as rapidly as practi-
cable, the important work now in sight. If the committee is to be
prepared to keep pace with the increasing needs of the very rapid
development _flready under way, stimul'_tcd by the unusual condi-
tions existin(,. _, in Euro. pc, the,: facilities and tectm]cal assistance, recomo.
mended are essentml. _tule the needs at _.rcsent arc principally
those which have an important bearing on military prcparedness, the
committee is of the opinion that aeronautics has made such rapid
strides that when the war is over there will be found available classes
of aircraft and a trained personnel for their operation, which will rap-
idly force aeronautics into commercial fields, involving developments
of which to-day we barely dream.
Respectfully submitted.
(_F:.I:_;_: P. S(mVE.',-,
Brigadier Gel_eral, C]_'_ef Sig_,al Oj]icer of t]_e Army,
Ci_airma_.
REPORTS
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IN TWO PARTS.
REPORT ON BEHAVIOR OF AEROPLANES IN GUSTS.
BY THE MASSACHUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY.
Part L--EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF INHERENT LONGITUDINAL
STABILITY FOR A TYPICAL BIPLANE.
By J. C. HUNSAKER.
Part IL--THEORY OF AN AEROPLANE ENCOUNTERING GUSTS.
By E. B. WILSON.
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PART I.
EXPERIMENTAL ANALYSIS OF INHERENT LONGITUDINAL
STABILITY FOR A TYPICAL BIPLANE.
By JEROME C. Y]'UNSAKER.
ARTICLE 1.
INTRODUCTION.
A model of span 18 inches, representing a typical military, tractor
b_lane, was tested in the wind tunnel of the Massachusetts institute
orIechnology. The lift, drift, and pitching moment were measured
for a series of angles of incidence corresponding to the maximum
possible changes of flight attitude. Only the discussion of sym-
metrical or longitudinal changes is given here. A report on the
lateral stability of the same model is reserved for a later date. From
tile observed rate of variation of the forces and pitching moment, it
x_'as possibl_eto calculate the "derivatives" needed in the complete
theorx oflon:_itudinayg" " 1 stability in still air. The damping oi_ the
pitching oscillation was also (|etennined experimentally.
T ....he method followed is that of L. Bakrstow in his extension of
Bryan's theory. Notation also follows Bairstow. The value of
Routh's discriminant, which Bryan has shown to be a measure of
dynamical longitudinal stability, has been calculated for six speeds,
ranging Irom the maximum to the minimum possible speeds for the
aeroplane type selected. The principal point of interest brou ht
O ....... g
ut in this connection is that stability ]_alls off rapidly as speed
decreases or angle of attack increases, and that while this aeroplane
appears to be very stable at high speeds, it is frankly unstable at
speeds below 47 miles per hour.
This instability at low speeds takes the form of an oscillation in
pitch combined with changing in forward speed and a rising and
sinking of the whole aeroplane, which, therefore, follows an undulatory
flight path. The _aeriod of the undulation is about 12 seconds, and
the amplitude doubles itself in less than 20 seconds. Obviously, the
pilot can not safely abandon his controls at slow speed.
Fhe importance of this demonstrated instability at low speeds
should be a_)preciated in view of recent accidents with military
aeroplanes when operated at slow speeds.
The entire investigation of inherent longitudinal stability was pre-
liminary to the discussion of the effect of windgusts. Naturall:y, it
was first ncc(,ssary to find a stable aeroplane and-to obtain some idea
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ofthe "range" ofstability. It now appears that a typicalaeroplane
isinherently stable in the sense defined at high speeds only. The
effect of gusts on the uncontrolled aeroplane will, therefore, be
investigated only for the high-s_eed condition. At low speeds the
aeroplane can not be leftto itselfin stillair. Consequently, a dis-
cusslon of itscertain destruction ifabandoned in gusty air appears
unprofitable.
ARTICLE 2.
MODEL AND PROTOTYPE.
The type of aeroplane selected is a high-speed military biplane
tractor known as Curtiss JN2. Shop plans of this aeroplane were
kindly furnished by the Curtiss Aeroplane Co., Buffalo, N. Y., to
whom acknowledgment nmst be made for much valuable assistance,
inchding the experimental determination of moments of inertia, etc.,
by Dr. A. F. Zahm of that company.
The principal dimensions of the aeroplane were assumed as follows:
Weight full load ....................................... pounds.. 1,800
Brake horsepower ................................. horsepower.. 110
Maximum speed for calculations ................. miles per hour.. 79
_Iinimum speed for calculations ........................... do .... 43.7
Total wing area (including ailerons) ................ square feet.. 384. 0
Area fixedtail .......................................... do... 23.0
Area horizontal rudder .................................. do .... 19.0
Area vertical rudder ...................................... do .... 7.8
Span of wings ............................................ feet.. 36.0
Chord of wings ........................................... do .... 5.3
Gap between wings ...................................... do .... 5.3
Length of body .......................................... do .... 26. 0
The model was made geometrically similar to its prototype and
one twenty-fourth scale. The general features are shown in the
drawings of the model. (Figs. 1 a, b, c.) The model was an exact
copy of the aeroplane except for the propeller and wing wiring,
which features were omitted. Also wing struts were made round
instead of "stream-line" in section. Since it is well known that
the resistance of a series of similar aeroplanes varies somewhat less
rapidly than the square of the speed and square of a linear dimen-
sion, due to skin friction, it is believed that the prediction of the
resistance of the full size aeroplane from the observed model resistance
will still be a fair estimate in spite of omissions on the model.
For simplicity, the model was made with the trailing ailerons or
win__ flaps integral with the wings. This somewhat increases the
effective-supporting area. Also the fixed tail and elevator were
made in one, corresponding to the elevator held fast in its neutral
position. These points are made clear on the drawings of the model.
ARTICLE 3.
GENERAL WIND TUNNEL PROCEDURE,
The model was testedin the 4-footwind tunnel at a velocityof 30
miles per hour. The wind tunnel and aerodynamical balance are
duplicatesofthe installationofthe National Physical Laboratory, Ted-
dington, England, and reference should be m_de to the Technical
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Report of the Advisory Committee for Aeronautics, London, 1912-13,
for detail description and methods of operation.
In general, it may be stated that the wind tunnel provides a wind
constant in velocity within 1 per cent, which velocit3 is further con-
stant across /.he working cross section of the tunnel within 1¼ per
cent. Velocity is measured by a suction plate calibrated against a
standard Pitot tube with a precision of one-half per cent. The
model is mounted oll the balance in various '_ttitudes of pitch or yaw,
and in such positions are Incasured tile three forces and three couples
p reduced, b y _he wind alon,_ and about three: nmtually. I)erl)endieular
axes m space. From a knowledge of the variation of these forces and
couples with change of attitude, the so-called "resistance derivatives"
of Bryan's 1 theory of dynamical stability may be computed.
The theory of stahility also requires the determination of tile damp-
ing of oscillations about the center of gravity of the acroplane. A
special oscillating apparatus was built _or these tests which will be
described below. By oscillating the model in the wind and observing
the decrement of amplitude wit_l time, it was possible to estimate the
"rotary derivatives."
ARTICLE 4.
LONGITUDINAL TESTS.
The model was mounted on the balance with its win_ in a vertical
plane by means of a vertical rod driven into tim body at. the j)oint
shown on figure lb. By swinging the model about the verticaiaxis
passing through the spindle, the angle of wind to the wing chord was
varied from + 20 ° to - 8 °. At each attitude the force across the wind
or "Lift," force do'_ul wind or "Drift," and the pitching moment
about the spindle were measured. The signs were taken so that
an actual lift, actual head resistance, and a stalling moment are posi-
tive. The wind velocitywas 30 miles per hour of standard dry air
at 15 ° C. and 776 mm. Hg. The experimental points are sho_:n on
figure 2, where forces are in pounds and moments in inch-pounds.
The precision of measurement is within 1 per cent.
For a g_vcn attitude, the resultant force, on the model in pounds
at 30 miles per hour .is R=_+I)". This resultant makes an
L
angle with the wind direction given t)y a= tan-_ 1). The force R
is observed to have a pitching nlom(m! ,?[ about the sl)i_l(lle axis.
It may then be assumed to be situated so that the pcrI)endicular
M
from this axis to R is given by x=_-. The vector R is thus deter-
mined in ma_litude, direction, and line of spplie,_t!on. The resultant
force vectors R are shown on figure lb to a seal(, 1 inch equals 0.2
pound. The vector R is purely an aluebraic substitution-for the
complicated system of forces and coup_i_s acting on the aeroplane.
The vectors are drawn relative to the aeroplane.
The center of gravity was assumed to lie as shown near the inter-
section of the propeller axis with the resultant force vector for 4 °.
At this attitude, then, the pitching moment shouhl be nearly zero.
G. H. Bryan, Stability in Aviation.
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The c. g. location determined for the actual aeroplane after exten-
sive trial flights is almost identical.
It is seen that for angles smaller than 4 °, R passes forward of the
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c. g. and for angles greater than 4 °, it passes to the rear. The
aeroplane is longitudinally stable in a static sense. It will be shown
below that it is not always dynamically stable.
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ARTICLE 5.
PERFORMANCE CURVES.
The lift and head resistance or "drift" of the full scale aeroplane
were assumed to be approximately given by the relation:
Force on model ( 30 .y
Force on _:croi)l_ = \24 }:1
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when V is the flying speed of the aeroplane in miles per hour. The
above relation holds, of course, only for the same attitmte of model
and aeroplane. _[he weight of the aeroplane, 1,800 pounds, must
equal the lift in flight. Hence:
. 303ff 1800
_:=_ Lift on model.
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A seriesof speedsV was computed for a series of attitudes of the
aeroplane, and the aeroplane drift at each attitude was then com-
puted from:
--_ / VV
D full size = D model x 24 x [3)
t
In figure 3 are given curves of drift, effective horsepower required,
angle of wing chord to wind and ratio weight to _,}rift plotted on V as
abscissae. For our calculations a maximum speed of 79 miles and a
mhfimum of 43.7 miles were selected corresponding to angles of wing
chord to wind of 1° and 15.5 ° , respectively.
The curve of E.H.P. on figure 3, indicates that 87 propeller horse-
power is necessary for a speed of 79 miles. If the propeller has an
efficiency of 80 _)er cent, the motor must develop at least 110 brake
horsepower. Tile original designs contemplated as maximum speed
of about 80 miles perhour for a 120 brake horsepower motor, which
appears very reasonable. As actually built this type was given a
rated 90 horsepower motor. Assuming 70 E.H.P. delivered to the
propeller a speed of 73 miles per hour is indicated by our curves. It
is reported that the speed of this aeroplane was actually 73 miles per
hour.
ARTICLE 6.
CHOICE OF AXES--NOTATION--UNITS.
Axes for reference are assumed fixed in the aeroplane and moving
with it in space. The origin is at the center of gravity. For steady
horizontal flight at a given attitude the axis of Z is vertical, the axis
of X Horizontal and directed to the rear in the plane of symmetry,
and the axis of Y is horizontal and directed toward the left-wing tip.
Forces along these axes are denoted by X, Y, Z and are expressed in
pounds per unit mass. Moments are L, M, N and are given in pounds-
feet per unit mass.'
A_gles of roll, pitch and yaw from the normal flying attitude are
denoted by _, 0 and ¢. Angular velocities of roll, p_tch and yaw are
p, q, r in radius per second. The signs of moments, angles and angular
velocity are positive considered in the directions .X Y, YZ or ZX.
Moments of inertia referred to axes X, Y, Z are denoted by
mK2._, mK_, mK2o where m is the mass of the aeroplane and K-a,
KB, K, corresponding radii of gyration.
ARTICLE 7.
EQUILIBRIUM CONDITIONS.
In normal horizontal flight in still air a state of equilibrium is
assumed such that the power available maintains the aeroplane at
such a speed that the weight is just sustained. Since the lift of an
aeroplane wing is also a function of its attitude or angle of attack,
it is further assumed that the attitude is proper for the speed. In
t Unit mass is the slug equal to 32.17 pounds weight.
25302°--S. l)oc. 268, 64-1--3
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normal horizontal flight the axis of X is parallel to the apparent wind
direction and is hence horizontal. Let 0 be the angle of pitch of the
aerop!ano away from its normal attitude. Then normally 0 is zero.
Like_ise if the aerol)lane is in equilibrium in its flight, t'he angular
velocity of pitch is zero and also the pitching moment., Me.
At hlgh speed, for example 79 miles, the axis of N is horizontal and
makes a:,_ angle of 1° with the wing chord. At low speed, new axes
are chosen such that the axis of X is still horizontal but nmkes an
angle of 15.5 ° with the wing chord. The axes are fixed by the
equilibrium conditions for flight and differ for each normal }lying
attitude. Oscillations about the normal flight path when the motion
is disturbed are referred to the above defined axes which are assumed
fixed hi the aeroplane and moving with it in sl?aee.
The pitching moment curve observed for the model shows zero
moment for an angle of wing chord of 4.,5 ° and a (livin_ moment at
larger angles. For slm_ flight, it is assm,_wd that the pi_'ot by proper
setting of his horizontal rudder iml?r(,ss(s an equal st.allingmoment
on the machine so that the net pitching moment is zero. The effect
is to move the pitching moment curve parallel to itself by the alge-
braic addition of a stalling moment so that its ordinate has" zero va][ue
for the desired thght attitude.
ARTICLE 8.
TRANSFORMATION OF AXES.
It is convenient to measure in the wind tunnel the lift and drift
about axes always vertical and horizontal in space. For the oscilla-
tions of the aeroplane it is convenient to consider the forces referred
to axes fixed in the aeroplane as described above. The transforma-
tion is effected in the usual way by means of the formul_:
m Z'=LcosO+DsinO,
m X'=D cos O-L sin O,
where 0 is the angle of pitch of the aeroplane awa_ from its normal
attitude, considered positive for stalling angles, nero L and D are
lift and drift on the model in pounds, and m X' andre Z' correspond-
ing forces in pounds along the axes X and Z. ]?he model forces
Z', X' are converted to Z, 92, full size, by multiplying by the
square of the speed and linear dimension ratios. The followfng tables
carry out the required transformation.
The pitching moment M is independent of the longitudinal shitt of
axes and varies onlyas the squareof the speed. Curves of 92, Z and M
for the different fllght attitudes are plotted on figures 4, 5, 6, 7, 8,
and 9. The transformation of the moment about the spindle to the
corresponding moment about the c. g. of the full-size aeroplane is
given below.
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i=1 °, V=79 miles, m=55.9 slugs.
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i=15.5 °, V----43.7 miles.
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CONVERSION OF PITCHING MOMENTS.
mM,,=moment about spindle in inch ponnds on model.
mM)co=monlent about c. g. in inch pounds on model.
b=3ff4 inches, c. g. forwaM of spindle.
a=0.10 inches, c. g. above spindle.
Axis of X 3.5 ° t_) wing chord.
M=pitching moment about c. g. full size, full speed, in pounds feet per unit ma_s.
m Meg = _n Ms - mZ _b - mX'a.
i=ai gle of wing chord to wind degre(,s.
O=angle vf axis of X to wind. de_ees.
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ARTICLE 9.
RESISTANCE DERIVATIVES, LONGITUDINAL.
Notation follows Bairstow) to whose paper reference should be
made for the detailed discussion of "derivatives." In the theory of
small oscillations, the aerodynamic forces Xo, Zo, and pitching
moment, Me, are eliminated "by the conditions of equilibrium. In
disturbed motion, disturbances in normal flying speed and attitude
cause changes in the quantities, X, Z, and M.
Let U be the normal ilymg sp(cd and u, w and q small changes in
horizontal and vertical velocity components and angular velocity of
pitch. If the disturbance be small, u, w and q are small with respect
to U. For example, the function
X =/( U+ u, w, q)
may be expanded into the approximate form
X = Xo + _ X,, + wX_ + q Wq,
a lin,'ar function of the small quantities u, w, q. The cocfiicients
.X'u, Xw, Xq are the so-c'tlled resistance d(,rivatives (,f the theory of
1 Technical I{eport of the Advisory Commith.e for .\_ rona,:_!( _, Lo:_.c!on 1912-13.
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small oscillations, and physically represent the slope of a curve of X
on a base u, w, or _.
Similarly
Z = Zo + uZ_ + _vZ_ + qZ_
M= Mo+uM_,+wM_+(_Mq
From the conditions o_ equilibrium, Xo is balanced by the pro-
peller thrust, Zo by the pull of gravity or Zo=g, and Mo=o.
Also, Bairstow has shown that Xq and Za may be neglected.
X_ is the rate of change of X with change in forward speed. But
since ._ _s a function of forward speed squared _ e may write:
X_- AXo _ 2Xo
AU U
and
2Zo
Z_= U
AERONAUTICS.
These coefficients may be obtained directly by calculation
X Drift
o=_, and Zo=g. For example, at 79 miles per hour,
-115.5 feet per second and Zo = 32.2. Then
2×32.2
Zu =_115.5 =_ -- .557
41
since
U=
Also at 1575, U= -63.8 feet per second and
2>(10
Xu- _ 63.8 --- .276
The derivatives X_, Zw, Mw represent the effect of a vertical
component of velocity. From the well-known method of velocity
composition, the vert(cal velocity w acts with the horizontal velocity
U to cause the apparent wind to have an inclination to the horizontal
W
)f tan-_ _7" This inclination is given to the model in the wind
Lunnel, and X, Z, and M measured for various pitch angles.
But _X0= tan -1 -_= 57.3 U' when 40 is a small angle in degrees.
&X 57.3 AX
•". Xw=-_-=-_ _0
2_.Y.
_-_- is the slope of a curve of X on pitch angle as base.
AX -.65 andfrom figure 4, 40 2
For example,
57.3 -- .65
Xw= -115.5 2 = +0.162
Similar formulas are used to compute Zw and M_. It may be noted
that the method assumes that for small oscillations, hence small
changes 0, the tangent may be substituted for the actual curve.
The nmit of validity is obviously the range of pitch angle over which
the tangent to the curve is not greatly changed. This range is usually
about 4 to 8 degrees.
The values of the resistance derivatives calculated in this manner
will be found tabulated later.
ARTICLE 10.
DAMPING.
The damping of pitching about the c. g. is represented by the rotary
dO
derivative Mq. For an angular velocity dt = q' a damping moment
,]_ is exerted on the aeroplane.
1 o measure this aerodynamic damping, the special oscillating appa-
ratus was designed which is shown by the photograph of figure 10.
The model is mounted on a massive bracket which pivots about the
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two pointsshown Fore-and-aftarmscarry counterwei__htswhich
• ," , ¢,) .
are adjusted to give a reasonable natural period. The spiral springs
bear in notches on the arms by means of knife-edged shackles. The
sprin__s insure that the motion shall be oscillatory. The assumed
c. g. _ncation of the aeroplane model is arranged to be on the axis of
rotation. The actual center of gravity of the apparatus is not
considered.
t rlctlon ts kept small by careful design of the steel pivots, which
are hardened steel points bearing in tnol steel cones. The sprm_
knife edges are lass hard. It was found that a convenient perioa
is about one-hal_ second. In still air the apparatus wi!> rock more
than 300 times before the amptitude is dimilfished b_ friction to
one-ninth of the initial displacement.
The moment of inerti_t of the entire oscillating mass was calcu-
lated and then checked by an independent experimental determina-
tion.
Let:
1= moment of inertia of all oscillating parts in slug foot-
units.
m _= mass of all oscillating parts in slugs.
Me = moment of air forces on model at, rest.
_][_= moment of springs at rest.
KO = additional inonlent of springs when deflected.
c=c. g. of entire apparatus above pivot, feet.
0 = angle of pitch from normal attitude in radians.
dO
Po-d[= damping moment due to friction.
dO
#,_,dt-= damping moment due to wind on apparatus.
dO
P_dt = damping moment due to wind on model.
cm'0=static moment due to gravity.
The equation of motion then is:
d_'O dO +.I_;+ 0,,+_,,+_,)_/t (K.-cm')O+Mo-M_=o
But Me = M_, by the initial condition of equilibrium. Let
. d20 dO
#=#o+#_+#_; then l-d_- +gdt-+ (K-cm')O=o
The solution of this equation is well known to be:
O=C_ _s co t (K-em)7-:_+o:,
where 0 and z¢ are arbitrary constants. If time be counted when
the amplitude of swing is a maximum then cos{-}=l, and 0=0o,
the initml displacement. Also if the number of beats be counted by
S° DDc. 268, 64-1,
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observing the times for succeeding maxima, a plot of amplitude on
time wili_have for its equation the simple form:
0 = Ooe 2[
The coeffici_,nt ;_ is the logarithmic decrement of the oscillation
and must be numeric, ally posit iv(; to insure that the oscillation dies
out with tim(,.
The apparatus was fitted with a small reflecting prism 1)y which a
nen(.il of'li,_ht _ as deflected toward a ground glass plate set in the
roof of lh({'tunnel. Ni£e lines spaeed_0.2 inel_ were ruled on this
plate. With the model at rest the beam of light was brought to a
shard focus on the line marked zero. By means of a trigger the
observer started an oscillation of the model, and the spot of hght was
obs(_rved to os[.illat.e across the scale. The time, t, was observed in
which an os(:illation was damped from an amplitude of 9 to an ampli-
tude of 1, for example.
Then: tOg_o_0o=21_u"=log,9, and knowing I and t, u is calculated.
Preliminary tests showed that the same value of _ was obtained
whether the timing stopped at 0 = 5, 4, 3, 2, o_ 1.
Oscillation tests wcre made at live wind _ elocities varying from
5 to 35 miles per hour. The coefficient _ appeared to vary approxi-
mately as the first power of the velocity.
Similar tests were made with the model for no wind to determine
po, which may be said to be due almost wholly to friction and verst
slightly to the damping of apparatus and model moving througn
the air.
Likewise #w was obtained by oscillating the apparatus without
model in winds from 5 to 35 miles per hour.
The coefficient m_ has the dimensions ' pl _V, where p is density of
air 1 a linear dimension, and Vthe velocity of thewind. To convert
mn to M. for the full-size' machine at full speed, multiply by the fourth
power o_ 24, the scale, and by the ratio of full speedto model sl_eed.
The numerical results of tests of the pitching oscillation follow.
Note that the damping of the pitching falls off for low speeds. This
contributes to the difficulty of providing sufficient stability at low
speeds.
In the tables following, the number of beats, n, is recorded as a
general check and is not used. Recorded values of n and t are the
means of three or five separate observations.
l Bairstow, loc. cir., p. 176.
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Wind velocity, miles ....
n beats counted ........
t seconds ...............
_w (less zero) ...........
PITCHING OSCILLATION TESTS.
I model and apparatus=0. 04195
I apparatus = . 0368
Apparatus.
0 14.7 21.4 35
350 253 210 186
168 120 100 90
• 00096 .00135 .00162 .00180
O0084fUse faired val-
0 .00039 .00066 . 1, ues below•
Apparatus and model with wing chord 1 ° to wind.
Vmiles ....................
n beats .....................
t seconds ...................
gross .....................
#o friction ..................
#w apparatus ................
_m Ilet .....................
0 9.5 14.7 21.3 25 30 37.3
300 90 56 40 35 32 27
I60 45 28.5 20 17.5 16 13.5
• 00115 '. 00410 .00646 • 0092 .0105 .0115 .0137
• 00096 .00096 .00096 .0010 .0010 .0010 .0010
0 .00035 .00040 .0006 .0007 .0009 .0011
• 00019 .00284 .0054 .0076 .0088 .0096 .0117
But _m = -m Mq when reduced to full size and 79 miles per hour
and mass of 55.9 slugs.
.'. Mq = -.0096 × (24)' × (79/30) × 1/55.9 = - 150.0
or for
U= - 114 foot-seconds, Mq= 1.32 U
Apparatus and model with wing chord 15.5 ° to wind.
IT. ....................... 9. 1 14. 7 21.4 25 30 37. 5
n ........................ 75 50 35 30 25 19
t ......................... 38. 5 25. 0 17.5 15 13 9
gross .................... 0048 .0074 .0105 .0123 .0142 .0205
_m net .................... 0035 .0060 .0089 .0106 .0123 .0184
Mq = - .0123 × (24)' × (43.7/30) × 1/55.9 = - 106
or
Mq = 1.66 U where U is - 64 foot-seconds, or 43.7 miles.
The computed values of /_m, the model damping coefficient, are
plotted on figure 11. It appears that/_,n is approximately a linear
function of the velocity, as _ ould be expected, and tho conversion
to full scale, full speed, is made as indicated above.
Tho damping coefficient is not greatly different for different atti-
tudes, and the following values are obtained by interpolation:
Angle of
wing chord
to wind. V. U. ,l_,.a
-t-1 ° 79. 0 --115.5 1.35U=--150
7 ° 51.8 -- 75.8 1.49U=--113
10 ° 47.0 -- 68.8 1.55U=--108
12 ° 45.2 -- 66.2 1.59U=--106
14 ° 44.2 -- 64.8 1.63U=--106
15.5 ° 43.7 -- 64.0 1.66U=-106
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ARTICLE 11.
RADIUS OF GYRATION.
For the radii of gyration of the fully loaded aeroplane we are in-
debted to Dr. A. F. Zahm. The actual aeroplane, complete with
gasoline, water, pilot, passenger, and other weights in place, was
suspended from a beam by a chain. The center of gravity was flint
located by an inclining method. The machine was then made to
oscillate in pitch about the point of attachment of the upper end of
the chain. Light _lys were run to tail and _ing tips to insure that
the chain and aeroplane moved as a rigid body.
Let the distance from center of gravity to point of suspension be
denoted by h, y the natural period of os_cillation in seconds, h'_ the
radius of gyration in feet about the Y axis or axis of pitch, t]len
By observation h = 12.2 feet, p = 60/14 seconds.
KB" = 34, K_ = 5.S feet.'
ARTlCLE 12.
ROUTH'S DISCRIMINANT.
Bryan _ has shown that the character of tim longitudinal motion
of an aeroplane ma$ be investigated with reference to the roots of
a biquadratie equatmn of the form:
AX4 +BX3 + CX_ + DX + E=0
as the quantity BCD-AD -B'E. The latter is commonly _lo
as Routh's _ discriminant.
The constant coefficients A, B, C, D, E, are functions of the con-
stants of the aeroplane at the normal fi3 ing attitude, i. e., the follow-
in-" X X X Z Zw Z-, M_, Mw, _L, /7, and KB2 These are
resistance and rotary derivatives, velocity, ann ra(nus oi gvratmn.
For a given attitude and for small oscillations about that attitude,
it is considered that these quantities are constant. For simplicity
it is here assumed that normal flight takes place in a horizontal plane
and the inclination of the flight path a_ld consequent components of
gravity in the axes of X andZ are eliminated. .Mso Xq and Zq are
t It is of interest to note that the radius of gyration for rolling wv.s estimated to be 6.2 feet.
z Stability in Aviation.
, Advanced Rigid Dynamics, E. J. Routh.
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neglected as unimportant and .]Iu is zero by the conditions of equi-
librium. For the computation of Routh's discriminant we require to
know, then, only those quantities which have been so far determined,
and which are assembled below for the different cases investigated.
Fo_ulm for the coefficients A, B, C, D, E are __ive_l by Bairstow
and are used here, but making O, Xq, Za, and .l/_u zero. They are
copied in simplified form for referencS. -
A= I(B_
]3= - ( M,_+ X_I(;-'-F Z,_IG _-)
C- [Zw, U i, X_, Mq - oGu, X_P
-l,lt,,.M !+ +
ARTICLE 13.
BAIRSTOW'S APPROXIMATE SOLUTION.
From consideration of the usual relative numerical values of the
coefficients of the biquadratic, Bairstow has shown that the equation
may bo factored to a first approximation and put into ti_e following
form:
in which the first factor represents a very short oscillation, which
in most aeroplanes rapidly dies out and is of no importance. The
second factor represents a relatively long oscillation involving an
undulatory flight path with changes in p-itch, forward speed,-and
altitude. The long oscillations should diminish in amplitude with
time, in which case the motion is stable and the aeroplane will return
to its original normal flight attitude if temporarily deviated there-
from by accidental cause. The motion is unstable if the long oscilla-
tion increases in amplitude with time. It will be shown that the
aeroplane under investigation is stable at high speeds and unstable
at very low speeds. It is believed that this is truo of all aeroplanes.
O.s_ I.
/=incidence, wing chord to wind +1 ° .
Velocity V=79 miles. U=-115.5 foot-seconds.
m=55.9 slugs, KB2----34.
Xu-.128 Xw+.162 MwT].74
Zu -.557 Z w -3.95 Mq --150
A=+ 341
B=+289|
C= + 834_ B CD - AD 2- B2JE= + 18 X 106 stable.
D=+ll5|
.E=+ 31J
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Short osci|lation: ),2T8.5xT24.5=0
_=-4.25___2.54/
p=period=_2.5., seconds.
0.69 ,
t=time to damp 50 per cent=__27o=.lo second.
Long oscillation: X-°+.125,k+.0374=O
X= --.063±. 183i
p=34.3 seconds, t =10.8 seconds.
The short oscillations are unimportant. The long oscillations are
easy and strongly damped. The aeroplane should be very steady
at this speed.
CASE II.
i=7% F=51.8 miles, U=--75.9 foot-seconds.
Xu--.121 Xw+.ll3 Mw+2.45
Zu --.849 Zw-2.26 Mq -113
A=-_- 34.0 I
B=+194.0|
C= +467.0_ BCD--AD2--B2E=T_2XlO 5 stable.
D=+ 64.3|
E=+ 67.0]
Short oscillation: _+5.7_+15.9=0
),= -- 2.85__2.33i
p=2.7 seconds
t =.24 second to damp 50 per cent.
Long oscillation: X2-[-.078_+.143=0
),= - .039_.377i
p= 16.7 seconds
t =17.7 seconds to damp 50 per cent.
The period is shorter than at high speed and the damping less.
The aeroplane should therefore be less comfortable.
CASE III.
i=10 °, V=47 miles, U_ -68.8 foot-seconds.
Xu--.151 Zu-.936 Mw+2.50
Xw-.075 Zw-1.46 Mq-108
A=+34 ]
B=+165
C=-+355 _ BCD--(AD2T B2E)----3.8XIO 5 stable.
.D =-{- 42.5|
E=--t- 75.3]
Short oscillation: )3+ 4.85X+10.44=0
X=--2.42±2.12
p=2.96 seconds.
t = .28 second to damp 50 per (rent.
Long oscillation: X:+ .021_+.212=0
X= -- .011-4- .460 i
p=13.71 seconds.
t =62.7 seconds to damp 50 per cent.
This oscillation is rapid and but slightly damped, and would
probably be uncomfortable. The stability is slight and wind gusts
or external disturbances, if recurrent, might cause trouble.
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CASE IV.
i_12 °, V=45.2 miles U=-66.2 foot-seconds.
X u -.189 Zu-.972 Mw+2.15
X w- .236 Z w - .736 Mq- 106
A=+34 1
B=+137._[
C =-{-{-243 }BCD-AD2-B2E=--7XIO 5 UNSTABLE.
D=+ 17.4[
.E=+ 67.2]
Short oscillation: }2.{_ 4.04X+7.14=0
>,=-- 2.022=1.75/
p=3.59 seconds.
t = .342 second to damp 50 per cent.
Long oscillation: ),2_ .985_,=.276=0
k =-{-.043 2=.524i
p = 12.0 seconds.
t =16.0 seconds to double amplitude.
The machine is frankly unstable and the pilot dare not release his
elevator control.
CASE V.
i=14 °, V----44.2 miles, U=-64.8 foot-seconds.
Xu-.223 Zu--.993 Mw-{-1.99
Xw--.132 Zw-.553 Mq -106
A=+34 ]
B=+134 /
C=+213 [BCD--AD2--B2E=--3.7XIO 5 UNSTXBLE.
D=+28 ]
E=+ 63.6J
Cxsz VI.
i=15.5 ° V=43.7 miles, U=-63.8 foot-seconds.
Xu - .276 Zu- 1.01 Mw-{-2.02
Xw-.292 Zw-.673 Mq-- 106
A=+34 ]
B=+138 [
C=+226 }BCD--AD2--B_E=--5XIO_ UNSTABLE.
D=+ 24.2[
E=+ 65.7]
Short oscillation: X2+ 4.06h-{-6.65=0
X=-2.03_ 1.59i
p=3.95 seconds, period.
t = .34 seconds to damp 50 per cent.
Long oscillation: X_+ .071X+.291=0
}, = +.03582=. 54 li
25302°--S. Doc. 268, 64-1--------4
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Real part of k is here positive, indicating an oscillation increasing
with time.
2_
p=_54_=11.6 seconds.
069
t =_358=19.3 seconds to double amplitude.
The motion is both rapid in period and rapidly increasing in am-
plitude. Indeed the amplitude is doubled in two swings. This aero-
plane, if left to itself, would be highly unstable.
ARTICLE 14.
VARIATION OF LONGITUDINAL STABILITY WITH SPEED.
Preliminary to consideration of the action of gusts on an inherently
stable aeroplane, it _ as desired to analyze the motion in still air of a
machine which could be called inherently stable longitudinally. It
has been found above that a typical aeroi)lane becomes less stable
at low speeds until real instability results. This result is somewhat
unexpected in view of the curves of pitchin_ moment M, which in-
dicated static stability at all possible attitufles up to and including
horizontal flight at + 15°.5. In other words, _3I_ is positive for all
cases. The instability comes about on account of the rapid rate of
increase of drift at large angles causing X_ to change sign, and on
account of the less rapid rate of increase of lift, callsing Zw to be-
come small at high angles of pitch, burt hermore, Mq dmnmshes at
low speed.
From the speed power curves on figure 3, it a ppeal,s that for angles
greater than 10 °, we are on the part of the power curve which re-
quires more power to go slower, "region of reversed controls." This
region is now found to be dynamically unstable so that controlled
flight on]y is possible here. But with reversed controls this is
doubly dangerous.
The frequency of accidents at low speeds, following the recent
demand for a wide speed range, confirms this impression of the
danger of lo_ speeds when approaching, a critic'fl a n_,le¢, and speed.
The critical angIe for instability is clearly an angle less than the pos-
sible maximum for flisht.
A fair measure of t_m relative stability at w_rious speeds may be
had by noting the following tabulatioll of the values of Routh's
discriminant, denoted by R:
Velocity Wind chord
m to R,
miles, wind.
79.0 l ° _-180 X10 s']
51, 8 7 ° -t- 32 X10_}Stable.
47.0 10 ° + 3.8XlO_J
45.2 12o -
44.2 14 ° -- 3.7X10_ _-_Unstable.
43. 7 15.5 ° - 5 XlOSJ
The table is reproduced graphically on figure 12.
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A similar investigation for lateral stability fails to show any marked
change with spee(l, as would be expected since speed depends on
pitch an_le and the factors which make or unmake ]at eralstabilit)
are but slightly affected by angle of pitch.
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PART 2.
THEORY OF AN AEROPLANE ENCOUNTERING GUSTS.
_y EDWIN BIDWELL WILSON.
2_F_TICLE 1.
INTRODUCTION.
The notation here used will be in the main that of Balrstow.
(Teetmical Report of the Committee for Aeronautics for the Year
1912-13, p. 143.) As, however, Bairstow changes his notation in
the first few pages of his report, we shall begin at the start with some
departures from him.
If x, y, z are moving axes directed, respectively, b._ckward, to the
left, and upward relative to the driver; if u', v', w' be linear velocities,
and p', q', r _ be angular velocities, resolved along these axes; and if
X', -Y', Z' be forces, and L', M', N' be moments of forces (measured
per unit mass of the aeroplane); then tile d3alamical equations of
mo_ion are
du'/dt + w' q' -v'r' = X',
dv'/dt + _l'r' - w'j,' = Y',
dw'/dt + V' l/ - u' q' = Z',
dlq/dt - r' _ + q' A3= mL ',
dh2/dt - t/h_ + r'h, = m M',
dhJdt - q'hl + p'lt2 = _I_N',
whore m is the mass and
]h =p'A -q' F-r'E,
h_ = q'B - r'D - p' P.
h_ =r' C- p' E- q'D,
52
(]a)
(_b)
(lc)
(2a)
(2b)
(2e)
(3a)
(3b)
(3c)
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are the components of angular momentum,--the c_uantities A, B, U
being the moments and D, E, F the products of inertia relative to
the moving axes fixed in the body.
Tile symmetric aeroplane will alone be considered here;
D E F= 0. (4)
If the machine is in uniform horizontal flight, all the forces,
moments, linear velocities and angular velocities except u' vanish,
and u'= U, a negative quantity in magnitude equal to the uniform
velocity. (The precise backward direction of the x-axis is that
whi,'h is horizontal in uniform flight, 'rod h_nce_ b_- this definition the
direction of this axis, and of the z-axis, varies in'the aeroplane with
the specd.)
If the motion is slightly disturbed, the velocities take the values
u' = U + u, v' =v, w' =w, p' = p, q' = q, r' =r, (5)
where u, v, w, p, q, r are small. The products of these small quan-
tities are negll_('te_i , as in all discussions of small oscillations, and the
equations t,'_k(, lhc form
du/dt=X', dvplt+ Ur= Y', dwplt- Uq=Z', (6)
Adp/dt - Edr/dt = mL', Bdq/dt = m M', Cdr/dt - Edp/dt = raN'. (7)
In uniform motion the forces and moments all vanish. For the
disturbed motion they are small and may be expressed linearly in
terms of u, v, w, p, q, r. 3"tie forces are due to three sources: 1 ° the
propeller thrust, 2 ° gravity, 3 ° the air. We shah assume that the
propeller thrust (and moment, if any, arising from it) is constant; i. e.,
the motor is supposed to speed up or slow down under changed condi-
tions so as to deliver a constant thrust. If t_ and ¢ are the small
tch and roll, the components of gravity are gO, -g_, -g (see
airstow, 144, _u-w), and its moments are zero because the C. G. is
taken as origin. The air forces and moments may be written as
X, Y, Z, L, M, N and developed as
X = Xo + X,u + X_v + X_w + Xpp + Xqq + X_r, (8)
where Xu, X,,, ..... are the "resistance derivatives" taken for
the relative velocity of machine and wind. (X o and the propeller
thrust cancel, so do Z0 and g; Yo, Lo, Me, No vanish.)
In the symmetric aeroplane half the resistance derivatives vanish
and the six equations of motion separate into two sets of ttn-ee each,
one set for the longitudinal, the other for the transverse motion.
These equations are (Bairstow, 148, 13 and 14 with 0=0) for longi-
tudinal motion,
du/dt = gO + X,,u + X,_w + X q_,
dw/dt = Ug + Z,,u + Zww + Zq9,
(9a) see (la)
(9b) see (lc)
B/m. dq/dt = M.u + M_w + Mqq, (9c) see (2b)
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azld,for transversemotion,
dv/dt= -g_- Ur + Y_v+ YvP+ Yrr, (10a) see (lb)
A/m. dp/dt- E/m. dr/dt = L,,v + Lpp + L,r, (10b) see (2a)
C/m. dr dr- E/m. dp/dt = Nvv + 3¢vp + N_r. (10c) see (2c)
The integra'tion of those equations gives the free oscillations of the
aeroplane.
ARTICLE 2.
LONGITUDINAL MOTION IN SMALL GUSTS.
A gust if not too severe may be treated by the method of forced
oscillations. If the aeroplane is traveling on aJl irregular wind, we
may regard the average wind velocity relative to the machine as that
which should be used in the computation of the resistance deriva-
tives, and we may regard the departures of the actual relative velocity
from the mean as small quantities inducing additional forces into
the equations of motion.
Suppose first a head-on gustiness. This would introduce an extra
term of the form X,u into the first equation, Z_,u in the second,
and so on. If, as a result of the gust, the machine tilted appreciabl_,
the originally head-on gust would no longer be head-on, but would
have components ul, wl and give rise to the term Xt,u 1+ X_wl in the
first equation. It is clear, however, that under the hypothesis of
small oscillations, w, would remain small of the second order relative
to Ul. The term Xww_ could then be neglected relative to Xuu_,
unless X_ much exceeded X,.
We should in eneral allow a gust to have components u_, %, w_, p_,
q,, rl relative to gthe axes. This would take into account an_ possi-
ble rotational motion in the gust. The rotational motion oia gust
may be quite small. In the discussion by Glazebrook (Aeronautical
Journal, July, 1914, pp. 272-301) nothing is accomplished relative
to rotational gusts. Yet it may well be that the rotatmnal element
is of great importance. For the rotary derivatives, in the case of
the machine whose derivatives are tabulated by Bairstow (loc. cir.,
159), are large. Thus a term Mqq_=-210q_ would be comparable
with X,_u_= -0.14u_if q_wero 1/700 of u_; i. e., if the gust were a uni-
form whirl of radius _00 feet. In the same way Lv is large. In the
machine that will be discussed in what follows Mq is also large,
viz., - 150.
The equations for the longitudinal motion in a general gust are
(see 9a-c)
du/dt - gO - X.u - Xww - Xqq = X.u_ + Xwwl + Xqq 1. ( 1 la)
dw/dt- Ucl-Zuu-Zww-Zqq =Z_ul+Zwwl+Zqql • (llb)
B/m dq/dt - M,v, - MwW - ._][qq= 3fuu_ -4-]IwW_ + _Iqq_. ( 1 lc)
The solution of thesc cquations consists of two parts: 1 ° the so-
called complementary function which gives the natural oscillations,
2 ° the particular integn'al which gives the forced oscillations due to
the gust. To effect a sohition for the particular integral, we must
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make some assumption as to the value of the components at, wt, qt
of the gusts as functions of. the time. Before. makin_ such,, an assume-.,,
tion for the particular integral, the solution by t]ae operational
method may be indicated. (See Wilson, Advanced Calcmus, p. 223.)
Let D denote differentiation. The equations may be written
(D-Xu)u-Xww- (XqD+g)O =Xuu I+ Xww 1+ Xqql, (12a)
_Zuu+(D_Zw)w_(Zq+ U)DO=Z_ul+Z_w_+Zqq_, (12b)
- M,_u - M_w + (k%D 2- MqD)O = M,,u_ + Mww, + Mqq,, (12c)
where k2B=B/ra. These equations are solved algebraically by
multiplying by the proper cofactor determinants and adding. Then
D]-Xu -Xw -(XqD+9) I X_, -X,.-(XqD+g)
_-Zu _ Mw k:_D'- M_D[ ] M,, - Mw k2BD2- MqDM,D - Z,o - (Zq + U) 1) Iu = [Z,, D - Z_ - (Zq+ U) 1) u,
+ Xw -X.-(XqD+g) IZ_D-Zw -(Zq+ U)D tw, (13)
- M. MqDi
+ Xq -X_-(XqD+g)
,v)ok.;D- MqDI
or, if the determinant on the left be denoted by A,
X_guP-Z_- -(Zq_ U)D lu, (14a)] X.-(XqD+g) IAu I
z=- o q,.
There are similar equations for w and 0, namely,
ID-X,,X,_ - (XqD+g)[
Au=l -Zt, Z,. - (Zq+ U)l)lwt (14b)
I - M,, 31. k:.D_- M_DI
+D
ID-XuXq -g ]
Z,, -(Zq+ U)D +1 -Z,,Zq - UD Iq,,
M,_ k_.Z)_- MqD u_ I - Mu Mq k%D:]
D-Xu -X,_ XqA0= -Z,_ D-Z,_ qt (14c)
+ D[ D- Zw Zu D - X_ X_ w,.-M,_ M,, u_ +D I -Mr, Mw
The general (literal) integration of these equations would be so
complicated as to be useless. We shall make use of the formulas
only after simplification by the insertion of numerical data.
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Possible methods of treati_g gusts.--The _nly treatment of gusts
which I have seen is that described some_hat popularly by Glaze-
brook (lee. cit.). He seems to state, as the main method or attack,
that of small differences whereby it is assumed that the involved
time over which the motion is to be studied is divided into small parts,
and that the atmospher!e conditions ren)ain constant during each of
these parts. By then r(garding the differential equations of motion
as equations in (tifferenccs of the following form,
Au' = (X' -w'q' + v'r')nt, etc.,
AIh = (mL' + r'l_- q'h3)At , [,tc.,
it is possible to compute, through a series of intervals 5t, the ap-
proximat.e positions of the aeroplane. This method is, as Glazebrook
states, exe.ecdingly tedious, for At must be taken very small, indeed
only a snmll part of a second in the ease of a sharp gust, in order that
the solution may be even approximately satisfactory for the differ-
ential equations. Moreov_.r, the whole caleulat.ion apparent.Iv has
to be done from the beginning for each new type of gust whici1 one
desires to study. The method, however, is a'pplieable in all gener-
ality irrespective of the stability of the aerophme.
'l_he reason that I have chosen to operate on the basis of small
oscillations is that after a certain amount of preliminary calculation
has been accomplished my formulas will enable me t'o treat very
rapidly a series of very different types of gusts. My method is nut
applie_tble of course, to machines which are not stable, for the oseilla-
tl%ns eoul(1 not remain small with such machines, but it is probably
doubtful whether the motion of the unstable aeroplane in a gusty
wind is of very great importance, as the instability of the machine l"s
not unlikely to eause indeterminately violent motions on relatively
small gusts. I have tried to devise methods which would enable me
to use graphical apparatus for obtaining the solutions here desired,
but have been unable to throw the equations into a form which lends
itself to such methods.
Moreover, the coefficients which enter into the equations and into
the solutions at all stages of the work are of such varying magnitudes
that it is difficult to obtain any reasonably accurate results, it seems
impossible--I have not vet succeeded in avoiding the _!itIicultv--to
eliminate the oeeasional_neeessity of subtracting numbers whie'h are
nearly equal in mamfitu(lo; thus the accuracy of the figures is, after
subtraction, seriousJy impaired. As I was aware t.ha.t the data fur-
nishod me were probably not accurate to three figures, I first made
the calculations with sli}le-rule accuracy, only to find that the final
results beeame wholly illusory, owing t.o_the difficulty just mentioned.
I have therefore had to reeompute everything with 4-place logarithm
tables. Most of the figures which occur in the work are therefore
4-place numbers. Those which appear t.o have only three significant
figures generally have the fourtfl figure zero w'hen oecurrin_ in
fornmlas eontainin__, 4-nlaee numbers. In the calculations towarcYthe
end of the researe"h t_ho 4-figure accuracy has become reduced to
three or t_ o figure accuracy, but it did not seem best systematically
to reduce the numbers by the omission of two figures, although this
reduction has occasionally been made in final calculations.
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ARTICLE 3.
NUMERICAL EQUATIONS FOR HIGH SPEED.
The dat_ for high speed are (see I-Iunsaker, p. 47) :
Xu=-0.128, Xw=40.162, Xq=0
Z_ = - 0.557, Zw = - 3.95, Zq = 0
M_=0, M,,,= + 1.74, Mq= - 150
_/n_= _% = 34, U= -115.5, g=32.17
The cofactors/t in the determinant A are--
D-_Z,f -(Zq÷ U)D D+"/c2BD"- Mq = 3.95 115.5D
- 1.74 34D_+ 150D
= 34/93 + 284.3D 2+ 793.5D = 611
-Mw k2,D: -MqD = -1.74 34D _+150D
-Xw - (.X.qD+g) -0.162 -32.17 t
-- 5.508D: + 24.30D + 55.9S = 5:t
-0.162 - 32.17
= D+3.95 115.5D
= 13.46D + 127.1 =_31
115.5D 0.557= 34D 2+ 150D
= - 18.94D2-83.56D =_lz
ID+ 0.128 - 32.17 I
= t 0 34D_+150DI
= 34D3+ 154.3D2+19.20D=_:2
- 32.17 D+ 0.128
= , 115.5D 0.557
= - 115.5D 2- 14.78D- 17.92 = $_2
I-Z_. D-Z,, = t- 0.557 D+ 3.95
-- M, I 0 - 1.74i -uu
= - 0.9692 = _,_
= D+ I
= 1.74D + .2227 = _2_
-- X wD-X. D+0.128 -0.162
D-Z_ = 0.557 D + 3.95Z,
= D 2+ 4.078D + .5957 = 8,
The value of the determinant A is
34D+288.7D_+833.0D2+ 115.1D+ 31.18=
34(D 4+ 8.490D _ + 24.50D 2+ 3 385/) + 0.9170).
I_-'_"'o -- ( XqD_+_ g)
ll)-- Z_ -(Zq+ U)D
• -(Zq+ U)D -Z,,
k2D 2- MqD - Mu
D-Xu -(XqD+g)
- M, k2_D _'- M_
-- (XqD + (t) D - Xu
- (Zq+ U)D - Z,_
(15)
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(The value of the determinant cheeks by three calculations.)
The roots of the equation
f(D)=D4+8.49D3+24.SD2+3.385D+0.917=O (16)
determine the decrements and periods of the natural oscillations,
and must be found. (Unfortunately these roots must be found with
considerable accuracy, and the rough first approximations, such as
are indicated by Bairstow, seem insufficient for our use.) Let it be
assumed that one root is so large that it may be found approximately
from
D _+ 8.49D 3+ 24.5D 2= D 2+ 8.49D + 24.5 = 0.
Then D = - 4.245 _=2.545i.
If now r be an approximate solution of J(D)=0, a new approxi-
mation may be had by assuming r + x, with x small, as a root.
Then
f(r) _ r'+8.49r_+24.5r+3.385r+0.917
x = -]9 - 4r s + 25.47r 2+ 49r + 3.385
approximately. As r2+8.49r+24.5=0, the fraction simplifies to
3.385r + 0.917 = .063 +. 107i,
x= -23.08r+211.4
if r= -4.245-2.545L This root off(D) =0 is therefore
D = - 4.182 :i: 2.438i.
The factor off(D) corresponding to this pair of roots is
D _+ 8.364D + 23.43.
Let the other factor be D2÷aD+b. Then
b =.03914. Also, 8.364(.0391) ÷23.43a =3.385
and a=.1305. Hence the second factor is
(17a)
23.43b -- 0.917 and
or 23.43a-= 3.058
D z÷. 1305D ÷ .03914. (17b)
As a check on the work we may multiply the two factors together;
we find
(D _+ 8.364D + 28.43) (D 2+. 1305D + .03914) =
D _÷ 8.494D _÷ 24.56D: ÷ 3.385D ÷ .9170.
We can find, merely by careful trial, better factors as
(D 2+ 8.359D + 23.37) (D 2+. 1308D + .03924) =
D 4+ 8.490D + 24.50D 2+ 3.385D + .9170. (18)
The definitive roots off(D)=A= 0 may therefore be taken as
a= -4.180-2.430i, b= - 4.180 +2.430i
c = - .0654 -. 1870g, d = - .0654 + .1870i (19)
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ARTICLE 4.
INTEGRATION FOR HIGH SPEED.
The numerical equ'ltion for u is (see 14a) :
34 (D4÷8.49 D3+24.5 D2+3.385/)+0.917) u
= -34 (0.128 D3+ 1.160 D:+3.385 D+0.917) ul (20a)
+34 D (0.162 D2+0.715 D+1.647) w_
-34 (59.37 D+560.6) q_.
The numerical equation for w is (see 14b):
34 (D4+8.49 D3+24.5 D2+3.385 D+0.917) w
= (Xw(_12 + Zw(_2_ + Mw_3:) wl ÷ D(_12u 1 -{- .l]_q_a2ql
-----34 (3.95/)3+23.94 D_+3.385 D÷0.917) wl (20b)
- 34 D 2 (0.557 D + 2.458) u_
+34 (509.5 D2÷65.21 D+79.05) q_.
The numerical equation for 0 is (see 14c) :
34 (D4+8.49 D3+24.5 D2+3.385 D÷0.917) 0
= Mc3_q, + D$_au_ + D_2sw_ (20_)
=34 (4.412 D2+17.99 D+2.628) q_
-34 (0.02851) Du_ 334 D(.05117 D÷.00655) w_.
The solutions are of the type:
w-- C2,e a_÷ C22ebt+ C23ea + C_,e at + Iw, (21)
0 = Cale at ÷ _ta2elu ÷ Cane ct ÷ _a,e dt ÷ Io,
where a, b, c, d are the roots of the biquadratic (see 19), CO certain
constants of integration, and I_, Iw, I0 a set of particular solutions
of the equations. We shall determine In, Iw, Ie in such a manner
that they will not contain the functions eat , etc.; we may therefore
determine in advance the relations between the twelve C's. (This
will debar us from using as gusts %, w, q, those which are of the
atform 5e , etc. ; but this restriction is not important---such a damped
gust tuned to the damping and period of the machine is highly
improbable in nature.)
If we substitute u, w, 0 in the equations (i4), the particular solu-
tions must cancel out among themselves (since they can not cance]
terms of the form eat) and leave
(a- Xu) C_e _t - X_C_e at - (X_a +g) C3_e°_+ similar terms -- 0,
- Z_C,e at + (a- Z_) C2_e°_ - (Zq + U) aC3_eat + ........... O,
- MuC_e a_- MwCz_e at + (]¢_D _ - MqD) C3_e_t + ........... O.
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These equations hold identically in t, and the coefficient of eat, etc., in
each must vanish. The three homogeneous equations in the three
unknowns C1,, C2,, C_, (or the similar equations in (,'_, C2., C_; Cls,_
C23, 63s; _,_, (:24, C34) are consistent because a (or b c, d) is a root of
the determimmt A, and the solutions are:
c,,: co,:  -X -gVa : --¥w
- - -Z,_ a-Zw'
with C_.: Co_: C32 determined by the same functions of b. In words:
To obt_iin the ratios of the coefficients of e_t in u v, w, substitute
D=a in the determinants _,, _., _33. Or CI._: C._: (_ as
13.46a+127.1 : -l15.Sa2-14.78a-17.92 : a-'+4.078a+.5957
or Ca: C_: C3_=13.46a+127.1 : 950.8a+2560 : -4.281a-22.81.
This gives Clt: C_1: C3, as
70.S--32.7 i:- 1414 - 2310 i:-4.92 + 10.40 i or as
1 : - 4.04 - 34.52i: -.1132 + .0946 i.
The values of Q_: C..2:C32 are the conjugates
1 : - 4.04 + 34.5i: - .1132 - .0946 i.
To find C,3: _3:Cs3 we must substitute c = - .065- .187 i in the same
determinants. Then
C,3: C23: C3s= 13.46c+ 127.1 : .33c- 13.39: 3.947c+.5565. This gives
or
126.2- 2.516 i:-- 13.37- .0623 i: .2983 - .7380 i
1:-.1058- .002587 i: .002478- .005799 i.
The values of the conjugates are:
C_4: C:4: C3, = 1 :- .1058 +.002587 i: .002478 + .005799 i.
The general solutions of the equation of motion are:
u = C,_e _t + C,_e b*+ Q_e _ + C,,e d*+ I,,, (22a)
w = (- 4.04 - 34.5 i) Cne °_+ ( - 4.04 + 34.5 i) Q2e bt
+ (- .1058 - .002587 i) C_3ea + ( - .1058 + .002587 i) Q,e at+ I_,
(22b)
0 = ( - .1132 + .0946 i) C_e at + (-. 1132 - .0946 i) Q2e _t (22c)
+ (.002478- .005799 i) C_aea + (.002478 +.005799 i) Q,e dt + Io.
From these equations we see that the heavily damped short period
oscillation (roots a, b) is about 34½ times as strong in w as m u;
whereas the mildly damped long period oscillation (roots c, d) is
about 9½ times as effective in u as in w. Moreover, the short period
motions in u and w are about quartered; but the long period motions
are in opposite phase. The ampfitude of the shortperiod motion in
0 is about _ that of w; hence for each foot-second of short oscillation
in w there is about ¼° in 0. The amplitude of the long period motion
in 0 is about .006 of that in u; hence for each foot-second of long
oscillation in u there is about ½o in 0. The damping of the short
oscillation is so strong that the amplitude is reduced to about one-
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ninetieth in one second where in the case of the long oscillation
the reduction is only to about nine-tenths of its original value in one
second; the relative amplitudes in the cases of u, w, 0 are more
important in the case of the long than in that of the short period
oscillation because the latter is so quickly damped out that the
swing may not get well started. However, the extreme maunitude of
the short period oscillation in w as compared with u in&_cates the
possibility of relatively violent accelerations in w; indeed, it is the
short period oscillation which may account for initial difficulties
whereas the long period oscillation accounts for the progressive
troubles, due to gusts.
There remain to be determined the values of the constants C of
integration from the initial conditions of uniform fli__ht i e. u =w =
O=q=O. Let the partmular solutions have the initial values I_,
Iwo, 10o. Then
o-c,, + c_:+ c,_+ o,,+ I_o,
0 = ( - 4.04 - 34.5i) C_, + ( - 4.04 + 34.5 i) C_2
+ ( - .1058- .002587 i)Q_+ (- .1058 + .002587 i)Q,+ 1_o,
0 = (-.1132+ .0946 i)Q_+ (-.1132-.0946 i)C_,
+ (.002478 - .005799 i) C_3+ (.002478 + .005799 i) C_4+ ho,
0= (-.1132+ .0946 i)aC_ + ( -.1132-.0946 i)b_,
÷ (.002478 - .005799 i)cQ_ + (.002478 + .005799 i)dCl_ + I'oo,
or 0 = (.703 -- .205 i) C_ + (.703 + .205 i) C_2+ ( - .001246 - •000084 i) C,3
+ ( - .001246 + .000084 i)C_4 + 1'_o.
The values of C,,, C,_ and C,_, C_4 are conjugate imagin'tries; hence
C,,+C,:=A, C,_+C,_=B, i(Q_-C,,)=C, i(Q_-Q_)=D are real.
The equations may therefore be written
O=A+B+I,,o
0 = - 4.04 A + 34.5 C-. 1058 B + .002587 D + I_o
0= -.132 A-.0946 C+ .002478 B+ .005799 D+ Ioo
0 = .703 A + .205 C- .001246 B + .000084 D + I'0o.
The values for A, B, C, D are (as found by determinants and checked
by substitution) :
A= -.0008856 Iuo + .008198 I_o+.01621 I_o-1.372 1%,
C=- .003196" Iuo-.02803 I_o + .01476 Ioo-.1543 1'_o,
B= - (1 - .0008856)I_- .008198 Iwo- .01621 Ioo+ 1.372 l'oo,
D= .3577I_-.2940 lwo-172.0 I0o-29.89 I'oo.
(23)
The solutions (22) of the equations of motion of the aeroplane in-
volve imaginary numbers from which they may be freed by using
A, B, C, D in place of C_,, C_2, G_s, C_. The equations then become
u:e -4._u (A cos 2.43t+ Osin 2.43t]
+ e-'_u (B cos .187t + D sin .187t) + I,,,
w= e-_'_u [(34.5 O--4.04 A) cos 2.43t
-(34.5 A+4.04 G) sin 2.43t]
+ e-'°_*u [(.002587 D - .1058 B) cos .187t
- (.002587 B+ .1058 D) sin .187t] + I_,
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e=e _.lu [-(.1132 A+ .0946 C) cos 2.43t
+ (.0946 A-.1132 C) sin 2.43t]
+ e-.°65_t [(.00278 B + .005799 D) cos .187t
+ (.002478 D-.005799 B) sin .187t] +/0.
These formulas enable us to study any particular gust we desire.
It is merely necessaryto find t,he particular solutions, then the
constants A, B, U, D. We shall reduce the coefficients in the paren-
theses. Then
u = e-4-1u (A cos 2.43t + (7 sin 2.43t)
+ e-.°_54t (B cos. 187t + D sin .187t) + I4, (24a)
w= e-''18t (A' cos 2.43t+ (7' sin 2.43t)
+ e--°65a (B' cos .187t + D' sin .187t) + I_., (24b)
O=e -4"18t (A" cos 2.43t + (7" sin 2.43t)
+ e-.°6s4t (B" cos .187t +D" sin .187t) +/0, (24c)
where
A'=- .1066 I_o-1.0001 I_o+ .4436 loo+.220 1'oo,
C' = .04346 Iuo- .1696 Iwo-.0190 Ioo+ 47.93 Iteo, (25)
B'=.1066 Iuo+.Ol)0107 Iwo-.4436 Ioo-.220 [=too,
D' = - .03523 Iuo+ .03112 Iwo+ 18.20/0o+3.158 l'oo,
A" = + .0004024 14o+ .001724 I, vo- .003231 Ioo+ .169.q I'oo,
C °= +.0002778 Iuo-.003947 Iwo-.000136 /0o-.1123 I'oo, (26)
B °= -.0004024 I4o-.001724 I_,o-.99676 /0o-.1698/'oo,
D"= .006683 14o-.000681 Iwo- .4261 /00-.08201 1'Oo.
In any particular case the calculation of the coefficients in (24)
from (23), (25), (26) is likely to be relatively simple because there
are so many terms that fi>r that case nmy be negligible.
ARTICLE 5.
SOME SPECIAL GUSTS.
If we wish to represenL a gust which, starting from the condition
of still air, increases to a certain intensity J we nmy use the function
J (1 - e-n). (24)
The value of r determines the sha_ness of _he gust. If r= 1, the
gust has re_ched about t_o-thirds of its value in one second; if r=5,
the gust has reach_,d two-thirds of its value in onc-fifth of a second;
if r _1, the two-thirds intensity is reached in 5 seconds. We may 1)er -
haps regard r = 1 as giving a moderately sharp, gust, r =5 as gi(:ing a
very sharp, and r=+ as giving a tolerably mfldgust. 1he functmn
(24) has the advantage of bein_ in such form that the deternfimstion
of the particular integrals is eas5 _. (See Wilson's Advanced Calculus.)
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CASE 1. Head-on gust---mild, u 1=J (1-a-'u).
In equations (20) we let u_=J (i-a-'U), w,=ql=0. Then
Iu = -J (1-.247 a-.U), luo = -.753J,
Iw = .082J e-.u, Iwo= -.0S2J,
l0 = - .00495J e-.u, I'oo = - 0049J,
I'o = .00099J e-.:t, FOe= _00099J.
(N. B.--The total increase J of the wind oeeu_ everywhere as a
factor and may be omitted--the results then are for an increase of
1 foot-second.)
u = Je-.°6_4t(.622 cos. 187t + .630 sin .187/) - J(1 -. 247e-2t),
w = Je-4"lu(- .004 cos 2.43t + .003 sin 2.43t)- Je--°65_t(.078 cos .187t +
.059 sin . 187t) + .082Je -'u,
0 = Je-'°6_t(. 00495 eos. 187t- .0031 sin .187t) - .00495Je -'u.
It appears from these equations that the effect of a mild head-on
gust of magnitude J is as follows: (1) The machine takes up an easy
slowly damped oscillation in u of amplitude about 89 per cent of J;
after the oscillation dies out the machine is making a speed J less rela-
tive to the ground and hence the original speed relative to the wind.
(2) There is a rapidly damped oscillation in w of rather small magni-
tude and a slowly damped one of about 10 per cent of J, the final
condition being that of horizontal flight. (3) There is a slow oscilla-
tion ill pitch of about .0058 J radians or about .32 J°. If the mag-
nitude J is great, tile pitching becomes so marked that the approxi-
mate method of sohtion can no longer be considered valid'-a gust
of 20 foot,-seeonds causing a pitch of some 6 °. As the period is long
(about one-half minute) the pilot should have ample time to eorrec_
the trouble before it produces serious consequences.
The result of a tail-on gust is the opposit5 of that of the head-on
gust and therefore need not be treatcdseparately. For the head-on
gust J is negative; for a rear gust, positive.
To calculate the stresses on the machine or operator caused by the
gust we have merely to find the accelerations du/dt and dw/dt of which
the first is (approximately)--
du/dt = Je--°_a4t(.08 cos .187t-. 16 sin .187t) - .05Je-.:*.
This acceleration reaches a maximum of something of the order of
J/10; and if J should be 20 foot-seconds, the acceleration would be
only about 2, or 6 per cent of g--not a large amount. The accelera-
tion dw/dt is likewise small. (N. B.--The initial accelerations du/dt
and dw/dt should vanish, because the gust starts from zero. That
the initial values are not exactly zero in the above formulas is due to
the roughness of the final calculations for u and w.)
The path of the machine varies from the horizontal by the amount
z =.folw + 115.50)dt
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whichaccountsfor theeffectof theverticalvelocityandof theclimb-
ingin thepath. Theresultis (roughly)
z=J e-'°"54t(.5 cos .187t-.4 sin .187t)dt-.5e-'Udt,
z = J[e--°6s_t(cos . 187t + 3 sin .187t) + 2.5e -'u - 3.5].
The motion is oscillatory approaching as a limit z=-3.5 J. The
machine will rise 70 feet when the gust is 20 foot-seconds head-on.
Case 2. Up gust--mild, w_=J(1-e-'U).
I_ = .305 Je -'u,
Iw = J(1 - 1.O12e-'u),
Io= .000737 Je -2t,
I_= -.000147 Je -'u,
Iuo=.305 J,
I_o= -.012 J,
I_=.000737 J,
_o= -.000147 J.
u = Je--°_4t( - .305 cos .187t-.0108 sin .187t)+ .305 Je -'u,
w = Je-4"lu(- .02 cos 2.43t + .026 sin 2.43t) + Je-.°65_t(.032 cos .187t +
.002 sin .187t) + J(1 - 1.012e-.U),
0 = Je-'°654t(.0008 cos 187t + .0017 sin .187t) + .00074e--U).
The effect of the up gust is to set up a small lon_ oscillation in u
of magnitude about 0.3 J, a very small oscillation _'n w, and a long
oscillation of intensity .0018 J radians or .11 J° in 0. The comI)ar-
ative effects on the velocity and angle in the case of head-on aml up
gusts show that the up gust is only about one-third as effective as the
head-on gust. The accelerations in the case of the up gust are all
small.
To find the displacement in a vertical direction we integrate as
before.
z ffi fot(w + 115.50)dt.
It is scarcely necessary to trouble with the trigonometric terms
partly because the motmn is less pronounced than in Case 1, partly
because there is here the secular term Jt, which will carry the machine
up with the gust and will be the chief effect after the lapse of a short
time.
A down gust is in every way the opposite of an up gust and need
not be separately treated.
CAs_. 3. Rotary gust--mild, ql =J(1-e-.U).
I_ = - J(610.6 - 475.5e-'U),
Iw -- J(86.21 - 74.87e-'U),
Ie= J(2.865 + .691e--U),
1_= - 135.1J.
Iwo= 11.34 J.
_o= 3.556 J.
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I_=- .138 Je-._.t =, I'0o -.138 J.
Iu=Je-4"_st(.46 cos 2.43t+ .1875 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-'°65_(134.7 cos .187t- 659 sin .187t)
- J(610.6- 475.5e -.u),
Iw=Je-"lst(4.61 cos 2.43t- 16.82 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-'°6_4t( - 15.95 cos .187t + 70.08 sin .187t)
+ J(86.21 - 74.87e-.'-t),
Ia=Je-4"_Bt(- .0698 cos 2.43t + .0223 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-'°_t( - 3.487 cos .187t- 2.414 sin .187t)
+ J(2.865+ .691 e -.u).
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The effect of the rotary gust is a long oscillation in u (the short
one is negligible) of magnitude about 670 J, a short oscillation in w
of about 17 J and a long one of about 71 J, a long oscillation in _ of
about 4.1 J. The comparison with former cases may be made by
supposing first that the oscillation in u may reach some 20 foot-
seconds. Then J= 1/33=.03. The amplitude of the oscillation
in t_ is then some 0.12 radians, which is an amount comparable with'
the 6° of Case 1. To get an idea of what J=.03 means, we may
note that if a gust of 20 foot-seconds is due to a whirl of the air as
a solid body with (1=.03, the radius of the whirl is 660 feet. We
may therefore say that the effect of a whirl of radius 660 generating
velocity of 20 foot-seconds is of itself about equal to that of a head-on
velocity of that amount. If, however, a machine ran into such a
whirl, it would experience both the effect of the whirl and of the
linear veloci.t)z generated by it and would be disturbed considerably
more than iIit had encountered a pure head-on gust. We may
therefore say that if the head-on gust arises from a whirl of mate-
rially less than 660-foot radius, the effect of the whirl is quite con-
siderablv larger than that due to a straight head-on gust of equal
ma_,nitude.
The conditions after enough time has elapsed to allow the expo-
nential term to become small is
lu= -610.6 J. I_--86.2 J. I0=2.865 J.
It is therefore seen that the machine takes up the head-on velocity,
acquires a small upward velocity, and is inchned at an angle 2.865J
radians to the horizontal, these effects being due exclusively to
h . * .t e rotary motmn of the air. The path m space could be obtained
by integration, but (like the effects previously mentioned) would
not be the true path if the rotary motion were accompanied by
horizontal or vertical linear gusts. It seems therefore scarcely
worth while to find the path.
The value that I attach to this theory of rotary gusts does not
arise so much from the fact that such gusts seem nowhere to have
been treated as from the revelation of the powerful effects of such
gusts. When a machine is flying low it must expect to meet air
which has been set in rotation by the friction of the wind against
the ground, against buildings, or against trees. It seems certain
that very material angular velocities might be set up and that these
might (owing to their short radius) induce only moderate lincar
gusts. In such cases, if they can arise as assumed, the machine
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might behave very much worse than could be foreseen when no_hing
is known of rotary gusts. It is not un!ikely, however, that rotary
gusts would be very irregular themsdves and that, before the
machine could feel the full effects of one, the gust might have dis-
appeared. In the same way rotation couht be generated at the
interface between dark and light regions of air--indeed any sharp
relative motion of the air is likely to contain rotation.
CASE 4. IIea_-on gust--moderate.
In= - J(1 + .09876e-t),
lw--.1307 Je -_,
10ffi- .00196 Je -t,
l'o= + .00196 Je -t,
u 1= J(1 - e-t).
Iuo = - 1.09876 J,
Iwo = .1307 J,
I8o=- .00196 J,
I'oo= +.00196 J.
u=Je-"4.1u(-.000676 cos 2.43t-.000486 sin 2.43t
+ Je-.°654t( 1.09944 cos .187t-. 1528 sin .187t)
- J (1 + .09876e-t),
w= Je-"lst(- .01405 cos 2.43t+ .02528 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-.°G_t( -. 1159 cos .187t + .01493 sill . 187t)
+ .1307Je -t,
O= Je-_._u(.O001207 cos 2.43t-.00000895 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-'°_5't(.O01838 cos .187t- .006755 sin .187t)
-.00196 Je -t.
The short oscillation in u is negligible not only in regard to its
magnitude but even as far as accelerations are concerned. Then
du/dt = Je-'°°5_t( - .1 cos .187t + .21 sin .187t) +. 1Je -¢.
This is at most about .25 J, or 5 foot-seconds _ if J = 20. The short
oscillation in w is considerably smaller than the long, but when the
coefficients -4.18 and 2.43 are brought in by differentiating to find
dw/dt, whereas -.0654 and .187 arebrought in by the long oscilla-
tion, it appears that the short oscillation is effective in determining
the acceleration. Thus
dw/dl= Je-4.1st(.12 cos 2.43t-.07 sin 2.43/)
+ Je--°8_t (.01 cos .187) - .13 Je -t.
The amount of this acceleration is at most about J/12, one-third that
in u; the effect, however, is produced very quickly, in the first half
second.
In integrating to find the path in a vertical plane we may neglect
the short oscillation, because in this case we divide by -4.18 and
2.43, whereas for the long oscillation we divide by -.0654 and .187.
Then
z=ff (w+ l15.50)dt
= J [e-.°_t(.106 cos .187/-.765 sin .187t)-.095e-t]dt
----Je-.°_4t(2.3 sin .187t+ 3.5 cos 1.87t)+ .095 Je -t- 3.6 J.
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The final condition is a rise of-3.6 J, an amount which agrees with
that in the case of the mild gust (Case 1) in as far as the rough calcu-
lation of that case permits us to judge.
CASE 5. Up gust--moderate.
Iu= .0773 Je -t,
Iw= -J (1 - 1.205 e-'),
Io= --.003069 Je -t,
l'o= .0030(19 Je -e,
w, =J(1 - e-t).
Iuo = .0773 J,
lwo = .205 J,
Ice= -.003069 J,
I'oo= .003069 J.
u=Je_'lst(- .002641 cos 2.43t-.00651 sin 2.43t)
+Je-.°654t( = .07466 cos .187/+ .4034 sin .187t)+ .0773 Je -t,
w=Je-'.lst( - .2139 cos 2.43t+ .1174 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-.°_54t(.00,_943 cos .1S7t- .02337 sin .1870 - J(1-1.205e-t),
8= Je-4.'st(.O009148 cos 2.43t + .000487 sin 2.43t)
+ Je-.°654t( + .002154 cos . 187t- .001432 sin .187t) - .003069 Je -t.
The short oscillation is negligible in u as far as concerns u itself.
In calculating the accelerahon du/dt the short oscillation is not
negligible relative to the long; but the acceleration is small any way.
The effect of an up gust J on u is about one-third the effect of an
equal head-on gust (see Case 2).
The short oscillation is the main thing in w--its amplitude is about
J/4, wherea._ the amplitude of the long oscillation is about J/40, or
one-tenth as much. The acceleration dw/dt may therefore be cal-
culated exclusively from the short oscillation; it is
du'/dt = Je-4"8_( 1.2 cos 2.43t) - J ( 1 - e-e).
This means values approximately as follows:
,=0, 114, _, ½, _,
acc.= 0,- .35 J,- .6 J,- .7 J,- .6 J.
If J should be 20 foot-seconds, the maximum acceleration would
be aboutg/2, even a gust of 10 foot-seconds would produce an accel-
eration of g/4. Such accelerations coming upon the pilot in one-half
a second might conAderably surprise and disturb him. An addition
of 25 to 50 per cent in the a]_arent weight of the machine could
hardly strain it to an appreciable extent in view of the large factor
of safety used in the design. (N. B.--For an up gust J is negative.
For a down gust the operator would lose 25 to 50 per oent of his
weight.)
The path of the machine in space is not of great importance in
this case. The chief feature is the general drift of the machine with
the current.
CASE 6. Rotary gust---moderate, q, = J (1 - e-C).
As we know so little of the rotation in the atmosphere.and as
nothing particular of interest seems to be indicated for this c_aso
over and above what was found in Case 3, we shall not carry out the
calculations.
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CASE7. Head-on gust--st_arf_, v t = J (1 - _-st).
I= = - J( 1 + .01872 e-_t),
/_, = - .()5102 Je -_'_,
Ie= -.()008S9ii Je -at,
I'o = 004448 Je -='t,
leo = - 1.01'_72 J,
I,,,o= - .051_)2 J,
Ioo= -.00f1_;";91; J,
ISo = .0:)444_ J.
u = Je-_'lst( - .()05(i32 cos 2.4:_t + .0!_:lg",!i sin 2.43t),
t- Je-'°"5_e( 1._)2435 cos . I'_ 7t - .32.q4 s:,n . l_7t),
-J(1 + .01'_72 e-St),
.lb.!o c,)s 2.43t + .17s2 :,:_t 2.4:_t),w=Je-_'lst( " "
_-Je-'°_su( - .1093 cos . 1,_;:t + .0:122 silt .1_ 7t),
-.05102 Je -st,
O= Je-_'_se(.o0026 cos 2.43t-.0009S4 sin 2.43t),
+Je-.°_"t( .000628 cos .187t-.00(;755 sin .187t).
-.0008s915 Je -St.
ttere agaia the short oscill:_tioa in u is iasignifi('ant. The long
oscillation as in Case 4 h,'ts an amplitmle a little ia excess of J. The
acceleratmn du/dt is small of the ord_r J/;). Ihe rea._on that a sharp
head gust does not give a large value to (l_l/dt is probably because
the gllst can blow through the ma_:hine; the a¢:,'elcration is_therefore
not large except at the loops of the slow oscillation.
The c,sh°rt-peri°d oscillation in w has no_ I become stronger than
the lon_, oscillation and the acceleration dw/dt is mostly due to it
and may be written
dw/dt= Je-4"_u(- .25 eos 2.43t- 1.I3 sin 2.43t)+ .25 Je -St.
The value of the aoeeleration never gets large be:,ause it is damped
oug before the sine term gets effective--perhaps -0.4 J would be
about its maximum value. A sharp head-on gust is therefore about
half as effective as a moderate up gust of the same intensity. Since
up gusts areperhaps not likely to be as intense as h(ad-on gusts, we
might hazarda guess that sharp head-on _lsts wouhl inconvenience
thepilot about as much as moderate u t) gusts.
The most important terms in the path m space are
z = Je-'°"_u( 1.2 sin . lg7t + 3.5 cos .187t) - 3.5 J.
The total rise is again -3.5 J.
CASE 8. Up gus_--sharp, w, = J(1 - e-St).
I_= .06621 Je -_'_,
I_= -J(1-.5605 e-_),
Io = -.00778 Je -_t,
I'oo = .0389 Je -_,
1_o= .06621 J,
I,,o= -.4395 J,
Ioo _ -.00778 J,
1% = .0389 J.
u= Je-__¢(- .05714 cos 2.43/+ .006 sin 2.43/)
+ Je-."_'_(- .00907 cos .1s7t + .32_5 sin .187[)
+ .0(1621 Je -_,
w=Je-_.tu(.437S cos 2.43t+ 1.947 sin 2.4:_t)
+ Je-.°_4_(.00181 cos .187t- .03474 sin. 187t)
- J( 1 - .5ti05 e-U),
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O=Je-._'st(.O059 cos 2.43t-.0122 sin 2.430
+ Je-.°';54t(.001883 cos . lS;7t + .000S!;(;7 sin . 1870
-.00778 Je <t,
The oscillati(m in u is of long pc.rio(l, and the "rcceleration in u is
small. The os(.illati,m in v: lugs a sh,>rt=period term of great iml)or-
tahoe at tile start, but except for this th,..re is very little oscillation
in w. The :_c<>lerati(m is
dw/'dt= Je-4"s'(2/.) cos 2.43l-9.2 sin 2.430- 2.8 Je -_*.
(N. B.--The value of dwhlt when l=0 shouhl be 0 instead of J/lO.
The f,dlure t<) c]w<:k seems due to multiplication of errors, which is
unavoidable. The accuracy of t.h,_ work in Case 8 and Case 5 al>pears
reduced to two figures.) The acc(,ler_tion is now very serious imlced;
it is about -9.2 j_-,.,u sin 2.43t, as the other two terms come
near cancelinu The maximum vMue occurs when t=.217, a little
o"
over one-tlfth of a second, as is then about -1.85 J. If J should
be as large as - 18 foot-seconds, the acceleration wouhl equal g = 32.
Clearly such a sharp gust if it existed would be very dangerous from
the sudden forces it wouhl bring into pl'_v. As the m',Mfine, how-
ever, would travel only about 24 fe(t during one-tilth s(,,,cond, it is
reasonable to doul)t wl'mther in so short "_distance so large a ('hange
in vertical air velo.it/couhl oc('ur.
The path in space .,s found to be approximately
z=- 1.2 Jc -4"1st cos 2.43t+ 1.1 Je -.°e54t cos .1871-.l Je-_t +.2 J-Jr.
The tinal effect is the general drift with the gust, lass a lag of J/5.
ARTICLE 6.
THE CONSTRAINED AEROPLANE.
If an aeroplane is constrained to r_ml,dn always horizontal by
mechanism which does not otherwise _dter tlm machine or its dynam-
ical properties, the equations (,f me(ion in "_ gust may be fomffi from
our i)revious equations by sett.iltg O=q=(). Tiwu
(D - X,,) u - Xw., = Xu_Z, + X,_w, -_ _Vqqx,
- Zuu + (1) - Z_) w = Z,,_q q- Z.% + Zqql,
- M,_u - Mww = M, dq + 31_o% + -tlqq_ + I,.
where F is the effective force due to the constrai,t an(l is assumed to
affect, moments only, not components of horizou(,M or vertical force.
S ' " •The ..]a "t eft ua_mn merely, determines. 1_. .
_,_,lth the numermal data we fin(1 for h'glt Sl)C,,d
(/-). ?12g)u--.]62w =--.12R%+.162Wl,
.557u + (D + 3.95)w-- - .557ut - 3.95w,,
1,'= -. 174 (w + w,) + 150qe
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The natural motion of the machine when slightly disturbed in
steady air is found from
_.,_ D+.128
- .557
-.162
D + 3.95 = D=+ 4.078D + .598 = 0.
The roots are
l)= -2.0394- 1.887 = -3.926 or -0.152.
We thus lind the first result: The ma(_hine, when disturbed, does
not execute a double damped oscillation, but tins an aperiodic motion
of the form
C e-3"93t+ C2 e-°'15t.
The two damping factors -3.93 and -0.15 lie between tile values
-4.18 and -.0654 previously found.
The unconstrained machine was stable for the speeds 79, 51, and 47
mile-hours; unstable for 45.2 mile-hours and lower speeds. If we
take the d_ta for 47 mile-hours aml use them for tile constrained
motion, we find
I .151
A" = DI + .936
". ]
.0,5 _ .._
D+ 1.4(i --L_ + 1.61 D+.150=0,
of which the roots arc -1.51 "rod +.10. The Imtural motion of
the machine is therefore of the form
Q e -,._,t+ (7'_e .,or
The second factor indieales instat)ilily; the motion due to it increases
instead of subsides and reaches 2.78 tinles its original vahm in 10
seconds. We thus find the second result: The machine, when con-
str'dned, becomes unstable at a higher speed than when free--it is
to this exient a more dangerous machine.
We shaU now return to the case of high speed and compute the
effect of certain gusts on the constrained machine for comparison
with the effect of the same gusts on the free machine. The general
solutions are
u = -- .042ti C_ e-a'uat + 6_ e--'a + I,,
w= C, e -a-on- .147 Ca e-"at+/,_.
CI = -.148 luo-1.01)ti I_,o,
C2= --1.00_i I,,o--.0429 ],,o-
A'u= -- (.12g D+.598) %+ .162 Dwt,
A'w= --(3.95 D+ .598) u' l -.557 Du 1.
CASE 1. Ilead-on gust_mihl, v_= J (1 - e-':t).
In= -J (1 +3.20 e--:t), I_o= -4.20 J,
lw= .(i2'2 Je -.=t, I_;o= .622 J.
u=4.19 Je-ASt,-J (1+3.19 a-.U),
w= -.62 Je -._ + .62 Je -m.
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The machine takes up the gust as before, of course. There is no
oscillation. There is practically no acceleration in either u or w.
The path in space is
z=J (4.1 e-'_t-3.1 e-.U)-J.
The total rise is only- -J. In every way the motion in this case is
easier in the constr,'uned than in the free aeroplane.
CAsE 2. Up gust--mild, wt=J(1-e-'U).
lu= -.186 Je-.u, I_= -.186 J,
Iw= -J(1-1.079 e-.U), Iwo= .079 J.
u= .1S6 Je-.,:t_ .186 Je-.u
)
w = -.052 Je-3mr_ .027 Je -.15t- J(1- 1.079 e-.u).
The motion is again exceedingly moderate in all respects.
CASE 3. Rotary gusts. These can have no effect except upon
the constraining moment F.
CASE 4. Head-on gust--moderate, ul = J(1 - e-t).
I_ = - J(1 + .1895 e-'t). Iuo = -.1895 J,
I_ = .2246 Je -t, Iwo= .2246 J.
u= .002 Je -3mr + 1.187 Je -.'St- J(1 + .189 e-t),
w= -.{15 Je - 3_3t- .174 Je-.'st + .224 Je -t.
du/dt = - .00S Je-3.93t _ .180 Je-.15t + 1.89 Je -t.
dw/dt= .197 Je-3.'3t+ .027 Je -.'_t- .224 Je -t.
z= 1.16 Je --_t- .22 Je -t- .94 J.
The motion is again decidedly moderate.
CASE 5. U F gust--_noderate, w, = J(1 - e-t).
Iu= --.0653 Je -t, Iuo= -.0653 J,
I_= -J(1- 1.350 e-t), Iwo=.350 J.
u = .0144 Je-3mt+ .0507 e -._St- .0653 Je -t,
w = - .343 Je -3'93t- .007 e -.'St- J(1 - 1.350 e-t).
dw/dt= + 1.35 Je -3m- 1.35 Je -t.
The motion is easy except for the acceleration in w, which has a
maximum _hen t=.46 andis then equal to about --.62 J. If the
gust should have an intensity of 10 foot-seconds the maximum
acceleration would be about g/5.
CASE 6. Head-on gust--sharp, u_ = J(1 - e- st).
1_ = - J(1 + .00795e- 5), I=o = - 1.008 J,
I_ = - .5275 Je - st, Iwo = - .5275 J.
u = - .029 Je- s.,st + 1.037 Je -.,st _ j (1 + .008 e- it).
w=. 680 Je-3.'u-.152 Je -'_St- .528 Je -St.
dw/dt = - 2.67 Je - s.,at + .02 Je - .,st + 2.64 Je - st
z= -.173 Je -s'*st + Je-"st + .103 Je -St -.93 J.
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The motion, including acceleration, is moderate.
CASE 7. Up gust--sharp, vh=J(1-e-_t).
]u = .153 Je -St, Iuo = .153 J,
Iw= -J(1 + 3.62Se-_t), [wo= -4.628 J,
u= -.197 Je -3"g_t + .044 Je -'15t + .153 Je -St,
w=4.634 Je -3"93t- .006 Je-'l_t-J(1 +3.628 e-St).
dw/dt= - 1g.2 Je -3._:t + 1S.2 Je -St,
z= -1.1S Je -3"°3t + .04 Je -.15t + .73 Je -St + .41 J-Jr.
The acceleration dw/dt has a maximum when t=5/ll when it is
1.44 J. This is somewhat serious if J is 10 foot-seconds.
We may now calculate roughly the moment F necessary to pro-
duce the constraint.
F= -.174(w+w_) + 150qv
The last term is effective only when the machine encounters rotat-
ing air and will be neglected here.
CASE 1. F=.11J(e-'_t-e-m).
CASE 2. F=J(.O09 e-3"_3t+.005 e-'_"t-.014 e-'u).
CASE 4. F=J(.009 e-_.93t+.030 e -'_t-.039 e-t).
CASE 5. F=J(.06 e-'_'Q'_t+.0012 e-'_'_t-.0612 e-t).
CASE 6. F=J(-.119e-3._3t+.O266e-'l_t+.O924e-St).
CAsE 7. F=.811J(-e-3'_3t+e-_t).
SUMMARY.
I have indicated the general method, based on the theory of small
oscillations, whereby the equations of motion of a stable aeroplane,
whether free or constrained to fly without pitch, whether in steady
or gusts air, may be completely integrated in such form that, after
a certain amount of prehminarv calculation, the effects upon the
motion of a large number of different gusts may be determined with
relative ease. _o far as I am aware, n() actual method of inte__ration
nor any quantitative results of such an integration has previousl_v been
published with the exception of the descriptive popular lecture of
Glazcbrook cited above. I have carried through the actual deter-
ruination of the effects of gusts in the following cases:
Head-on gusts rising from 0 to J feet per second with various de-
grees of sharpness.
Up gust otthe same type.
Rotary gusts of the same type.
Rear gusts and down gusts are included by merely changing the
sign of J. For convenience, it has been assumed that the machine
m m still air except for the gustiness; as a matter of fact gusts are
usually superposed upon a general steady wind of other than zero
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average velocity; but the conditions of flight in still air and ill steady
air are nearly identical, the only difference being that in the equa-
tions of motion the resistance derivatives are calculated from the
relative wind, whereas U is the actual velocity over the ground.
It has bccn found that a stable machine, with controls untouched,
running into a head gust of various sharpness and of total intensity
J foot-second will swoop up, with some oscillation of no serious char-
actor, to a new level about 3.5 J feet higher than its pre_ ious level.The constrained machine will rise without oscillation to a new level
only J feet, or a trifle less, higher than before. The path ill a vor-
tical plane is indicated in the diagrams drawn for me by Mr. T. H.
Huff. The accellerations arising in the motion are not serious for
either the machine or the pilot. It has been found further that a
rotary gust may have considerable effect--though in the absence of
data as to the intensity and regularity of rotation in the air IlO definite
results can be formulated. Furthermore we find that up gusts
operate chiefly in liftinz the machine, whether free or constrained,
with the gust. The pat]l in space is _iven in the diagram. There is
here. in the case of sharp gusts a consiaerablo momentary acceleration
in the vertical which may reach a magnitude of about 1.5 J foot-
seconds. 2 This would not seriously stress the machine, which is
designed to stand accelerations of 6 g to 8 g in maneuvering, but
owing to its sudden and unexpected appearance this acceleration
might incommode the pilot--it is indeed the familiar phenomen(m of a
"bump."
It follows, therefore, that the introduction of the constraint,
whether by gyroseopic or other means, serves only to eliminate tho
natural oscillation in pitch and to diminish, in the ease of the head
or rear gusts only, the final change of level. As _ real" _ust of 20
foot-seconds is found to drop the uncontrolled machine by nmre than
80 feet in 15 seconds, flight at low altitudes is more dangerous in the
unconstrained than in the constrained machine. However, the
elapsed time is suiIielcntly great to enable/he pilot to check the dip
by a suitable movement of his elevator.
To offset any advantages derived from the constraint, we find that
this _particular machine, when constrained, becomes unstable at a
speed betwecn 4 t and 51 mile-hours, whereas the free machine remains
stable down to a speed between 45 and 47 mile-hours.
_ASSACIIUSETTS INSTITUTE OF TECHNOLOGY,
Boston, Mass., October 7, 1915.
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PART 1.
THE PITOT TUBE AND OTHER ANEMOMETERS FOR
AEROPLANES.
Dy W. It. HERSCHEL.
1. INTRODUCTION.
The air pressures on the wings of an seroplane, and therefore the
sustaining power of the wings and the stresses to which the whole
structure is subject, depend on the speed of the machine relative to
the air through which it is moving. The measurement of thi._ speed--
particularly near the lower limit where the sustaining power becomes
deficient and there is danger of stalling, or at very high spec(ls where
an movement of the controls may give rise to dangerously large
Y . • • . • _ .
stresses--IS evidently a matter of Importance, and the use of a reha-
ble anemometer or speedometer is highly desirable. The aim of the
following paper is to describe the principles of operation of some of
the instrlmlents which have been devised or used for this purpose
and to discuss their characteristics, so far as it can be done from a
general point of view or on the basis of available information, without
undertaking new experimental investigations.Since the Pitot tube is the instrument _hich has been most com-
monly used in the United States and Great Britain as a speedometer
for aeroplanes, it will be treated first and somewhat more fully than
the others.
2. GENERAL REMARKS ON THE PITOT TUBE.
The speed-measuring device known, after its inventor, _ as the
Pitot tube contains two essential elements. The first is the dynamic
opening, or mouth of the i_apact tube, which points directly against
the current of liquid or gas of which the speed is to be measured, and
receives the impact of the current. The second is the static opening
for obtaining the so-called static pressure of the moving fluid, i. e.,
the pressure which would be indicated by a pressure gauge moving
with the current and not subject to impact. To avoidthe influence
of impact, the static opening points at right angles to the dynamic
opening. If the two openings are connected to the two sides of a
differential pressure gauge, the gauge shows a head which depends on
I Origin and Theory o! the Pitot Tube, H. E. Guy Engineering News, June 5, 1913, p. 1172.
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the speed :rod density of the current in which the tube is placed, and
whi<'h m_v be .used a.s a measure of the speed of the fluid past the
Pi_,>ttub_;.
It' the fluid is a liquid and the two openings are connected to a U
g'_ug _ cm_t.fining the same liquid, the gauge shows a head h and the
usual formuh_ tor eomputmg tht speed S is
S = C_/'_h (t)
in which g is the acceleration of gravity and C is the "coefficient" or
"constant" of the given instrument. If the head h is rc1_d on a
,,_iu,,e eontainiu_ a lmuid of density d while the density of the fluid
r_ 1_ "£ • ' )" . . ,g ,
_ _,. q ) qeither gas or li uid in wlneh the I it or tube is immersed is p, e uatmn
(1) takes the modified form:
According to the elementary theory as usually given, C should be
exactly 1, and in practice it is in fact" in the neighborhood of unity,
when _the instrument is properly designed and used with suitable
precautions.
As re_,ards design, it may be said that numerous re.cent inycst!-
gations _tave. shown that almost any sort of dynamic opemng is
s_atisfaetorv, but that the static opening must be designed with great
care in order that tim coefficient Umay be set equal to unity ,_ithout
involving any sensible error in the result of using equation (2).
RowseJ for example, has made an extensive comparison of various
forms ({f Pilot tube', which confirms previous results obtained by White,2
Taylor} Treat, _ and others. With the most satisfactory tube tested,
the experimental error in S was found to be not over 0.2 per cent.
_srj_!i_5 t!!i'_at°mPei_TahW:t_T_fu_rp:_:_ri_cY_eretm, _n:'T_i
assumed to give correct readings. 6
It may therefore be concluded that by proper construction thePilot tube can be made to have a coefficient so near unity that for
all ordinary purposes the equation
S= ,/ 2gdh (3)
may be regarded as sensibly accurate.
3. ERRORS WHICH MAY OCCUR IN THE INTERPRETATION OF PITOT-
TUBE READINQS.
The simple theory which lea(l_ to equation (3) assumes that the
tube is always poin}cd exactly" against the current and that the ob-
served head_ h, is due to tim instantaneous value of the speed S.
t W. I'. t{o'_'se, Trans. A. S. M. E. 1913, p. ('_3.
W "_[ White Journal Association of Engineering Societies, August, 1901.
a D.'{',:_ Taylor', Society of Naval Archilects and Marine l.;ngincers, November, 1905.
*Chas. lI. Treat, Trans. A. S. M. E., 1912, p. 1019.
$ The piezometer was simply an air-tight annular space about the pipe, connected with the interior of
the pipe by six small holes.
6 l.'o: f_cctlracv of Thomas meter see C. C. Thomas, Journal Franklin Institute, vol. 172, p. 411, and Pro-
cecdin_s Am ('as Inst., vol. 7, 1912, p. 339. For more recent experimental verifications of equation (2)
v;itilout use of t:m Thomas meter, see F. H. Bramwell, Report of British Committee on Aeronautics, 1912-
19t'_, p. 35, and Win. Cramp, _,iaachester _,Iemoirs, vol. 58, part 2, sec. 7.
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These assumptions are never exactly fulfilled in ordinary practice
and accordingly exact results may not be obtaimd, even when nofault is to be found with the instrum(nt itself.
In the first place, it is impossible to read the gauge instantaneously;
• -- " 13" -- -- " --furthermore, there is always a tune la_, between the openings and
the gauge. Accordingly, even when the current does not change in
direction, if its speed varies rapidly all that can be observed is the
mean value of t_ over a certain time interval, and this value does not
correspond to the arithmetical mean value of S over the same inter-
val, even if the interval is lone compared with the time lag, as has
bec'n shown experimentally bv_i_{ateau. _
Disregarding the time lag, the value of S computed by equation (3)
will be the root-mean-square speed, which is aIways larger than the
arithmetical mean speed. Hence if, for example, the Pitot tube is
being used to detm-mine the discharge through a steam main feeding
a reciprocating engine, the computed discharge will be greater tha_
the true discharge. This error is not likely to be very large. If, for
'ustanee, the speed varies sinusoi(lally witt{ time from'0.5 to l.o times
ts arilhmetical mean value, the linear speed computed by equation
(3) will t)e 1.0607 times the arithmetical mean speed wilieh doto:'-
minas the total flow, or a trifle over 6 per cent. too large.
A sec._m,! cause of error is rapid variability in direction of the cur-
rent, w),.ieh makes it impossible to keep tl{o tube pointed correctly
even when mount('d on a vane. If, as is usually the case, it is de-
sired to measure n2erelv the component velocity in a fix('([ direction,
the eddies which ,dmost always exist may int_-oduce a considerable
error when this cmnponent velocity is computed by equation (3).
If the variations of direction are small, the error is _dne almost en-
tir.e,}v to the cff('et on the static opening and not to change of the
dir( etion of impact on the dynamic opening?
This source of error is much reduced in _thc Dines tube, a foizn of
Pit(_t tube in which the static opening centrists of a number of round
holes or longitudinal slits in a-hollow cylinder placed with its axis
perpendicular to the direction of the impaet tube and to the plane
in which the variations of direction are expected to occur. When
this instrument is employed a_ an anemometer, its principal use, the
cylinder is of course v-er(_eal.
The heads given by the Dine:_ tube are sensibly independent of
errors in direction up to about 20 ° on each side of the-mean. To
offset this advantage, the instrument is somewhat less sensitive
than the ordinary Pltot tube, the coefficient C being greater than 1.
Furthermore, each tube must be calibrated separately, and it is not
even certain that the coefficient is strictly constant for eaeh tube•
l)ata by Dines '_ show a constant coefficient C=1.53• Jones and
Iloot.h 4 find values from 1.20 to 1.70 for different tubes• Zahm a
;inds vMues from 1.42 to 1.50, depending on the speed.
It has sometimes been doubted whether the coefficient C of a given
Pitot tube was dependent solely on the relative speed of the fluid
:rod the tube, the suggestion being that a tube standardized by mov-
I Annales des Mines, 1_.98, p. 341.
s L. F. Moody, Proceedings Engineers _ Society" of Western Pennsylvania, May, 191,1.
s Quarterly Journal, Royal Meteorological So¢letyp vol. 18_ 1892.
Aeronautical $onrnal, July, 1913, p. 195.
B Physical Review, 1903, p. 410.
2_ o o
• )30- --S. Doe:. 268, 64-1------6
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ing through a quiescent medium, as with a whirling arm in air, may
not give correct results when used to determine the velocity of a
fluid past a fLxed point. It is difficult to see how the Pitot tube can
respond to anything but velocity relative to itself. At all events,
ex.periments by Fry. and Tvndall_ ' have shown that while, there was
some apparent dlsa_oTeement at speeds below 11 miles per hour
(17.7 kilometers) "_;_ere the exl_erimental errors were large, for
higher speeds, up to 36 miles pernour (58 kilometers) both methods
of standardization gave the same result.
_Vhich method of standardization should be adopted--motion of
tile tube or motion of the fluid--may, nevertheless, depend on the
purpose for which the instrument is intended. It is impossible in
practice to set up an artificial current of fluid which shall have a high
speed and not be turbulent and full of eddies; and the only conditions
to which equations (1) and (2) refer are, in strictness, th_{se of steady
stream-line flow or steady motion of the tube in a quiescent fluid. If
ft
.D ;_e5 a.et.o_.re_er.
the tube is to be used in averv turbulent medium, as, for example, in
measuring the discharge from" a fan, it should be standardized in a
stream of fluid in which the turbulence is about the same as it will
be under the working conditions. It might very well happen that a
given tube when tested on the whirling arm or by moving through
still water gave a coefficient C= 1, while if the tube were tested in a
turbulent current some other value of C was obtained. If the tube
were to be used to measure the average speed of a similarly turbulent
current, this second coefficient should be used and not the value C= 1.
Apparent errors arid inconsistencies in the results obtained bv
equations (1) and (2) have probably been due in part to disregardin_g
the foregoing obvious consMerations.
4. WORKING FORMULAS FOR PERFECT P1TOT TUBES.
It will be convenient to collect here, for reference, certain practical
working forms of equation (3) for the perfect or ideal Pitot tube, that
is, for a tube having the coefficient C equal to unity. If the tube does
not satisfy this condition, whether on account of its design or from
I j. D. Fry and A. M. Tyndall, Philosophical Magazine (6), vol. 21, p. 3481911.
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the necessa_- circumstances of practical use, the value of C must be
determined t)y experiment, and the values of _Sgiven by the following
equations are then to be multiplied by the observed values of 67.
We start by inserting tile value g=32.17 ft./sec. 2 or 9.81 m./see. 2 in
the general equation (3), viz:
in which S = the speed of the current,
h = the head on the differential gauge,
d = the density of the liquid in the gauge,
p = the density of the curre_t.
From this we obtain special equations for practical use.
(A) Any twofluids.--_ and p may have any values but are to bo
measured in the same units, q]_e value of S is given by the equation
with the values of X shown in Table 1 for various methods of express-
ing S and h.
TABL_ 1.--ITalues of X for equation (4).
h measured in-- S measured in-- X.
Inches of liquid of density d ...........
Mm. of liquid of density d ..............
t./sec .....................
Ft./min .....................
Mile/hour ....................
M,/see .......................
M./min .....................
Km./hour ....................
2. 316
138. 9
1. 579
.1411
8.404
.5043
(B) Any moving fluid, gauge liquid water.--The value of S is given
by the equation
with the values of I_"shown in Table 2.
TABLE 2.-- Values of Y for equation (5).
h measured in--
Inches of water at 68 ° F.=20° C
_Im. of water at 68 ° F.----20 ° C.
p measured in--
3Lbs./ft ............
3Kgm./m ..........
S measured in--
[Mile/hour ..........
[M.[sec .............
_M./min ...........
tKm./hour .........
T.
1
18.28
1097
12.46
4.426
265.5
]5.93
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%Vhen the Pitot tube is to be us.d i:_ air, the air density p for
use in equations (4) and (5) may be found as follows:
Let B = the barometric pressure.
Let t = the temperature ()f _h', ;dr.
Let P=t]m pressure of sa_L_:r:_t(dst_,,_m at t °, from the steam
tables.
Let H=the relative humidity.
Ttwn in English units, if B _md P arc ia i_chcs of mercury and t
in degrees F.,
B- 0.376PH
p = 1.327 - 460 + t lbs./ft.a (6)
or ia metric units, if B and P arc in millimeters (,f mercury and t
in degrees C.,
B- 0.37(iPI[
p = 0.4_4 273 + t kgm'/m'a ((;a)
• " '_ :" s,,(.ti_,n :,_"l, accurate elloughAll the numerical ,la_ gJw,n lsl ......
to permit of computing the speed ¢o withili 0.l p('r kent. Actual
values computed from' cqu%tion (:5) may t)c found from Table 7,
section 13. The eMcul'_tious required )_v equation (6) mar be
avoided by the use of diagrams given by Ro;_vsc' and Taylor. _ I-Iinz 3
gives a diagram showing the gas constant of moist air, which may
be us('d in 1)lac_, of eciuation (6<!).
5. ERRORS OF THE PITOT TUBE AT VERY HIGH SPEEDS.
The theory of the action of the Pitot tube, as given in Part 2 of
this paper, shows that the equlitions given in the preceding sec-
tions must t)e exl)ected to require a correction if the observed j)ressure
difference is elmugh to compress the tluid s(,usibly, this wul never
occur w lt<z liquids "zre in question t}_¢)_l,_r}lwhen the instrument is
used for measuring tit,' speed ,,t' a _;_ _h_. (.orr(,ction required to
allow for compressil)ilitv might l)cc,)riu_ sensible at high speeds. But
for the highest spc_,ds a,) t.'lined by _wrophmes, say 136 mih,s per hcmr,
the correction computed from the theory is less than 0.5 per cent.,
an amount which is altogether negligibl( _ ia comparison either with
the errors of obs(,rvalion or with the unc(,rtainties of the theory
itself, which is f:tr front (.onvincingly rigorous.
6. GENERAL REMARKS ON RESISTANCE ANEMOMETERS.
When a fixed obstruction is placed in a current of fluid, it experi-
ences a force in the direction of tlow which d,,pen, ts upon and may be
used a._ a measure of the speed of the current. The force depends ca
the :',,l:_ive mo_iml and is the same, at the same relative speed, when
the tluid is at rest and the body moves thr(,u_h it, the force then
appearing as a resistance to the x}mtion. It is hie rcsMtant of forces
exerted on the el(,ments of the surface of the b,dv (¢I) normally by
the pressure, which varies from point to point; and (b) tangcntiaUy
I Los,. cir., p. 690.
2 Loc. tit, p. 3L and plates 33 and 31.
Add! llina, Timrmodyaamischc (3rundlagon tier Kolben un:J Turbo'._ompressoren, p. 42.
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by skin friction of the fluid moving along the surface. Since we are
now interested only in devices wh}_h l_,_ay be used as anemometers,
we may as well, for the future, say ' air ' instead of fluid, and "wind"
instead of current.
As regards the pressure, there is always, on the windward or
upstream side, a region of increased pressure, i. e., of excess above the
general static pressure of tile air; while on the leeward or do_mstream
side there is a defi_iiency. In the Pitot tube, the obstruction coizsists
of the impact tub(, with its open mouth at the upstream end. This
receives the excess pressure and transmits it to the gauge. The
instrument deals solely with the excess pressure on the upstream
side, of an obstruction of particularly simple form, the drag due to
skin friction and the suction on the downstream side having no
effect on the reading of what we have called a perfect Pitot tube.
The next simplest case is that of a thin flat plate of regular outline
set. normal to the wind. _Ihe skin friction forces balance one another
and the whole normal force on the plate is the surface integral of the
excess of pressure on tile front, over that on the back. If the plate
is mounted so th._t the f_)ree of the wind on it can be measured, it
constitutes a "pressure-I)late anemon_eter."
Various devices which are in practical use may be regarded as
intermediate between tile Pitot tube and the pressure plate anemome-
ter. Among these are the Dines tube (see p. 82), the "Stauscheibc,"
and the Pneumometer. The Stauscheibe is a metal disk about 1
cm. in diameter with holes in the centers of its two faces from which
the pressures are led to the two arms of the U gauge, through the disk
and through the support by which the disk is held prependieular to
the current. 'lhe Pneumometer differs from the Stauscheibe only
in details of construction. For both these instruments the coeffi-
cient of equation (1) has the value 0.854, the observed pressure
difference being influenced by the suction at the downstream face as
well as by the impact pressure on the upstream face?
In the case of pressure plate anemometers, it is usually the total
force acting on the ohstruction in the wind that is measured, rather
than a manometric pressure, although Stanton 2 used a diaphragm
and air pressure to transmit the force acting on a plate to a manometer
50 feet away.
If the sohd obstruction is anything else than a thin flat plate normal
to the wind, skin friction as well as pressure contributes to the result-
ant force; and if the body is not symmetrical about an axis parallel to
the wind, the resultant force will not in general be parallel to the
wind, but the body will receive a side thrust in addition to tile resist-
ance in the direction of the wind, as, for example, when the wing of an
aeroplane has both lift and drift. Any body mounted so that the
force on it can be measured, provides a means of measuring the speed
of the wind and may be used as an anemometer; but if the body is
to be held in a fixed orientation with respect to the wind, it is evi-
dently simplest, mechanically, to avoid side thrust by making the
body symmetrical about the wind direction,preferably a figure of
revolutmn about that axis. The resistance offered to the wind by a
symmetrical body of given maximum section normal to the wind
I Rowse, loe.(.it.,p. 677and¢_4. A. Gramberg, TeehnischeMe_ssungen, thirdedltion, 1914, p.99. Cralnpj
|oe. cit._ p. 14.
a T. E. Stanton, Collier.ted Resear(,he,_, National Physical Laboratory, Vol. V, 1909, p. 169.
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depends greatly on its shape, being less for a sphere than for a flat
plate normal to the wind, and still less for a somewhat elongated
spindle-shaped body.
Whatever the shape of the body may be, unless it is a sphere its
resistance to a given wind depeuds on its presentation, and by a
suitable choice of shape this variation of the force with the orienta-
tion may be made quite large. The operation of the Robinson, or
cup anemometer, depends on the fact that tile resistance of a hemi-
spherical cup is greatest whcu the concave side is pointed to wind-
ward, so that a wind blowing in the plane of rotation of the cups
always produces a torque. In the so-called bridled form of this
anemometer, the torque is measured statically and the instrument is
then merely a rather complicated form of pressure-plate anemometer.
In tile ordimLry form of the instrument, in which the cups are allowed
to revolv(_ freely, the speed of the wind is measured indirectly by
observing the speed of rotation, the action of the wind on the cups
being theu still more complicated•
From the fact that the r)ressure recorded by the Pitot tube is
proportional to the square o'f the speed, it mig[Lt be surmised that
the total force observed with a pressure-plate or other static resistance
anemometer would probably also be nearly proportional to the square
of the speed; and this is confirmed by experiment. The analogy
between these anemometers and the P_tot_ tube is a very close one,
the Pitot tube being in principle only a particularly simple kind of
resistance anemometer.
We have next to speak somewhat more in detail of some special
types of resistance anemometer.
7. THE WIND RESISTANCE OF FLAT PLATES.
The resistance of a flat plate normal to a wind of velocity S is
nearly proportional to S 2 and this relation is sometimes represented
by writing
P = K S 2 (7)
• " " " • " Km which P is the force per umt area of the plate. _ he coefficient .
is approximately proportional t.o the density of tile air, but it varies
with the size and shape of the plate. The independence of Pitot tube
readings of the size and nature of the dynamic opening would lead
us to expect that the pressure at the center of the front of the plate
would be independent of the size and shape of the plate, and Stanton's _
experiments confirm this expectation. But the suction on the back
depends on size as well as speed, thus accounting for the variability
of K and showing that P is only a fictitious pressure with no physical
significance.
We shall confine our attention to square and round •plates, for
which the laws of the distribution of pressure are more simple than
for very oblong rectangles.: When giving numerical values in
"Enghs]l units" pressure will be in pounds per square foot and speeds
I LOC. tit., p. 192.
s G. FinLi anti N. Sohlati, Enginccring, Mar. 31, 1905, p. 397.
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in miles per hour, while in "Metric units" pressure will be in kilo-
grains per square meter and speeds in meters per second.
A. Square plates.--According to Eiffel _ the value of the coefficient
K of equation (7) in English units varies from 0.00266 for plates 4
inches square to K=0.00326 for plates 40 inches square or larger.
The temperature and pressure of the air (luring the tests are not
given. The correspon(Iing metric values are 0.065 and 0.08. Bair-
stow and Booth 2 after analyzing the available data give the equation
F=0.00126 (S /)2+0.0000007 (S l) 3
in which F is the total force in pounds, S is the speed in feet per
second, and l is the length of side ill feet. The equation refers to air
at 760 mm. and 15 ° C. or 59 ° F. If S is measured in miles per hour
the equation becomes
F= 0.00271(S1) 2+ 0.0000022 (Sl) 3
and if put into the form (7), for the sake of comparison with Eiffel's
results, it may be written
P = 0.00271(1 +0.0008 S/)S 2
the coefficient K depending on both S and 1.
B. Circular disks.--For a circular disk 30 centimeters, or 11.8
inches, in diameter, Eiffel gives the value K=0.00276 English, or
0.0675 metric. Stanton _ found the values K= 0.0027 English (0.066
metric) by using a 2-inch disk. On the whole, Eiffel's results seem
preferable, because the size of disk used by him is more nearly the
desirable size for an anemometer.
As regards the relative importance of the front and back of the
plate, it ma) be noted that in a wind of 10 meters per second or 22.4
miles per hour, Eiffel found that the front of his 12-inch disk accounted
for 72 per cent of the whole resistance. Zahm * has pointed out that
if a plate be surrounded by a sufficiently broad guard ring there will
be no suction on the back, while the p_essure on the front will be
uniform and the same as indicated by aritot tube at the same speed.
Table 3 shows the force on a 12-inch disk for different wind veloci-
• . . , fties, the total resultant force being calculated from Eiffel s value o
K== 0.00276 English (0.0675 metric), and from Bairstow and Booth's
formula for square plates, assuming, as some but not all experimenters
have found, that the average pressure would be the same for a circular
plate with a diameter equal to l, as for a square of side l.
1 O Eiffel The Resistance of the Air, Pc" 35.Report, _3ritish Advisory Committee .or Aeronautics, 1910-11, p. 21.
8 T. _. Stanton, I)roceedin_s Inst. C. E., Vol. CLVI, 190;_-4, part 2, p. 78.
I A. F. Zahm, Journal Franklin Institute, vol. 173, Jtmuary-Jtme, 1912, p. 2.56.
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TXBLE 3.--Wind forces in pounds on a 12-inch disk.
Wind speed S
miles per hour.
i 30
40
50
60
70
80
90
Force in pounds Force in pounds
according to according to
Eiffel. Bairstow andBooth.
I
1.94 1. 97
3.47 3. 50
5. 40 5.53
7,80 8.00
10. 60 11.01
13. 88 14.48
17. 55 18. 48
TABLE 3._.--Wind forces in kilograms on a 30..centimeter disk.
Wind speed S
kilometers per
hour.
4S. 3
64.4
80. 4
96. 5
112. 8
128. 8
145. 0
Force in kilo-
grams according
to Eiffel.
0.86
1.53
2. 38
3, 44
4, 68
6.13
7. 75
Force in kilo-
grams according
to Bairstow
and Booth.
0. 87
1.55
'2. 44
3. 53
4.87
I 6. 39
8,]5
8. RESISTANCE OF SPHERES AND HEMISPHERES.
Next to thin plates and hemispherical cups the sphere has been
most frequently employed in static resistance anemometers as the
obstruction opposedto the wind. In addition to the fact that a
sphere is symmetrical about all diameters, so that the indications
of a sphere anemometer may be made independent of changes in
wind direction, the sphere has the further advantage of simplicity
of form so that it may readily be duplicated. A disadvantage of the
sphere, as compared with thin plates, is the lower value of the coeffi-
cient K of equation (7).
According to W. H. Dines, as quoted by Lanchester, 1 K has a
value of 0.00154 English for a sphere 6 inches in diameter, or 0.0378
metric for one 153 millimeters in diameter. Dines's tests were
made with a velocity of 21 miles an hour (34 kilometers). Eiffel 2
ves K as 0.00045 (0.011 metric) and explains the difference between
s value and that of 0.00112 (0.0275 metric) found at Gettingen,
as follows: K decreases with an increase of velocity until a certain
critical velocity is reached, after which K remains nearly constant
at 0.00045 for the thre_, spheres experimented upon. This critical
velocity was found to be about 27 miles an hour for a 6-inch sphere,
16 miles for a 10-inch sphere, and 9 miles for a 13-inch sphere (12,
1F. W. Lanchester, Aerodynamics, p. 25.
La Technique Aeronautique_ 1913, p. 146.
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7, and 4 meters per second, respectively, for the 16, 24, and 33 centi-
meter spheres). The high value of the GSttingen coefficient is,
according to Eiffel, due to the fact that velocities of over 23 miles
an hour (36 kilometers) can not be obtained at that laboratory.
It will be noted that even for a 6-inch sphere the critical velocity is
well below the lowest flying speeds used in practice.
Table 4 shows values of K for hemispherical cups, according to
Dines.
TAB_ 4.--Values of K in equation (7)for hemispherical cups.
English. I
Diameter of cup.
l 2½iI). 164ram-- 5_. 127mm________,9'n. __
Cup facing wind
... 0.00597 0.146 I 0.00386 [ 0.095 0.00402 [
.I • 00239 t • 059 .00168 .0.tlCup with back to wind .....
• 0013S I, I
Metric. t English. :Metric. English. i Metric.
229mm.
0. 099
• 034
Since Dines used only the one speed of 21 miles an hour, there
is a doubt whether his values would hold for higher speeds. It ap-pears that with a cup there would he little if any reduction in diame-
ter as compared with a plate giving an equal force, though the cup
would have the advantage of greater strength for a given force and
weight. The difference in the force acting on the cup in its two
positions, which is the driving force of the Robinson anemometer,
is clearly indicated by the table.
9. PRACTICAL FORMS OF RESISTANCE ANEMOMETER.
Maxim' used a pressureplate anemometer consisting of a disk
with a spring resistance. His arrangement had the advantage of
fairly urn'form graduations of the scale, the spring acting indirectly,
with variable leverage on the pressure plate.
In the pressure-plate anemometer of Dines 2 the variable resistance
is furnished by a float partly immersed in water, the pressure on the
plate being equal to the weight of a volume of water equal to that
of the part of the float raised above the water level.
The 1914 catalogue of Aera, Paris, shows a pressure plate
anemometer which is merely a speed indicator. It is supplied with
three disks, so that it may be set for any speed between 50 and 75
miles an hour (80 and 120 kilometers). The pointer will then show
whether the actual speed is above or below the normal. Aera also
make an anemometer using a sphere, in the form of a pendulum.
This instrument reads onl_ to 45 milesan hour (72 kilometers) and
has _oTaduations coming closer together at higher speeds. It would
be very inaccurate without some means for holding it vertical.
The_I)avis Lvall air speed indicator, made by John Davis & Son,
of Derby, England,is a bridled anemometer of the screw type which
should be held with its back to the wind, though the man'u}acturers
t H. MaximLNatural and Artificial Flieht, p. 70.
Quaxterly Journal, Royal Meteorological Society, vol. 18, 1892, p. 167.
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d_ not provide it with an air vane to do this automatically. Thisdefect is remedied in the Aera t)ridled anemometer. Concerning the
Davis LyaU instrument, it is stated:
To avoid undue oscillation of the pointer a damper is provided_;tho, r magnetic
or air. Such a damper is rendered necessary in measuring velocities in a natural
wind which varies within wide limits.
When it is desired to investigate the gusty character of natural
winds, the sensitiveness of a bridled anenmmeter becomes an advan-
tage. Concerning a bridled anemometer consisting of five hemi-
spherical cups attached to a vertical spimtle by short arms, Stanton *
says that. this instrument is more sensitive to }nomentary gusts than
any of the other recording instruments in cmnmon use.
10. THE ANEMO-TACHOMETER.
When anemometers of the screw type are used for high velocities,
there is danger that the vanes will be deformed and the velocity
indications become um.?liable, and for this reason cup anemometers
are more suitable for out-door work. Wilhehn l_Iorell, of Leipzig,
has placed on the market an anemo-tachometer illustrated in the
Deutsche Luftfahrer2 This is a Robinson anemometer with tachom-
eter attached for aeronautical purposes, the tachometer being an
instrument, usually actuated by centrifugal force like a steam en-
gine flyball governor, so that "velocities may be read at a glance
from the position of a pointer. It will be noted that with a tachom-
eter, in contrast, to a revolution counter, no measurement of a time
interval is required. The anemo-tachometer also has the advantage
of all Robinson anemometers that the wind vane may be dispensed
with.
According to a communication from Morell, his anemometers are
calibrated m a wind tunnel, built in accordance with designs of
Prof. Pramltl of the University of GSttingen, in which air currents
up to 78 miles per hour (125 kilometers), can be obtained. It is
stated that some of these instruments have been in constant use for
two years without needing recalibration.
The anemo-tachometer, as well as other anemometers, should be
attached to the aeroplane in such a manner that its indications are
not influenced by the irregular and indeterminate wash of the
machine and proI_eller. It has been proposed to lengthen the dis-
tance between the cups and the casing, so as to brhzg the cups above
the upper supporting plane_, while keeping the dial on a level with
the pilots line of vision. 'Ihe objection to this lengthening is that
it might change the friction and hence the indications of the instru-
merit, and necessitate a special calibration.
What appears at first sight to be a solution of the difficulty, would
be to prowde the anemometer axis with a small electric generator,
and use the electric voltage, thus generated to indicate speed of
rotation by means of a voltmeter. We should anticipate, however,
that elect'tic indicathlg instruments, as at present constructed,
would not long retain their accuracy when exposed to the vibrations
on an aeroplane.
1 Collected Researches, NationM Physical Laboratory, Vol. V, p. 174.
Apr. 2, 1913, p. 15_;.
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11. THE BOURDON-VENTURI ANEMOMETER.
The Venturi tube consists of a short converging inlet followed by
a long diverging cone, the entrance and exit diameters bein_ usually
e(_ual so t} at the tube may be inserted as a section of a pipe line.
Tncre is generally a short cylindrical throat. The converging part
has sonlewhat the shape of arena contracta, but its exact (orm is of
littm importance. 'l_e exit cone has a total angle of about 5 °, this
beit_g f()u,_d to give the mininmm frictional loss for a given increase
of diameter.
When a current of fluid passes through the tube, the pressure in
the throat is less than at entrance to the converging inlet, by an
amount which depends on the ratio of entrance to throat area, the
density of the fluid, and the speed of flow. If the tube is provided
with side holes and connections to a differential gauge by which this
p,_essure difference may be observed, it constitutes a Venturi meter.
1he area ratio is a known constant for a given tube, so that when the
density of the fluid is known the observed pressure difference may be
used as a measure of the speed of flow. When the pressure difference
is expressed as the height of a water column, it is known technically
as the "head on Venturi."
Such an instrument may be used as an anemometer by pointing
it so that the wind blows directly through it, and the observed hea_
may then serve as a measure of the wind speed. Bourdon ' emoloved
the Venturi tube for this purpose in 1881, and it has been used r_en_tly
as an aeroplane anemometer.
At a given speed, the observed head increases with the ratio a of
entrance to throat area and the instrument may be made to give a
much larger head than a Pitot tube. This is illustrated by the figures
given in Table 5 for a tube in which a =4, the throat having half the
diameter of the entrance. The data are for air at atmospheric pres-
sure and 70 ° F. Column (2) gives the head which would be observed
with a Pitot tube; column (3) that observed by Bourdon; and column
(4) the ratio of (3) to (2).
t Annales des Mines, September and October, 1881; Comptes Rendus, 1882, p. 229.
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TABLE 5.--Compari_(,n of Pitot and Ventur_ heads for a----4.
Wind speed.
Miles ),fcter_ t
ho_r. Sec.
10 4. 47
20 8. 94
3O 13. 41
40 17. 88
50 22. 35
6O 26. 82
70 31. 29
80 35. 76
90 40. 23
(2)
Pitot-tube head.
(a)
I{oad on Venturi ac-
cording to Bourdon.
I_t$.
0. 05
.19
43
1.73
2 35
33:o789
1.3
4.8
10. 9
5
431 9
59. 7
78. 0
98. 8
Iris.
0.17
• 80
2. 30
4. (}_
6. 6 _
10. 0 *
15. 0 _
20. 0 _
25. 0 _
58
102 _
168 _
254 _
381 _
508 _
635 _
(4)
Col. 3. !
Col. 2.
3.4
4.2
5.3
5.2
5.5
5.8
6.4
6.5
6.4
(5)
Theoretical head on
Venturi.
Ins. Mm.
0.7 18
2. 9 74
6. 8 173
12. 3 312
20. 0 7_8
30. 0 762
,t5. 0 1,143
63. 0 l, 61_0
9O.0 2, 2_6
In figure 1 the line H G represents Bourdon's observations and the
starred values in column (3) of Table 5 were read from the dotted
extension of this curve. While this extrapolation can make no claim
to accuracy, it appears from column (4) of Table 5 that a Venturi
tube with a 2 to 1 diameter ratio would probably give at least'five
times as much head as a Pitot tube at ordinary aeroplane speeds.
The curve F E of figure 1 and the numbers in column (5) of Table
5 were found from equation (27) of Part 2, which is known exI_'r-
imentally to agree closely with the facts when the Yenturi meter
is inserted in a pipe line instead of being used as an anemometer with
both ends free. Upon introducing the known values of k and p for
air at one atmosphere and 70 ° F., equation (27) reduces to
/_o
S= 1720_/r7_(1 -- 7) miles per hour.
_2 _ r7
If the 1720 is replaced by 769, the result will be in meters per second.
What part of the great discrepancy between columns (3) and (5)
of Table 5, or between/_ F and G H of figure 1, is to be ascribed to
friction or other circumstances which make the Venturi tube act dif-
ferently as an anemometer and as a flow meter, and what part to
Bourdon's experimental arrangements and possible errors of observa-
tion, can not-be decided without further investigation; but in any
event, it is obvious that with the Venturi tube a much larger head is
available than with a Pitot tube.
Since Bourdon wanted an anemometer for very low speeds, he
increased the available head still farther by using two concentric
tubes, the exit end of the inner one being at the throat of the outer,
so that the suction there increased the speed through the inner tube
and the fall of pressure at its throat. The proportions of the tubes
which were adopted as giving the best results were as shown in
Table 6.
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TABI.E 6.--t'roportions of Bourdon's double Venturi tube anemometer.
Inner tube. Outer tube.
Ratio of minimum to maximum diameter:
(a) Of converging ('one .............................
(b) Of diverging (,one ...............................
Double angle:
(a) Of converging cone .............................
(b) Of diverging cone ...............................
Relative throat diameters ...............................
O. 31
O. 45
34 ° 15
3 ° 45
1.0
O. 56
O. 60
21 ° 38
4 ° 50
6.2
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No cylindrical throat piece was used with either tube, the converg-
ingaml[ diverging cones being connected directly.
Bour(|on also used a similar arrangement of three concentric tubes.
The heads ohtained with this, at various wind speeds, are shown oil
figure 1 by the curve D C and by th( lselated point A. The point B
is from t.ests of a 3-tube instrument by Brown Boveri & Co. 1
The proportions of single-tube anemometers as used in modern
French practice seem to tie somewhat like those of Bourdon's inner
tube. (See Table 6.) The length of tul)e in the anemometer made
by Aera, of Paris, is 6.3 inches (160 ram.) or nearly the same as the
length of the diverging cone of Bourdon's immr tube. Doran,12 gives,
without dimensions, a s,,ction of a Venturi-tube anemometer whi(.h
indicates a ratio of thro_Lt to entrance diameter of about 0.2. The
proportions proposed by Toussaint and Lcpt_re 3 as a result of recent
experiments are very similar to those of Bourdon's outer tube. (See
Table 6.)
12. REMARKS ON THE SPECIAL CONDITIONS TO WHICH AEROPLANE
ANEMOMETERS ARE SUBJECT.
A. g_ig]_t and _,ead resistance.--These must both be small--the
smaller the better. Accordhlgly we need not consider any essentially
heavy instruments, such as tliose which require the use of electric
batteries, nor instruments like large pressure plates which offer a
head resistance of several pounds.
B. Robustness.--The very severe conditions of vibration preclude
the possibility of using instrmnents which are not m(chanically
strong or which can not be made so without too great weight. Both
the anemometer head proper, and the tn_nsmitting and b_dicating
parts must be simple, light, strong, and fre( from the need of delicate
adjustment or frequent testing.
C. Position.--The head must, so far as practicable, be out of reach
of irregular currents and eddies and therefore at some distance from
the indicator or dial in front of the pilot. The available positions
are (a) in front of the center of the machine, (b) well above the upper
planes over the pilot's head, (c) near one wing tip. Posit}on (a)
might be practicable and satisfactory in some cases t)ut th(re is a
possibility, unless the head were very far in front, that the readings
might not he the same, at a given speed, during normal flighI_ as when
planing with the motor stopped. We have no information o_ this
point. The influence of the body extends some distance ahe'td, a
hlct which should not be overlooked. _ Position (b) would often
require the construction of a special support, increasing the weight
and he_d resistance. Position (c) seems the nat.ur_fl one t.o adopt if
a transmission of the requisite length e_m be nmde satisfactorv; buthere again it shouht be noted tha.t the (listurl),nce due to a s{.rut or
wing begins some distance ahead of the le_lding e(tge. 5
D. Orier_tati, lt.--VVhile most a nemom(_ters lmx:e to be pointed
directly into the wind if they are to indicate its resultant velocity,
I Zcitschr. d. Vcr. Deutschcr ]ngenicure, 19{)7, p. 1848.
2 E. I)orand, [,a Technique Aeronautiquc, Nov. 1, 1911_ p. 252.
Rcp. Brit. Adv. Com. for Aeronautics, 1912-13, p. :/9_L
See, for example, the results el experiments on the Marienfclde-Zosscn high-speed eleciric raihvay, The
Electrician June 17 1904.
B See E. _'. RelI, l_ep. Brit. Adv. Com. for Aeronautics, 1912-13, p. 133.
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what is needed in aviation is primarily the relative wind speed along a
direction fixed with re_ard {o the axis of the machine. The unde-
sirable complication otmounting the anemometer head on a wind
vane is therefore unnecessary and the head may be fixed. If informa-
tion is required about motion perpendicular to this direction, it may
begot from a wind vane.
E. Independence of gravity.--On account of the very considerable
angles of heeling and pitching, it seems useless to consi(ter any instru-
ment which depends for its action on weights or liquid man'0meters.
Any required forces must be applied by springs; or l_fpressures are to
be registered, it must be by spring gauges. Furthermore, all parts of
the hastrument must be so balanced that the readings are not affected
at all by gravit) ". This remark applies to the transmission and theindicator as well as to th( head.
F. Vertical acceleration and centrifugal force.--Vertical acceleration
acts merely as a change of the intensity of gravity. It will, therefore,
have no effect on an instrument which is properly constructed in
accordance with E, above.
Centrifugal force must be allowed for in a similar way by careful
balancing of all movable parts so that the lateral acceleration of the
whole machine during curved flight shall not influence the readings.
This balancing in the transmission is equally necessary, whether
forces are transmitted by rods or wires or pressures by fluids in tubes.'
13. DENSITY CORRECTIONS.
Before considering the effects of changes of air densit): on the
indications of particular types of anemometer it will be _:cll to see
how great these variations are likely to be under working conditions.
For this purpose we consult equation (6) of section 4, viz,
in which
B - 0.376 PH
p = 1.327 460 + t (6)
p = the density of the air in pounds per cubic foot.
B = the barometric pressure in inches of mercury.
t = the temperature of the air in degrees Fahrenheit.
P = the pressure of saturated steam at t° in inches of mercury.
H = the relative humidity (H = 1.0 for saturated air).
The ranges we shall assume are: B=30 to 20 inches, corresponding
to a rise from sea level to about 10,000 feet altitude; t=0 ° to 90 _
F.; H=0.0 to 1.0, i. e., from complete dryness to saturation.
We may first consider the term 0.376 PH. Taking P from the
steam tables we have
at t-50 ° 70 ° 90 °
0.376 P= 0.136 0.278 0.533
0.376 P x 0.5 = 0.068 0.139 0.267
1 For a discussion of the effect of vertical acceleration and centrifugal force on liquid manometers the
reader may be referred to an article by H. Darwin, Aeronautical Journal, July, 1913, p. 170.
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if we assume a constant relative humidity H= 0.5, while in fact
the humidity varies all the way from 0.0 to ].0, the maximum error
we can make in the value of 0.376 PH is 0.376 P>,'0.5, of which the
vahws at 50 °, 70 °, and 90 ° are shown above. To find the pcrceutage
error whi('h this assumption can introduce into the co'nputed v'duc
of p, we mus_ compare these errors witlt the value of E. The follow-
ing table shows the maxinmm per cent. errors in p at 50 °, 70 °, aml
90 ° F. and at 20 and 30 inches pressure which can be caused by
assuming H = 0.5.
t=50 ° t=70 ° t=90 °
B = 20 inches 0.34c_ ().70%: 1.33%
B=30 inches 0.23 _ 0.46[, " 0.89_
• , o ,(_ .' _1 , _ "Since a tempmature of 90 }. _fll so,dora or never pit, aft at an
altitude where the pressure is as low as 20 inches, we hlav retard 1
per cent. as "0)out the maximum possible error, and it, the vast
majority of cases the actual error will be less than 0.5 per cent.
Now with the anemometers we need to consider, a given percentage
error in the density causes only about half as much error in tim
speed £'; and furthermore, an accuracy of 1 per cent. in measuring
the speed of an aeroplane may be reearded as satisfactory Hence
• _ %, . . _ • .
th(. assumptmn of a constant relatLve humidity of 50 per cent.
(11=0.5) is quite approxinmte em)u_h fro" our purpose, and we
adopt tlfis assumption and thereby simplify equation (6) to the form
B-0.19 P
p= 1.327 460 + t pounds per cubic foot. (8)
From equation (8) we mav,now compute a table of approximate
values of the air density at _qt.'i.us values of the barometric i)re:;ure._
B and the tenlperature I. It will be convenient to have the wflues
exlwessed , not in 1)ounds per cubic foot, but in terms of a standard air
density, and for this the value =0.07455 has been chosen. This is
the density at B=2!).._)2 iqches, 1=70 ° F., and H=0.5, conditions
whMl are a fair average i'el),'csentation of those which are likely to
prevail during anemometer tests. The values are shown in Table 7.
TABLE _ ) ¢ '
, .--l,e? tt_ve density D of air at B inches pressure, t ° F., a;M 50 per. cent relatil,e
humidity, r_ferred to air at 29.9? il_ches pressure, 70 _ F., and 50 per cent. relative
humidi';,,l.
B= _°0"_ -_°'_/ 24" ."(i" 28"
t=0 ° F...
]0 ° ....
,200° ....
30 ° ....
40 ° ....
50 ° ....
60 ° ..
7o°-. ::1
:::
0. 773
757
741
725
710
696
681
667
• 653
• 639
0. 851
.833
.S15
• 798
• 781
• 766
• 750
• 734
.719
.703
0. 928
.908
• 889
.871
.853
.835
.818
.801
• 785
• 768
OO6
984
9_;3
943
924
905
887
868
850
833
1.083
1.060
1.037
1.016
.995
.975
.955
.935
.916
.897
30/*
1. 160
1.135
1.112
1.088
1.066
1.045
1.023
1.003
.982
.962
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We have next to consider how these variations of density may
affect the readings of an anemometer which has been tested under
standard conditions.
A. T]_e Pitot tube.--The Pitot tube formula may be written
S = const x _/_- p_
¥ P
or for a st'md_rd density Po
At any other density, p = Dpo, we have
Ao -- 80 (9)
If the tube has been standardized at the density po and the constant
Ao determined, or if the gage has been provided with a speed scale
or a table for converting its readings at the standard density po into
speeds, the true speed at any other density o is found by multiplying
1 1
the indicated speed by ,-_D" Values of _-_ computed from Table
7 are given in Table 8.
1
TABLE 8.--Values of _-_for use in equation (9).
Barometric height B in inches of mercury.
t ° F.
20// 22/_ 24/t 26_t 28 tt 30 H
0 ...........
10 ..........
20 ..........
30 ..........
40 .........
50 .........
60 .........
70 .........
80 .........
90 .........
1. 137
1. 149
1, 162
1. 174
1. 187
1. 199
1. 212
1. 225
1, 238
1. 251
1. 084
1. 096
1. 108
1. 119
1. 131
1. 143
1.155
1. 167
1, 180
1. 193
1. 038
1. 049
1. 061
1. 072
1. 083
1. 094
1.106
1. 117
1. 129
1. 141
0. 979
1. 008
1. 019
1. 030
1.040
1. 051
1. 062
1. 073
1. 084
1.096
0. 961
• 971
• 982
• 992
1. 003
1. 013
1. 023
1. 034
1.045
1.056
0. 928
• 938
• 948
• 958
• 968
• 978
• 989
• 999
1.009
1. 020
If the purpose of reading the anemometer is not, primarily, to
ascertain the speed, but to judge of the wind pressures on the machine
which determine the lift and the stresses, then the density correction
should not be applied. For at any given angle of attack, the wind
forces are very nearly proportional to the Pitot pressure; when the
gauge shows a given reading, the wind forces are always the same;
and from the standpoint of sustaining power and strength it is
immaterial how the forces arise. Hence from the point of view of
the aviator who is concerned with the safety of his machine, the
25302°--S. Dov. 268, 64-1--7
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speed readings of the Pitot-tube anemometer correct themselves
automatically--if the machine flies safely at a given speed and in
air of a given density, it will be equ%lly safe in air of any other den-
sity, regardless of pressure, tem])erature, and humidity if the Pitot-
tube gauge gives the same reading.
B. Pres,_ure-plate ane_ometers'.--It would naturally be supposed
that the readings of pressure plate anemometers wouhl be affected
by variations of air densit 5 in the same way as those of Pitot tubes.
The theory of the subject, however, is not entirely clear, and it is
difficult to interpret some of the experimental results which have
been obtained? In the absence of _further investigation it. would
seem safest to make the density correction, when necessary, exactly
as is done for the Pitot tube. :if the readings are taken o_1_" for th-c
sake of estimating the wind forces on the machine, the del;sity cor-
rection is to be omitted, just as with the Pitot tube.
C. The Bourdon-Ventur_ ant.nwmcter.--If the results of Bourdon's
experiments agreed closely with computations from the theoretical
equation of the Venturi meter, we shouhl feel justified in using that
equation to compute density corrections to be applied to the read-
ings of an instrament which had been tested at a standard air density.
But the discrepancies sho_n by curves GH and EF of figure 1 are
so large that we can not trust the theoretical equation at all for a
Venturi tube used as an anemometer. It appeal_s that further
experimental investigations of this instrument are needed.
D. Rotrlry anemometers.--Regarding rotary anemometers, Jones
and Booth 2 say:
The principal advantage possessed by instruments of this wpe is that the), read the
actual travel through the air independently of variations in density.
It seems likely, however, that this independence is only approxi-
mate and not complete. The ratio of cup or vane speed to wind
speed depends on the value of the least wmd speed which will just
keep the anemometer turning against friction. And since each vane
or cup when moving very slowly acts as a pressure plate, it seems
that the wind speed required in order to furnish the torque for very
low speeds of rotation must depend on the air density: Hence it
seems probable that at higher speeds the action of instruments of the
Robinson or of the screw type is somewhat influenced by air density.
Exact information on this is lacking.
14. COMPARISON OF TYPES OF ANEMOMETER.
Anemometers in general might be compared from various po'mts
of view; but since our purpose is strictly practical, we shall at once
exclude from the discussion any instrument which can not be made
satisfactory on the score of (a) robustness combined with lightness,
(b) independence of gravity, and (c) flexibility of transmission, per-
mitting the head to be placed at a distance from the indicator in
front of the pilot's seat. There seem then to remain for discussion
the Pitot tube, the pressure plate, the Venturi tube, and the Robinson
anemometer.
A. The Pitot tube.--This has been the most studied, and we can
speak of it with more certainty than of the others. The head is
See Rayleigh, Rep. Brit. Adv. Com. for Aeronautics, 1910-11, p. 26.
z Aeronautical Journal, July, 1913, p. 192.
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simple and may be placed in any position; and the transmission of
the-pressure through tubes presents no obvious difficulties. The
prime defect of the instrument is the smallness of the pressure avail-
able for actuating the indicator. _31ile sensitive liquid ganges may
be used under some circumstances, anything but a spring gauge seems
• S • " "out of the questton for all-round u_e. the problem with the Pltot
tube is to make a satisfactory spring gauge which shall at the same
time be sufficiently sensitive and so robust as to be reliable. The
problem looks difficult, but nmy not be insoluble.
B; The pressure 1,1ate.--Bv an increase of size, the pressure plate
ma_ be made to give as laruo a force as is desired, the _nit being set
by "the amount of head resl_tance which it is considered permissible
to devote to an anemometer. Transmission by wires under tension
mizht be practicable but would be liable to get out of order and to be
serl_ously disturbed by vibration. Transmission by means of liquid
pressure might bc managed but wouht introduce complications, and
the development of the instrument in this form would demand a
great deal of experimentation. In spite of its attractiveness and
apparent simplicity at first sight, the pressure plate does not, on the
w_h-ole,seem very promising as a practical aeroplane instrument.
C. The Bourdon-Ventu_4_ anemo'meter.--The Venturi tube furnishes
a pressure difference and the transmission problem is simple, as it is
whh the Pitot tube. But the pressure difference may lie made solarge that the problem of making, a satisfactory spring gauge is vastly
simpler than With the Pitot tube, and shouldnot present any insu-
perable difficulties. A more important doubt arises in colmection
with the density correction. Since it is impracticable to test. an
anemometer at low-air densities by the ordinary methods, and since
Bourdon's results differed greatly from what might have been ex-
pected on theoretical grounds, the instrument should be used with
caution, if high altitude flights are in question, until we kno,_ more
about its practical behavior. On the other hand, it appears to be
satisfactory at ordinary air densities, _ and it seems to lie an instru-
ment of great promise and one of which the practical development
should be pushed along.
D. The Robinson anemameter.--The weak point of the Robinson
anemometer is lack of flexibility in the transmission. In the form
of Morell's anemo-tachometer it indicates speed through the air nearly
independently of the air density. But gmce the main purpose of
knowing this speed is for finding the total distance traveled, it would
seem as if the ordinary method of registering the total number of
turns wouhl, in. practice, be more useful than the attachment of a
tachometer to give instantaneous speeds.
tIaving now disclLssed some of the mechanical characteristics of
the four types of instrument we may take another standpoint and,
assuming that a mechanically satisfactory instrument of each type
can be constructed, ask whether one presents any advantages over
another. The answer to this question depends on why we want to
know the speed.
If what is wanted is to estimate the distance traveled through the
air, some form of Robinson anemometer seems to be the thing to use,
because it is independent of air density, to a first approximation, at
J See Eiffel, The Resistance of the Air, p. 234.
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"all events. The other t}u'ce types of i_lstvuinent will all require to
have a density correction apt)lied to their readings, if the air density
is f_r different from that during standardization, and they are thus
at _ disadvantage.
But it appeai_s that the speed tln.ough the air is, in general, not
itself the important quantity sought; for at best it does not tell us
the speed over the ground t_ntil it is compounded with the speed of
the wind which may happen'" to be blowing. A more important use
of the anemometer'is not properly as a speedometer but as a dyna-
mometer, i. e., as an h_strument for indicating the air forces on the
machine. For this purpose, any instrume_tt such as the anemo-
tachometer which gives the speed without reference to the density
will require a density correction to its readings, whereas the Pitot
tub_ gives just what is wanted, the allowance for density being
already present in its uncorrected readings, so that equal readings
mean equal pressures, whatever the density may be. The pressure
ph_te f_lls in the same class as the Pitot tube. Of the Bourdon-
Ve_turi anemometer we can say very little until the hlstrument has
been further studied, but it seems l_kely that it _so will act rather
as a dynamometer than as a speedometer, if its readings are not cor-
rected for variations of air density.
Still another question which may be asked is, What sort of mean
speed does a given anemometer indicate when exposed to a gusty
wind ? In regard to this question, the four types under considera-
tion fall into the same grouping as before. With the Pitot tube, the
pressure plate, or the Ventur[tube, the pressure difference or the
force depends on the square of the wind speed, and the mean reading
of any of these instruments in a wind of varying speed will therefore
give not the arithmetical mean speed but the root-mean-square speed,
which is what determines the mean wind forces on the aeroplane.
The anemo-tachometer, on the other hand, will probably in_ticato
something between the arithmetical mean and the root-mean-square
speed. If it had no inertia it might be made to indicate the arith-
metical mean, but the effects of inertia in causing lag or lead will
probably make the mean reading of the instrument in a wind of
variable strength somewhat higher than it would be in the absence
of inertia. The fact that this might result in a slight overestimate
of the total travel will hardly be of any moment, in vmw of the imt_os-
sibility, for the aviator, of measuring and allowhlg for the true verac-
ity of the wind with respect to the earth's surface.
REPORT No. 2.
PART 2.
THE THEORY OF THE PITOT AND VENTURI TUBES.
By E. _UCKINGHAM.
1. THE ENERGY EQUATION FOR STEADY ADIABATIC FLOW OF A FLUID.
Let a fluid be flowing steadil_ _ along a channel with impervious and
nonconducting walls, from a section A to a section A1, the areas of the
sections perpendicular to the direction of flow being also denoted by
A and A1. By saying that the flow is "steady" we do not mean that
it occurs in stream lines and without turbulence. We mean merely
that it is "sensiblv" steady; i. e., that such variations of speed,
direction of motio_i', pressure, etc., as may occur at anv point in the
stream as a result of turbulence are so rapid that our me_.suring instru-
ments do not respond to them, but indicate only time averages; and
that these time averages are constant at any fixed point within the
channel. Values of a property of the fluid, or of an_ other quantity
such as speed, "at a point," are therefore to be un[lerstood as time
averages over a time which is lonz compared _ ith the sDeed of varia-
tion of the quantity to be measured, though it may ap'pear short in
the ordinary sense.
Let O, p, v, _, T, respectively, be the absolute temperature,
static pressure, specific volume, internal energy per unit
mass, aml kinetic energy per un{t mass, at the entrance sec-
tion A. By the "static pressure" is meant the pressure which would
be indicated by a gauge moving with the current. Let O, p, v, _,
T_ be the correst_onding quantities at the exit section A, Both sets
o_ values are to _e understood as averazes over the whole section, as
well as time averages in the sense exp3ained above. The two sec-
tions shall be at the same level, so that the passage of fluid from A
to A_ does not involve any gravitational work.
As a unit mass of fluid crosses A, the work pv is done on it by the
fluid following; and as it crosses A_ it does th_work p_vl on the fluid
ahead. Since the walls of the channel are noncomtucting, no heat
enters or leavens the fluid between A and A_ ; hence the total energy,
internal phls kinetic, increases (or decreases) by an amount equal to
the work done oa (or by) the fluid, and we have
pv- p_v, = (_ + I'1) - (_+ T)
or (1)
T- T_ = (_,-!- p_v:) - (_+pv)
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sO far no assumptions have been made am!, e_uati(,n (I) is rigorously
correct for adia])atic flow between two s(ctlons at the same level
Internal beating by skin friction or the dissipation of eddies is merely
a conversion of_energv from one form into another and not an addlL
tion of energy; lxencc'it does not affect the validity of equation (1)
and need not appear in it.
2. INTRODUCTION OF THE MEAN SPEED INTO THE ENERGY EQUATION.
Let Q be the volume of fluid which crosses the section A per unit
time, and let S =Q+A; then S is the arithnletical mean, over the sec-
tion, of the component velocity normal to A and along the channel.
Let Q1 and S_ be the corresponding values at A_. Measuring kinetic
ener-_v, as well as work and internal energy, ill normal mass-length-
time'units, we then set
T- Tt =1 (S z_S2 ) (2)
an(_l proceed to substitute this expression f()r (T-T_) in equation.(1).
_[his substitution is indis0cnsable to further progress, but it involves
an assumption which desh'ovs the rigor of all further deductions.
The deductions are, nevertheless, very approximately confirmed by
experiment, and it is therefore worth while to examine the assump-
tion.
If there were no turbulence and if the speed were uniform over
each section, we should have the two separate equations
(3)
and equation (2) would be exact. If there is no turbulence but the
speed of flo_ is nonuniform, approaching,, zero at the walls, as it must
where the channel has material _ alls, equations (3) will not be satis-
fied, but we shall have T>½S: and T_ >½St 2, because the mean
square speed, which determines the kinetic cnerg2", is always greater
than the arithmetical mean speed S when the distribution over the
section is not uniform. With a round pipe and nonturbulent flow
T= _S: instead of _S 2.
In nearly all practical cases the flow of fluids is turhulent and the
relation of'the whole kinetic energy, including that of the turbulence,
to the arithmetical mean normal component of the speed at the given
section will depend on the amount of turbulencc. It is impossible
to say what the relation will be further than that the kinetic energy
of cd'dies and cross currents tends to increase the error which would
be hlvolvcd in assuming equations (3), while, on the other hand, the
fact that with increasing tul'bulence the speed becomes more nearly
uniform over a cross sectio_l tends to decrease the difference between
the mean s.quare and the arithmetical mean of the component normal
to any section.
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The assumption involved in using equation (2) is not, however, so
violent as that which would be involved in using equations (3)
separately. For equations (3) are equivalent to
T- ½S2= T_- ½S,2= 0
whereas equation (2) is satisfied if
T- ½S2= T,- ½S1_ (4)
no matter what the value is. Equation (4) and its equivalent (2)
are satisfied if the error in assuming equations (3) to hold is the
same at both sections without vazfishing or oven being small. This
will occur if the kinetic energy of turbulence is the same at both
sections and if also the speed distributions over the two sections are
such that the arithmetical mean normal speed is the same fraction
of the mean-square normal speed at both. While therefore it is
evident that the use of equations (3) separately might lead to con-
clusions at variance with facts, equation (2) may nevertheless be
nearly fulfilled in practice. The _greement with observation of
deductions from equations (2) and (1) shows that in many ordinary
cases the error committed by treating equation (2) as exact is in
reality quite insignificant.
For geometrically similar channels, the percentage error of equation
DS
(2) depends only on --_-, in which v is the kinematic viscosity of the
fluid and D a linear dimension of the channel. With a given fluid in
a given channel increasing S increases the turbulence, but it is
2 T-S 2
not evident how this will affect the percentage error, _, if
at all. Hence, it seems possible that although turbulence increases
with D_SS, the percentage error in assuming equation (2) may
v
not increase but remain constant or even decrease. On the other
DS..
hand, at a given speed S, if -- is increased by increasing D or dimin-
2T-S 2
ishing _, the turbulence and the value of S_ will be increased
and there will be a greater chance that equation (2) may be sensibly
in error. At a given mean axial speed g we must therefore be pre-
pared to find greater discrepancies between experiment and results
deduced from equation (2) for large channels and fluids of low
kinematic viscosity than for the opposite conditions.
We shall now proceed as if equation (2) were rigorously exact, and
by combining it with equation (1) we obtain
½(S' - S, _)= (_,+ p,v,) - (_+ pv) (5)
an equation which serves as the point of departure for the theory of
the Pitot tube, the Venturi meter, the steam-turbine nozzle, and
various other devices in which a stream of fluid is retarded or accele-
rated adiabatically.
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3. ISENTROPIC FLOW OF AN IDEAL GAS.
If the physical properties of the fluid have been sufficiently inves-
tigated and if a sufficient number of <tuantities are measured at each
of the two sections, the value of (_+p_) may be computed for each
section and the value of (S_-SI :) found from equation (5), to the
degree of approximation permitted by the assumptions which have
been discussed above. A process sore(what of this nature is pur-
sued in the design of steam-turbine nozzles, (¢+pv) being then the
quantity known as the total heat of steam.
But when the fluid is a gas, it is usual to proceed with deductions
from equation (5) by the aid of two further assumptions which
enable us to compute variations of _ and v from observations of p
alone. The first of these assumptions is that the fluid behaves sen-
sibly as an ideal gas defined by the equations
t_v = I:0 (6)
,=,o+ _ (o-0o) (7)
in which C., is the specific heat', at constant, volume, and eo is. the,
internal energy at the standard temperature 0o. The properties of
ordinary gases, such as air, carbon dioxide, or coal gas, whcn far
from condensation, are nearly in confornfitv with equations (6) and
(7), and for such fluids no serious error is involved in making the
assumption mentioned, unless very great variations of pressure and
temperature are under consideration. Equations (6) and (7) imply
also the relation
C v = C, + R (8)
in which Cv is the specific heat at constant pressure.
The second assumption is that during the simultaneous changes of
pressure and temperature in passing from A to A, the familiar isen-
tropic relation for an ideal gas, viz,
01 1_) \k--1
remains satisfied, k representing Cv/Cv. This assumption is, of
course, not exact, for wliile we have stipulated that the flow shall be
adiabatic, the internal heating, due to viscosity causes an increas(_
of entropy. The assumption amounts, therefore, to assuming that
this irreversible internal heating is not enough to cause an,)" sensible
increase of the temperature at A, over what it wouhl b(. if there
were no internal heating at all.
The foregoing assumptions enable us to put e(tuatioll (5) into a
more available form. By substituting from (6) and (_) into (5),
and using (8), we have
1
-,, (S-_-Sc ") = (_ (O,--e) (10)
By means of (9) and (6), this may be written
1 (S , _ Cv
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and by (8) we get C_/R =_-_-_ so that we have
, ]($2-S, :) =_pv k - 1 (11)
which is the usual form of equation (5) for isentropic flow of an
ideal gas. If the speed is known at either section, equation (10)
enables us to find the speed at the other from a knowledge of _
and an observation of the difference of temperature; while equation
(11) gives us similar information in terms of the pressures at A and
A1 if the density and the ratio # are known. We shall apply this
equation to both the Pitot tube and the Venturi meter.
4. THE THEORY OF THE PITOT TUBE.
To treat the Pitot tube, we consider the fluid which is approaching
the dynamic opening. Startin_ at a point so far upstream that the
presence of the Pitot tube proauces no sensible disturbance there, a
particle of fluid approaches the dynamic opening, slows down, and
mixes with the permanent high-pressure cap oi nearly stationary
fluid, which covers the dynamic opening and communicates with
the differential gauge through the impact tube. The same particle,
or another indistinguishable from it, emerges from the cap and,
being accelerated by the now positive pressure gradient, flows on
along the impact tube, finally acquiring a sensibly constant speed
•_hen it has reached a region of sensibly constant pressure. We
wish to apply equation (5) to this motion if we can find a plausible
way of doing so.
Starting with the contour of a small plane area, in the undisturbed
current and perpendicular to its general direction, we construct, in
ima_,ination, a tubular surface of which the sides are at every point
para_Uel to the mean direction of motion of the fluid past that point,
as found by. .averagin. g with regard to time. If. the motion. {s not
turbulent, this tube is a tube of flow and no fluid passes in or out
through its sides. If the motion is turbulent, as it nearly alwa_ s is
in practice, the same fluid does not flow continuously along the tube
as it would if the walls were impervious. On the contrary, particles
of fluid are continually leaving the tube in consequence of the tur-
bulent time-changes of the direction of motion at any fixed point;
and these particles are continually replaced by others, of the same
total mass, which enter from without the tube. But on the whole,
the particles which enter have the same average component velocity
along the tube as those which leave; for unless this were true we
could, merely by imagining the tubular surface, generate within the
fluid a particular filament which was moving, on the whole, faster
or slower than the surrounding fluid. We conclude that the net
effect of turbulence is the same as if the imaginary tube walls were
made rigid and perfectly reflecting for mechanical impact without
exerting any skin friction on the fluid flowing along them.
If the whole current of fluid is at a sensib]_ uniform temperature
across its general direction, no heat passes m or out through the
tubular surface, and equation (5) may be applied as though we had
an impervious nonconducting channel to deal with. Furthermore,
if the tube is of small section, the axial speed, averaged with regard
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to time,will bethesameat all pointsof anyonecrossection.Hence
theapplicationof equation(5),involvingtheassumptionof equation(2) or (4),is betterjustifiedthan for a materialtubein whichskin
friction would causethe axial speedto be nonuniformover any
section.
Wenow considersuchau imaginarytube,starting in the undis-
turbedfluid somedistanceupstreamfrom the dynamicopeningof
the Pitot tube,passinginto thehigh-pressurecapoverthe opening
andemergingagainat theedgeof theopening,to continueits course
alongthe sideof the impacttube. The portionof the imaginary
tubewhichpassesthroughthe high-pressurecapmay be regarded
asanenlargementof crosssectionat whichthemeanaxialspeedis
soreducedthat its squareisnegligi.blein.comparisonwith thesquare
of the speedat distantpoints. If we let A be a section at some
distance upstream and A, be the section of the tube where it passes
through the high-pressure cap, S, 2 is negligible in comparison with S _
and equation (5) gives us
S = _,/2[(_, ÷ l)_v,) - (e ÷ ir_)] (12)
in which S is the speed of tile undisturbed current; _, p, and v refer
to conditions in the undisturbed current; and _,, p,, v, refer to con-
ditions in the dynamic opening. The static ]pressure, which the
static opening is designed to receive and transmit to the gauge, is _o;
while the pressure received by the dynamic opening is that in the
permanent high-]_ressure cap, or Pl.
Equation (12) is the general form of the Pitot tube equation for any
fluid, whether compressible or not. In the case of-a l_uid, the
internal energy and specific volume are not appreciably sheeted by
the very small pressure variations involved, so that we have *L=E
and v,=v and equation (12) reduces to
S=_/2v (th-P)=_ 2lh-po (13)
p being the density of the liquid. If the pressure difference is ex-
pressed as a head h of liquid of density d, we have p_-p= ghd and
equation (13) takes the form
the usual form of the Pitot tube equation for aperfect or ideal tube.
Even when the fluid is a gas, ifS is small and (p_- p) therefore also
small, e_ and v, are nearly the same as ¢ and v so that equations (13)
and (14) remain approximately correct--admitting all the assump-
tions made--though it is not evident how close the approximation
will be. But ff the speed and the pressure difference are great
enough to cause sensible compression, we must return to equation (5)
and introduce the conditions for adiabatic flow of a gas, as was done
in section 3 in arrivingat equation (11). The fact that equation (14)
does a ree well with observations on gas currents at moderate speeds,
g . • -- . . .o • *
shows that no great error is revolved m neglecting compressibility
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and justifies us in going on to find a closer approximation by treating
the gas as ideal and thereby using an approximation to the com-
pressibilit_.
Assuming, then, that equation (11) is applicable to the imaginary
current tube now under discussion, we have, by setting $12= O, the
equation
P Pl k-1
we now set P_ = 1 +h and':-r-: =n we haveIf
P E
(-_)kk--t--1=hA{1 +n2_l A+-(-n--:!2(.3:--2)A2+etc. /
Setting the { .... } = X21 substituting in equation (15), and noticing
that n A = ]c-- 1 pl --._p we have
I-
S =x_,/e P,- P (16)
P
which differs from equation (13), obtained by disregarding com-
pressibility, only in the correction factor
X=I1 + n-2 IA+ (n-1)1.2.3(n--2)A2+ (n-1)(._. :.)_(n 3)A_+. ".}'(17)
The quantity A= p_ --_P is the fractional rise of pressure at the
mouth of the impact tPube: hence it is, in practice, always a small
•quantity. The value of k for gases is always between _ and 1, so
k-1.
that n =--k--- Is always between _ and 0. Accordingly the terms of
X containing A are alternately negative and positive and when h is
small the series converges rapidly, the sum of all the terms in A being
nearly equal to the first term alone, so that if the first is negligible the
sum is negligible and 2( may be set equal to unity.
The ratio of the specific heats of air is 1.40. Hence n--_ and we
have
X={1_5A+10 , 95 . /_
_ --_A +etc. (18)
If an error of y per cent. in S is permissible, an error of y per cent. may
also be allowed in the correction factor X and the value of A may be,
mos , .ch ma o orfl*
values of the error y per cont. in the speed, the value of S can be
found from equation (13).
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Let us suppose, for example, that the Pitot tube is to bc used for
measuring the speed of an aeroplane and that an accuracy of 0.5 per
cent. in sufficient. Then we have A = 0.028 and p,-p= 0.028 p. To
find what speed would give this head on the differential gauge, we
set p= 1 atmosphere= 1.013 X 10_ dynes/era. 2 and 0=0.0013 gram/
cm., 3 and substitute in (13), the result being S=66.1 m./see.=212
ft./sec.= 148 miles/hour. Since an accuracy of better than 1.0 per
cent. can hardly be demanded of an aeroplane speedometer, it is evi-
dent that for all ordinary speeds of flight, no colTection for com-
pressibility is needed and equations (13) and (14) may be used.
It is of course a simple matter to compute values of the correction
factor X for various speeds; but in view of the uncertainties and
assumptions involved ill the theory, the results would have a mis-
leading appearance of accuracy and would not in fact he worth the
labor of computation. What has been shown is sufficient, namely,
that if a Pitot tube does not measure the speed of an aerot)lane cor-
rectly the error is not due to neglecting the compressibility of the "dr.
5. THE THEORY OF THE VENTURI METER.
The Venturi meter is a channel of varying cross section, an!! we
may apply to it thegeneral equations o_ flow which have ah'(adv-been developed. In d_)ing so, we shall let A be the entrance seetioil
of the meter where p is measured, and A_ be the throat section at
which the diminished pressure lh is observed. We have t(_ use
equation (5).
If the meter is used for measuring the flow of a liquid of density p
we may set t_ = e and v_ = v as we did in treating the Pitot tube. and
equation (5) then gives us
$12 - S: = 2 1)_- I)' (19)
P
Neither S nor S, vanishes; but in "tddition to (19) we have the equa-
tion oI continuity which 'for a fluid of constant density may t)e
written
S_A_ = SA
and (19) and (20) together enable us to find either S or S_.
represent the _tre't ratio by a single s3nnhol
we have
(20)
If we
/ P- th
s = 1_.,,,2 (22)
where
/ 1--
B = _ a_ - 1 (23)
and B is a constant characteristic of the given meter.
Comparing (22) with (13), the equation for the Pitot tube in a
liquid, we see that they differ only by the faetor B which depends on
.4
A_ = _ > 1 (21)
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the area ratio a. If a = _/2,, fl = 1 and the observed Venturi pressure
difference (p-l)1) w_l be the s'mle as would be shown by a Pitot
tube with its dynamm opening in tim entrance of the meter. For
D
various v.dues of the r'_tio D_ of entrance diameter to throat diameter
we hay(' th:_' fidh>wing values of B:
D
/)]= 1.5 2.0 2.5 3.0 4.0
a = 2.25 4.00 6.25 9.00 16.00
B= 1. 569 3. 874 6. 170 8. 944 15.77
Evidently, the Venturi pressure difference may easily be made much
larger than the Pitot pressure difference at the entrance speed and
the gauge reading be made much more sensitive.
If the fluid is a gas instead of a liquid, compressibility will still be
negligible at sufficiently low speeds, as for the Pitot tube, and equa-
tion (22) may be used; but in general the compressibility must be
allowed for. To treat the flow of a gas, we have to make the same
assumpUons as in section 3, namely, that the gas is sensibly ideal
and that the flow from the entrance section A to the throat AI is
sensibly isentropic, the combined effect of heat conduction to or
from the walls of the meter, and of internal heating in the gas itself,
being insignificant. We then have to apply equation (11) to the
case in hand, and if for simplicity we represent the pressure ratio
by a single symbol and write
Pt=r< 1 (24)
P
we have by equation (11)
-k--i i - r (25)
p being the density of the gas at the pressure p as it crosses the
entrance section.
To combine with (25) we have the equation of continuity
S, A_ p_ = SAp
and if we remember that during isentropie compression or expansion
of an ideal gas pv k remains constant, the equation of continuity
may be written
S_ = _ S (26)
By using (26) to eliminate S_ from (25) we now obtain the equation
k 1 _ - r'_.,'* 1 - r (27)
by means of which the entrance speed 8 may be computed from the
observed pressure ratio r=th/p when the area ratio a and the
properties of the gas are known. Since we are treating the gas as
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ideal, p/t) is, for any given gas, proportional to the absolute tempera-
ture 0 at the entrance section, and we may write P=_° 0p po0_' Oo being
the density of the gas at the standard pressure Po and temperature 0o.
c.
For air, _,_=/c=1.40 and if we insert the known value of po at
1 atmosphere and 0 ° C. and set
y
s= lYo (28)
where
Y= k _1 a2_re/k 1- / Pol
we have the values of Y shown in the following table for various
pressure ratios r and for meters in which the throat diameter is
_, _, or ¼ of the entrance diameter, i. e., a=4, 9, or 16. If t is the
0 273 + t while if
temperature at entrance, on the centigrade scale 0o 273
t is measured on the Fahrenheit scale,
0 460+/
Oo 492
Values of _ in S= "t/ z-
yvo
THE VENTURI _ETER FOR ,AIR.
A entrance area
S=Speed at entrance to meter a=-_= throat area
r----throat preasure+." entrance pressure-----p_/p e=absolute temperature of air at
entrance.
Co=absolute temperature of ice point.
Values of :IT.
) 9998
• 999
.995
• 99
• 98
.95
• 90
• 80
.60
_.]SeC.
1.44
3. 23
7. 21
10. 16
14.3
22. 2
30. 4
40. 2
48. 1
affi4 a--9
Ft./s_.
4. 74
10. 60
23. 65
33. 34
46. 48
72. 8
99. 8
131.7
157. 9
Mile/hour,
3. 23
7. 23
16. 13
22. 7
32. 0
49. 6
68.0
89. 8
107. 6
M./see.
0. 626
1.40
3. 12
4. 40
6. 19
9. 62
13. 2
17.5
21. 1
Ft./see.
2. 05
4.59
10. 24
14. 11
20. 3
31.6
43. 4
57. 5
69. 3
Mile/hour.
1.4_
3. 13
6. 98
9.85
13.85
21.5
_.6
39.2
47.2
_.]S6C.
O. 350
O. 784
1.75
2. 47
3. 47
5. 39
7.41
9. 82
11.86
a--16
Ft./see.
1. 150
2. 57
5. 74
l 8.09
11.38
17.7
24.3
32. 2
38. 9
Mile/hr.
O. 784
1.753
3. 91
5. 52
7. 76
12.06
16. 57
22. 0
26. 5
C,
Computed on the assumptions pv=RO, C_=eonstant, _a_-l.400.
po=l.01323X 10 _ dyne/cmL
p0=0.0012928 gin cm a at 760 ram. and 0 ° C
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REPORT COVERING INVESTIGATIONS OF AVIATION WIRES
AND CABLES, THEIR FASTENINGS AND TERMINAL CON-
NECTIONS.
By JOHN A. ROEBLING'S SO_S Co.
In reference to our investigations of aviation wires and cables,
their fastenings and terminal connections for stays, we have failed to
find from past practice anything that would allow us to determine
the best lines on which to proceed therefore our study is not limited
to any one stay design.
In ,naking our investigation we have aimed to eliminate the use of
acid and so_(ler, imj)erfcct bends, flattenin_ of cable oil bends, injury
to wire, strand, ann cord due to unskillful nancUing of material in tt[e
field; 'tnd })a_('d (>n our study of present methods of manufacture of
aerol)lan,'s...... w(, believe it is p((s_ible to manufacture tile complete. . stay
here, "_t the h_ctory, proof test same to 50 per cent of its ultimate
strength, measure same under stress, and therefore eliminate any
uncertaint_ as to strength of terminal connection, length of stay, and
workm;msnip.
On this basis our research cover(,d not onl_ the terminal coml(_ction
for shop att_tchmcnt, but also _ connectiou_timt _'oul(1 allow r(pt_irs
to be made in the fi(ht without requiring the use of blow torch and
sohh'r, and from the folh)wing tests it will be readily seen that the
dev(,lopment eliminates any doubt on this point.
We iind present practme" considers" "the solid wire stay,." consist-,,
ing of one wire of suitt_ble diameter and known to the trade as avm-
tion wire"; "the strand stay," consisting of either 7 or 19 wires
stranded together and known to the trade as "aviator strand"; also
"the cord or rope stay," consisti,)gof 7 strands twisted together
forming a rope, the strands being either 7 wires or 19 wires; and the
rope known to the trade as "aviator cord."
THE SOLID WIRE STAY.
PLATE NO. 1.
Figure 1.
Figure 1 shows the type most generally in use. An eye or loopis
formed in tinned aviator wire and a ferrule made by wrapping _ thin
fiat strip around both wires. The free end of the wire is then bent
back over the fiat ferrule, holding it inplace, and the whole terminal
dipped in solder. This type of terminalis far from being satisfactory.
Its mechanic_d strength is levy and variable. The process of soldering
involves the possil)ihty of establishing a source of corrosion, as well
as injuring the quality of the wire. The m_king of such a terminal is
almost necessarily a factory proposition and provides no means for
quick and (fficient field replacements.
25302°--s. Dec. 268, 64-1--8 113
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Figure 2.
The standard terminal in Europe is shown in figure 2. This con-
sists of an oval spring wire ferrule applied in almost the same manner
as the flat wire fen'Me in figure 1. Farticular emphtsis is placed on
the method of forming ,the eye in the stay before applying the ferrule.
Radius of curve at "A ' and"B," figure 2, must be exactly the same
as radius at "C." This is called a perfect eye. No solder is used.
The ferrule is made of wire of the same raze as wire in stay and is
"spring" quality. Nine convolutions constitute the standard length
of terrule. The hole in the ferrule is oval and a snug fit for the two
wires forming the eye of stay. Both wire and ferrule are tin
coated. The free end of the wire is bent back over the ferrule and is
not fastened in any wa:_. This holds the ferrule firmly against the
shoulder at "A" and "B."
Tests made on stays having this type of terminal did not show
very satisfactory results. Eighty per cent of the tests showed an
efficiency of less than 65 per cent, the free end of the wire slipping
through the ferrule at failure of the stay. In the remaining 20 per
cent of the tests the wire broke at "A," the stays having an average
efficiency of 68 per cent of the total strength of the wire.
Figure 3.
Figure 3 shows eye having radii "A" and "B" different from
"C," which is not allowed m foreign specifications and practice.
Tests made on terminals having an eye formed as in figure 3 always
resulted in pulling through the free end of the wire at low efficiency.
Figure _.
In order to determine whether the direction of pitch of the spiral
spring ferrule had any influence in determining the efficiency of the
stay, sample terminals having left-hand ferrules as in figure 2 and
right-hand ferrules as in figure 4 were made with a perfect eye in both
cases, tested, and compared. The left-hand fer,'ule clearly showed
an efficiency of about 5 per cent more than the right-hand ferrule.
In testing the latter the free end of the wire slipped in every case.
Figure 5.
In figure 5 an effort was made so secure the free end of the wire
against slipping when strain was applied to the stay by wrapping
this end around the main stay wire. Tests on this construction
showed an average efficiency of 72 per cent, fracture taking place
at " B."
Figure 6.
Another method of securing the loose end consisted of tying
the end down on the ferrule with fine annealed wire as shown in
figure 6. Tests made on this construction showed an average effi-
ciency of 70 per cent, fracture taking place at "A."
CONCLUSIONS BASED ON ABOVE TESTS.
Observations made during tests of terminals 5 and 6 showed clearly
that the weak points of this construction existed at "B" and "A,"
respectively, and that it was necessary to increase the friction between
the walls of ferrule and the wire of the stay under strain to increase
efficiency. Reliable information at hand showed that the same con-
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clusions had been aimed at by foreign engineers stationed in America
and that they had solved the problem by soldering the spring ferrule
terminal in the same manner that Americans had adopted with the
flat wire terminal.
HORN'S IMPROVED TERMINAL CONNECTION.
In an effort to avoid the use of solder with its many objectionable
features types of construction as shown in figures 7 to 15, inclusive,
were originated and tested. In every case the spring ferrule with
left-hand pitch was adopted. The loose end of wire was secured
with a tie or simple wire loop or clip as shown. Numerous tests made
at intervals throughout the entire series of tests with wires having
strengths of 1,600, 1,800, and 2,300 pounds showed conclusively that
there is no difference in efficiency of stays using wire of any of the
above strengths.
Figure 7.
Figure 7 shows a wedge between the ferrule and free end of wire
so placed that as strain is applied to the stay and the bend in the
free end of wire drawn toward-the ferrule the wedge is forced ill and
thus increases the friction between the wall of the ferrule and the
main stay wire. Average efficiency secured, 82 per cent; range of
efficiency, 80 to 84 per cent. Fracture at "A" in ferrule.
Figure 8.
Figure 8 shows two wedges with a connecting yoke. The wedges
enter on each side between the two wires and force them apart and
against the wall of the ferrule as strain is applied. The wedges are
forced in by pressure on the connecting yoke which passes un_ler the
bend of the free end of the wire as this free end is drawn into the
ferrule under strain. Average efficiency of terminal in test equals
80 per cent. Range of efficiency in tests made, 79 to 83 per cent.
Fracture at "A."
Figure 9.
In construction of figure 9 two wedges were used as in figure 8, but
the yoke was replaced bE a washer with two holes in it encircling
both wires of the stay. Fressure on the wedges was supposed to be
secured under strain by the drawing in of theloose end under strain.
This result was not realized as the washer became locked on the main
wire and broke the loose end at "D." Efficiency secured was only
70 per cent; range, 60 to 75 per cent.
Figure 10.
In figure 10 two wedges were used as in figure 8 and figure 9. The
free end of the wire was wrapped around the main stay wire and
pushed in the wedge as initial sh'ppage occurred. Average efficiency,
84 per cent; range, 75 to 87 per cent. Fracture at "A" in ferrule.
Figure 11.
Figure 11 shows a double eye with no wedge. Standard straight
ferrule with free end tied. This type of eye could only be used on
stays when turnbuckles or hooks to be attached had open eye.
Average efficiency in test, 80 per cent; range, 74 to 82 per cent.
Fracture at "A."
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Figure 12.
Figure 12 again shows a doul)!e eve in st:iv with a single wedge
between wires oil the eye en(l of t];}, ferrule." As ferrule is drawn
down against shouhh'r_ "A" aml "II" the wedge is forced in. This
incr,ases friction of wires against, ferrule at "A" and "B," but not
at "I)" and "E." Average ellicieney, 85 per cent; range, 80 to 87
per cent. Fracture at "A."
Figure 13.
Figure 13 shows a construction consisting of a double eye in stay,
a single wedge under the eye, and an owd spring wire ferrule tapered
at. tl_e same angle as the wedge. In this ease the pressure of the
wedge forces both wires throughout the entire length of the ferrule
_Lgainst the wMls of the ferrule and this increases friction on the fermfle
uniformly as the strain increases on the stay and reduces the strain
at the weak points "A" and "B" proportionately. Fracture always
took place at E. Aver%.e eihcwu,'y, .)1 l)er cent; range, 9"2 to 95
per cent.
hi figure 13 we have the most e[tlcient terminal tested. It has
none of the objections of .t sohtm'ed terminal. It is simple, parts are
inexpensive, stron_% and few in number. It is 'm idea[terminal for
emergency rise in t'f{e fiehl.
I"igurvs I,_ and 1;7.
Figures 14 and 15 show moditlcations of this type to overcome any
objections_;_ which. . nlizht be raised to the double eve. The wedge and
a .",t_ t,mtml ttumb_e are combined iu one pie<:e. To secure more
points of contact, and consequently greater friction, "rod also for
greater flexibility, the taper ferrule _is made of finer wires _nd with
more convolutions. The wedge thimble may be opeu or closed, as
desired. Fracture took place at "E." Average efficiency, 94 per
cent : r:'dlge. 92 to 96 per cent.
,%_,_/e(try (f lesL%for e!fiei_'?lq!l.
T -"ain 1 I Avor:_go Range of oili-
er. a . efficiency, ciency.
l'cr cent., l'cr cent.
1 .................. 80 60--9(I
2 .... : ............. ! 65 60-75
3 ..................
5 .................
6 .................
7 .................
8 .................
9 .................
I0.................
][ .................
12 .................
13 .................
]4-15 ..............
62 60 65
60 59 6l
72 65-75
7O 68-78
82 80-84
8O 79-83
70 6O-75
84 75-87
80 74-82
85 8¢)-87
91 92-95
9 t 92-96
J
Points of
fracture.
"A" or "B"
"A" o r
slipped.
SlippM ....
• . . (10 ......
_'B _' .......
"1) ". .....
_(A t D .......
2 .......
!'A" .......
" IC ". ......
Remarks.
American, soldered.
l,'oreign, proper eye.
Foreign, improper eye.
Right-hand ferrule.
Endwrapped aroundstay.
ErM tied to ferrule.
Wedge under hook.
Two wedges with yoke.
Two wedges with washer.
Two wedges end
wrapped.
Double eye, no wedge.
/)ouble eye, 1 wedge.
Tapered ferrule, double
eye, wedge.
"E". ...... Thimble wedge T. F.
single eye.
Nor_'.:.--These tests were made with wire having a ,!iarroter of 0.102 inch and a
strength of l,li00 l,S00, and 2,:1(H1 poureD. No diffcrerme in eliieieuey of stay was
found by using wire of any, of these strengths.
S. Doc. 268,64-1.
PLATE NO, I.
S. Dne. 2q],_ 64-1.
!
L
I_LAT_ _0. 2,
@PLATE No. 3.
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STANDARD WIRE FOR STAYS FOR AEROPLANES.
The ori__inal object in the manufacture of this material, was the
securing o[ the wire as strong as possible in order to reduce the weight
as much as possible. This resulted eventually in the manufactur_of
a_ wire so haul and strong that difficulty was experienced in forming
the eye and bend over tile ferrule w?thout breaking the wire. The
result of this was a lack of confidence in high-strength wire, and in
some cases the reaction extended to the use of a wire which could
prope.rly be classed as a soft wire• The process of soldering terminals
on wire stays un<loubtedlv helped to a great extent in buihling up
this prejudice. Nevertheless it is still true, as at first, that a strong
wire which is serviceat)le permits the Dossibilitv of reducine weic, ht
and is therefore desirable. The great:number %f tests on wire and
stays, which were necessary to determine the properties of different
types of terminals as described above, afforded a ver_" excellent
opportunity to note conclusively the effect of usin_ various gr,_des
and strengths of wire• We determined that it was al_ importan_t that
the wire should be tough and ductile as well as strong. All bends
shouhl be made without danger of fracture. In addition to require-
ment for tensile strength, we found i_ necessary to recommend
requirements for torsion and bend. As the per cent efficiency of the
stay due to loss of strength at terminal is as great with a strong wire
as with a weaker wire, as ,_ as clearly demonstrated in our tests, it
followed conclusively that as high a strength as can be secured com-
mercially under the conditions of torsion and bend test required
was desirable. The following specification is therefore recommended
as representing suitable high-grade material for the purpose.
£'tanrh_rd _tviator wire (tinned).
Diameter
(inches).
0. 204
• ]82
162
]44
]28
114
102
092
081
072
064
057
05l
045
• 040
• 036
• 032
• 028
American
gauge
( Brown &
4
5
G
7
S
9
30
]1
12
13
]4
15
1(;
17
1 S
]9
20
21
Nearest Minimum
fraction breaking
of inch. strain.
Sharpe).
9
A
I ..........
J .........
[
_} i C, 700
5, 500Tff
5 4, 500
._
3, 700
3,000
2, 500
2, 000
1,620
1,300
l, 040
830
G60
540
425
340
280
225
]75
Minimum
Minim [ number of
. u.m I bends through
_or.slon 111 [ 90 ° over
6inches. [ inch radius
l of jaws.
-- ----T"
10
ll
12
14
16
18
21
24
27
31
34
39
44
49
55
61
70
Weight
pounds per
1_ feet.
4 ]1.15
4 8.84
5 7.01
6 5.56
8 4.40
9 3.50
]l 2.77
14 2.20
17 ].744
21 1.383
25 1.097
20 870
34 690
42 547
52 434
70 344
85 273
105 216
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PLATE NO. 2.
Breaking strain.--Test sample sllould be at least 15 inches long,
free from nicks or bends. It should measure 10 inches in the clear
bctweeu the jaws of a standard testing machine. Load should be
applied mfiformly at a speed not exceeding 1 inch per minute.
orsion.--Test sample shouht be grit)ped by two vises 6 inches apart.One vise is turned uniforml) at a speed not exceedil_g 60 revolutions
per minute. On the large size of wire this speed should be reduced
sufficiently to avoid undue heating of the wire. The vise which is
not turned should have free lateral movement in either direction.
BeT_d test.--Wire for bending test should be a straight piece. One
end is clamped bet_een jaws having their upper edges rounded to
3/16-inch radius. The free end of the wire is held loosely betweert
two guides and bent 90 ° over one jaw. This is counted one bend.
On raising to vertical position the count is two bends. Wire is bent
to the other side and so forth, .fiternating to fracture, each 90 ° bend
counting one.
Diameter of strand. ]_reaking strength Approximate weight
of strand., per 100 feet.
12,500 I 20.65
1A
_4
/,
7 w_ire}
8, 000 ] 3.50
6, 100 10.00
4,600 7.70
3,200 5.50
2, 100 3.50
1,600 2.60
1,100 1.75
7?4) 1.21
500 .78
18.5 .30
PLATE NO. 3.
ROEBLING 19-WIRE GALVANIZED AVIATOR STRAND.
Roebling galvanized aviator strand consists of 19 fine wires of
great strength stranded together. On account of its smaU size the
_-inch diameter strand is made of seven wires. This strand is not
very flexible and is used for stays. This strand is approximately
one and one-third times as elastic as a solid wire of the same material
Thimble spliced in each end.
Diameter of Breaking Breaking FAficiency Approximate
strand, strength of strength of (per cent), weight per
slraad, stay. 100 feet.
¼
A
t
A
8,000
6, leo
4,600
3, 200
2,100
1,600
l, leo
780
5OO
7,200
5, 500
4, 180
3,000
2,060
l, 570
1,100
78O
5OO
90. 0
90.0
91.0
93. 7
98. 2
98. 1
leo
100
100
13.50
10. OO
7.70
5._
3.50
2. 60
1.75
1.21
0.78
S. Doe. 26,_. _;4-1.
t_
"11
PLATE NO. 4.
S. Dot'. 2t;S, 64-1.
]'LATE _'_(_. 5.
g. Doe. 2t;,R, 64-1.
b6,1
PLATE No. 6.
S. Doe. 2G_, 114-1.
• _ _
A_r -:---'_
]_!.
S. Doe. 26_, 64-1.
PLATE No. 8.
S. Doc. 268 64-].
A
fb
PL_z_ No. 9.
.q. l)oc. 2GF_. _4-1.
])LATE NO. ]{}.
S. Dye. '-'6_, 64-].
I)I,ATE NO. 1()_.,
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PLATE NO. 4.
ROEBLING 19-WIRE GALVANIZED AVIATOR STRAND.
Figure No. 1 shows thimble spliced in 19-wire galvanized aviator
strand.
Figure No. 2 shows the splice after the serving is applied.
Figure No. 3 shows the broken wires after the stay had been tested
to destruction in the testing machine. It will be noted there are four
broken wires. This break always occurs at the last tuck in the
splice and never around the thimble.
Breaking strength Approximate weight
Diameter of cord. cord (pounds). per 100 feet.
¼
t4
2, 000
2,800
4,200
5,600
7,000
8,000
9, 800
] 2, 500
14,400
2. 88
4. 44
6.47
9.50
12.00
14. 56
]7. 71
22.53
26.45
PLATE NO. 5.
ROEBLING 7 BY 19, TINNED AVIATOR CORD.
Roebling tinned aviator cord is composed of 7 strands of 19 wires
each. This wire is made from the highest grade of steel and given a
heavy plating of tin. It is used principally for stays on foreign
machines. This cord is approximately one and three-quarter
times as elastic as a solid wire of the same material.
Thimble spliced in each end.
Dtameterof
cord.
2,0002, 800
•_ 4,200
5, 6o0
¼ 7,000
8,000
9,800
_ 12,500
[ 14,400
Breaking
strength of stay. Efficiency.
Breaking
strength of cord.
1,600
2, 300
3, 500
4,700
6, 000
6, 800
8, 200
10, 400
12, 000
Average of 54
tests 83.6 per
cent.
Approximate
wetghtper 100 feet.
2.88
4.44
6.47
9.50
12.00
14.56
17.71
22.53
26.45
PLATE NO. 6.
ROEBLING 7 BY 19, TINNED AVIATOR CORD.
FF_iure No. 1 shows thimble spliced in 7 by 19 tinned aviator cord.
gure No. 2 shows the splice after the serving is applied.
Figure No. 3 shows the result of a test to destruction in the testing
machine. Five strands have been broken at the last tuck in the
splice. In all the 54 tests the stay failed at this point and never
around the thimble.
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PLATE NO. 7.
TIIIMBLES.
The eye splice in strand and cord should be protected by means of
either steel or brass thimble.
Tile brass ttfimble can be used for 19-wire strand for diameters of
1/8 inch and smaller. For larger diameters use steel thimbles.
For the 7 by 19 cord use brass thimble for 3/16 inch diameters and
smaller, aud steel thimbles for larger diameters.
PLATE NO. 8.
SHOP CONNECTIONS.
Figure No. /.--Based upon tests, believe the eye splice for the
7 by 19 cord is thc most satisfactory for all sizes, including ½ inch
diameter, unless higher efficiency is required, in which case a socket
attachment can be used for the larger diameters.
Figure No. 2.--The eye splice is very satisfactory for 19-wire
strand for diameters not exceeding z_- inch. For larger diameters
a socket attachment is necessary to get high efficiency.
Figures Nos. 3, 4, and 5.--rhe tapered ferrule and ,_'edge attach-
ment gives maximum et_ciency, and _'e belie_-e can be used to great
advantage for single-wire stays.
PLATE NO. 9.
FIELD CONNECTIONS.
The repairing of stays in the field has been given careful consid-
eration, and Fiqure l\_. 1 on plate No. 9 shows a very simple and
efficient device'for attachment of either 19-wire strand or 7 by 19
cord. The efficiency is 90 per cent.
The wedge "A" and ferrule "B" are the two important members
of the connections. After the strand or cord is placed on wedge and
through ferrule, the end of same is bent backward on ferrule and then
served with wire.
Fi_!ures Nos. 2 and 3 show the same type of connection for wire
attachment. The efficiency is 94 per trent.
PLATE NO. 10 AND PLATE NO. 10A.
SOCKET ATTACIIMENT.
We believe the socket attachment can be used to advantage in
connection with 19-wire strand, especially on the larger diameters.
The efficiency is nearly 100 per cent and the connection is positive
and safe.
We find it necessary to use pure zinc for attachment of galvanized
strand.
Plate No. 10 shows two types of sockets--
Figure No. 1 not furnished with adjustment and Figure No. 2
having adjustment.
Plate No. IOA shows the sockets used by the Glenn L. Martin Co.,
and it is stated their efficiency is 100 per cent.
S. Doe. 26_, (;,4-1.
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PLATE NO. 11.
ROEBLING ]9-WIRE GALVANIZED AVIATOR STRAND.
I;'igure No. 1 shows a 19-wire galvanized aviator strand with end
looped and soldered.
Fiqure No. 2 shows the result of test to destruction in the testing
macl]ine. It will be noted that the break of the seven wires occurs
at the center of the stay and never at the ends. In the series of
tests made this connection showed an efficiency of 100 per cent.
Special attention is called to the protective serving of the loop. In
case this is not done a thimble must be used. i'he principal objections
to this connection are the use of acid and solder.
Ends looped and soldered.
Diameter of I Breaking
strength of
stran(l. I strand•
¼ 8,000
6,100
4,600
3,200
2, 100
1,600
1, 100
A 780
500
Breaking
strength of
stay.
8,000
6,I00
4,600
3,200
2,I00
l,600
1, lO0
780
5O0
E flicicncy
(per cent}.
100
100
100
100
100
leo
100
100
100
Length of
lap.
Serving of
lap.
_dS_
Approximate !
weight per [
_.!00 f, et.
• 13 50 [
_o. o0 I
7. 70
5. 50 I
3.50
2. 60
1. 75
1.21
• 78
PLATE NO. 12.
EXAMPLES Or" PRESENT PRACTICE.
No. 1 shows the solidwire, using a copper tube as a ferrule,and if
attached properly willgive efficiencyof 75 to 80 per cent.
No. 2 shows a 19-wire strand attachment, using a copper tube as
a ferruleand bendingthe strand back and solderingboth insideand
outside of ferrule• Note that the strand is not protected where it
bears on turnbuckle and the strand failshere. The efficiencyislow.
No. 3 shows a 19-wire strand attachment where the strand is
looped, served, and then soldered. Note the wire displacement in
loop.
No. _ was taken from a wrecked aeroplane and shows point of
failure in loop, due to want of protection at this point.
No. 5 shows form of eye for solid wire, which makes it necessary
to use medium steel to allow manipulation.
Breaking strength Approximate weight
Diameter of cord. of cord. per 100 feet.
7,900 15. 00
5, 000
4,ooo
2, 750
A 2, 2o0
1,150
A 830
A 780
A 4so
-_-_ 400
9. 50
7.43
5.30
4.20
2. 20
1. 50
1.30
• 83
• 73
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PLATE NO. 13.
ROEBLING EXTRA FLEXIBLE AVIATOR CORD 6 BY 7 COTTON CENTER.
Roebling extra flexible aviator cord is composed of six strands of
seven galvanized wires each and a cotton center. On account of its
flexibility this cord is used for steering gear and controls. This cord
is approximately two and one-quarter times as elastic as a solid wire.
Diameter of cord. Breaking strength
of cord.
9,200
5, 800
4, 600
3, 200
2, 600
1,350
970
92O
55O
485
Approximate weight
per 100 feet.
16. 70
10. 50
8.30
5. 80
4.67
2. 45
1.75
1.45
.93
.81
PLATE NO. 14.
ROEBLING FLEXIBLE AVIATOR CORD 6 BY 7 WIRE CENTER.
Roebling flexible aviator cord is made with seven strands of seven
galvanized wire each. This cord is not as flexible as the cotton
center cord and is approximately one and three-quarters times as
elastic as a solid wire.
PROTECTIVE COATINGS ON STEEL WIRES.
NONFERROUS METALS--ALLOY STEELS.
We manufacture wire and cable in nonferrous metals such as monel
metal, german silver, phosphor bronze, aluminum bronze, silicon
bronze, brass, copper, etc., but we do not believe that any of these
metals will ever prove commercially practicable for the purpose of
aeroplane stays or cables. "Maximum strength with minimum
weight" appears to be too all-important. In none of these can
extreme reliability with high elasticit_ be so well secured as with steel
when it is well protected from mechanical injury and corrosion. For
exceptional purposes, the nonmagnetic properties of these metals
may outweigh their lack of strength and durability in fatigue, making
their use imperative, but in the final design the amount thus used
will undoubtedly be the least possible amount permissible under the
circumstances. For constructxon of this kind we would not recom-
mend, without many qualifications, a natural alloy such as monel
metal. This material appears to possess excellent noncorrosion
properties when used in a relatively large mass, as in a propeller, but
there appears to be considerable doubt as to its absolute reliability
in uniformly resisting corrosion when rolled into very thin sheets or
drawn into wire. To a lesser degrce, a lack of confidence must exist
in such manufactured alloys as brass, german silver, or bronzes con-
t aining relatively large proportions of two or more elementary metals.
Phosphor bronze, sihcon bronze, aluminum bronze, or similar
alloys containing a relatively high per ccnt of one clement (copper)
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only, aremore "fool-proof" and consequentlymorereliableanddesirable.
An attemptto give the elasticlimit andtensilestrengthof each
sizeof wire,strand,andcableusedin aeroplaneconstruction,if same
weremadeof all the nonferrousmetalsmentionedabove,would
involvethepublicationof quiteanextensivereport. Confiningour-
selvesto th_ most suitable of these metals or alhiys, phosphor bronze,
aluminuln bronze, etc., it is a safe and reliable rule to assume that
the ultimate strength of such wire or cable or stay will be 50 per cent
of the ultimate strength of the extra high-strength steel listed by us
for standard aeroplane use. The elastic limit for nonferrous me_tals
could not safely be assumed at more than 50 per cent of the ultimate
breaking strain.
The use of vanadium, titanium, ana other special deoxidizers or
cleansers in the manufacture of steel has undoubtedly resulted in
very much improving homogeneity and density of structure in cast,
forged, and other hot-worked masses of the metal especially in the
harder alloyed varieties. It is not so certain, however, that the use
of these metals has proven necessary or even desirable in making
steels of the higher grade for wire manufacture where the enormous
amount of cold working and exact heat treatment absolutely inherent
to the process of wire manufacture produces eventually a structure
finer and more homogeneous than has ever been possible by any
other method. The increased resistance to corrosion which the
special steels, referred to above, afford, because of their density and
uniformity, is more than duplicated by any drawn high-grade wire
of the ordinary carbon steels of sufficient degree of manufacture.
Vanadium steels and other steels of their kind have not as yet
become established as desirable wire steels. Although strongly urged
upon the industry and tried time and again, they have not demon-
strated their superiority.
Carefully made high-grade carbon steel affords to-day the most
reliable and flexible material for wire, cable, and stays, possessing
the "greatest strength for the least weight" known in the wire indus-
try. We know its advantages and we know its disadvantages. The
fact that the mechanical properties of steel wire and cable are seriously
affected by corrosion is so well known that it must be guarded against.
As the damage done is a function of time as well as intensity of chemi-
cal or electro-chemical action on the unprotected steel, we have
investigated the question of retarding corrosion in the steel itself to
as great a degree as possible. We have found that pure iron retards
corrosion to a greater degree than the more impure steel--but we have
also found that in highly extenuated filaments of these two metals,
as in wire, the difference in rate of corrosion is practically negligible,
espccially when the total life of the wire protected by an external
coating such as galvanizing is taken into consideration. We have
found the use of special deoxidizers and cleansers questionable and
have not adopted them.
The use of protective coatings on steel wire or cable is a very broad
subject. Hot galvanized unwiped wire is undoubtedly the best pro-
tected wire for the purpose. Very hard wires and very fine sizes of
hard wire are likely to become brittle at the temperature of hot
galvanizing, and the next best coating available is, therefore, a tin
coating. _oth of these metal coatings should he further protected
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by frequentapplicationsof paint. As a protection to the galvaniz-
ing, a coat of red-lead paint should be applied after the stay is assem-
ble_! anti the red lead protected by a coat. of graphite pain't.
'lhe care with which inspections are made from time to time and
the efficient maintenance of the paint on the wires really ctetermines
the life of the combination. This has been pr.ven absoiutclv by the
very extensive use and treatment of galvanized steel on bo_mf ship
for many years.
Nickel plating is out of the question for wires to be bent or twisted
into cable. I_urthermore, nickel is absolutely injurious where the
initial purely chemical action on the intact nickel surface ceases and
electro-chemical action between steel, and nickel begins at such spots
when steel is exposed.
We believe, therefore, that tinning and galvanizing are to-day the
most satisfactory coatings for steel wire that can be employed. _Yhey
do not. actually represent the final and efficient protecti.n which is
necessary in aeroplane construction, as this is secured by the repeated
application of paint, iThese c(_atings are. l_o,,ie,'er , an _fficient guard
a_,ainst corrosion prel'minar> o service c(nd'tions in the plane and
also serve to prevent corrosmn and consequent damaze to the steel
cables and stays in service when the painCmay have _)een accident-
ally rubbed off.
RECAPITULATION.
WIRE STAYS.
As s!mwn by tests, the terminal fastening, figures 13 and 14, on
plate No. 1, are efficient, simple, and readily attached, and we believe
solve the question.
For sho_p attachment figure 13 or 14 would be used in connection
with shackles and clevises, and for attaching to turnbuckle eye or
other closed eyes use figure 15.
For field attachment use either figure 14 or 15.
Plates No. 8 and No. 9 also show these terminal connections.
WIRE SPECIFICATIONS FOR STAY WIRES.
Plate No. 2 and pages 10 and 11 of this report give specifications
for wire having the highest possible strenzth, together with the nec-
essary ductility for manipulation, and is t'lm result of many years of
experimenting in cooperation with engineers amt manufacturers of
aeroplanes.
19-wire strand stays.
Plates No. 3 and No. 4 give the strength of this strand, also the
strength of same as stays using the thimble eye splice for terminal
connection, and judging from tests as given, this connection is effi-
cient, neat in appearance, and reliable.
Plate No. 1l gives table of stay strength wl)en the ends of the
strand are looped and soldered. "The e._cienc_ of this connection
is a maximum, but the use of acid and sohler are objectionable, and
we believe the thimble eye splice with slightly lower efficiency is
preferable.
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_e nnderstand /4-m(,h (hameter strand Is the lar_,est diameter
used, but judging from present development larger diameter will
be required and it will be found that the thimble eve splice, also
the ends looped and soldered, will not give the same emciency as
the diameter increases and we believe the use of sockets for _-inch
diameter and larger may i)e desirable.
Plate No. 10 shows two types of sockets.
For making terminal connection of strand in the field, we believe
the arrangement shown on plate No. 9 is best, as it gives 90 per cent
efficiency and is readily attached by the average man and does not
require the use of acid, solder, or blow torch.
7 by 19 cord stays.
Plates No. 5 and No. 6 show the 7 by 19 rope which is flexible,
elastic, and lends itself readily to thimble splice, giving very uniform
eHicieney and has the advantage of higher efficiency for diameters
between and _ inch.
We have determined by tests that the socket connection alone
gives higher efficiency than the thimble eye splice on 7 by 19 cord,
but as a general proposition believe the thimble eye splice "is entirely
suit able for stay construction.
For a field connection plate No. 9 shows the most suitable type.
CONCLUSIONS.
The lests :is given show that it, is possible to furnish efficient
terminal connections for wire, strand, and7 hy 19 cord, and eliminate
the u_e _,f a('id, sohler, and blow torch, and this report as a basis will
allow a more thorough investigation on similar lines.
_Ve are ulml)le to determine from aeroplane manufacturers why it
is necessary to use the s.l!d wire, 19-wire strand, and the 7 by 19 cordfor stays. " It is self-evid(.nt that the wire stay is less elastic than the
19-wire strand, also that the str'md is less elastic than the 7 by 19 cord,
also the stren_tii varies considerably, as can be determined' b.y con>
parison of tables as given before, an'd to allow a quick comparison we
give below:
Comparison of stay strength.
Material I
Wire ...............
S_rand ............
7 by 19 cord ...... [
Diameter. Strength of
material.
Inch. Pounds.
_ 5, 500
A 4, 600
A 4, 200
Strength of
stay.
Pounds.
5,]00
4, 100
3, 500
American practice covers both the wire and 19-wire strand stay and
foreign practice requires the use of 7 by 19 cord for stay.
The table above shows how much more efficient the wire and strand
stays are for the same diameter and therefore we are led to believe
there are other considerations just as important as strength, such as
the elastic stretch of stays, flexibility and fatigue values of material
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whichmaybegovernedby theconstructionof stay,andwebeheve
thesepointsshouldbe investigatedunderfieldconditionsaswellas
laboratorytests.
Wehopedtogivethisreportstress-straindiagramfor thesolidwire,
19-wirestrand,also7 by 19cord,sothat themodulusof elasticity
couldbedeterminedfor anydesiredloadandelasticstretchof stay
calculatedfor comparison.Wewereunab!eto completeour testsintime,andthereforeif youdecidethis isof _aluewewill bepleasedto
submi_thesediagramsandanyo_herdatadeveloped.If vibrationof
staysis afactor,therelativefatiguevalueof thethreeconstructions
wouldgiveinterestingdata.
Respectfullysubmitted.
JOHNA. ROEBLING'SSONSCO.,
By C.C.SUNDERLAND, Engineer.
(Investigations under direction of C. C. Sunderland, H. J. Horn,
and D. Green.)
REPORT No. 4.
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE PROBLEM OF
THE ATMOSPHERE IN RELATION
TO AERONAUTICS.
B7 PROF. CHARLES F. MARVIN.
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REPORT No. 4.
PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THE PROBLEM OF THE ATMOS-
PHERE IN RELATION TO AERONAUTICS.
UNITED STATES WEATHER BUREAU,
Washington, D. 0., November 9, 1915.
GENTLEMEN: The particular work comprising the subject of this
report has been undertaken pursuant to an allotment by Dr. Charles
D. Walcott, Secretary of the Smithsonian Institution, of $2,500, made
available through the Secretary of Agriculture to the Chief of the
Weather Bureau. At the meeting of the executive committee held
June 11, 1915, the chairman, Dr. Charles D. Walcott, was authorized to
designate Charles F. Marvin, Chief of the Weather Bureau, as chairman
of a subcommittee to investigate and report upon the problem of the
atmosphere in relation to aeronautics. He was requested to select
other members of the subcommittee, not to exceed four, and Profs.
William J. ttumphreys and William R. Blair, of the United States
Weather Bureau, subsequently consented to act as members of the
subcommittee.
At the meeting of the executive committee held August 5, 1915, a
proposal of work to be undertaken was outlined by the chairman of
the subcommittee on the atmosphere in relation to aeronautics, the
substance of which is briefly quoted as follows:
The Weather t{ureau is already in possession of an immense amount of data concern-
ing atmospheric conditions, including wind movements at the earth's surface. This
information is no doubt of distinct value to aeronautical operations, but it needs to
be collated and put in form to meet the requirements of aviation. The bureau alse
has a considerable amount of determinations of atmospheric conditions in the free air.
Most of these observations were made at Mount Weather, but others have been made at
a few points in the West, such as tIuron, S. Dak. ; Fort Omaha, Nebr.; Avalon, Cal. ;
and a few aboard the ('east Guard cutter Seneca, during the past summer while this
vessel was engaged on ice patrol off the ]_ewfoundland coast. Portions of these
data also are undoubtedly valuable to aviation, but it is quite apparent that but a
small fraction of the material needed to meet the requirements of aeronautical work
throughout the United States is available, and that therefore much additional obser-
vation _ ork is necessary.
In considering the work that should be done along these lines, further cooperation
is needed by the Weather Bureau with those actually engaged in aeronautical opera-
tions, and with this need in view Prof. Blair, a member of the subcommittee, has
already been in conference with Mr. F. R. l_{cCmry, acting director of naval aero-
nautics. It is proposed to utilize the fund made available by the Smithsonian Institu-
tion to undertake a careful compilation of the data already available in the Weather
Bureau records, this compilation to be along lines that will make the data available
to avi_tion; al_ that additional observations be undertaken to g'.fin information con-
aerial investig_tions of direct interest to meteorology, and that the new work herein
proposed will be supplementary and in addition to the work the Weather Bureau is
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alreadyperforming.Embarrassmenthasbeenexperiencedintheprogressofthiswork
since{heEuropeanwaronaccountoftheinabilitytoprocureserviceablerubberballoons.Amanufacturerin()hiehasundertakentosupplythese,andhasubmitted
aconsiderablenumberof samples trod full-sized balloons. So far, howevt,r, lhe results
have been Mmost a complete failure, on as'count of the seeming inability to secure
the necessary strength and gas tightness at the seams. Work is still in progress, how-
ever, on the manufacture of the balloons, and we are hopeful of more favorable
results in the future.
The following outline indicates approximately the subject matter
of a meteorological character iI is expected to include in the proposed
publications:
ATMOSPHERIC CONDITIONS IN RELATION TO AERONAUTICS.
1. INTRODUCTION.--_riof presentation of a few fundament_d
principles and data relating to general atmospheric conditions and
motions and forming a basis for the subsequent discussion of relations
of temperature pressure and motions of the atmos_.here.
CnAPT_.R I.--General meteorological and climatological data
selected and classified with respect to its bearing on aeronautics.
The data should show general surface conditions of weather, tem-
perature, sunshine, rain, thunderstorms, humidity, and wind velocity
and directions; also comprise as full information concerning average
free-air conditions as the scanty data available permit.
CHAPTE!g II.--A discussion of particular and local atmospheric
conditions as affecting aviation.
C_IAPTER III.---General presentation of frec-air conditions ar-
ranged with relation to surlace conditions.
CHAPTER IV.--Instruments with s,pccial reference to aviation.
CHAF'rER V.--Miscellaneous useful material not otherwise in-
cluded.
APP_._'Dix.--Formulm and practical tables.
The practical closing of European markets for certain instrumental
suoplies has prevented procuring recording theodolites of special
construction needed in studying atmosphen_c motions by means of
pilot and sounding balloons. A type of instrument of this kind has
been designed and efforts are bein_g made to secure the manufacture
in the Umted States of a small supply for the Weather Bureau work.
Difficulties are still encounteredln procuring in the United States
a good quality of rubber balloons for atmospheric explorations.
Mention is made at this point of a special Iorm of camera adapted
to make a photograph on a single plate of the entire sky from horizon
to zenith. This has been developed and tried out by Mr. Fred W.
MueUer, with the advice and assistance of Dr. O. L. Fassig, both of
Baltimore, Md. The instrument is fully described and illustrated in
the Monthly Weather Review.
Since the publication of that paper I am informed by Dr. Fassig
that Mr. Mueller has greatly improved the mechanical arrangements
of the camera, so that the same results can be obtained in a simpler
manner. It is believed the device may have some special use in
aeronautics as well as meteorology.
C. F. MARW-,,',
C_airman, Subcommittee on ihe Arm osl)I_ere in
Relation to Aeronautics.
NATIONAL ADWSORY COMMITTEE FOR AERONAUTICS,
Washington, D. C.
REPORT No. 5.
RELATIVE WORTH OF IMPROVEMENTS
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By THE GOODYEAR TIRE AND I_UBBER CO.
If one seeks to determine the qualities which offer the best chance
for improvement, without knowing as yet the exact means for effecting
such improvement, the procedure is as follows:
Assume that in a theoretically perfect fabric each of the following
qualities would be reduced to zero:
Weight (per unit strength).
Diffusion.
Rate of depreciation (dollars per year).
Heating coefficient.
Interest and insurance.
Moisture absorption.
It may be admitted that, in practice, certain of the above qualities
can not possibly be reduced below the well-recognized minimum of
terrestrial materials, but this minimum is in every case so near zero,
compared to the figures for ordinary balloon fabric, that the point is
of no practical importance.
Applying the results to a dirigible and taking the items one at a
time: If the weight of fabric is reduced to the assumed minimum it
W
will save -_ of the total running expense of the dirigible; where W is
the total weight of fabric saved and U is the useful load carried.
If diffusion is entirely eliminated it will save the entire cost of gas
(including labor and overhead) except that which escapes through
the valves, the interest on the original inflation, and liability to acci-
dental deflation.
If the fabric is made infinitely durable it will save all the deprecia-
tion of the gas hag except that due to accidental injury.
If the heating coefficient is reduced to zero it will save the running
expense of that part of the control system which serves to correct the
SOt
effects of heating, plus -- of the total running expense of the diri-
gible; where..... w' is the weight of app.aratus saved.. .
If cost m entirely ohmmated it will save the l_aterest and insurance
on the fabric (exclusive of building up).
If the moisture absorption is reduced to zero, it will save the cost
of apparatus to correct it, plus -_- of the total running expense of the
dirigible, where w" is the weight of appartttus saved.
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Assume now a modern nonrigid dirigible of 500,000 cubic foot
capacity and speed of 40 miles per hour. Other data could be reason-
ably expected as follows:
W= weight of fabric = 5,000 pounds.
U = average useful load = 6,000 pounds.
10,000 miles per year.
Gross running expense, $100,000 per year.
Gas leakage, 0.5 per cent per day.
Reinflation every three months.
Gas and inflation cost at $0.01 per cubic foot (plus allowance
of $10,000 for idle time), $40,000 per year.
Depreciation of gas bag (from weathering and ordinary wear),
$20,000 per year.
w'=weight of heat-control apparatus (planes, fuel, and bal-
last), 1,200 pounds.
Interest and insurance (military) on fabric, $15,000 per year.
w"=weight of apparatus to counteract moisture absorption
(planes and ballast), 500 pounds.
The above data works into the following figures whichshow the
gross expense chargeable to each of the items named:
Per year.
Weight ..................................................... $82, 000
Diffusion .................................................... 40, 000
Depreciation ................................................. 20, 000
Heating .................................................... 20, 0t)0
Interest and in,_rance ........................................ 15, 0/)0
Moisture absorbtion .......................................... 8, 000
(These figures are of course largely overlapping and can not be
summed up into a total.j
Expressed on a percentage basis for tile various qualities sought for,
we get roughly the following:
Quality: Relative importance.
Lightness ............................................... 44
Gas tightness ........................................... 22
Durability (dollars per year'_ ............................... ll
Low heating ................ ............................. 11
Cheapness ............................................... 8
Low moisture absorbtion .................................. 4
100
For proportional improvement it will be seen that lightness is by
far the most desirable quality, while mere cheapness of fabric is
almost the last thing to be sought.
The table also furnishes means of determining whether a proposed
change in the design of a fabric is worth while.
In effecting a certain'improvement other qualities are generally
affected at the same time, sometimes adversely. To determine the
degree of net improvement multiply the per cent improvement in each
quality by its quality gauge number, and add up the products. If
the result is oositive a net improvement has been effectedprouortional
to the magnl'tude of "the figure. For instance a 5 per cent s'aving in
weight would he worth while even if accompanied by a 20 per cent
increase in cost, other things remaining the same.
It should be carefully noted that this particular scale of improve-
ments is strictly applicaMe only to a ship of approximately the char-
acteristies above named, and to that only under certain fixed condi-
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tionsof operation. It isonly takenasa roughguideto oresent day
dirigibles in general. Whenever the fabric, the dirigible'or its con'-
ditions of use are much changed, the fabric improvement scale must
be changed accordin_lrv.
It has been arguea Dy some that the economic basis of design can
not be applied at all to military work. With this I decidedly do not
agree. It is true only to the extent that certain items of cost such
as initial investment are often of small, sometimes negligible, im-
oortance compared with other items But if the analysis is complete.
it may be put squarely on an economic basis, it being only necessary
to estimate the true saving for each of the possible imorovements
above .named, app.lied to the particular requirements and conditions
govermnff the case _n hand.
It is evident from what has been said that for a dirigible of certain
required s_.ecifications a definite equation exists connecting all the
major qualities of the fabric, from which the fabric may be rigidly de-
si__ed with respect to maximum ultimate economy.
The same,princil_les apply to balloons and aeroplanes. For an
80,000 cubic _oot spherical balloon (the Goodyear), the following order
prevails if used for passenger flights (1 day trips).
Lightness ................................................... 32
Durability ....................................... 22
Low heating ...................................... ::::::::::: 20
Cheapness ................................................... 16
Low moisture absorbtion ...................................... 8
Gas tightness ............................................... 2
For a 100 horsepower tractor biplane the same six qualities run
approximately:
Lightness ................................................... 60
Durability .................................................. 20
Cheapness ................................................... 15
Low moisture absorbtion ...................................... 5
Air tightness ................................................ trifling.
Low heating ............................................... 0
AUGUST 17, 1915.
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PART 1.
BALLOON AND AEROPLANE FABRICS.
By WILLIS.A GIBBONSand OMAR H. SMrrH.
NOTE.--Although usually associated, for obvious reasons, balloon and aeroplane fab-
rics have actually become so dissimilar in many respects, such as materials of con-
struction and requirements for satisfactory results, that for the most part the two
will be discussed separately. The tearing and surface friction tests, being common
to both, are exceptions to tiffs rule. The plan followed as far as possible in this
report has 1)een to give first the results of the various parts of the investigation,
with such descriptive matter, data and plates as are necessary to make the results
clear. The data and other details are given in the appendix. For convenience
the data is groulaed somewhat differently in the appendix, without, it is thought,
causing any contusion.
SUMMARY.
The following conclusions are drawn from the results of our tests
hereinafter described. It must, however, be remembered that they
are bascd almost entirely on experiment, so care must be used in
applying them cxtensivel3 until they have been tried in actual
practice.
COATING MATERIALS.
(1) By proper treatment fabrics can be made noninflammable
even though coated with cellulose nitrate varnish followed by spar
varnish.
(2) The ordinary cellulose" acetate dopes do not make fabric fire-
proof, although themselves noninflammable. This applies particu-
larly in the case of fabrics doped, then coated with spar varnish.
(3) Fabrics coated on one side with rubber, with the other side
doped, would probably give a satisfactory tightening effect and at
the same time resist damp weather better.
(4) Maximum efficiency can apparently be best obtained by not
stretching the cloth too tightly on the wings before coating.
(5) Stretching and tean'ng tests give vaTuablo informatl_on regard-
ing the suitabihty of fabrics and should be considered in addition
to the tensile strength. The area inclosed by the stretch-load,
curve, representing the work done to break the strip, gives an idea
as to its resistance to shocks, etc.
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(1) Permeability increases greatly with temperature--about 4
per cent per degree C. for saml_]es tested.
(2) Tests made on fabrics with varying weights of rubber indicate
that permeability is not directly proportional to the thickness of the
layer.
(3) Tearing tests show a great superiority of bias over parallel
doubled fabrics.
SURFACE FRICTION TESTS.
(1) For very smooth surfaces the surface friction varies with the
1.8-1.85 power of the velocity; the exponent increases with the
roughness, approaching 2 for fabrics with nap on the surface. .
(2) Varnished fabrics have nearly as low a resistance as plate
glass. The resistance increases greatly as the surface becomes
rougher from the presence of loose fibers.
Part L--AEROPLANE FABRIC.
I. MATERIALS USED.
By far the greater part of the aeroplanes in use to-day have wings
made of a textile falSric, usually linen, coated with a more or less
waterproof, practically nonelastm varnish. This is ordinarily some
form of ce]lfilose acetate, or less frequently cellulose nitrate, with
more or less softening material added, and some suitable solvent.
It is ordinarily the practice to apply three or more coats of this
varnish, rubbing down with sandpaper after the coatin_ is dry,
after which one or two coats of high-grade linseed oil varnisn, prefer-
bly a spar varnish, are applied.
1. COATINGS.
The cellulose acetate or nitrate lacquer is chiefly useful because it
acts as a sort of waterproof sizing, which shrinks the cloth more or
less, and prevents it from chan_ng in tension with the hv__roscopic
conditions of the atmosphere. 1he spar varnish protects _t_is layer,
which often shows a tendency to peel, and makes the wing more
waterproof.
This form of treatment is convenient, and the materials fairly
easy to obtain. On the other hand it could hardly be called perma-
nent; the varnish or dope, as it is commonly called, must be applied
to the wings of a machine every few weeks, if the machine sees much
service.
Another defect noted probably more by the United States military
branches than abroad, is-that due to deterioration of the underside of
the fabric from moisture and bacteria. Tile dopes owe their shrinkin_
action to the fact that they are colloids, and as such, when applieu
to the cloth, do not penetrate but remain on one side. As the solvent
evaporates, the gel decreases in volume. The most evident decrease
is oicourso in the thickness of the layer, but there is naturally a ten-
dency for the other two dimensions of the layer of drying varnish
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to decrease, causing the well known shrinking effect. Other colloids
produce the same effect; for example, glue. Another example is
the common gummed label, which being unable to shrink, curls up.
At Vcra Cruz it was found that there was considerable tendency for
the uncoated side of the win__s to rot, owing to this lack of penetra-
tion. On the other hand, t_ose varnishes which penetrate do not
produce the shrinking effect.
2. FABRICS.
Of the fabrics linen is the most satisfactory. Ramie and cotton
have been used to some extent, but the former is difficult to obtain
and the latter does not take the varnish so well as the linen and
tears much easier.
Practically all of the linen suited for this purpose comes from
abroad, chiefly from Ireland. An investigation of the relative
weights and strengths obtainable is, particularly at the present time,
rather difficult to make complete. Added to this there is the diffi-
culty of obtaining material of exactly the same grade from time to
time The fabrics in general use weigh 3_ to 43 ounces per suare
• n _ qyard, a d have a tenmle strength, tested at about 65 per cent hu-
midity, of from 60 to 70 pounds per inch for the lighter weight to
100 pounds per inch for the heavier weight.
In the following experiments we have used two grades of linen,
No. 1, called high grade, being about the best material immediately
obtainable in sufficient quantities for our work, and No. 2, medium
grade. The No. 1 weighs 4.6 ounces per square yard and has a
tensile strength of about 90-95 pounds per inch warp and 60 pounds
filling. The No. 2 medium grade weighs about 3.8 ounces per
square yard and has a strength of about 65 pounds warp, 50 pounds
_iller.
DOPES.
The varnishes or dopes used were three representative products
obtained in this country. The cellulose acetate varnishes are prob-
ably far from perfect, owing to the difficulty of obtaining a sat-
isfactory product in this country. We understand that the latest
European material of this sort is a vast improvement on anything
heretofore produced.
The solvents for cenulose acetate commonly used are acetone or
tetrachlorethane. The latter is said to be rather dangerous on
account of its poisonous properties, and care should be used to
allow the vapors, which are heavier than air, to pass through yen°
tilating openings ill the floor.
Mention must a|so be made of a material, the use of which in
Europe has been mentioned in news reports. This is a transparent
celluloid made of cellulose acetate compounded with a camphor
substitute and used in the form of a thin, transparent, noninflamma-
ble sheet. These are used for wings instead of cloth, and are said
to be very difficult to see at a height of a few thousand feet. Whether
this is so or not there is of course this advantage, that the pilot
can have a much wider field of view than _ ith ordinary wings.
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We werefortunatein obtainingsheetsof this material. They
areof practicallythesamestrengthin both directions.
Thickness.
lO/lO00
6411000
I Tensile
Weight (ounces
persquure I (_ther
:_ara). inch), al)oul--
9.33 55
59 1 325
Complete data are given elsewhere.
While the thickest sheets are of course too heavy for wings, they
' might be used for other purposes as, for example, flooring.
H. STRENGTH, STRETCHING, AND AGING TESTS.
l. STRENGTH.
The samples on which these tests are b_sed_iere made in two ways:(1) The method used in most cases, excerpt s_hen others_ise specified:
The linen was stretched moderately on a frame about 3 by 4 feet, and
fastened by tacking. The dopes, etc., were applied to this. (2) The
second way (used only in special cases) : The linen was doped without
first being stretched on a frame.
(1) In general there is a gain in tensile strength due to the dope.
No added effect was observed from the varnish.
(2) With a high-grade linen 5To. 1, the increase in strength amounted
to about 10 to 15 per cent. With a medium grade, the increase, par-
ticularly in the filler, was much higher, about 40 to 60 per cent.
(3) Tests made on high-grade linen No. 1, coated without being
stretched on a frame, showed a much higher tensile increase--in the
neighborhood of 40 per cent in some cases. In the first samples,
stretched fairly tight before co_ting, there was evidently not much
shrinkage, in the latter samples the cloth shrunk at will, in some
cases 3 or 4 per cent. In specifying the increase in strength due to
dopes, the method of coating is therefore of importance. The first
tests ,probably approach more nearly the conditions of use on the
aeroplane.
(4) Linen coated with rubber, with or without dopes, is stronger
than uncoated linen.
(5) Medium-grade linen shows a greater increase in tensile than
high-grade linen, in some cases about twice as great an increase being
observed.
2. STRETCH.
The stretch at different loads was measured for several different
samples and curves plotted. The following points were noted:
(1) The stretch isless up to a certain load with coated fabrics than
with the same fabric uncoated.
(2) There is no decided difference between cellulose acetate and
cellulose nitrate dopes. The latter is usually supposed to give less
shrinking than the acetate. It is possible that this view arises to
some extent at least from the fact that fabrics coated with the
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nitratevarnishareoftenmoreflexiblethan theothers,andtherefore
appear,onaframe,lesstaut.(3) Sparvarnishslightlydecreasesthestretch.(4) Linencoatedwith rubberhasagreaterstretchthanthelinen
withoutrubber,thelatterbeing,for example,13percentat 96pounds
break,theformer16__.ercentat 100pounds.(5) Medium-grade"linen, while it acquiresa relativelygreater
strengthincreasedueto coating,hasboth coatedand uncoatedalowerultimatestretch.
High-_rade linen No. 1 ...........
High-grade_ linen No. 1 coated with _:a'r:"
nish 1877 ..........................
Medium-grade linen No. 2 .............
Medium-grade linen No. 2 coated with
varnish 1877 .......................
]]re_k.
Pounds.
90-95
100
65
78
Stretch.
Per cent.
13t
14½
11
110.7
By extrapolation.
3. EFFICIENCY.
While it is desirable to have a wing material which will not easily
sag, at the same time !t is also important to have a fabric yield
rather than break under load. A material which has this ability
will often by yielding reduce the stress, and so stand usage which
would otherwise be disastrous.
A convenient index of this, which for want of a better term we
call the efficiency of the fabric, is the work required to break a piece
say 1 inch wide and 12 inches long. This is represented by the area
included by the stress-stretch curve. We have calculated this value
for the various materials examined. The details and data are given
elsewhere, but the following points may be mentioned here, observa-
tions being based on breaking in the direction of the warp, since the
fillers do not show such marked differences.
(1) When the linen is fastened to a frame under fairly strong ten-
sion, as would ordinarily be done in covering a wing surface, and_ then
coated, the work required to break a piece of given dimensions is
not sensibly greater than that to break the uncoated material, in
spite of the fact that the actual tensile strength of the linen seems
to be higher after coating. This holds for high and medium grade
linens.
(2) Linen coated under no tension required about two and one-
half times as much work to break as uncoated linen. The greater
stretch and increased tensile strength are both responsible for this.
In view of this the suggestion is made that there is probably some
advantage in not using any more tension than is necessary in fasten-
ing the fabric to the frames before coating. The dopes have con-
siderable shrinking power, measured linear]y, and by allowing the
cloth to shrink a certain amount the slack will be taken up and at
the same time a greater efficiency obtained. A stress from collision,
etc., will then have a chance to exhaust itself without breaking the
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cloth, since the cloth can "_ve" and thus adjust itself to decrease
the amount of the stress.
We understand that one manufacturer of the varnish at least
recommends this. We have also been told that in some cases, as
when a wing collides with an obstruction in landing, a dent may be
formed in the fabric without breaking, this dent later disappearing.
Since the varnish coating is noncrystalline, and can really be con-
sidered in a sense a supercooled liquid, it seems quite likely that there
ma)- be some flowing action permitting a slow readjustment of this
sort.
(3) The use of spar varnish seems to have no decided effect on the
efficiency.
(4) Rubber on one side of the ]inen with various coatings showed
an efficiency about 75 per cent higher than that of linen without
rubber, coaled on frames. This is of course partly due to the greater
stretch of such a fabric, as already noted. It would be interesting
to find by practical experiment whether a fabric with rubber on one
side can be made to shrink sufficiently for use on a wing. From our
small experiments it seems likely that it would be satisfactory. If
so, it would have the advantage of being protected on the under
side, a matter of consequence in certain localities, as already shown.
4. AGEING.
Samples subjected to continuous exposure for three weeks in a
location such that the material felt the full effect of sun and weather
throughout the day gave the following results on tests:
(1) The tensile strength was 66 to 75 per cent of the original.
(2) In all cases samples had been greatly affected by the weather,
in appearance and feeling. Spar varnish coatings cracked and pealed;
samples doped but not coated with spar were more or less scrubbed
off by the weather and had evidently deteriorated.
(3) In several cases samples doped and varnished with spar var-
nish showed a smaller decrease in tensile than those unvarnished,
but the effect was not so pronounced as would be expected.
(4) Cellulose acetate coatings seemed more affected by the ageing
than cellulose nitrate. This is probably due to the hygroscopic
character of the former material, and to the ease with which oils
are blended with the latter, making it more waterproof.
III. ABSORPTION OF WATER.
Samples were first weighed, then dried at 95-100 ° C., and reweighed,
after _lich they were tested. One piece of each was soaked in water
at an average temperature of 25 ° C., another was hung in a saturated
atmosphere at the same temperature--for two weeks in both cases.
The samples were removed, surface water wiped off the ones that
had soaked, after which they were weighed ]n a weighing bottle.
They were then dried at 95-100 ° C., and reweighed. These data
gave the amount of moisture normall_ present, the amount of water
taken both b_: soaking, and l)y standing in moist air, and the amount
of material x_ashed out by soaking in water. The following results
were obtained:
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(I) Loss from soaking amounts to 3 to 7½ ounces of the weight of
the sample.
(2) C,)mpared with dried samples, fabrics exposed to saturated
atnlosphere showed 6 to 13 per cent moisture.
(3) Soaking caused the samples to take up 30 to 60 per cent of
water.
(4) Cellulose acetate coatings suffer more from soaking than cel-
lulose _itr:/te.
(5) Fabrios coated with rubber on one side, and doped oll the other
side, sl:,,xv ,_ smaller absorption of water on so_king, a_ad 't smaller
increase iu weigh due to moisture taken up on sta_/di_lg iHa saturated
atmosphere than unrubbcrized fabrics. The effect of spar vatafish,
m preve_ting the absorption of water was here very apparent.
IV. FIREPROOFING.
Tests on fire resisting properties of various fabrics were made, to
find the effect of the different coatings, and to investigate the Oossi-
bilit_r of impregnation of fabric with_fireproofing materials. -
-_:f(_t]_oc!o)Ctest.--A strip of the fabric ¼ inch wide, was held hori-
zontally, coated side up, and the end touched to a Bunsen flame for
a distance just sufficient to ignite. The time required to burn back
for _ distance of 3½ inches was observed; in cases where the flaluo
was extiuguished before this point was reached, the actual distance
was noted. Care was taken to avoid drafts.
(1) All coated fabrics not otherwise treated were inflammable;
that is, the piece continued to burn after the source of heat was
removed.
(2) Spar varnish seemed to retard the burning of fabric coated
with cellulose nitrate, and to accelerate it in the case of fabric coated
with cellulose acetate.
(4) F'tbries impregnated with ammonium chloride and ammo-
nium phosphate, were more fire_)roof than those impregnated with
boric acid. In every- case the re'st two prevented the flame from
being self-propagatiTig even when the fabrl_c was doped with cellulose
nitr_te.
(5) It is interesting to note (see appendix) that fabric impregnated
with ammonium chloride has an increased initial tensile strength,
but deteriorates more rapidly on exposure. This is probably on
account of hydrolysis of the cellulose (fabric). These experiments
lead one to believe that b_ further investigation a thoroughly statis-
factory material may be f()und, which will make fabric fireproof and
at the same time not injure it.
Part II.--BALLOON FABRIC.
I. MATERIALS.
Cotton is the most widely used fabric for balloons, in spite of the
fact that it is one of the weakest textile fabrics. Silk, the strongest
textile fabric, is used to some extent in France and Italy, when
lightness is the most important feature. In Germany, it is usually
considered dangerous, o_i:lg to its electrostatic properties. Its
25302°--S. Dec. 268, 64-1--10
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high cost is another objection, when large amounts are needed, as in
a Zeppelin type dirigible.
Ramie has been used, but is reported to 1)( unsatisfactory, owing
to the diffimflty in rubberizing.
Linen has been used, with success, and on aecount of its greater
strength possesses considerable advantage, over cotton. The greater
tearing resistance of this material as cmnDared with cotton _s p'_r-
ticularlv important. On the oth,r hand: as already st:_ted, it is
more difficult to obtuin, m'_dt, aceoMh_g to specific'_tions, titan
cotton.
In large balloons, rubber is used Mmost_ without exception. Other
materi_fls are less perlnc.abh; to hydrogen, but none p,,ssess the sqme
pro!)erties of adhesion, case of'working, and flexibility. Several
mytrs of fabric c_m be used, thus iner{asing- the strength :tmI g'_s-
tight properties of the m:_teri_l, whereas oih'd fabrics arc ,,_'(li_ai'iiy
used in a single laver, and to k('('p this tizht a thin ch)s(,lv w,,v(,h
fabric m.ust_ Le nse(t. Furthermore, oih'_ fal)ri('s are su)@('t to
change fr,)m heat and c,.dd and must be handled with care. They
are, however, cheaper than rubberized f_d,'ics.
We have obtained various colt,ell fabrics suitable for use in b'flloon
cloth, and from the tests on thes;e, and 'l]so from published _!ata of
tests made in Et_rope, have endeavored to establish some r(lat.ion
between the weight ,'rod maximum strength obtainable at that
weight. Differences in testing conditions, such as humidity and
met,hod of testing, not usually specified, cause a cert..titl val:iation,
so the probable limits of stren)th of each weight are given.
Untilrecently it was very d]fIienlt to obtain a satisfactory fabric
made in this emmtry. Labor and other conditions in Eur@e have
permitted a greater concentration upon the spinning and weaving
of such fabrics. The results have been that until recently no cotton
fabrics comparable t.o those made in Europe eould be ob}ained.
Recently there have been produced in this eountrx fabrics which
from the )tandpoint of weight and st.rcngth are proba_2v as good
as those made in Europe. It is to be hoped that the same'perfection
in spinning and weaving may also be obtained.
In the _ormcr operatmn cotton manufacturers usually admit the
superiority of European material, but probably in time'this can be
met. This point is important, in order to get a fabric as free from
flaws as possible.
The mean results of our tests and those from abroad would indicate
the following:
Weight of fabric. Strength warp andfiller.
Ounces per sqlzare
yard.
2
2_
a
a½
at
PontiUs per inch.
30
42
53
65
74
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II. STRENGTH AND AGEING TESTS.
(1) Effect of stmeture.--Ordinar!lv balloon fabrics are made of two
or more cloth layers, one of t.lws,(,_lsually on the bias. A laver of
rubber is between eaeh ply of f'd)ric and a layer on the face _)f the
fabric which comes in contact with the gas. The outside surface
may or may not be coated with rubber and is sometimes treated after
the'balloon°is made with cellulose acetate varnish. Parallel fabrics--
that is, two or re,re layer:; of f,'d)rie with the warp threads all run-
ning_ in the sqnm (lir(,etion--]l'tvc bee:t used to some extent in France.
They are sui>pt)se<l t() t;(; stronger, bu t, tear more easily. Since cotton
tears quite (,:lsily under ordhmrv conditions, it seems highly desir-
able to adt '-)t s¢):, c _u(h J l(,tl{)(t qs biasinff to Dr(went tearinc_
_&q_de the b_:_s¢,d fnt)rm (h)e_ not snow so lngh a t.tmsde strengtlt test.,
it must be ren_omb(_red that the stresses (.it 't dirigible balloon which
cause.. .. troubl_ ,'tro not the sin','I_le .(m('s-,. due to internal,. _l)r(_ure,-.... ,
wmeht of lo,td, eie., lint l|tn_(_ lo(:,dlze(l m one area due to sudden
pul_s on ropes, etc. It is inti)twhmt, to have a fabric t.hat will not
continue, to l(,ar nfter a t.e'n" is once start.ed.
Tensile strength Iests made (m 1-inch strips showed that the
strength of a "2!)15" parnlM f'_brie was not neeess,trily twice that of
the single ply (,f une_mted fabric. On the other hand, double bias
pmee.
Strength of fabric:, uncoated warp .......................
Strength of 2-ply parallel fabric warp ...................
Strength of fabric 2-ply bias warp of unbiased ply .......
Tensiie slreng_,h by bursting lo-t, '2-ply bias .............
Balloon cloth made from--
Fabric No. 1. Fahrie No. 2.
70 50
125.5 92.6
85 66
100 85
Ageing for 13 weeks, the samples being continuously exposed to
the weather, caused a decrease in tensile strength of about 5 per
cent. The samples were exposed (luring the winter months, from
January 1 to about April 1.
Other samples exposed for one month, from Aumast 20 to September
20, showed a decrease of about 8 to 10 per cent _'n tens_ie strength in
the warp and from 0 to 6 per cent in the filling. The rubber was
apparently unaffected.
lIl. PERMEABILITY OF BALLOON FABRICS.
The permeability was measured by the chemical method similar to
that used at the National Physical Laboratory of Great Britain. In
this method the fabric is held in a cell, which ]s divided by the fabric
into two compartments. Dry purified hydrogen at a pressure of 70
millimeters of water is passed through one side, while air is drawn
through the other, dried and passe(t through an electric furnace,
which burns the hydrogen present in the air from diffusion to water,
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which is absorbedandweighed.The cell is kept at constantem-
eratureb_n"immersiox,•. in a thermostati('.... tmth Thepermeability.. is.pe
expressed liters of hydrogen, measured at 0 ° C., 760 milhmetcrs
per square meter of fabric per 24 hours.
In France the Renard-Sourcouf balance is ordin_,.rily used. This
measures the net volume of gas lost by diffusion through the fabric.
It does not in reality measure the loss of hydrogen, since air passes
in while h_-dro_,en nasses out kecording to T. Graham¢ the rdatlvo
rates of diffusion of mtroven, air, and }__vdrogen are as follows:
Difflzsion through r_bber.
Nitrogen ...................................................... 1
Air .......................................................... i. i49
Hydrogen .................................................... 5.5
With the Renard balance, while 5.5 v(_luntcs of hydrogen.pass out,
according to the above figures, 1.149 volumes of a_ir pass in, giving
a net c]_ange of 4.351 volumes, hi other words, for an apparent
loss of 10 liters per 24 hom_ per s(]uare meter, we should have an
actual loss of 12.6 liters, as measureu by the chemical method. (We
have not had an opportunity to test fabrics measured by the gas
balance method.) The _,,_olumo loss is of course important, and if on
further investigation it is found that there is much variation in the
ratios given by the Graham experiments for different kinds of rubber
it would be well to make both tests standard. In fact, the intro-
duction of auxiliary coatings of cellulose esters, etc., makes this of
immediate interest.
(1) EFFECT OF VARYING AMOUNTS OF RUBBER,
The permeability decreases with increasing weight of rubber as a
general rule, but does not seem to be proportio.ml to it.
',Vei_ht of rubber
between plies (ounces
per square yard).
1. 65
3.11
5. 11
]'ermeabilit v at 15 °
(by extrapolation).
50
9
9
This is in accord with the observation of Austerweil, 2 who found
that the permeability of two rubber membranes, 918 and 1,675 grams
per square meter respe('tivelv, was practically the same for the first
100 hours. The rates diverged up to 400 l_ours, after wt@h th.ey
were again constant. This, according to Austerweil, marked the
oint when both membranes were saturated. Between 100 and 400
ours the thinner membrane became saturated more rapidly than
the other, and so showed a greater rate of diffusion.
Phil. Trans., 1866, p. 399, _ Die Angewandte Chemiein der Luftfahrt, p. 67.
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(2) EFFECT OF TEMPERATURE.
Experiments conducted in E:lglan,'l at the N,_tional Physical Labo-
ratory 1 show that the permeability rises ra_i(i]v with t}_e _empera-
ture. For two samples they found the fol!o_'vh_g results:
J15.5 ° C.-- 6.71 1
Diagonally doubled, 3 layers rubber .................. 1.22.1 ° C.--10.84 1
J'15.5 ° C.--12.3 1
:Parallel doubled, 2 layers rubber .................... [22.1 ° C.--21.5 1
These figures show more than 9 per cent increase in permeability
per (]effree.
We l_ave ma(le tests at approximately 20, 30, and 40 ° C., and found
in every case a marked temper.Llure coefficient. If the values of
permeability and temperature arc plotted, it will be noted (fig. 9,
appendix) that the curve rises more rapidly with increasing tempera-
ture. Our results show a temperature coefficient about one-half that
given in the data just cited. It may be that the nature of the rubber
compound ha.s considerable bearing.
This high temperature coefficient is of peculiar importance ia this
country, where the aeronautic activities of both Army and Navy are
centered in the South. It seems advisable that this be considered in
specif_in_the minimum gas leakage allowable when contracting for
dirigible r)alloons, and that some temperature be stated, since a
balloon tested _lt Pensacola would, without extra precautions, show a
hi__her loss tharTone in the vicinity of New York. A correction to a
standard temperature could probably be made.
This also shows the advisability of providing adequate arrange-
ments to prevent too high a temperature in hangars. I understand
that in Europe double roofs, with fans and other suitable cooling
devi(.es are used.
(3) EFFECT OF COATING CLOTH WITH CELLULOSE ESTER LACQUERS.
It has been the practice in Europe for some time, apparently, to
coat the outside of balloons with some sort of varnish. These are
sold under various names, but in general are cellulose acetate lac-
ers. They are used to cut down wind resistance, to protect
e fabric, and to render it gas tight in cases where the rubber has
deteriorated.
Samples were given four coats of cellulose nitrate and cehulose
acetate lacquers 1876 and 1877, respectively, the lacquer being
_pplied to t_he cloth. In both cases the iml_rovement in _3ermea-
bility was definite, though small, amounting to from 1 to 1½ hters per
square meter per 24 hours.
(4) EFFECT OF COATING RUBBER WITH CELLULOSE ESTER LACQUERS.
It seemed likely t_._at the small improvement noted above was due
to the fact that cloth offers a t)oor surface for obtaining a tight coat,
at least for a thin fihn. To verif 7 this te_ts were made with the same
Tech. Report Adv. Committee for A0ronautics, 1910--11,p. 60.
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materials in the same amounts on the rubber side. The improve-
ment was very marked here, amounting to 50 per cent or more of the
value found for the same fabric uncoated. In one ease timre was a
reduction from 11 liters at 20 ° C. to 4 liters at the same temperature.
Unfortu_ately these lacquers arc not suited for use on rubber surfaces
since they peel off. It is to be hoped that a marked improvement
may be made in them, since their use for this purpose seems very
rolnising. The inflammability of edhflose nitrate is of course a
rawback, but obviously a balloon filled _-ith hydrogen must be care-
fully protected from fire, however noninflammable the material used
in its construction. It is, moreover, a simple matter to obtain cellu-
lose nitrate blended with oil to give a flexible coating.
(5) EFFECT OF COATING RUBBER WITH GELATIN CO,_[POUNDS.
A flexible gelatin compound on the rubber surface in about the same
amounts as tim coatings used in (4) and (5) was tested and found to
give a very low permeability:
()righ>_l permeability at 2,_ ) I'., 11 literu per square m(_ter per 2l hours.
I*crmcability after coating with gelatin co:npound at 20 ° C., .S liter approxi-
inately per square tne_,er p(:_r 2 *,hours.
Part III.--TESTS ON BALLOON AND AEROPLANE FABRICS.
I. TEARING TESTS.
To obtain some knox_qedge of the t)ehaviof of aeronautic fabrics
under stresses somewhat sintilar t,.) t ho_e existing in aeroplanes and
balh)ons, the test used by the National Physi(:al Laboratory I was
em plo::ed.
_15'&o(l.---A piece of fabric is clamped in the jaws, and in the center
of this a sli_ of definite length is cut p('rl)endieular to the line of pull.
When stress is app.lied, the cut opens, _)ml if the load is increasedthe
tear widens in a direction 1)erpcndieutar to the stress and the sample
finally breaks. The threads I)arallel to the line of stress bend inward
on either side of the slit; those I)erpcn(licul'tr to the strain bend away
from the cut. The localization of strain on the thread at the ends of
tim slit is evidently caused by the pull being tr,msmitte(1 from the
longitudinal threads to the tr'_nsverse threads, due to the take-up in
weaving. The general effect of stretching coated and uncoated fab-
rics is sh_)wn in the photogr-tphs taken of tests. (Appendix, Plates
I-VI.) 1"he wrinMing ()f the coated fabric around the cut, producing
a poor impression, is particularly of interest, showing how the dis-
turbance is more localized than i}_ the case of uncoated fabric.
A fair index of the ability of f:tbrics to resist te'tring may be obtained
byplotting the results for the point at which the tear st,lrts to widen
and wh(r( rupture occurs a_ainst the size of cu_. rhc factor found by
dividing the breaking load'J)_ the width of slit gives a means of com-
parison which _eems to have some value. (See appendix for data and
curve s. )
(1) The load to break falls off more rapidly with increasing size of
slit in the case of a doped fabric tha,l with an undoped fabric.
(2) Cotton is much inferior to linen.
I Tech. Report of Adv. Com. for Aeronautics, 19t0-11, p. 72.
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(3) Parallel double balloon fabric tears more easily than bias
doubled fabric, particularly for small cuts. Furthermore, a parallel
fabric tears evenly in a straight line, while in the case of the bias a
general rending of one layer occurs, while the other is distorted rather
than torn. It can be readily seen that the effect of tearing on the
parallel fabric in a balloon would be much more disastrous.
II. SURFACE FRICTION TESTS.
Tests on the resistance of various fabrics were made in the wind
tunnel at the Washington Navy Yard.
The method used was to suspend vertically a glass plate about 34
inches wide and 9 feet long so that its long edge is in the direction of
the air floyd. The following edge of the plate is connected with the
balance, allowing the horizontaJ moment about one knife edge to be
measured.
Corrections were found and used for the wires suspending the plate.
The ends of the plate fitted into slots in struts of stream line form.
The wind passing the slot into which the leading edge fitted caused a
diminution in pressure, giving the effect of a thrust on the plate
against tim wind. The wind caused a compression in the slot in which
the followinc, edge fitted, likewise giving the effect of a thrust against
the wind. _he amount of pressure deveYoped in each slot was observed
with a hook gauge manometer, and from this and the area of the edges
could be calculated the correction to be added for eachspeed.
The resistance of the plate glass was taken as standard and found at
30, 40, 50, 60, and 70 miles per hour. _Tarious samples of fabric were
then attached, coverin_ both sides of the glass comnletelv in each case
and the resistance measured at different speeds. _- J '
Complete data will be found elsewhere, but the following general
points may be mentioned here Taking, for examnle the resistance
of plate glass as 1, at 70 miles'p(_r hour, we have t_e 'following com-
parative resistances at this velocity:
Experi- At 70 7_iles per hour.
ment No.
1 Plate glass ........................................................... 1. (DO
5 Linen No. 1 (high grade) ............................................ 1.362
2 Linen No. 1 (high grade's, 1 coat varnish No. 1876 ..................... 1. 162
3 Linen No. 1 (high gradei, 3 coats varnish No. 1876. 1. 108
4 Linen No. 1 (high grade), 3 coats varnish No. 1876, 1 coat spar varnish.. 1. 061
6 Linen No. 1 ihigh grade), 3 coats varnish No. 1877 .................... 1. 085
7 Linen No. 1 (high grade), 3 coats varnish No. 1877, 1 coat spar varn;sh.. 1. 081
8 l,inen No. 1 (high grade), 3 (:oats varnish No. 1877, 2 coats spar varnish. 1.078
9 Balloon fabric No. 3, cloth outside, double parallel .................... 1. 965
10 Balloon fabric No. 3, cloth outside, double parallel, freshly singed ...... 1.654
11 Balloon fabric No. 3, cloth outside, double parallel, singed and coated
once, No. 1876 ..................................................... 1. 345
12 Balloon fabric No. 3, cloth outside, double parallel, singed and coated
three times, No. 1876 ............................................... 1.1[)7
13 Balloon fabric No. 3, cloth outside, double bias ........................ 1. 902
14 Balloon fabric No. 3, cloth outside, double bias, freshly singed ......... 1. 762
15 Balloon fabric No. 6, cloth outside (specially woven fabric), double
bias .............................................................. 1.528
16 Balloon fabric No. 6, cloth outside (specially woven fabric), double
bias, freshly singed ................................................ 1. 372
21 Aeroplane fabric, rubberized, No. 23 ................................. 1.079
22 Aeroplane fabric, aluminum coated, No. 24 ............................ 1. 101
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I. From these figures it will be seen that we may roughly divide
surfaces into groups as to wind resistance.
(1) Those which are what, might be called continuous; in this case
the resistance probabl_/increases simply as the surfaces deviate from
a true plane due to lumps and other unevennesses. Plate glass,
doped, varnished, and rubberized fabrics come in this class. The
resistance does not exceed 1.20, glass being 1.
(2) Those which have a discontinuous surface, i. e., such as would
be presented bv a perfectly smooth woven material, as a wire gauze;
linen and singed cotton approach tiffs. Here the resistance is
between 1.35 and 1.7.
(3) Those which have a discontinuous surface to which is added
other rouglmesses, such as arise from nap. Unsigned cotton is in
this class, and the resistance is 1.5 or more.
II. It is interesting to note the great improvement produced on
balloon fabric by the use of one or more coats of some sort of varnish.
III. The difference in resistance between an uncoated fabric of
class (3) and plate _,lass is very appreciable at high speeds, being
about 0.013 pound per square foot at 70 miles per hour. This would
mean a totalhead resistance in a large machine of about 18 pounds,
or a decrease in lifting power of 150-180 pounds. However, as can
be seen from the list, it is fairly simple to cut down the resistance
until it approximates that of glass.
APPENDIX
TO
REPORT No. 6, PART 1.
[Containing details, data, _nd plates.]
LINEN FABRICS.
Linen is the most widely used material for aeroplane wings, on
account of its great strength and toughness. The grades now on the
market have weights and strengths as shown:
II
III
IV
V
VI
VII
VIII
Weight
(ounces per
square yard).
I 3. 67
3. 78
3. 87
4.04
4.09
4. 48
4. 60
4.86
Strength.
",Varp. Filler.
65.0 54.4
69. 5 49. 2
80. 7 79. 0
86. 9 74. 0
90. 2 82. 7
82. 9 100. 1
95. 0 60. 0
90. 4 102.5
In Great Britain there has recently been adopted the method of
testing the sample wet, after soaking some time. This is to avoid
error due to humidity changes. While this method may seem some-
what arbitrary, it is convenient and nearer the conditions of use
than a test on absolutely dry material. They figure that this test
corresponds to what could be expected at a theoretical humidity of
111 per cent.
Tests on transparent cellulose acetate sheets.
N).
1
2
3
4
5
O)
Thickne._s.
1o/i0oo
16/10oo
24/lOOO
32/1000
64/1000
(_)
Weight
(ounces per
square yard).
9.33
15. 49
22. 96
30. 35
59. 02
(S)
Tensile strength
(pounds per inch).
55.3 57
106.3 85.8
127. 1 130
178. 6 187.7
326 345.8
(4)
Maximum difference In
tests (in per cent el
average value).
10.8 10.5
14. 1 _ 8.1
30.6 25.2
21.2 2.6
10.7 .8
Tests made on Riehle machine, 1-inch stripe, 1-inch jaw, 3 inchesbetween jaws;
speed, 18incheeperminute.
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The strength was measured both ways on each sheet, since it was
thought that the material might show a grain, such as often occurs
in materials in sheet form which have been made by a calendering
process. Except ill the case of No. 2, there is no Derceptible differ-
ence in strength. The material runs fairly unitorm in strength
except for the one sheet No. 3. Column 4 shows the difference
between the hi_ghest and lowest tests, compared to the average.
The material is quite flexible, in thin sheets, and can be bent double
several times in one place without cracking. Oil the other hand, it
tears very easily when once cut. It is _loninflammable.
STRETCHING TESTS.
Figures 1-4 show the relation between load and per cent stretch.
The numerical values for the tests are given on page 155 and need
little comment.
The tests were made ou a Riehle fabric-testing machine, and meas-
urements were made on an initial distance of 20 inches, so the
results are l)robably quite accurate. The jaws moved apart at a
rate of 6 inches per minute.
It is interesting to note that the rate of stretch is usually low in
doped fabrics up to 10 to 20 pounds load, after which it rises more
rapidlv. On the other hand, the uncoated fabrics tend to be just
the ot_posite of this--that is, there is a considerable stretch at first
uudcr l_ght load, up to say 20 pounds, then the "slack" having been
removed from the fibcrs, the stretch is much slower. It will be
noticed that this holds true even for samples when the total stretch
of the coated fabric great_ exceeds that of the uncoated, as in figure
2, Curves \III, IX, X, XI, when the fabric was not stretched on a
frame without coating. The stretch of the coated fabric only be-
comes equal to th,_t o_'the uncoated at loads of 12 to 20pounds.
The applicatio_l of this seems to lie iu the fact that ordinarily even
at high speeds the loading due to wind pressure is very light. Ac-
cording to Austerweil 1 even at highest speeds the load would not
amount to more than 145.5 kilograms per meter, or about 8 pounds
per inch. Ordinarily it would be much less. It would seem there-
fore that from the standpoint of keeping the fabric taut against
stretching just as good results could be obtained by putting it on
loosely enough to allow shrinkage, and get the benefit of increased
tensile strength and efficiency shown by the fabrics iu Curves
VIII-X, inclusive.
Die Angewandte Chemie in der Lultfahrt, 179.
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Stretch of aeroplane fabric.
Stretch under load of (pounds per inch)--
F. r e,ur*oii
i
Linen No 1 I
Untreated _] 113.6_
warp ....... t
Untreated :/ I
Filler ....... i] '11.6_
Varnish 1875--[
w ........ _1 ]1.2_
F ......... .t II
Varnish 1876--j [
W ..... _ J1.1T_ 3.58F ...... ::::. III i..751 1.58
Varnish 1877--
w. ....... } j1.7514.7
F"'iiig Iv 1.75r,.75
Varnish
and Spar--
w ........ _ [i.17]3.4: _.92EV
F. ....... | [1.001 1.75 2.75i
Varnish 1_76
and Spar--
w......../ v1 i1'1°i3" 6.42,
F ......... | .83 1.75 2.751
Varnish 1_77
gn(l Spar-- I [ I
w. ....... :_ v,, [/1.75i 4.o0 6.50[
F ......... :] -'" _1.04 1.99 2.85]
Linen No. I, [ [ I
• coated,without I I {
prestret_h i n g
coated with-- [ I {
Varnish 1875-- [
"_V ........ [/VIII [_5'00i 6.8911.44
F ......... l/ [2.20 3.33 4.33!
Varnish 1876-- I [ I !
W ........ \ t'_" !)'3.161 7 _12 00
F ......... :[ "'* '4,2. 001 3. _)1 4.7L
Varnish 1_77-- 1 I
_,V ........ E....... 2.81110.43115.00
F ................ 1. g3 3.08 4,15i
Linen No. 1: [ [ I
Rubberized-- [ I [
W ........ 1, IR [f7"4211l'25112"44
F ......... / [_2._5[ 3.50[ 4.00
Rubberized-- I I I
Varnish 1875-- [
W ............... I 1.92[ 5.5_[ 8.58
F ................ 1.92 2.81 4.00
Varnish 1876-- [ I I
W ............... I 2.56[ 7.25 10.37
F ................ I 1.371 3.00 4.00
Varnish 1877-- I
W ............... l 2-751 7.08 10.5
F ................ [ 1.62] 3.19 4.19
Varnish 1875-- [ I
Spar-- ]
\v ............... 1.75 6.75 9.25
F ......... ....... 1.33 I, 2.42 3.50Varnish 1876-
Spar-
2 501 7 94W ................. 11.06
F ................, 1.37 3.0_ 4.44
¥arnish 1877-
Spar-
W ........ _ 2.66 6.6_ 9.83F......... ::::::: 1.33 2.4_3.58
30 40 50
I
M t
7. l0 8.3( 9. 35 10.10
I '2,37 2.9f 3.37 3.75
I
3.75 6.66! 9.2510.581
1.68 1.86i 2.12 2,66
' I
7.50! 9.92 11.50
2.581 3.42 4.11
7.421 9.3511.25
3.001 3.50 4.00
8.00 9.33
3.33 4.25
8.8010.30
3.75 4.33
15.33
5.07
15.0_
5.25
10.65 11.15
4.16 ......
11.83 12.92
3.19 3.73
12.58[
4. 421
12.00[
4. 751
10, 62l
4.621
80 90
11.55 12.05
13.75 14.75
4.36 ......
13.50i 14.12[ 14.5(]
5.251 5.621 6.00
12.83[ 13.33l 14.12
(86)
5.25[ 6.001 6.75[
5.331 6.001 .
11.251 12.16[
4.921 5.33t
11. 751 12.121
4.081 4.601
I
18.891 20. OOI
6.331 7.001
18. 081 19. 661
,6.371 6.501
I00 [ II0
(96) I
12. 351 .........
Em-
clency--
In (1-1rich
by 12-Inch
strip)
foot-
pounds.
8.67
............... 7.77
I
15.00! ......... 9.62
14.5(3 14.75 1O. 93
..........................
13.0013.5314.00]......... I 8.75
(96) I ,
5.921 6.37 7.00 ....................
(96)
12.,_1 13.0C 14.2 ......... 7.33
7.3718.13...... i_2 .....
 .4221.171  .50l 19.11
7.00 ...............................
t7.5_
4.58
13.44
5.25
10.9_
5.12
12. i_
5. i_
12.25
5.0_
11.5_
4.5C
12. 81
4.6_
11.5
4.4_
18.75]
5.16
ll.6d
5.62 t
13. 19 l
12.66
5. 16 5.581 6.001
13.77 14.691 15.371
5.19 5.561 6.191
12. 921 13.831 14. 581
4.9_1 5.331 5.501
19.75] 20.431 2L06] 21.56] 22.11: 22.83 18.195.661 6.161 6.37 ............
14.561 15.061 15.56 15.92 16.5( ......... 12.89
6.25].
............. ,......... ! ..........
13.081 13.921 14.421 14.92 15.33 16.251 11.77
6. 371 6. 501 7. 001 ...............................
120-17.25
14.001 14.6 I 15.19l 15.6 16.1_ 16.75 15.16
6.001 6.571 6.811 ...............................
14.171 14.021 15.5 I 15.92 16.3_ 16.70 13.46
6.17l 6.50] 6.92] 7.25..- .......................
13.211 14.06] 14.69] 15.44 15.5 ......... 12.26
6.16i ...............................
16.001 16.37 16.6_ 17.00 13.64
6.311
i
............ I ...................
15.081 15.5_ 16.0( 16.5 12.66
5.871 ...... i....... . ..................
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,qtretc_ of aeroplane fabric--Continued.
Fabric.
Igedlum-gmdo linen
No. 2:
W ............
F ............
Linen No. 2:
Var_]ish 1875--
I,V............
F ............
Varnish 1876--
_V ............
F ............
Varnish 1877--
F ............
Varnish 1875 _d
spar--
F ............
Varnish 1876 and
spar--
W ............
Varnish 1877 and
spar--
W ............
F ............
!
I Stretch under load (pounds per inch). Effl.t
...... cIoncy in
(piece
i - - inches)
40 50 60 70 80 90 10o foot
0 30 pounds.
},,_ {i_i_.0_." 1.,"°__.3_4_' , 'l , i, "i, ..........3161__i 4.42_ool_1_i__ ....1..........8.671 9.92 i :0.621 11.501 ........... 4.77
6 5_ , 50' 8 33 i 8 5' 9 50 ! i/,,,,t if 1.33 3.081 5.0_! ,., : ". _ • .7 i • ............. 4.56
f,_lnx _ 1.17 2.50 3._ 4 92 5 83 6 501 7 12
_ ]/1_!3_1_97!7I i o I ......................• 58 8.50 ,.42 10.12... : ......... 4 18
1.421 3. OO 4.25 5.67 _._ (_.87,7._ ...... .....
i
,L 1 17 ] 2 75 4 83
v_ {i19 _:_0 3"58i500 575 642 _:83 7_7 7:7_ :....
,__o8_ol__oI I t "i ..........6.92 7,75 8.58 9.25 lO, O0.. t . 4 82
J VIM / 1.OO! 2.163.174.0864.7515.2515"83[ (Tf))'l ..... !..... : ..........
IvI_M [1._ 3.33i 5.oo .58 7.75 s._o 9.,6 9.7_1025 ..... _.68
_'"_ "_i _._o4._ _..1o.o_i __/°7_......:................
TEARING TESTS.
In these tests wooden jaws were used, fitted to a Riehle fabric test-
ing machine. The jaws moved apart at a speed of approximately
6 inches per minute.
The Plates I-VI were made by setting up the machine in a dark
room,, putting the sample under, tension, and holdin,,._, a dryplate
against the sample. An electrm bulb on the other s_de of the sample
furnishes light for the exposure. In the case of cotton fabrics the
small size o_ the yarn and its transparency gave _)oor definition" this
difficulty was removed by first coloring'the sa/nple with a veliow
naphtha soluble dye. T_ae photographs are therefore actua) size,
and show up the conditions of the threads quite clearly.
The factor obtained by dividing the breaking load fo_: a 1-inch cut
b_ that for the uncut fabric givessome idea as to the relative tearing
resist_mce of various materials. Illis, with the actual tensile, should
furnish a good basis for comparing fabrics as to suitability.
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Linen No. l, high graxle:
Uncoated.._. ................................
Doped ......................................
Linen No. 2, medium grade:
Uncoated ...................................
Doped ..........................
Cotton, light weight: ............
Uncoated ...................................
Doped ......................................
Balloon fabric :
Double parallel .............................
Double oias .................................
Tensile strength
(pounds per inch).
Warp. filer.
100 59
106 86
65 45
85 75
37 49½
45 45
85 70
65
Tearing factor.
V rp. Filler.
50 0. 52
29 .44
67 .57
58 .58
48 .36
38 .37
36 .33
66 .......
From the above fi__ures it will be seen that the lower grade of linen
is relatively more d_ifficult to tear than the high grade. This is
probably because the higher grade fabrics, both linen and cotton, owe
their greater strength for a given weight to the greater number of
yarns :per inch. These are of necessity smaller, and since tearing
depends to a considerable extent on the strength of the individual
threads, we find that strong, closely woven fabrics tear more easily
in proportion than weaker ones. A good example of this is the filler
of the cotton fabric, compared with filler of No. 2 linen. The actual
tensile strength of the cotton is higher, but the effect of a cut much
greater, giving the factors as shown: 0.36 for the cotton and 0.57 for
the linen.
Tearing tests on aeroplane al_d balloon fabrics--Load required to start tear, and to break,
far slits of varimts sizes.
Fabric.
Linen, No. 1, high grade
uncoated:
_,Varp .....................
Filler .....................
Linen, No. 1, high grade,
coated, ls75 var.:
Warp .....................
Filler .....................
Linen, No. 2, medium grade,
uncoated:
"Warp.....................
Filler .....................
Linen, No. 2, medium grade,
coated, 1875 var.:
Warp .....................
Filler .....................
Cotton, !igh t weight, uncoated:
Warp .....................
Filler .....................
Cotton, light weight, coated,
1875 vat.:
Warp .....................
rifler .....................
Balloon fabric, double, parallel:
Warp .....................
Filler .....................
Balloon fabric, doubha bias ....
Size slit.
0 inch. [ I-inch. 1 t-inch. [1-inch. [ l_-inch.
Tear. Break.
I00 1130
59 59
106 106
86 86
65 65
45 45
85 85
75 75
37 37
49_. 49}
45 45
45 45
85 85
70 70
65 65
Load per inch.
Tear.
4O
74
51
49_
29t
57
55
16
18
Break.
74
44
90
es_
51
35
74
62
18
20
23 26
20_ 22
41 4G
34 35
53 57
Te_. Break.
48_a4 _
49 70
37t 45b
32 5O
26 30
41 64
38 46
io_ 18
14 18
IS_ 22
15 16_
30 37
23
47 _
Tear. Break. Tear. Break.
36 50 27 49
23_ 31 18 29
31
31
i I
20 17 1 25
i
23 50 ] 21 i 49
29 43_11 25 [ 36I0 18 9 18
10 18 (8) (15]
15} 17} 14 18
11_1 (17) n 14!
23 31 20 25
17_ 23_ 14 20
30 43 20 t 34
I
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COTTON FABRICS.
Sea island or Egyptian cotton, p:'eferably the former, should be
used for fabrics intended for use in making balloon fabric. In gen-
eral tile fabrics should be as nearly as possible of the same strength
in both directions. Ordinary fabrics intended for clothing arc, of
course, usually much stronger in tile direction of the warp than in the
direction of the filling, because the strain colnes mostly on the warp,
and such fabrics are softer. Another item is, of course, the expense,
since the fiHem represent a greater manufacturing outlay.
It is difficult to e_]t_blish any very d_ finite relation between weight
and maximum strength at taihldfle] since the, methods of manmac-
ture play a very important r61e. A heavy tightly woven fabric may
actually" test. much !ower than one apparently not"so strong, probably
on ace(rant of a sh(,aring or grinding action.
The fabrics examined are in general of single-ply yarns, the number
of threads varying between 120 and 144 per inch, depending on the
weight and strength. The data given represent samples made and
test'ed in this country, and also test published abroad.
I
II
I11
1V
V
VI
VII
VIII
Weight
(ollrtces per
squaro yard).
1.60
1.85
1.98
2. 44
2. 67
3.51
3. 86
4.05
Strength (pounds per inch).
Warp. Filler.
27.0 26.0
24. 3 24.5
31.0 31.0
41.5 49.0
40. 9 49. 2
70.0 67.0
72.0 75.0
8,i. 0 78.0
The curve shows that considerable variation is to be expected,
probably to a large extent owing to the great variation in methods of
testing." Accordingly, two curws are drawn as limits, with a mean
or av_'age value. -Any fabric whose tests would place it within the
area included by these curves would _probably be about as good as
could be expected in that grade. This does not mean, of course,
that fabrics failing below this area would be unsatisfactory. It sim-
ply gives a rough idea of the possibilities under best conditions.
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Summary of various tests on acroplane fabrics.
tab,,0
o
'3
1. Linen No. 1 (high grade), varnish,
L_75 ............................ 5.18
Linen No. 1 varnish:
2. 1_75, and spar varnish ......... 5. 88
3. 1:.76 ........................... 5. 49
4. 1876, and spar varnish ......... 6.18
5. 1577 ........................... 5.24
6. 1877 and spar varnish .......... 6. 42
7. Cotton (light weight) varnish,l_q5.. 3. 45
Cotton varnish:
8. 1875, and spar varnish ......... 4.62
9. 1876 ........................... 3. 43
10. 1876, and spar varnish ........ 4.07
iI. 1877 .......................... 3. 24
12. 1877 and spar varnish ........ 4.18
Linen No. 1, Am. 6h orlde varnish:
13. L';75, and spar ................ 7.16
11. 187C, and spar ................ 6. (,1:_
15. 1877 and spar ................ 7. 57
Linen NO. 2 (reed um grade)yarn s u
I_L 1,,75 .......................... 4.17
17. 1!i75, ap.d spar ................ 5. 50
1S. 1',76 ......................... 4.15
19. 1876, and spar ............... 5. 50
20. 1877 .......................... 4.23
21. 1877, and spar ................ 5. 39
Linen No. 1 (rubberized) varnish:
22. 1875 .......................... 7. 37
23. 1875, and spar ................ 8. ,t4
24. 1876 .......................... 7. 63
25. 1876j and spar ................ 8._
26. 1877 .......................... 7. 57
27. 1877_ and spar ................ 8. 94
IAnen No. 1 varnish:
28. 1875 .......................... 5.18
29. 1875, and spar ................ 5. &_
NorE.--Samplos Nos. 22 and 29 were exposed 2 weeks to weather; all others, 8 weeks. Varr_h, 1876--
eellulose nitrate; varnishes, 1875 and 1877--cellulose acetate.
PERMEABILITY TESTS.
As already stated in the main body of the report, the method used
was similar to that of the National Physical Laboratory of Great
Britain, in which the hydrogen diffusing {hrough the fabric is burned
to water and weighed.
Owing to the limited time at our disposal, the tests were each two
hours in length. Several tests were made on each sample at each
temperature, and ordinarily agreed w!thin a few per cent, when the
shght temperature differences were allowed for. (To save time the
thermostat was not run always at the same temperature, but simply
kept constant at one temperature for each run. As the room
temperature varied greatly from day to day during the period in
which the tests were made, this made the ol_eration of the thermo-
stat more simple, and in addition gave in many cases a further check
on the temperature effect.)
The diameter of the cell was 220 millimeters.
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Thehydrogenwasrun throuehonesideof thecellat a rapidrate
for severalhoursat thestart o'(anexperiment,to insuretheexpul-
sionof air. Theproperratefor thepassageof theairwasfoundby
experiment;it wasnoted that abovea certainpoint, evenwith
increasedabsorptionapparatus,the total weightof )_'aterabsorbeddid not increase,indicatingthat the hydrogenwassweptout prac-
tically assoonasit enteredthe cull. Xntheintervalbetweentests
onthesamefabric,theair sidewascontinuallyswcptout,to preventthe accumulationof hydrogenon the air side. ]_orthis purposea
three-wav,. •stop-cock...... was introduced,and connectionswith trap-
bottlesmadesothat the furnaceandceil couldbesweptout sepa-
ratelywithair. It wasfoundthatinsomecasesthefurnacecontained
smallamountsof moisturethat hadnot beenall removed urh_gthe
exneriment,soat theexpirationof thetimeby turnin- thecockthe
ce]_wassweptout in preparationfor thenext run,whi_edry airwas
drawn from without through the furnace and absorption tubes for
10 to 15 minutes.
Specimen tests are shown.
.Permeability tests on various fabrics.
Fabric.
No. 1 balloon fabric, 2-ply parallel (9.25 ounces per square yard):
1.65 ounces per square _'ard rubber between plies ...........................
1 ounce per square yam rubber on inside face ...............................
No. 2 balloon fabric, 2-ply parallel (10.81 ounces per square yard):
3.11 ounces per square _ard rubber between pli_ ...........................
1 ounce per square yaru rubber on inside face ...............................
No. 3 balloon fabric, 2-ply parallel (93.2 ounces per square yard):
5.51 ounces per square _'ard rubber between plies ............................
I ounce per square yarurubber on inside face ......................
Balloon cloth No. 3, 4 coats varnish No. 1876 on cloth (about 2 ounces per square
yard) .........................................................................
Balloon cloth No. 3, 4 coats varnish No. 1877 on cloth (about 2 ounces per square
yard) .........................................................................
Balloon cloth No. 3, gelatin compound on rubber (2 ounces per square yard) ....
Balloon fabric No. 3, varnish No. 1876 (2 oun_ per squal_ yard), on rubber ....
Permeabll-
it',, (liters
Tem_e_a_ per square• meter per
2_ ]loHrs_
at 760/0_).
I
21.2
22.07
29.68 I
30 01
40.08
40.O9
20.45
21.65
29.87
30. 71
32.27
38.58
39.19
20.04
20.23
39.48
39.63
40.14
21.42
21.91
22.00
29, 99
31.68
40.51
40.75
20.81
20.85
21.28
30.51
30. 57
39.09
39.74
20.2
20.01
21.29
38. 91
38. 95
20.02
20.22
20.46
38.96
39. 24
54.99
56.37
63.4
65.3
79.1
79.4
11.64
11.29
16.8
17.32
18. 79
24. _.5
25.34
11.2
11.7
25.25
25.55
26.37
1O, 86
11.8
11.34
15, 44
17.11
24.73
25.25
11.18
11.34
11,5
16.90
17.15
24.13
24.22
1.4
.8
1.4
5.6
6.6
4.5
5.0
5.6
lO, 2
11.2
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Permeability 5sis on various fabrics--Continued.
Fabric.
Balloon cloth No. 3, varnish No. 1S77 (2 ounces per squ_.ro yard), on rubber .....
Balloon cloth No. 19 (12 ounces per S_luare y_rd) ................................
Tempera-
ture (° C.).
19.91
20.25
37.45
38.90
BS. 96
20.3
21.1
Permeabil-
ity (liters '
per square
meter per
24 hours,
at 760_,(}°). _
4.55
4.15
10.85
11.35
12.7
11.2
11.37
(1) It will be noted thtlt gelatin conlpound gives very low per-
o" 'meabilitv. The use of _elatm on fabric for balloons was suggested
by Julhe.' Austerweil tried this and found 2 that at first there was
practically no loss in volume, even a slight gain due to gases dissolved
in the w_ter. After 35 hours the membrane was apparently satu-
rated and los_ gas at practically the same rate as the comparison
rubber membrane. On the other hand, although each of our tests
was only two hours long, the total time in which the cell was filled
with h',/drogen, and the gelatin-rubber fabric in place, was 48 hours,
yet at'the end of that time, when the tests were made at 40 ° C., the
_termeabilitv was only one-fourth that of the rubberized fabric alone.
is possibl'e that in coutact with dry rubber and dry gases, as in our
apparatus, the membrane might act differently.
(2) Another point of interest is the test on fabrics 2 and 3 compared
with fabric 19. The ilrst two were experimental samples, and for
convenience made parallel. The fabric 19 was bias, yet showed prac-
tically no difference in permeability. There has been some indication
in tests made at the National Physical Laboratory that parallel fab-
rics were much more permeable. They state that probably the
method of manufacture has a considerable effect. This has ]tot been
noticed in our tests, and the reason for any such difference is not
apparent..
(3) _lc:mperature coeffic_e_t.--Thls vares with the temperature and
degree of permeability of the material. From our experiments we
found the following values:
Rate of increase at--
10-20 ° C. 211-30 ° C. 3[)-10 ° C.
] Percent. ] l'ercent. P_rcent.
Rubber fabric, permeability at 15 ° ('. ............................... I 4.4 ] 4.6 4
:Rubber fabric co_;ted with 2-ounce gelatin on rubber ................ [ ............ ] 1.3 3.4
I i
(._) Effect of IIYatticrD_g.--On account of the limited time at. our
disposal'for niaking ¢his irtvestiga_iott, long weathering tests on _heso
samples were not made. Agiug by cotttinuous exposure for one
month caused no increase in p(rmeability ; in fact, one of our samples
seemed improved. The rubber layers were apparently unaffected,
so this improvement was not due to resinification which has been
noted in Elxgland, bug was more likely due to a slight v_riatiou in
samples.
C. R. Acad. Sc., 1912, Fel. 12. s Die Angewandte Chemio in dor Luftfahrt, p. 90.
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Surface frfction of aeronautic fabrics at d;ffcrent wind _'elociHes.
Condition and area
(square feet).
p
I Net
Miles per ] corrcc- Gross
hour. ] tion, force,
pound, pounds.
30 0.020 0.384
40 •031 .637
50 ._t6 •_i9
60 •071 1.342
70 .094 1.768
Condition and area
(square feet)•
I
Experiment No. 1. Experiment No. 2.
t'late glass. Linen No. 1, I coat varnish, 1870
(area, 5O.36).
[ Net [ Net Re_i=t-_ Gro. s Net Net / INet for c_ ] I _ force, Net Resist-
pound, le: _"
force pound ]excess. an_'e ,[ for:.e, [ fore'e, ancepounds, square " factor, iPounds, pounds, square I xce._s, i factor.
I foot. foot. I! , i
0.40t I 0 O( 79 O[ 0 0.42'40.0095' 0.0006
.668 i " I ' .679 .710 [ .0b_l ._)1(1
.01.,1 ........ ' ........ 0. -_0*q
1.015 [ .0199 ........ ........ 1.016 1.t!'_*2 .02l_ .0)19
o1•413 [ .0,76 [........ _........ 1.4_;0 1.5LI .Q309 .0023
1.862 [ .0364 I........ ........ 2.0:0 2.13t .0_24 .6O60
1 J
Experiment No. 3.
Linen No. 1, 3 coats vm_ish, 1876
(area, 50.35).
Net Gross
Miles per i coffee-
hour. i -tion, force,
pound, pounds.
30 0.020 0. 394
40 .031 .665
50 .046 .9"98
60 .071 1.410
70 .094 1.919
I Net
Net foree_
for_e, poun(l_
pounds.] square
__ ] foot.
2.0130"4141"4811"0469640iii 2
1.081
1.0_0
1.098
1.118
1.162
Experiment No. 4.
Linen -':o. 1, 3 coats varnish, lg76; 1 coat
spar varnish (area, 50.35).
Net
Resist- Gross [ Net [ force Resist-
Net anee force, I force, ],oun_, Net anee
excess• fa_:tor, ponnds.]pollnds. _ uare excess, factor.
I I I foot.
0.0003 1.012 0.3_,9 0. ,199 0.0081 0. _3_2 1.031
.0007 1.0G0 .649 .(;80 .0135 . C_3:_4 1.(B4
.0009 1.048 .981 1,027 .020t ,0_:_15 1.028
.0019 1.067 1.376 1•447 .02_7 .0011 1•038
.0039 1.108 1.854 1.948 .0;_7 .0023 1.061
l:xperiment No. 6.
Condition and area,
(square feet). Linen )7o. I, 3 coats varnish, 1877
(area, 50.18).
Miles per
hour.
30
4O
5O
6O
70
i
Net [ Net
I correc- Gross [ :Net I force,
force force, pound,
I tion, poun_s, pounds, square
]pound. foot.
0.0'20 0.457 [ 0.477 0.0095
.031 .778 .810 .0161
.046 1.204 [ 1.250 .0249
.071 [ 1.738 [ 1.809 ] .0361
• Og4] 2.395] 2.489[ •0496
:Experiment No• 5.
Linen No. 1, uncoated (area, 6O.18).
Net IResist- Gross
excess. ]anee force.factor, pounds
1.205 0.390
I. 254 .988
1. 305 I. 392
.0132 [ 1.362 1.880
Net
force,
pounds.
0.410
.6_
1. (134
1.463
1. 984
Net ,
force [ Net [Resist-poun_i " i anee
s uare' excess.
olot• factor•
O. 0082 O,0003 1. 034
.0136 .06O5 1. 040
.02_ .6O07 1.039
.0292 .6O16 1.056
.0395 .0031 1.086
Experiment No. 7• Experiment No. 8•
Condition and area
(square feet). Linen No. 1, 3 coats varnish, 1877; 1 coat Linen No. 1, 3 coats varnish, 1877; 2 coats
spar varnish (area, 5O.18). spar varnish (area, 50.18).
Net
Miles per correc-
hour. tion,
pound.
30 ! 0.020
40 .031
50 •046
60 •071
70 .094
G ross
force,
pounds.
O. 393
.655
• 977
i. 384
i. 884
Net [
Net force, [ Net
force, pound, xc
pounds, square e. ess.
foot.
0.413 [ 0. D082 0.0003
.686 [ .0137 .O(X)6
1.023 [ . 0204 ,0005
I. 455 . [)2_8 .0012
1• 978 .0394 ,0030
Resist-
ance
factor.
1. 044
1.0t9
1.(_8
1. 041
1.081
Gross
force,
pounds.
0. 393
• 644
.97_
I, 367
I. b74
Net NetNet force, Resist.
force, [ pound, ance
oounds, suaremot, excess, factor.
0.4!3 1.044
• 675 • 0134 .0003 1. 026
1.024 .0204 I .0_5 1.028
1.43_ .0286 .oo10 1.033
1 I 10 8
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Surface frictwn of aeronautic fabrics at different wind velocities--Continued.
I Experiment No. 9.
Condition and area [
(square feet). ' Balloon fabric No. 3, double par. cloth
I outside (area,49.6)_ _ __
• ] .... h pounds Ipounds.] square I "l factor.
_" .... I foot. I
l
30 0. 020 0. 672 0. 692 0. 0139 0• 0060 [ 1. 766
40 .031 1.149 1.1_ .0238 •0107 I 1.822
. (146 1.764 1. _I0 .0365 .0166 1. _8
.071 2.501 2.573 .051S .02.12 1.873
70 .094 3.452 I 3.516 •0715 .0351 1.965
Experiment No. 10.
Balloon fabric No. 3 (same as 9), freshly
singed (area, 49.6).
force, I force, pound, I ance
pounds.'pounds, s uare excess, factor.
0.493 0.513 1.311
• _?_3 .914 1.408
1.403 1. 449 1. 470
2.041 2.112 1.539
2. 898 2. 992 . 0603 . 0239 1. 654
0.0103 i 0.0024
.01S4 .0053
• 0_}2 .0093
• 0426 .0150
Experiment No. 11. Experiment No. 12.
Condition and area
(square feet)• Balloon fabric No. 3 (same as 10); I coat Balloon fabric No. 3 (same as 10); 3 coats
varnish, 1876 (area, 49.6). varnish, 1876 (area, 49.6).
Net Resist-
ance
excess, factor.
0.0015 1.180
.f_33 1.253
.0052 1.264
• 00_;6 1. 309
.0126 ] 1.345
Net
Miles per coffee-
hour. tion, !
pound. !
30 0.020
40 .031
50 • 046
60 .071
70 .094
Gross Net
force [ force,
pounds, pounds
I
O. 446 [ 0. 466
i
.79,3 [ .8141.109 1. 245
1.72'2 1. 793
2.332 2..t26
f
Gross Net
force, I force.
pounds, pounds.
I
0.394 0.414
.661 .692
l. 009 I. 055
1.419 1.4 0
1.904 [ 1.998
Net
forco_
pound,
square
foot.
0. O094
• 0164
.0_.5 l
.(_]62
.0t90
Net
force
poun'(_,
S Hare
_t.
0.0O_
• 0139
• 0213
• 03(10
. D403
Net
exc6_.
0.0_D,i
.0008
•0014
. (X)24
.0039
Resist-
ance
factor•
1. 056
1.063
1. 072
1. 082
1. 107
Experiment No. 13. Experiment No. 14.
Condition and area
(square feet)• Balloon fabric No. 3, bias (area, 48.88). Balloon fabric No. 3, bias, freshly singed
(area, 48.8S).
Net
Miles per correc-
hour. tlon,
pound.
30 0.020
i0 .031
50 .046
60 .071
70[ ,0(34
l Net
Gross [ Net ] force
force, [ force, I Poun_/ Net
pounds, pounds, square excess.
loot.
0._31 0.651 0.0133 0.0054 [
1.078 1.1(}9 .0227 . _ I
1.632 1.678 .0343 .(u44 i
2.3-t3 2.414 .0494 .0218 I
3.294 [ 3.3S,'i .0694 .0330 I
Resist"
ante
factor.
1.691
1.739
1,728
1.782
1.902
Gross Net
force, force
pounds, pounds
0.483 O. 5O3
.864 .895
1.461 1. _)7
2. 157 2. 228
3. 043 3.137
Net
force _ N"
pound/[
s uare excess• !
0.0103 0.0024
•0183 •0052
.0309 • 0110
• 0457 •0181
• 0642 .0278
Resist.
ance
factor.
1.308
1.402
1.555
1.651
1.762
Experiment No. 15. Experiment No. 16.
Condition and area
(square feet).
Balloon fabric No. 6, double bias, special
fabric (area, 49.34).
Net Gross Net
Miles per I correc- I ,._ force
hour. tlon, "_% poun_
__ Ix_d. pounas.
30 I 0.02o t 0.468 0.488
40 I . o31 I . s58 . _$9
50 [ .046 ] 1.343 1. 389
60 [ .071 / 1.959 2.030
70 i .09.t 2.5t8 2.742
Net ,, . Resist-
force
poun_t/_. _er
S_o_t.uare excess, factor.ance
0.0099 O. 0020 1.252
• 0180 .0049 1. 378
.0281 .00'_2 [ 1•4t4
.0136 1. 490
•"04120556 .0292 [ 1.528
F
Balloon fabric No. 6, double bias, special
fabric, freshly singed (area, 49.34).
Gross
force,
pounds.
Net
_rce,
pounds.
O. 443
.775
1.216
1.815
2. 472
Net
force
pound/
8 uare}_t.
0.0099 i
.0157
•0247
•O368 I . OO92
.0500 .0136 i
0.423
.744
1. 170
1.744
2. 378
Resist-
eno_
factor.
1.139
1.20_
1. 243
1.331
1.372
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Surface friction of aeronautic fabrics at d_ero_t wind vdocitics--Continued.
Condition and area
(square feet).
Experiment No. 21. Experiment No. 2'2.
Aeroplane fabric, rubl)erizedj No. 23 Aervplane fabric, alnmimim coated,
(area, 4s.,_). No. 24 (area, 4s,¢_).
l
i Net I
Resi,,;t- (;ross Net force, I Net Resist-
an:,e ] [(re,e, i for.e, I)OU d i , ence
faclor, pounds.ll_ounds square I ex_e_s, factor.
foot. !
1.0.0 11.394 0.414 i 0.0!1,',5 i 0. q_06 1.078
1,0S2 ,iV,7 f_,,_ i .t1142 I . _}i1 1.0_3
._0!1 1.073
.0213 i1.0sa ._,ss L{m[
1.0_'1 1. 375 1. 456 i .0299 , .{_123 1.0gl
1.079 1.,%6 1.950 ,0-tO1 [ .0_37 1.101
(;ross Net [ for{'e
M_oOSuPer eorrec- f ..... f ..... ] ])oun(t/ Net
rich,
• l_Ulld pollnds, pounds. ,square excess.
30 0.020 Q.3S2 0.412 [ (I. flilg4 0.0005
40 .o31 .653 .690 I .01,t2 .0011
• 046 1. 004 1.050 ] . 0215 .0016
• 0M 1,379 1.460 ] .(t299 .0G23
• (1029• 091 1. 824 1. 918 / . (1393
r01 /
SURFACE FRICTION TESTS.
In the next to the last cohmn of each experiment, pages 43-4, are
given under the heading "Net excess" the numerical difference
between the resistance in pounds per square foot of the material,
and the resistance of plate glass. In the last column are given
factors obtained by dividing the resistance of the material by that of
glass at the same velocity.
In general the resistance of an object to the wind increases with
the square of the velocity. The general form is, for refit area:
P= lC V'-.
When P = pressure.
V= vehwit v.
It'= a cons{ant.
It has t)een found by Froude and others tlmt surface friction varies
with about the 1.87 power of the velocity.
Plotting tile logarithms of the velot:i'tv against the pressure, _e
obtained fronl our results, ill praclicall_ all cases, a str'fi_,ht line.
The values at _0 miles per hour were a little off in most eases, indi-
cating the pressure of another factor, possibly due to temperature.
The logarithms were ph)tted and from the values of the faired
curves, the a))l)roximate exponents and e()et_icients were obtained
algebraically ior some ()f the Inosg interesting eases.
General equation P = K V n.
When P= pressure in pounds per square foot.
V= velocity in miles per hour.
n and K= constants.
K N
Experiment 1. Plate glass ...................................... 0. 0000178 1.84
Experiment 2. Linen No. 1, varnish No. 1876 .................... 0000156 1.85
Experiment 5. Linen No. 1, uncoated .......................... 0000137 1.92
Experiment 9. Balloon fabric No. 3 ............................ 0000192 1.93
It will be noted that in general the rougher materials have higher
exponents, approaching 2 in the case of balloon fabric.
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REPORT No. 6.
PART 2.
SKIN FRICTION OF VARIOUS SURFACES IN AIR.
By WILLIS A. GIBBONS.
INTRODUCTION.
The relation of skin friction or surface friction, to the relative
velocitv of a surface and the surrounding medium, and the variation
of thisrclation with the nature of the surface is of growing importance
to the science of aeronautics. Owing to the greater s_)eeds now
.... r " "developed m air craft of all kinds, it _ as decided to mvestlgate these
relations with particular reference to the sort of surfaces which would
be used in aeronautic work.
W. Froude' measured the resistance for various surfaces of various
lengths in a water channel, and the results of his experiments lead
to the following conclusions:
1. The force tangential to the plane due to skiu friction, ordinarily"
varies according to the 1.85-2 _ower of the velocity for sinooth
surfaces. For rougher surfaces, it varies practically as the square
of the velocity.
2. The length of the plane has a decided effect on the average
resistance per unit area, the resistance decreasing as the length
increases.
3. Smooth surfaces do not necessarily increase according to a
lower power of the velocity than ro_lg.]_er surfaces, although the
numerical value of the resistance per umt area is less.
4. The index decreases as the length increases for smooth surfaces.
Zatim 2 measured the resistance due to surface friction of planes in
a current of air, and found that all smooth surfaces showed an increase
in resistance according to the 1.85 power of the velocity. Buckram
with 16 threads per inch gave a high resistance and an index of 2.05,
practically 2.
He measured the resistance of planes of various lengths and
obtained the following equation connecting the length of a plane
with its velocity and surface friction:
Po¢ L -.o_ V1.3s (1)
When V= Velocity in feet per second.
L = Length of planes.
l) = Tangential force per square foot.
1 British Assoc. Report, 1S72, llS; 1S74, 249.
176
2 Phil. Mag., VIII, 58-66 (1904).
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Lanchester' shows that to express the resistance of a plane bring-
ing into account the linear size and kinematic viscosity, we have the
relation--
R o: vQL 1V r (2)
When q ÷ r= 2
v = Kinematic viscosity.
Z = Linear size.
V= Velocity.
The kinematic viscosity 2v = _-
P
When _ = Coefficient of viscosity.
p = Density.
The kinematic resistance, R= _" i. e., it is the resistance per unit
density. P
Lanchester points out that in terms of R, Zahm's equation (1)
becomes
R ¢¢L 1'_3V 1"85
whereas according to (2) L and V should have the same index.
adopts the following for a smooth surface.
R ocv.lLl.a V1.9
(3)
He
(4)
Assuming, what we have found to be the case, that the exponent
varies with tile nature of the surface, we may put this in the form
R ccv:-_L_ l'_ (5)
whence
F= Kpv_L " V_ (6)
For any one surface it is convenient to neglect the length, and
embody this and the p and v values in one constant, so we nave.
F= KV n (7)
The value of K depends of course on the units.--throughout this
paper F will be in lbs. per square feet, and V in miles per hour. The
vahm of .1 for air is 1.3 times that for water, so this and the relative
densitiesgive a means of calculatingfrom one medium to the other.
The values of n and K vary with the surface even for so-called
smooth surfaces, and as will be shown, seem in such cases to bear
a more or less definite relation to each other.
l Tech. Rept. Adv. Com. for Aeronautics, 1909-10, p. 34. I L&nchesteffs Aerodynamic, p. 30.
25302°--S. Doe. 268, 64-1_12 •
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EXPERIMENTAL.
Through the kindness of the Bureau of Construction and Repair
of the Navv Department the excellent facilities afforded by the
wind-tunnel" of the Washington Nay 5 Yard became available for
experiments on the frictional resistance of various surfaces. These
experiments were made for the purpose of looking into the matter
of surface friction with particular reference to surfaces of the sort
which wouhl be of most interest from the standpoint of aerommtics.
A glass plate about 9_ feet long and 34 inches wide was suspended
verticall,¢, with its surface tangent to the direction of the wiad, by
two wires fastened to the upper edge of the plate. The ends of
the.plate were enclosed in slots in ieaired struts, which were fixed
rigid to the floor and ceiling of the tunnel, and stayed to prevent
vi_bration. Smooth steel rol_[ers attached to each si¢le of the slots,
at the upper and lower ends, prevented side movement of the plate.
They did not ordinarily touch the latter, being set t(l, alh_w a clear-
ance of 0.01 inch. Thus the plate was free to move within limits
only in the line of the air current.
The trailing edge of the plate was connected by a steel rod to the
balance, allowing the horizontal force to be measured.
CORRECTIONS.
It was found by experiment that the ends of the plate, although
protected by the struts, were affected by the air current. Tubes
were set in the slots and connected with a hook gauge manolneter.
From the pressure at each end, the force on the plate was In¢.asured
for different velocities, and by a faired curve, a set of corrections at
different velocities was obtained. Both of thcse corrections are to
be added since the air rushing past the slot in which the leading edge
fits causes a diminution in pressure, and in the other slot, an increased
pressure. Both of these changes in pressure would give a thrust
against the wind.
The correction for the wires was found by adding 4 more suD-
portins wires, makine 6 in all and measuring the force on the platte
with t_hese additiona'] supports, then removing the original wires
and measuring the resistance of the plate at different velocities with
four wires. Subtraction gave the effect of the two wires, which were
used as supports in all regular tests. This correction is of course
to be deducted from the observed force. To 'tvoid masking small
wedges were used to hold the added wires away from the gl:a'ss, the
added wire passing around under the lower edge of the plate in each
case.
SURFACES.
Plate glass was used as a standard, or ideal surface, since it is
probably as smooth as any surface, and can be easily duplicated.
the various fabrics were attached to this by a nitrocclhflose varnish,
bv which, with a little practice, we were able to obtain a surface
pract ics.llg smooth, so far as unevennesses from wrinkles, etc., were
concerne(1. The amount of varnish needed was so small and its
colloidal nature such that it was poss,!ble to attach an uncoated
linen to the glass without affecting the outer surface of the fabric
appreciably. The linen surface could then be tested, and treated
further as desired.
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When more than two coats of varnish were applied, the surface
was sand-papered l)(_twe(;i, each coat.
Where fabric_ were singed between tests, the singeing was done
with a blow-torch.
The surfaces tes_d may be grouped as follows:
1. Plate _lass.
2. ; aerie sunaces with nap.
3. Fabric surfaces without nap (linen and cotton).
4. Varnished fabrics (cotton and linen).
5. Rubber coated linen (plain and aluminum surface).
The experiments were made at velocities of 30, 40, 50, 60, and 70
miles per hour. Owing to the large size of the plate (area about 50
square feet) the forces were large enough to enable considerable
accuracy to be obtained. For example m the case of plato glass,
the gross uncorrected force is about 0.27 pound at 30 miles per hour.
On this account and also on account of the greater range of veloci-
ties we were able to detect variations in apparently smooth surfaces
which were not noticeable in earlier experiments at low velocities.
The values of F (pound pe:: square feet) the relative value of F
compared with that for glass call,_d for want of a better term, the
resistance factor (R. F.) and the values of n and K are given in
Table I.
TaBr_E I.--Res_dts of e rperiments on surface friction, in a_r, of var_ou_ sttrfaces.
ITests were made in wind-tunnel, W_shington,'D. C.]
NOTE.--n, k, and F are values in equation F= KVn. F=lb./sq. ft.
V=miles per hour.
R. F. = Resist ance factor _ F observed/T glass.
No. Natnreofsurfaceexposed I n.
9 Plato glass .............. 1.81Fine linen:
1 coat _ero ",'ar_isb_
1876 .............. 1.84
3 8 coats aero varnish,
1876 .............. 1.8_
4 8 coats acre varnish,
1876, 1 coat spar
varnish ........... 1.84
5 Uncoated ........... I. 94
6 1 coat varnish, 1_77. 1.8_
7 3 coats varnish, 1877.1.85
8 8 coats varnish, 1877,
2 coats spar var-
nish .............. I. 84
Balloon fabric:
No. 3, doublcparal-
lel cotton surftu2e. 1.90
10 No. _, double paral-
lel,singed ........ 2.05
11 No. 3, double paral-
lel 1 coat varnish,
18_6 .............. t. 95
12 No. 3, double paral-
lel, 3 coats var-
nish, 1876 ........ 1.8,5
13 No. 3, bias, cotton
surface ........... 1.95
15 No. 6, bias, special, i
cotton surface ..... ,L03
16 No. 0 bi_.sz special, I
cotton, staged .... I L 05
21 Aeroplane fabric: I
Rubber surface ..... I i. Nq
22 Rubber aluminum ]
surface ........... 11I.
KlOr. 30ny
F
166 .0079
163 .00,_5
129 . (}08_
1,53 .0081
128 .0095
149 .0082
149 .0082
157 . OOS2
219 .0139
96.5.01(X]
123 . 0094
153 .00_
207 .0133 1
99.7.0099
82.5 IRKS8
165 0084 ]
1613 .008.5 !
__les/hr' 40 miles/hr. 50 miles]hr.
R.F. F. R.F. F. R.F.
1.0000.0199
1 042' 0138 1.080 .0218
1'031 '01351.0341"060 .0204"020_
1:205, :01611 1.234 .0249
1.0341 .013611.040 .0206
1.04,J .01371 1,040 .Cq04
I
1.044[ .o1341 1.0_1 .o204
I
1,766 .0238] 1.822] .0365
1.311 .0184] 1.408[ .0202i
1.190 . 0164[ i. 253[ . 0251
1.056 .0139[ 1.063] .0213
1. 691 . 022711. 739[ .0343
1.252 .018011.378[ .0281
1.127 .0157[ 1.202] .0247
.0215
1.0701 .01421 1.0821 0213
1.078 •0142[ 1.0_l .
1.0_
1.098
1.048
1. 028
1. 254
I. P,39
I. 028
1.028
1. 838
1. 4701
1.2641
1. 0721
1.728]
1.414]
1.243[
1.0831
1. 073]
60 mi es/hr. J 70 miles/hr.
_'. t_.r__'_2_.R._.
o.,_ 1._',._I 1._
._ ill J, o_3• , .0424 1.162
.0295 1.067[ . , 1.108
I I
.0'287 1.a3_1 .o3_T 1.061
.tt,361 1.3051 .0,t961 1.362
.(F292 1.0.561 .039511.085
.0288 1.O-tlJl .0_94 1.1181
.02861 033' 0392'• i . 1. 078
.0sis 1.8r_ •071511._o_
.{_62 .0490 1.345
I1.0_2
0_d)0 .040311.107
.04941 1.7_2 .0694i 1.902
.04121 1.490 t .0556 1.528
• 03681 1.3311 •0500 1.372
.0299] 1.0_1 .0393Ji 1•079
.0290[ 1.0Sl 0101'[ 1 101
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RESULTS.
QUALITATIVE.
The great resistance offered by fabrics wit]l n_Lpon the surface willbe noted. The effect of the _ cave is .'h,)wtl by comparison of exi)eri-
ments 9 and 15. Both fabrics are high-grade coLton, butprobably that
used it_ experiment 15 is closer woven and m/_de of Io_,_er sl.al_!e.
Biasil_g seems to increase the index, but the effect woula prol)aoly
not be noted except at very high speeds.
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Cotton shows a higher resistance than linen, although the cotton
surfaces were finer weave than the linen. The linen yarn, while of
more varying thickness, is smoother than cotton yarn, due to the
nature of the ultimate fiber and its greater length. The linen yarn
is more like a wire.
The effect of varnishing is very apparent, although no conclusion
can be drawn as to the relative merits of various aeronautic varnishes.
Probably it is more a matter of workmanship in applying and finish-
ing the coat than any particular merit in the varnish itself. The use
of a finishing coat of spar varnish gives some improvement.
The use of a varnish seems particularly advantageous in the case
of cotton fabrics. This explains the good results obtained in Europe
by varnishing the gas bags of dirigibles with cellulose acetate var-
nish, which both improves the gas-holding properties of the bag and
decreases the frictional resistance. In a weU-designed balloon most
of the resistance offered by the air to the motion of the balloon is due
to fi'iction.
QUANTITATIVE.
If we plot the logarithms of the velocity (V) and frictional resist-
ance in pounds per square foot (F) we obtain practically straight lines.
From their slope we find the index n. FigureII shows the logarithmic
plots for the most interestHlg cases. It will be noted that in many
cases the value for 70 miles per hour seems to lie above the line, pos-
sibly indicating an increase m the index as velocity increases, due to
greater turbulence. This has been predicted.
Using the slope obtained by logarithmic plots and F= pounds per
scjuare foot, V= miles per hour, we may obtain the constant K, as
glven in Table I.
From these results it will be noted that the smooth surfaces do not
necessarily have lower indices. When this was first noted it seemed
so anomalous that it was thought at first that there might be some
experimental error. However, we note that Froude found a similar
result (Table III) in the case of tin foil, varnish, and paraffin.
The high resistance of fabrics having nap on the surface is note-
worthy.
Froude's results obtained with an 8-foot plane in a water channel
were reduced to the same units, and to air conditions. The values are
given in Table II. Considering the differences in conditions the
agreement for smooth surfaces is close. The resistance of calico
was somewhat higher than the cloth resistance found in our tests.
from the photograph accompanying Froude's paper I the fabric used
by him probably had about 80 threads per inch. Those used by us
had about 120 threads per inch, and on this account presumably a
smoother surface.
VALUES OF K AND N.
As already noted, smooth surfaces may show a higher index than
rougher ones, while the coefficients K vary in the opposite direction.
To obtain an idea as to the relative values of these two quantities, we
plotted the values of K and N as shown in Figure Ill. It will be
1Brit. Assoc. Report, 1874, p. 249.
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noted that the results of our experiments seem to show two distinct
types of surface:
1. Those having nap on the surface have high indices and high
exponents. They act somewhat similarly to ca|_co and sand-coated
surfaces investigated by Froude, and may be classed as rough,
"X" i i
trc1_L_
*t 1::iI;_11_
relatively. The index is 1.9 to 2, usually nearer 2, and the coefficient
K, 0.00002 or more. ( V in miles per hour.)
2. Su_"_ces which are fr_e from nap, and more or less continuous
and even. Fabric surfaces of fine tin'cads closely woven and freefrom nap (due to singeing or natural great length of fiber, as linen)
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are theroughestof thisclass. At theother extreme we have coated
and varnished fabrics, which may approach glass in smoothness under
good conditions.
Considering the nature of the quantities n and K, the points for
smooth smgaeos lie remarkably close to a straight line, the deviation
"TI
amounting to not mol'o than 6 to 8 per cent, except in two eases, and
these fal] on opposite sides of the line (Fig. III).
Fhc values found by I_reade for varnishes, tin foil and paraffin for
an 8-foo_ plane in water are also shown (_able 1I), and fall dose to the
litre. On the other hand, "rough" surfaces, calico and roughened
sand, do not come near the line.
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TABLE II.--Results of Froude' s experiments, calculated to a_.
[$-foot plane (600 feet per minute) K in terms of miles per hour.
Surfa_o.
Varnish ...............
Paraffin...............
Tin foil ...............
Calico .................
Fine sand .............
Medium sand ..........
Coarse sand ...........
1.85
1.94
1.99
1.92
2.00
2.00
2.00
K.IO 7.
156
126
101
261
209
223
255
From these figures we may express the relation of n and K for
"smooth" surfaces by the empirical equation--
whence
K= .0000746 -.000032n
F= (.0000746 -.000032n) V n
(S)
(9)
F being in pounds per square foot and V in miles per hour. While
this expression is purely empirical, in view of our results it would
seem as if it might be possible, within limits, to ex aluato the complete
equation for a smooth plane of fixed size, from the results of one ex-
periment. To apply this rigidly would of course mean that the
curves for smooth surfaces must not cross, i. e., that one given value
of F and V applies to one curve only. While our results do no t
adhere strictly to this the deviations occur generally in the case of
curves which are so close together as to almost overlap, and are
probably due to experimental error. A The value of K depends on L,
but this can be figured as already sh*bwn.
On the other hand, Froude's results indicate that in the case of
water, there is a fall in the index as the length of the plane increases.
This change seems to be in the opposite sense to what would be ex-
pected. The equation
R _ v 9 L r V r (2)
shows that L and V vary according to the same power in every case.
We should expect from this the same change in r, whether due to
change in L or V. It is known, and our own experiments indicate
that increase in V tends to increase r; in other words, at high speeds,
the resistance would vary according to a higher power of length and
velocity. It seems logical to assume that this [nterchangea_)ility of
V and L would give a similar result as L increases, namely, that r
would also increase, for both L and V. These changes in index would
probably be so small for ordinary experimental differences as to be
negligible.
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PREFACE,
In the preparation of this report, for which the time available we9
limited to alittle less than three months, all the literature on nero
engines that could be obtained in the libraries of New York City,
or that could be secured by loan or ]_urchase, has been consulted.
Where valuable material was found in ioreign languages, translations
from the original have been made and in many cases whole papers or
illustrations that seemed worthy of reproduction have been photo-
graphed for insertion. The report is divided into three parts, as indi-
cated in the contents, and at the end of the second part thecanclusions
and recommendations will be found. The third part includes four
appendixes consisting of reproductions of various valuable material
referred to in the text, but separately presented so as not to break the
continuity of thought and argument. In the very considerable labor
involved in colleetl_on, translation, and digestion of the material, my
colleague, Prof. F. O. Willh6fft, has rendered most valuable service,
which is gratefully acknowledged.
CHARLES E. LUCKE.
NOTE.--The third part referred to herein contains so much matter that has
appeared in published form and so much is in such form as to practically prohibit
satmfactory reproduction of essential illustrative matter that the committee has
determined to present only parts one and two. Part three is in possession of the
committee and may be inspected.
H. C. RmHARDSON, U. S. N., Secretary.
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PART 1.
REVIEW OF THE DEVELOPMENT OF ENGINES SUITABLE
FOR AERONAUTIC SERVICE--ORIGIN, MEANS USED, AND
RESULTS.
By CHARLES E. LIYCKE.
Part I (a).--SERVICE REQUIREMENTS FOR AERONAUTIC ENGINES--
POWER VERSUS WEIGHT, REIJABILITY, AND ADAPTABILITY FAC-
TORS.
Transportation over land and water has been revolutionized by the
addition of engine motive power to vehicles and boats to a degTeo
that r(,quii'es no study to appreciate but the contribution of the port-
able o_)wcr l)lant to aerial navigation is evert greater. It is fmula-
mc_t_dly creative, for without the aeronautic engine air flight would
be quite impossible. Not only does an engine constitute the essential
element of the air craft, but the engine must be suitable for the
purpose; it must have certain characteristics never before required
or produced by engine designers. Success in flight and improvements
in flying nla(,l(finesrcsts a_solutely upon the success with which the
entitle and its accessories that make up the portable power _lant
can be made to fulfdl the new requirements peculiar to the hying
machine. Before someone flew, no one could specify just what the
aeronautic motor should be able to do, except that, of course, it should
be as light as possible and not stop in the air. Nor was there ally
demand for such an engine that would serve as an inducement to
engillc(.rs familiar with engine production to build one. Ill short,
while those few experimenters who were engaged ia trials of balloons
and gliding plan(s felt they might be helped if they could secure a
prop(,r light motor, no one felt sure it would be of service ff ]_roduced,
under course no one could say how light it should be, or what other
characteristics should be incorporated, except that of reliable coR-
tinuous rum_)ng during a flight. Formulation of some of these speci-fications ma) be said to date from about the years 1901-2, when the
Wrights, on the one hand, and Langley, on the other, found that
existing engines developed for other classes of service were unsuitable,
the nearest approach being the automobile enone , then pretty uncer-
tain in operation and weighing about 15 pounas per horsepower in the
lightest Torms--a weight that would not serve even if the operator
were willing to risk his life on the possibility of engine stoppage in
flight. It was apparent at once that redesign for reduced weight per
horsepower was necessar), and the Wrights proceeded to rebuild the
automobile engine, while Manly boldly departed from any existing
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practic_and built his five fixed radial cylinder engine, both Manly
and _rights retaining the water cooling of the most successful
automobile engines. Both succeeded in reducing weight enough to
make flight possible, the Wright engine producing a horsepower with
abou_ 7 pounds and the Manly with about2.4 pou_ds of engine weight,
the.former with a 12-horsepower, and the latter _ ith a 5O-homepower
engine.
Thus was flight initiated with engine redesign for weight reduc-
tion, and so has flight improved in range, speed, and saf(,ty, with
further redesign of engine m the 13 or 14 years th.Lt have elapsed
since that time, but the end is not yet in sight. The progress that
has been made in engine construction, principally i_l Europe, is
truly amazing, in view of the unique charact(,r of t_e probh,m _nd
the _hort time that has elapsed; but all this has only served t.o iucreas(_
the demand of the aeronautic engineer on the e_gin(, (te_i,_ller and
mamffacturer, so clearly and firm_'y is the principle ostablis_wd, that
regress in fl _qng rests, fundamentall ,5 on ewdne .impr_)_-ement.
these years o} experwnce, however, have res_['ge(1 in some data,
derive({ ]argely from laboratory tests on the characteristics of tlie
engines that arc most successful in flight, a_d fit some more or less
ace,,pted formulations of the sort, of service required of nero engines
and their essential parts in addition to _(ight. speeds, power, and
general rehability, that might be classified as adaptability factors.
Any engine, for whatever service, must be suitaMe, aJl'(l its design
must_be based as much on the sp(cifications for suitability involving
these adaptability factors, as on the fundam(,nt,al principles of
thermodynamics, stress resistance and thc properties of the materials
available, and these adaptability factors must be derived from the
users or operators of the machines before the engine designer can
interpret them, preparatory to the incorporation into the engine
proper of those structural elements that will make it suitable. At
t,he present time there are available some conclusions along this line
of experience, a few of which will be quoted and summarized before
undertaking to analyze the engine structure proper.
After nine years' use of engine-driven aeroplanes the engine
structure was summed up in 1912 by Capt. II. B. Wild, Paris, as
from his own experience _s follows :
The comparatively crude and unreliable motor that we have at our disp,osal at the
present time is no doubt the cause of many of the fatalities and ac(:idems befalling
the aeroplane. If one will look over the accessories atta_.hed to the nero engine of
to-day, it will be noted that it is stripped clean of everything l_o_ible whif.h would
add head resistance or weigh1. The designer of the nero engine is t,)o a_xious to
eliminate what he deems unnecessary parts in order to reduce the weiuht of the
engine, and in doingso he often takes away the paris whi('h help to strel,uthen the
durability and reliability of the motor. _
Few engine designers seem to appreciate the importance of eliminating the least
tendency toward variation of angtuar velocity or in the torque, if the eu_dne is required
to drive a propeller. The effe(._ of continually a('(',derating aI_(t r(,tarding a propeller
is most detrimental to its etlicienev. _ _ _ In fr(mt elevation an ar_o engine
should be as compact as possible, so "as to reduce head resistance.
Additional specific requirements named iliclude--
(a) oil tank of six hours' capacity with reliable pump for forced feed lubri,ation,
internal oil pipes, (b) standardized propeller hub and crank shaft end, (0 heater for
carburetors and gravity feed of gasoline, (d) dual ignition and no loose wires, (e)
exhaust silencer, (f) exhaust valve lifters for stopping and compression release for
starling, (g) engine speed indicator, (h) cool valve seats. _ _ * Engine buildem
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generally would also do well to visit aviation grounds more frequently and to take
more interest in the engines which have left their hands, _ _ _ though in many
cases the aviator does not leave the engine alone when it is working right, but tinkers
with the different adjustments until they are all out of harmony with one another
and places the blame where it does not belong. _ _ _ The demand for a reliable
motor is still prominent.
Writing in 1912, Awsbert Vorreiter, Berlin, gives the principal re-
quirements which aviation engines have to meet, as--
First. Small weight referred to horsepower.
Second. Small consumption of fuel, water, and oil, so as to obtain the maximum
possible radius of action with a given quantity.
Third. Absolute reliability since in the case of the dirigible engine hardly any--in
the aeroplane engine absolutely no--repairs can be made during a flight.
In the demand for low weight per horsepower the requirement of the low fuel and
oil consumption per horsepower-hour are included, since to-day it is no longer a ques-
tion of getUng a machine to fly for a short time only, but to construct flying machines
for practical purposes, we have to figure on a running time of several hours. It may
easily" be shown by calculation that an engine very light compared with output, but
reqmringan excessive amount of fuel and oil, may weigh more per horse_)ower when
the weight of fuel and oil are included than a heavy engine with low fuel and oil
consumption. It is true that the oil consumption cuts less of a figure bcJ.ause the
quantity of oil as compared with the fuel is small and in a good engine amounts to not
more than one-tenth. As a most favorable value for fuel consumption of an aviation
motor we may a_ume 0.536 pound per horsepower-hour, which vame has been repeat-
edly reached in aeroplane engines. In dirigible engines figures as low.as 0.514 pound
have been obtained.
Hand in hand with the reliability goes the demand for durability and continuous main-
tenance of high capacity. It is here that older constructions of aviation engines
sometimes falldown very badly. Only the continuous output which the engine is
able to give is to be seriously considered in an aviation engine as distinct from the
automobile engine. While the latter is only very seldom required to give its maxi-
mum output--and then only for a short time--the aviation engine almost always runs
under full load.
Additional specific requirements mentioned include-
(a) carburetor action and engine performance must be independent of barometer,
of temperature, of dust, and of tiltingof engine, (b) uniform turning movement, (c)
balance of engine parts, (d) high enough energy in rotating parts to produce fly-wheel
effect to resist variable propeller resistances and maintain engine speed, (e) propellers
give best efficiency at speeds lower than are feasible in engines--in some cases as low
as half, (]) proper cooling of engine to insure lubrication, minimum distortion of metal
parts, temporary or permanent, (g) locate exhaust discharge away from operator, (h)
least weight of engine by designing for maximum feasible speed, maximum work
per cubic foot of displacement, and least weight of metal of selected kind and cross
f_ction.
In a paper read before the institution of automobile engineers
(London) in 1912, Mr. A. Graham Clark summarizes the qualities
regarded as essential or desirable in an aeronautical engine, as
follows:
(1) Reliability: Failure of the engine necessitates the immediate descent of the
machine, if of the heavier-than-air type, which, should it occur at an inopportune
moment, may be attended with disastrous consequences.
(2) High power weight ratio:
(3) Economy in fuel and oil:
Are desirable because of the increased radius of action.
wi(4) Low air resistance: The importance of air resistance becomes more marked
th increase in the speed, as the power absorbed m this_dlrec.tmn vanes as the cube
of the velocity. It may be remarked in this connectmn that the horsepower reqmre(1
to propel a flat plate 3 feet in diameter through the air is increased from about 6 to
over 16 by increasing the relative velocity of the plate to the air from 50 to 70miles
per hour.
(5) Controllability or flexibility, although there is not the same need for it as with
engines employed on automobiles, is none the less a desirable quality since at low
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speeds of rotation the propulsive or tractive effort of the propeller is inefficient to
move the machine along the ground, and hence the pilot will be able to start up with-
out assistance should circumstances necessitate his so doing. Further, as the engine
is not required to develop its full power in horizontal flight and when alighting, the
ability to vaw the speed during descent is certainly preferable to the crude method
of s_itohing the ignition off and on.
(t;) Free(h,m from vibration The necessity f)r elimination of vibration as far as
PsOS_ible will be obvious when the slender nature of the supports upon which the engine
carried is realized, especiallyas vibration of a dangerous character may be set up
in the various |)arts of the machine.
(7) Accessibility: The question of convenience of access is frequently overlooked
or, at any rate, d_sregarded on aeceunt of the care and attention which is now given
to the clJzs of engine before any extended flight is made. But it must be realized that
from commercial considerations ahme, apart from the addition to the time during which
the machine can be used and which mav, under some circumstances, be of value, it
would be an advantage to be able to readily examine or dismantle any part, especially
when the applications of the aeroplanas are more widely extended.
(8) Silence is desirable in any machine used for pleasure or sporting purposes, but
when it is intended for empl,*yment on nfilitary reconnoissance duties at becomes of
increasing importance to be able to maneuver without giving audible warning of
approach, especially at night.
• (9) Cleanliness is in the nature of a refinement, but it is none the less necessary
since a dirty appearance is generally caused either bv the oil splashed about during
hand oiling orby the exhaust, botli of which are obj'ectionable--the former because
the part requiring such at tenti.n is apt at times to run dry owing to the irregularity of
the supply of lubricant, and the latter because it indicates an open exhaust.
Another 6ontribution along similar lines worthy of reproduction
is that of Granville E. Bradshaw before the Scottish Aeronautical
Society (Glasgow), December, 1913:
There is probably no form of prime mover in existence that is more tfighlv stressed
or that has a more strenuous h'fe than the aeroplane and there is undout)tedly-no
engine that has greater claims on reliability. The aeroplane, manufacturers' cry for
the extremel li,,ht engine is probably greater to-day than it ever has been in the
history of aviation. The d(.mands of'the authorities who purcha._e aeroplanes are
such that probably as much as 90 i)or cent of the fa('tors which determine the most suc-
cessful machine are governed directly or indirectly by the weight efficiency and fuel
efficiency of the engine. By the former is meant, of course, the number of pounds of
weight for every horsepower developed. That the engine shall be extremely reliable
is of course taken for granted.
Among the essential featur*,s of all successful aeroplanes are the following:
(i) It shall climb very qui,.klv. This depends almost entirely on the weight effi-
ciency of the engine. The rate of climb varies directly as the power developed and
indirectly as the weight to be lifted. That the aeroplane shall be very efficient in
this particular can easily be umh_rstood when one. remembers that its capabilities of
evading destruction fr(u_l projectiles depend to a great extent on how quickly it can
get out of range of such pr@,(.tiles. It must also be efficient in climbing in order to
successfully rise from a small field surrounded by tall trees which may be necessitated
by a forcedlanding during a cross-country flight over a populous district.
(2) It shall have a good gliding angle; or, in other words, that from any given height
it shall be able to glide for a great distance, is al_) governed indirectly by the weight
of 1he machine, and consequ_ntly by the weight of the .power plant, because a ma-
chine with a heavy power plant must be designed with a larger lifting surface and must
be stronger in proportion. With the same lifting surface and head resistance the
angle of descent of the heavy-engined machine will be steeper _ than that of the liuht
ma(.hinc, as higher speed is necessary to support increased weight.
(3) It shall have a combination of fast and slow flying speeds. This is of paramount
importance and one ttmt aeroplane constructors are paying probably the greatest
amount of attention to. The capabilities of a machine to fly slowly as well as fast
depend almost entirely on the adoption of an extremely light and oowerful enuine
If the machine is designed for very hioh speed, a slow speed is only oossible by the
mactline, and consequently the power plant, being very light. Note.--The "wing
characteristics of lift and drift are also very important.
(4) It shall be safe to handle in all win(Is both with and without the engine in
operation. Aeroplanes have been built that will carry as much as 15 to 20 pounds
t The heavier machine glides faster, not steeper.
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er square foot of supporting surface, but constructors nowadays agree that the lightly
aded machine is the safer to handle and the average loading on the planes is to-day
generally in the neighborhood of 4 or 5 poundspcr sguare foot. A hea_dly loaded
machine depends to a great extent on high speedof flight in order to maintain it in
the air. Should the speed fall, unconsciously to the pilot: through loss of engine
power or from any ether cause, the control becomes sluggish and will not answer
quickly, the aeroplane, unless the nose is put down very quickly to increase the
speed, f_ounders about _ike a log in the sea and generally ends in a s_de slip and one
of these terrible nose dives that have deprived us of so many of our best pilot.s. The
life of the pilot of the heavily-loaded machine is more dependent upon the good
behavior of the engine than is "the life of the pilot of the lightly-loaded machine, and
the latter ¢'ould probably go on flying in search of a good alighting ground with two
or thr(_e cylinders not firing at all.
(5 It shall be able to remain in the air for long periods This depends chiefly
on the oil and gasoline consumption of the engine and without efficiency in thin
respect, the extremely light power plane is practically useless, as flights of only a
few minutes duration are not likely to be of much use in serious warfare.
All the essentials lust enumerated and particularly the last depend of course on
the engine being absolutely free from any breakdow-a, which point has not been dealt
with as it is not a debatable one. We are all without doubt of one mind on this matter.
Finally there are reproduced below some extracts from the Notice
to Competitors issued by the British Government for 1914 com-
petition for naval and military aeroplane engines, all bearing on the
question engine-service requirements:
1. REQUIREMENTS TO BE FULFILLED.
(a) Horsepower, 90-200. (b) Number of cylinders to be more than 4. (c) Gros_
weight per horsepower, calculated for six hours' run not to exceed 11 pounds. The
gross weight includes engine complete with carburetor devices connected up (exclu-
sive of the gasoline tank and pipes), all ignition and oiling appliances, starting handle.
all cooling appliances-- e. g., fan guarding, air guides, andany water radmtor and
water connections and any oil left in the engine. It will also include all fuel and oil
supplied for six hours' run and all oil containers and pipes therefrom.
The gross weight per horsepower is the total weight of the engine divided by the
figure for horsepower, below which the output has not been allowed to fall throughout
the six hours' run, with a tolerance of 3 per cent for small variations and inaccuracy
of measurements.
(d) Shape of engine to be suitable for fitting m an aeroplane.
2. DESIRABLE ATTRIBUTES OF AN AEROPLANE ENGINE.
(a) Light total weight. (b) Economy of consumption. (c) Absence of vibration.
(aT) Smooth running whether in normal or inclined position and whether at full power
or throttled down. (e) Slow running under light load. (f) Workmanship. (g)
Silence. (h) Simplicity of construction. (i) Absence of deterioration after test.
(j) Suitable shape to minimize head resistance. (k) Precautions against accidental
stoppage--e, g., dual ignition. (1) Adaptable for starting otherwise than by pro-
peller swinging. (m) Accessibility. of parts. (n) Freedom from risk of fire. (o)
Absence of smoke or ejections of oil or gasoline. (p) Convenience of fitting in aero-
plane. (q) Relative invulnerability to small-arm projectiles. (r) Economy (in
bulk, weight, and number) of mira'mum spare part equipment. (s) Excellence of
material. (t) Rea._ouable price. (u) Satisfactory running under climate varia-
tions of temperature.
In the recently issued specifications issued by the United States
Navy Department a number of items appear bearing on engine-
service requirements which are abstracted and reproduced below
for comparison.
"They shaU be well balanced and produce no excessive vibration
at any _power. To be capable of being throttled down to 20 per
cent of the revoltltions per minute for full power. The weight of
the engine complete, with ignition system, magnetos, carburetors,
pumps, radiator, cooling water, and propeller not to exceed 5 pounds
253O2°--S. Dec. 268, 64-1--13
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per brake horsepower. Engine to be fitted with some type of com-
pression release as a means of stopping it. To be fii_ted with a
practical means of starting from pilot s seat when installed in an
aeroplane. All moving parts not lubricated by a splash or forced
lubrication system to be readily accessible foi_ inspection, adiust-
meat, and oiling. Ready mea_is shall be provided for chec'kin__
and making adjustment t_o the timing of the engine. To have a_a
accurate and positive lubricating system which wi'[l insure a uniform
consumption of lubricating oil proportional to the speed of the engine.
All parts subject to corrosion to be protected from the efi',_cts of
salt water. To be fitted with an approved attachmeut for obtain-
ing the revolutions per minute. To be provided with means for
preventing fire in case the engine is turned upside do_m. A hand-
throttle lever and connections to carburetor to be provided that
can be applied for convenient operation by the pilot. This lever
to be designed with a positive means of retaining it at the throttle
adjustment desired by the pilot. All bolts and screws without
any exception to be provided with an approved positive means
for preventing backing out due to vibration. No soft solder to be
usedin any part of the power plant."
_kmon_.g the conditions for acceptance tests the following stipulation
wiil be noted: "Motor to be run'at full power for one-hal'{ }io{lr under
conditions approximating operations in the aeroplane in a heavy
rainstorm."
At the present time many of the important conditions that an
aeronautic engine must fulfill are pretty wel! settled, at least, in kind,
if not degree, but every day sees some ne-_ attribute announced as
desirable, so that while it can hardly be said that acre service require-
ment s for engines are now reducible to rigid specifications, they can be
formulated with enough precision to enable an engine designer and
manufacturer to undertake production with some prospects Of success
or acceptance. In so proceeding, however, no designer or manufac-
turer can afford to ignore past experience in engine construction nor,
on the other hand, may old constructions be slavishly reproduced, for
what was acceptable yesterday may not be to-day, and certainly will
not be to-morrow.
All these service requirements can be classified under three head-
ings for future more or less minute analysis.
POWER-WEIGHT RATIO, RELIABILITY, AND ADAPTABILITY.
If the engine complete with full tank is light enough it can be
used--and is most useful when most light., and this weight involves
many factors, each of which must be considered--some indepeudent
of others but many interrelated. _ihe longer the contemplated
flight, the more change there must be in the relation between specific
fuel and oil consumption of the engine and the weight of the engine
proper; so in any consideration of this item length of flight must be
included. Not yet, however, ht_s the engine or flight art reached the
point where it is prepared to fix a minimum weight, though each _-ear
sees a definite maximum. In fact, one of the problems of the da3; for
the aero engine designer is to discover means for lowering more and
more both this maximum permissible weight that many can attain,
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and the minimum possible attainable by only a few of the best--and
with increasing flight lengths this is becoming more and more a matter
of raising thermal efficiency, engine speed, arid cylinder mean effective
pressure, with correspon(ilng re(tuction of lubricating oil. On the
weight question, therefore, it is not the service conditions that
specify what is wanted_,.... other than that it shall be as low as possible,"but rather the en.,lne (leslgner is put on h2s mettle to say how far it is
possible to go with due consideration to the other two elements--
reliat)ility and adaptability.
Reliability is demantIed always, but how much? Some writers
call for absolute reli_/bility an(t others try to specify in numerical
terms a value for one or another of its elements. For cx_mll)le ,
in the 1913 (lerman te_ts, any engine that dropped to 85 per cent
of its normal speed w_s rejecte(1, and this stipulation was reNtined
for the 1.914 competition. Ag:dn, in the British conditi()n_, the
only power rating allowed was the least attained at any time in six
hours. Now at)solute reliability is impossible, for this would mean
continuous, uninterrupted operation without variation in any respect,
except at the operator s will. No such engine has ever 1)een built
nor will it everbe built. Obviously what_is wanted is as great a
relial)ilitv f.lctor as the engine designer and builder can secure con-
sistent _'ittl other factors, so here again, as with the unit wei__ht
factors, the prot)lem is one for the producer to say how far the re]]a-
t)ility can be assured, rather than for the user to specify and reject,
especially on laboratory tests. Itowever, rejection on such _roun(ls
is far more justifiable'than acceptance, for-the engine so _'cepte,d_
may fail on its first flight, due to some accident or tofaulty operator s
adjustment. _3aat is nee(led here is, first, analysis of the reliability
factor into its elements an(l by cooperation between engine designer
and user, an aareement on reasonable values for each, so one will not
promise, nor t]_e other expect the impossible, but each understand
clearly the limits--and more important, the reason for the limit--
that xneans may be sought to eliminate the disturbing cause.
About the same situation is true with the third factor, adapta-
bility, and its elements--such as shape, vibration, silence, accessi-
bility, uniformity of torque. They may be specified to-dav only in
the qualitative or comparative way, though some of them ar_e capable
of formulation, quantitatively, such for example as torque varitltions.
So far it has not seemed feasible to impose any such limits but to
leave the field wide open to the designer with an expression of desire
for as high a degree of success as is possible with each.
The reason for this state of affairs in the art is clearly due to its
youth and the necessity at present, and for some time to come, for
the maximum possible encouragement of invention, design, research,
and manufacture, until it becomes clear to all just how far it is pos-
sible to go in any direction after engaging all available resources of
talent, material, money, and plant. When, after such a period, one
or more standard types of eng{ne or engine parts--or even of air craft
itself--have been established, then will it be feasible to specify more
particularly and numerically all the elements of each of the factors
of unit weight, reliability, and adaptability.
In the meantime, the problem is one of review of engines produced
and an analysis of their construction and performance as a whole
and with it a similar analysis of fundamental possibilities. This must
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include a more or less standard examination of each of the essential
parts of the engines and the relation of form and arrangement to
the perfection or imperfection with which the part performs its par-
tial duty or function. Even now, as Soreau, reporting the French
tests, points out, the relative importance of low engine weight proper,
reliability and life, and consumption of fuel and oil, originally con-
sidered in this order, has been reversed, experience indicating that
the last is now first and tlie first last.
Part 1 (b).--MEANS EMPLOYED UP TO THE PRESENT TO PROMOTE
AERO-ENGINE DEVELOPMENT, INCLUDING POSSIBLE MEANS NOT
EMPLOYED.
Any new art develops as fast as encouragement is offered or as
fast _ts the necessary means are made available and intelligently
used, and, of course, inversely as the difIiculties involved. It would
be hard to find any class of machine among those developed in mod-
ern times that had to face the same inherent difficulties incident to
the nature of the problem, or one that received, at least for the first
few years, so little real encouragement and assistance as this one,
the acre engine. The initial step is one of conception, which must
be subsequently checked by construction and trial. This must be
follo_edT_ by commercial perfection, which requires endless research
by test and computation--not only on the machines as a whole but
to a larger degree on each element of the problem that analysis indi-
cates to have separate entity, and on groups of elements that have
coordinate functioning. Construction is here again necessary, not
only of the complete machine, but also of variants on each part, and
of instruments, appliances, models, and apt)aratus that do not them-
selves enter into the result but are essential to its attainment. Fi-
nally, with commercial perfection, further construction work is neces-
sary to create the means of rapid large scale reproduction within the
limits of dimensions needed for interchangeability of parts, i. e.,
establishment of the manufacturing plant. It must be understood,
however, that these three steps that must be undertaken in this
order on general principles may not be repeated many times over
even when concerned with the same product, such as the acre engine,
or that the earlier step ceases when the latter is inaugurated, for this
is not true. These three stages or periods of development may, for
the _ ant of better terms, be designated as, first, the period of inven-
tion; second, the period of design; and, third, the period of manufac-
ture. Design can not be undertaken before invention, whether that
invention be of the patentable sort or not. Yet invention undoubt-
edly proceeds long after design has been firmly established and, of
course, while manufacturing may not be undertaken until both in-
vention and design have accomplished a reasonably commercial
perfect product, it goes without saying that both inventmn and design
will continue during the whole of the manufacturin_ period.
_ ith the exception of invention, which needs little encouragement
• . . (_ ....beyond a stimulatmn of the mm_,matlon, the prnnary factor m suc-
cessful development is money, for, with sufficient funds, the necessary
profcssional s_:ill, l_tbor, mat (;rials, _nd plant may be secured for can'y-
l'ng out the steps of (lehigh and manufacture. Of course, money may
t)(_,' and usu,flly is, misspent in these developments, especially when
the control is in the hands of persons lacking engineering skill and
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experience, so there shouht be added the requirement that organiza-
tion be associated with money.
No better iUustration of this situation can be given than that of the
steam turbine, whose period of development practically coincides with
that of the aero engine, but which has been brought to a state of com-
mercial perfection that the aero engine has not even approached,
partly by reason of the better understanding of the service require-
ments that are not yet fully formulated for the flying machine, but
almost entirely because of the differences in the means employed for
the development. The steam turbine had its invention stage, and
while invention still proceeds it is largely superse_!ed by rational de-
sign for manufacture, under skillful guidance, under proper organiza-
tion, suitably financed and satisfying an ample, well-understood mar-
ket demand. The aero engine is still largely undeveloped, invention
is still more active than design, and the almost microscopic, painstak-
ing research required to establish the data necessary for design is
almost wholly lacking, so naturally manufacturing in the true sense
of the term is correspondingly nonexistant, though a few individual
models of engines are being reproduced in fair numbers.
The millions of dollars needed for rational perfection for manufac-
ture become available to the suitable organization ordinarily only
when a permanent market is clearly in sight and when the service
requirements of the product are reasonably definite. In the case of
the acre engine, this market has been absent or at least very uncer-
tain and the service requirements very hazy--both so much so that
under ordinary conditions the aero engine could not have reached
even the degree of perfection so far attained, unsatisfactorv as it may
be, without other incentives or different sorts of encouragement than
the ordinary article of commerce receives as, for example, again the
steam turbine. This special element in perfecting the aero engine is
that of governmental al(t based on military necessity, a comparatively
recent force in the situation but now a _ ery strong one in Europe, but
almost wholly lacking in America. The military establishment can
purchase what it needs in the market only when there is a reasonat)ly
strong civilian demand for the same article, strong enough to warrant
the financial investment necessary for its perfection--and such is the
case with the automobile and traction engine. On the other hand,
when there is no such demand, however active invention ma_" be
rational design and manufacture will be absent and must be sul)pliec[
by the Army and Navy tlwou_h their o_m organization and plants,
or, as an alternative, reasonably steady annual governmental appro-
priations for purchasin_sufficient quantities by the military depart-
ments may be made the oasis of support for civilian produotion. Such
is the case, for example, with ordnance and to some extent with ships.
For several _-ears after the demonstration that engine-driven air
craft could maKe successful flights the only encouragement offered to
develol)ment was that of adventurous sport. Men whose incomes
were sutllcient became purchasers of machines for their own amuse-
ment and others bought machin'es for _mking exhibition flights before
paying audiences for the profi_ to be dcri_ ed. Both sorts of operators
took chances with the imperfections of the machine in a spirit of ad-
venture or speculation, Dut practically all made short flights that
made no such demand on the engines as is now standard. M(_n such
as Eiffel, and Deutsch de la Meurthe, should be mentioned for their con-
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tributionsof largesumsof moneyfor scientificinvestigations,not of
engines,however,andthenation:dsubscriptionfundsof Franceand
Germany,all of which assisted in (levelopinent. In many eases, even
with these short flights, the engine _as taken apart, cleaned, re-
paired, and readjusted before each ascent. Even as late as Septem-
ber, 1912, Mr. Earle L. Ovington, writing in the Scientific American
reports:
Usually every 15 hours of running, and at most every. 20, my me(:hanics (skilled
men } went through the interesting process of separating every single component part
of mv motor, one from the other. The valves were reground and retimed, because
of valve-gear wear, new valve springs were inserted, the tappet rods were adjusted,
and the whole motor was given a rind lnspeetaon. _Ihe Gnome, in (ommon w th most
rotary motors, uses castor oil as a lubricant, hence at each cleaning great quantltms
of carb.n were removed. I chfim that any engine requiring such attention may rightly
be termed "delicate." H)w far wouht _',)u get in an aut;)m,_bile if vou hadto take
the en'_ire en.-ine to pieces and readjust'i,racti('ally every working part of the whole
mots,r every 15 or 20hours of service?
It* tm article in the Auto Car of March 28, 1914, we find the follow-
ing st element:
"Cite (h_nl_e elJgine requir,'s cleaning out after about 2t h,mrs' ('.ntin()us running
if it is t[, be kept in tune. The Fren('h military regulations demand that l]te Renault
be cleaned out after 200 hours' rttnning. Users of other aeroplane engines have told
the writer thltt (,leaning carb<)n ()tit i_; hardly ev,,r neces_;ary.
Wi_h such an uncertain and capricious market perfection of the
aero engine could hardly be exi)eeted in a whole lifetime, especially
as the amount of business in any one country would sear('ely suftice
to SUl',p(,rt one producing establishment, and that one unable to bear
the expense of the high-salaried engineers competent to supervise
the w.rl- and wilen at the s.une time, the stimulus to the imagina-
ti(,,t cre,_ted by the'idea of tile mechahi(-'fl flight produced thousands
of inventions _md in,ventors, each seeking and many finding tinan('ial
supl),_rt, imdec the inttuenee of tile exeite]nent ,.)f the lime r_tther than
from any soumt business basis. FaUures necessarily must be numer-
ous und;,r such conditions, and every faihn'e, whet[mr of mechanism
or finam'es, set back the art and dis_£)uraged the rest.
During this period the military organiz'_tions of all the nations
watched results and purchased -t few ma('hines for c;xperimental
•mr,)( _ ,s, out of whi(h ,,few the conviction now so firml_ established
and so thoroughly demonstrated m the l)resenb LuroI)ean war that,
however imperfect the aerophme, it is a military necessity and must
be perfected. Perfection being impossible or too slow without
go)_ernnlental aid, plans were form,dated by the European nations,
ore. after the other, and, in addition to creating a corps of flying men
with suitable cooperation with the military establishment, competi-
tive Wsts for acre engines were organized by Germany 1912714;
France lii0!_, 1911, and 1913 in cooperation with tile Llguo
Nationale Adrienne and the Automobile Club d,.; I;ranee; Italy 1913;
and En;1.md 1!)14, in which sul)sta,ltial money prizes were offered
for successhfl machines and iu some eases buying orders given to
winners in the contest. It was the inhmtion to make each of these
eomests an annual event so as to not only continue the development
of engines under this incentive, but to show clearly the annual
pro:n'ess by comparison of the entries in successive years on the basis
• , . , . .
of tT[eir performance, m relation to their form, materials, and propel
tions. Tile contests so far held are summarized in Appendix 1,
which also reproduces the conditions and such of best results with
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somediscussionsand interpretationsas areobtainablefrom pub-
lished reports. Unfortunatelythe Europeanwar has interrupted
reportsof suchtestsaswerecompletedin 1914andpreventedthe
carryingout of others,sothat the latest informationof this classis
not nowobtainable.
Besidesthesegovernmentalcontestswith cashprizesand pur-
chasingorders,whichareundoubtedlythe biggestsingleinfluence
so far brought to bear oil the rational developmentof the acre
engine,therearesomeothercoordinatefactorsto benoted,andthese
are civilian contestsconductedby organizationsinterestedpro-
fessionallyinpromotingtheart orby individuals,reportsof whichare
also givenin Appendix 1, with the Governmentcontestreports.Amon__theseprivatecontestsareto benotedin FranceCompetition
of La_igue _ationaleA6rienne,1911;AutomobileClub of _France,
1913;England,Alexandercontest,first for British-built engines,
1909,andsecondfor anyengine,1912.
Finally,theremustbenotedamongtheseinfluencesfor goodin the
rational_levelopmentof theaeroenginetheestablishmentoflabora-
tories for testingenginesaloneor flying-machinesupportingand
controlelementsalone,or both cn__ineand air craft, andreference
is madeto tile paperby Dr. A. F.'Zahm,May, 1915,reproducedin
Appendix2, with other laboratoryreferences_¢in additionto those
containedin thecontestreportsof Appendix1. Someof theresults
obtainedin theselaboratoriesare not publishedand apparentlybut little x_orkhasbeendoneonengines. It is assumedthat most
of thelaboratoryworkonengineso_eardoneissuchasto beofvalue
only to individualsseekingto perfecttheir ownengine,or, believing
it perfected,seekinganindependenttestreport to enlistcapitalfor
manufactureor to serveasanadvertisinginducementto purchasers.
As a consequence,the conclusionmustbe that the larg.estsingle
factorin therecantrapiddevelopmentof the aeroengineis govern-
ment'fl,involvingtheestablishmentof officialorganizationsto study
the problems,the operationof laboratoriesto determineby test the
resultsattainedby designersandproducers,especiallywhenlarge
and regular purchasingorders are involved to support civilian
develop_mentandmanufacturingestablishments,or in the absence
of sufficientorders,aI_dperhapsm additionto them,thedistributionof sufficientcashprizes,whetherori__inatingin governmentalappro-
priationsor privateandinstitutiona_donations.
Greatashasbeentheir influencefor goodin acreenginedevelop-
ment, thesecontestshavenot yet beenunderway long enoughto
have accomplishedmorethan a smallfractionof what mayDeso
attained,norcanthiscontestmeansberegardedaseithersufficient
orwithout faults. Thereis an inherentdangerthat the resultsof
suchtestsbemisinterpreted,andin fact thereis evenabarepossi-
bility that theymayexerta retardinginfluenceon theart. Natur-
ally competitorsdesignenginesand enter themto win a prizeand
the conditionsof the contestbecomethe controllingfactor in the
preparationof anenginefor entry. If theseconditionsplaceundue
weighton factorsthat arenot of primaryimportanceto theengine
asit worksin placein actualflight, it is easilypossiblethat not
only may the best enginefrom the actual serm_cestandpointbe
rejectedbut, worsethan that, the bulk of theseworkerswho are
engagedin developmentwill be led awayfrom linesthat are truly
legitimatein orderthatby followingthelinesprescribedbythe rules
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they may secure the necessary cash to continue. In view of this
possibility too much care can not be exercised in the preparation and
regular revision of these contest rules and conditions in order that
the result may be what is wanted and what is needed by the whole
art, instead of a perfect attainment of a merely hypothetical standard.
Attention is called to these rules in the appendix and especially
to the alterations in later German rules as compared with the earlier,
all directed toward greater latitude and greater reliance on the
judgment of competent engineers and proportionately less on the
numerical values of those quantities that are subject to measure-
ment and which require experienced cultivated judgment to inter-
pret into terms of engine goodness which often depends as much on
intangible things such as workmanship, ruggedness, simplicity, and
the other factors of general adaptability. In this connection there
is a most significant, though guarded, statement at the end of the
second report of the Deutsche Versuchsanstalt ffir Luftfahrt by Dr. F.
Bendeman, January, 1913, the best document on the subject in
existence herewith quoted:
The further development of the aeroplane and engine construction makes it _cm
desirable that in a future competition the engine be judged more in its relation to
the operating condilions of the machine.
Even at best, better than yet arranged, the contest exerts but an
indirect effect on engine development, it results in a public statement
of a judgment of the machines relatively considered with refl,rence
to the rules and to each other. The winner is stated to be that en-
gine that has best fulfilled the prescribed conditions; it is announced
as better than others in this respect and that is all. Any test that
measures olfly over-all results, whether of fuel and oil consumption,
weight, horsepower, speed, unbalanced forces, torque variation, or
similarly measurable quantities is faulty as a factor in direct devel-
opment of engines to perfection. The only sort of direct contribu-
tion that can lead to true scientifically _ sound advance is that
generally ter__ ed research which involves the patient analysis of
not only over-all performance but more particularly of the perform-
ance of each part intended for the execution of every separate- func-
tion, the accumulation and interpretation of data for the diagnosis
not of the faults found but the determination of their causes and
discovery of remedies, all of which are to be followed by the applica-
tion of the promising prospective cures with test checks on their
success. This sort of work requires the highest class of training and
skill and is to be carried out as much in the computing and drafting
room as in the laboratory, but to do most good to a young art strug-
gling blindfolded to advance, cvel_" result must be not only con-
vincingly and accurately arrived at but must bc given wide pub-
licity. This is the kind of development _-ork that must be done
and has not vet been attempted anywl_cr¢ outside of a few estab-
lishments pro_ducing engines and in th(m is only carried on to a
small degree because of the heavy expense, and naturally this same
exoense is sufficient reason for nonpublicitv.
Research and :publicity of the data oJ_ research are far more
needed than pubhc contests and their reports. While the latter are
in a way an expression of the conclusions of the former, they give no
clue to the means found necessary to bring them about'no more
than the sight of a man cured of an illness by a physician gives the
observer any idea of the physician s diagnosis and methods of cure.
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The advance of the profession or art is more important than an iso-
lated case of perfection.
However sadly lacking are the data of research on aero engines.
what literature there is descriptive of engines, of conditions o_
flight, of experiences, successes, and failures, of contests and over-all
performances should be most thoroughly collected and recirculated
m the form of collected papers?
Part 1 (c).--GENERAL CHARACTERISTICS OF PRESENT AERO ENGINES:
POWER, SPEED--ENGINE, RADIATOR, WATER, GASOLINE AND OIL
TANK, WEIGHTS--FUEL AND OIL CONSUMPTION, AGGREGATE
POWER-PLANT WEIGHTS WITH FULL TANKS FOR GIVEN LENGTH
OF RUN--ENGINE TYPES.
Since the period 1901-1903, with the two engines, Wright of 12
horsepower, a converted four-cylinder, vertical automobi](e engine
weighing for en_iim alone about 7 pounds per horsepower and the
then novel Mam:_ design of radial star fixed cylinder engine of 50
horsepower, weighing for engine alone 2.4 pom lds per horsepower,
therehas been produced in the interval more than a hundred different
designs that have survived the stage of first trial. There are now
on the market perhaps half this number of different engines being
regularly reproduced, each to some extent and several clUito extei_
sively (for this art), and of several of these designs engines are availa-
ble in more than one size.
While most of these engines have capacities of 50 horsepower,
more or less, the number that reach or exceed 100 horsepower is
steadily increasing, following the demand of the aeroplane and made
ossible by greater experience in construction of the smaller sizes.
t is worthy of note that the 1913 winner of the Gordon-Bennet cup
race carried 200 horsepower and the Russian Sikorsky used in his
17-passenger machine 400 horsepower in two engines. The latest
Curtiss aeroplanes carry 320 horsepower in two engines, and the
English Sunbeam catalogues a single engine of 225 horsepower.
While some types of engine construction give trouble in large sizes,
there is no reason to believe that the limit of engine capacity has
been anywhere nearly reached, for even if a high limit of cylinder
diameter be found, which is not the caseyet, multiplicity oi_ cylin-
ders can carry up total capacity. Naturally there is no limit to the
number of separate smaller capacity engines that may be placed ia
one air craft except that as the weight per total horsepower of two
or more engines is always greater than of one engine of equal aggre-
gate capacity. On the question of total power there _s no high
limit in sight, though the normal is somewhat about 100 horsepower.
Germany m 1914 required for her latest armyplanes 80 to 120 horse-
power and more for hydroaeroplanes, while the United States Navy
specifications of 1915 call for 100 to 160 horsepower. It may easily
happen that this trend toward larger engine capacities will result
in the elimination of some styles of engines which only operate well
in smaller units, or what is more likely as the number of different
types of air craft increases in the limitation of engine type to flying
machine type.
A more or less complete bibliography of nero engines is offered In Appendix 3 as a nucleus, as full as
the limited time available wili permit and to show the character of some of these papers, a selected few
are reproduced. To complete this bibliography and republish these papers will be of very g rent service
to the art, especially t f there be added a corresponding collection of patents in all countries either i n full
or in abstract.
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Speeds of engines are all in excess of 1,000 revolutions per minute,
most engines operating normally between 1,200 and 1,500 revolu-
tions per minute, with a few exceeding 2,000 revolutions per minute,
the highest being the Sunbeam engine, rated at 2,500 revolutions per
minute. These, of course, are the speeds when carrying normal
full load and therefore a reduction of load, such as would follow a
change of propeller to one of lesser torque or such as results from a
gust of air in the direction of propeller air discharge, will accelerate
the speed. This is because the full throttle, mean torque, of these
engines is about constant up to speeds considerably in excess of their
normal, probably approaching 2,000 revolutions per minute for
most of them, though in all mean torq_m will decrease beyond some
critical speed, due to valve and port resistance on the one hand and
insuftlcient speed of combustion on the other. Belo_ this critical
speed, which is partly a matter of design of valves aud ports, the
horsepower is directl_ proportional to spc(,d, and so speed blcrease
is a natural means of reaching the light weight per horsepower of
engine. It does not necessarily follow, however, that, because in a
given engine the high speed does not reduce the mean drivin__ t<)raue,
the engine will not suffer from the speed. In fact, it is just _ere t]lat
so many of the failures are found, the engines literally shaking them-
selves apart and pounding or grinding themselves to pieces. With
due attention to the forces developed by high speed, and to bearing
friction effects of rapid motion over loaded sliding surfaces, and to
the suitable arrangement as well as proportions an_l materia'ls for it,
there is no reason why, from the engine operation standpoint, the
present normal range of 1,200 to 1,500 revolutions per minute should
not t)(: exceeded if tf_e service demands it, thou__h the ensine desisner's
prohh,n_s are easier, th(, lower the speed. [_ must t)e not.ed" that
there seems to be no essential relation betwei.n propeller speed and
el,.gine speed if the <Lpe,'ator has no objection to gearing, which in
these days of automo|)ile alloy steel gears can be made probably the
most reliable element of the machine. Testing of engines at excess
speeds to limits of unbalanced forces, bearing friction wear, and
mean torque would seem to be a rational means of assuring that the
operating speed itself will not cause trouble however much other
causes might cuter. Such a practice would be somewhat in accord
with the hydrostatic test of 50 per cent excess of working t)ressuro
now standard with steam boilers and somewhat similar r)ecause
each may in emergency reach that excess, in the one case of speed
and in tile other of pressure which may cause failure.
Engine weights now attained, per horsepower developed, exclusive
of tanks, radiators, and supplies of gasoline, oil, or water, by the sev-
eral classes or types of machines, at their own normal speeds, have not
been materially towered for some time, attention hawng been rather
concentrated on the reliability and adaptability factors with existing
weiights , instead of on further weight reduction, though this will
unaoubtedly come in time. There is, however, a rather marked
division of unit _engine weights according to system of cooling of
engine, whether by air or by water, involving besides water weight,
that of radiator. For example, the most popular French rotating
star c_linder air-cooled Gnome en__ine weighs just about 3 pounds
_per horsepower, ranging from .¼ _or 100 _orsepo_er to 3_for 50
horsepower, while the vet ical water-cooled automobile st)le and
winner of the last Gemlap competition weighs 4.2 pounds per horse-
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power. (A number of tables and some charts of engine weights are
given in the papers in the appendix which are not repeated here, as it
would serve no good purpose.) Attention is however called to the
fact that the highest weight reported in the German competition
(second) is about 6 pounds. This is about the present high limit,
while 2.2, the value for the Gnome 100 horsepower, is the low limit,
the water-cooled group occupyin_ the upper portion of this range,
the air-cooled, its lower portion. It is most interesting to note that
the middle range in the neighborhood of 4 pounds is occupied by both
types, :providing that water-cooled engines can be built as light as
some kinds of air-cooled engines, or that air cooling does not necessarily
result in the lightest engine.
Whatever influence in this unit weight of engine alone the general
arrangement may have is shown by a comparison of figures for some
typical differences of arrangement or type. It ordinarily is of the
order of a fraction of a pound and may be entirely offset by some
other structural feature, not a factor in general arrangement, such as
the use of a steel cylinder in one arrangement against a cast-iron
cylinder in the other, or a high mean effective pressure in one against
a"low value in the other due to different weights of active mixture
taken in per stroke. It would seem that cylinders set radially about
a short single throw crank should yield an engine weight per horse-
power le_s than the same number of cylinders set in line along a long
multi crank shaft. Also that a Y arrangement of two lines of cylin-
dcl_ should weigh less than a single line because of shaft and frame
diff_ren(:es, butut is not clear whether a given output in four c_lin-
dcrs will yield a greater or less x_eight than in six or eight simimrly
arranued(nor is _t clear just what difference in horsepower, if any,
shoul(l be expected per unit of displacement per minute inwater-
cooled as compared _ith air-cooled cylinders. As ])ointed out,
accordinu to the general figures given, the aggregate of all such differ-
ences lic_between the limiting_veights of-about 2½ pounds and 6
pounds per horsepower and therefore cover a range of about 3½
pounds per horsepower for such engines as are now in use and for
which test data are available. Just how much of this difference is
chargeable to one or another of the factors of arrangement, detail
form, proportions, or material, it is not possible at the present time
to accurately fix, but as a first attem_)t the following figures, Table I,
are given as derived from available uata:
TABLE I.--WHahts of engines in pounds per horsepower versus type constructwn.
Cylinders and cooling.
Water-cooled fixed cylinder
Air cooled:
Fixed cylinder .........
Rotating cylinder .....
Class construction.
4 cylinders in line.
6 cylinders in line.
8 cylinders in line.
12 cylinders [3 .....
Radial star .......
Engine name.
Benz ..............
Daimler ..........
Sturtevant ........
Sunbeam .........
2-cycle iaviator ....
Weight.
Authority.
Alone. Plant.
Lbs. Lba.
Bendemann ....... 3. 57 4.29
..... do ............. 3. 75 4.36
Maker ............. 3.9 .........
..... do ............. 4. O ........
"Flight" ......... 3.02 ........
..... do ..................... 5. 81
..... do ...................... 6. 38
4.0Maker ..................... 3. 44.1
..... do ............. 3. 3 ........
Bendemann ....... i 4.72 4.72
3.086Maker ...................... 2. 4802. 701
!8 cylinders U ......
12 cylinders U .....
Radialstar ........
,Spee/al............
I radial star.......
2 radial star .......
De Dfon Bouton..
Renault ...........
British Anzani ....
Ashmussen .......
B. M.and F. W...
German Gnome...
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TABLE I .-- Weights o/engines in pounds per horsepower versus type constructions--Contd.
Cylinders and cooling.
Water-coo_ed fixed cylinder[
Engine name. Authority.
Mr cooled:
Class construction.
4 cylinders in line•
6 cylinders in line.
S cylinders in line.
12 cylinders U .....
Radial star ........
g cylinders U ......
Fixed cylinder ........ Radial star ........
1 radial star .......
Rotating cylinder ..... 2 radial star .......
Water-cooled fixed cylindel
Air cooled:
Fixed cylinder ........
Rotating cylinder ......
4 cyltndersin line.
6 cylinders in line.
8 cylinders in line.
Radial star ........
8 cylinders U ...... i
Radial star .......
1 radial star .......
[4 cylinders in line.[
Water-cooled faxed cylinder {6 cylinders in line.,
[8 e_'linders in line.
Air cooled:
Fixed cylinder ........ Radial star ........
Rotating cylinder ...... 1 radial star ....
!4 cylinders in line
Water-cooled fxed cylinder 6 cyhnders m line.
8 cylinders in line.
Air-cooled:
Rotating cylinder ..... radial star .......
(4 cylinders in line.
_6 c_-linders in line.
IS c_qinders in line.
der. 1 radial stax .......
Water-cooled fixed cylinder
Air-cooled rotating cylin-
i 3V_ ght.
I
Alone. Plant.
LSs. L bs.
Daimler ......... Bendemann ....... 4.29 4.92
..... do .................. do ............. i 4.60 i 5.23
Curttss ............ Maker.. IJ 4.0 ........3.4 .......
........... i| 4._ .......
Rausenl)erger .......... do ............. ! 3. 9
Sahnson ........... Soreau ............ ....... "'5.-47"
Renault ........... Flight". ............... ,Z _i
British Anzani .... aker ......... _.......
Gvro ............... Bendemann ....... _ 4.81 i 4. Sl
Le Rhone ......... Maker .................... 2. 9
Daintier ......... endemann ....... I 4.74 5.37
Argus .................. do ............. ' 4.60 5.23
Sunbeam ......... Maker 41
............. i .........
! 4.15 .........
Salmson .......... "Flight". ........ i_ 3. 42 ........
t3.3! ........
Wolseley ........... "Enf,'v" I : t_ 7
Edehveiss ........ "Flight". ! { 3.68
................ 2. 82
Gnome ............ Bendermann ! 3.26 3.26
Lumet.
[
Daimler ........ Bendemann ...... 4. s9 [ 5.52
M h_ ............. hi_. ] 5 14 I 5 77
C erget ............ "I. hght' . ........ 3.2 / ........
2-Cycle Laviator do I ], 3 05
GnU)me .... _ ..... ".: "i$" e'n (l'e'in'an'n':'"2:9:_'i 2:93
Lumet.
Bendemann ....... I'
Daimler
.......... 5.09 , 5. 72
SchrSterLaviator........... ....' ' ]:light"de" tt 3.4"ti543 [ ........5. 28
.......... ......... _ 3.4_ I ........
!1 3.439
German Gnome... Maker ..................... _ 3. 197
,[ 2.5_
I
N. A. G ........... 1 Bendemann ...... 4.33 [ 4.96
4
HallScott . -- / Maker 43 _' _ 5.15
Panhard Levassor. "Fligl_t;;:'.:[::::: I 4:4".
German gnome .... Maker ................... '2, 976
][4 cylinders inline.[ N.A. G ..... ] Bendemann ....... [ 4.3_; ! 4 99
Water-cooled fixed cylinder {6 c:¢linders in line.I A tstro-Daimle ". 5taker .... 4" 5
/Is e;¢linders in line ] Wolselev . . I ,c Eng'y" " ........ ['"5":i:, [ "
" -- * .... | i .......
Air-cooledder. rotating eylin- 1 rb, dial star ....... t Le Rhone ................ ] Maker ............. [ ! ?,. 1/
![4 cylinders in line.[
• 6 cylin lets in lineWater-cooledfixedeyhnder,] .... ' . .. -]
[[_ cytmaers m nne.i
Air-cooled rotating eylJn- ] 1 radialstar ......
dor. " i !
' ator ooledfixedo linder innl :"
Air-cooled rotating oylin- 1 radial star ......
der. I r
ArFAIS ...........
]_enz ............
E.N.V ...........
Gyro ..............
Argus .............
Wright ............
Clerget ............ ,
Bendemann .......
Maker .............
Alexander ]_rize
Report.
Maker .............
Bendomann .......
Maker .............
'_ Flight" ........
3.77 [ 4.40
-i 1 .......
.... 1.[ ,;.1
l
........ 3.2.5-2._
4.38 5, 01
5.1 / ........
........ [3.3-2. 7
Without flywheel.
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TABLE I.-- Weight of engines in pounds per horsepower versus type construction--Contd.
Cylinders awl cooling.
Water-co,_.led fi xe_ 1cylinder
i Engine name.
Class eonst nlction. Authority.
It cylinders in line. S_ urtevant ........ Maker ............. !
_,6 c_'iinders in line._I Green ............. MacCoult .........
Water-cooled fixed cylinder 4 cylinders ia line.
Water-cooled fixed cylinder 4 cylinders in line.
War er-cooled fixed cylinder 4 cylinders In line.
Weight.
A_Ione__. Plant__
Lbs. I Lbs.
1::::::::
3.91 ........
2. 87
Cheno ............. "Flight" ......... 3.97
2.8
Clerget ............ "Flight" ......... { 3.964"28........
Green ............. AlexanderReport. Prize 5.48 6.8
These figures show a consistent weight excess for cylinders in line
over radial, but no conclusions can be drawn on the relations between
water vs. air cooling for either fixed or rotating cylinders. More
data and data in greater detail than are now available are necessary
before such conclusions are possible. In later tables the figures are
analyzed with reference to other units and some desirable con-
clusi_ons are derived, but always there must be noted the data which
one would expect at this date to be quite full and reliable are found
to be both meager and uncertain.
To the weight of the engine proper with all the parts that are
permanent features built on or into it, such as the magnetos, oil
pumps, air fans, and water-circulating pumps, there must be added
the weights of other parts to get the weight of the power plant with
empty tanks. These additional parts may be called the engine
accessories. All such supplies, as fuel, lubricating oil, and water
needed for a given length of run, will add more weight, the amount
of which depends partly on rate of consumption, partly on the
_enerai arra.n_,ement, but principally on the length of the ru.n.
_he fuel welgTlt to be carrmd per horsepower varms directly with
the length of run and inversely as the thermal efficiency" of the engine.
The oil weight, while varying somewhat with the length of run,
probably is not directly in proportion to it and certainly has nothing
to do with the thermal efficiency of the engine, but rather depends
on such factors as quality of the oil, mode of its application, style
of engine, bearing temperature and surface pressure and speed.
Water in any properly proportioned jacket and radiator system
should not be lost, and its weight may therefore be regarded as a
fixed quantity entirely independent of the length of run and additive
as is a piece of accessory equipment such as the radiator itself,
though its weight value is, of course, a function of the aggregate
internal volume of jackets, piping, pump and radiator.
It needs only a superfici_ examination of these weights of acces-
sories and supplies compared to engine weights to see that for short
runs, engine and accessory weights are more important than supply
weights, but that for long runs the supply weights, espeei_flly those
of fuel and lubricating oil, will become the controlling factors in
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plant weight,andthelongertherun, thegreaterthedifference,and
themoredependentdoesplantweightbecomeon th(rmalefficiency
and on efficiencyof lubrieution. For exam/fie,the dat_ of the
secondGcrm_mcompetitionshowedthat thewmmng100-horsepower
Bcnz w'_ter-cooledengine,weighing4.2 poundsper horsepower,
consumed0.472poundsgasoline(thermalefficiency,29 per cent),
and0.042poundsoil, or a total of 0.51i poundsof"bothperhorse-
powerhour. The 70-horsepowerGnomeair-cooledengnlemen-
tioned in Bendemann s report, and weighin_ 2.9 pounds per horse-
power, consumed 0.S05 pounds gasoline an(_ 0.253 pounds oil, or a
total of 1.058 pounds of both per horsepower-hour. This being the
case, the aggregate weight of the engine and supplies for different
len,,ths._.. of run up to 20 hours eomp,,_re as. follows., nec,lecting_ w_ria-.
tmns m tank weights that should add a httle more to the engine of
high consumption than to the more economical one. The radiator
weight of the Benz engine is included:
Weights _f cT_gine , gasoline, and oil.
0 hours. 5 hours,
Benz ............................. pounds.., 4.2 I 6.77
Gnom ............................... do .... , 2.91 8.19
I I
]:or--
I0 hours.
9.34
13.48
15 hours.
11.91
IS. 7_'
20 hours.
14.48
24.06
Such relations as these---(Bendemann report shows the weights
equalize in 1½ hours' operation)--lead to that most important con-
clusion derivable from all the competition test data in existence, viz,
engines intended for short runs nmst be themselves light and need not
be especially economical if, by sacrificing eeonomylightness is pro-
moted. Conversely, engines intended forlong runs must be economi-
cal at all costs, almost regardless of weight. It may also be added and
this seems most significant that reliability is of importance about in
direct t_roportion to the length of run, assuming good condition to be
assure(1 before starting in each instance, so that, again on the grounds
of reliability, short run engines must be light even if less reliable,
measured byperiod of uninterrupted operation, while to long-run
engines considerable weight may be added to gain reliability.
From the design standpoint, a broad principle of practice can be
directly derived, to the effect that aeroplane engines being intended
for more and more widely varying typ(s of service as to frequency
of flights, length of run, and load-carryi_g capacity, need not be o:f
one design, style, or type, but that different ones are justified and
good engineering procedure demands the development and perfec-
tion to equal degrees, of as many different types and characteristics
as will best serve the varying requirements of flight. From among
these, a selection may intelligently be made for general service o:f
undefined nature but with ful[forehand knowledge of its capabilities
and limitations. All this agrees with engineering practice iu other
fields for there are to-day not only more different steam engines
than ever before, but in any one group, such as locomotives, there is
greater variety than there ever was; why, therefore, should anyone
expect to fred a single aeroplane engine or plan the development of
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onetypeto theexclusionof others? To(loso,is to assumethat allflightsin all flying machinesarethesameasfar asenginesarecon-
cerned,whichis just aboutastrue asthe assumptionthat agood
pleasuremotor-boateugineis the right thing for a trans-Atlantic
ship,or that thebestpowerplantfor atramp_rcighterwill properly
servea battle cruiser, l_o-besure there arecertainelementsof
servicepeculiarto flight, to whichall acreenginesmustlie adapted,
but this can not be interpreted to mean that all aeroplane engines
must conform to one another in arrangement, performance, or even
in materials throughout.
Returning to the factors of plant weight, study of which leads
to such important conclusions as the preceding, it "is worth while to
examine more closely the separate iniluences of the several com-
ponent factors of accessory and supply weights.
Radiator weights must vary with the amount of sheet metal,
cooling surface of given nlaterial in kind and thickness. The _urposo
of this surface is heat dissipation to the air, so the number olsquare
feet and its weight will vary directly as the jacket heat lens of the
engine, and directly as the mean temperature difference between
water and air, but inversely as the coefficient of heat transmission.
The most reliable data on this amount of heat to be dissipated,
in fact, the only data are given by Bendemann, who finds that
contr_,ry to most internal-combustion engines, including the auto-
mobile class, which give up between 30 and 40 per cent of their fuel
heat, to jacket water, acre engines confornl pretty closely to 15 per
cent of the heat of (.ombustion given to and carried by the water to
the radiat6r. The difference, 15 to 25 per cent, is either not taken up
by the water from the combustion chamber at all, passii_g out in
exhaust gases instead, or, bring taken in part by the water, is dis-
sipated directly from jacket and x¢ater pipes to the air. In formulat-
ing the rules of the German competition, the radiator weights were
assumed to conform to automobile practice and taken at 0.13 pound
per 1,000 British thermal units per hour, but the experiments indi-
cate that this should have been about 0.4 pound per 1,000 British
thermal units per hour. Taking the calorific value of gasoline at the
round number of 20,400 British thermal units per pound and the con-
sumption of the more efficient water jacketed engines as one-half
pound per hour per horsepower, the heat. supplied per hour per horse-
power l:s 10,200 ]_ritish thermal units, of which 15 per cent, or 1,530
British thermal units per hour must be dissipated by the jackets.
This quantity with the constant of 0.4 pound per 1,000 British thermal
unit ho_rs would make the radiator weight 0.61 pound, per horse-
power of engine. Comparing this with the radiator weight of the
61.6 horsepower Green (British) engine, winner of the Alexander
prize competition, which had a total weight of 46.9 pounds, the
actual unit weight of radiator and connections becomes 0.76 pound
per horsepower of engine, a fairly good check, considering the wide
differences of design and circumstances. Winkler puts radiator
weight between 0.40 and 0.55 pound per horsepower.
It is perfectly well known-how fhndamentally dependent on the
flow conditions of the air, on the air side, and on the presence of air or
steam bubbles, on the water side, is the coefficient of heat transmis-
sion for such apparatus as radiators, and yet this subject has scarcely
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been touched as a research problem, especiall_ when it is considered
that the mean temperature difference, another prime variable, is
itself subject to considerable control. This will account for such
differences in radiator weights as exist and is responsible for the
belief that very material reductions may be expected in radiator
weights following proper research or arrangements for securing rates
of heat transmission and on thin noncorrosive metal inclosures.
Water weights are, of course, directly under control of the designer
within certain limits, as the jacket spaces may be long or short, wide
or narrow, pipes short and small or long and wide, and the water space
in the radiator itself, almost anything. In the same 61.6 horsepower
Green engine, winner of the Ah xander prize, the whole water weight
was 34.1 pounds, or 0.56 pound per engine horsepower less than the
radiator weights. Winkler places this between 0.2 and 0.3 pound
per horsepower. Other values for different engines are given in
Tal_le II to show the order of the magnitude of this factor.
Ianks for gasoline and oil will weigh more for large than for small
supplies, but not in proportion to their volumes, as shape, thickness,
and kind of material will determine the square feet of metal and weight
of the tank per cubic foot of capacity as much as the volume. Other
things being equal, that shape of tank _ ill weigh least that has least
weig]_t oer cubic foo_ of volume, and cylindrical tanks are most
economi'cal of metal weight, needing no stays, so the ratio of length
to diameter is an important Iactor, which, however, also affects wind
resistance, but these variations are not of such an order of magnitude
to warrant detailed study here. The above-noted Green engine, 61.6
horsepower, and a gasol;ne tank of 70 gallons weighing 39.7 pounds,
and a lubricating-off tank of 6 gallons weighing 9.2 pounds, so that
the net weights are, gasoline tank 0.65 pound and oil tank 0.015
pound per engine horsepower, or 0.57 pound per gallon for 70 gallons
and 1.54 pounds per gallon for 6 gallons. Bendemann gives the
round number of 0.2 pound tank weight per_ound of gasoline or oil,
which does not check the above figures, lanks used in tests, he
writes, are frequently too light for actual service, which indicates a
necessity for standardizing tank-metal thickness, shape, and to some
extent size, as large capacity may be just as well carried in several
small tanks as in one large one and with better weight distribution
on the frame, as well as affording a measure of safety.
Gasoline consumption for the better water-jacketed engines aver-
ages very closely 0.5 pound per hour _,(_r brake horsepower (B. H. P.),
and for the rotating-cylinder air-cooled engines about 0.8 pound forfull load, though, as mi_,ht be expected, there are quite wide variations
with type of engine and its condition as to cleanliness, adjustment,
load, and speed. There is practically no data available on the rise
of consumption with poor a(ljustn_cnt of carburetor, ignition, leaky
valves or pistons, gumming bearings, carbonized combustion cham-
ber, or even at speeds other than lmrmal, or throttle positions other
than wide open. It is not possible from test data to even approxi-
mate the gasoline consumption of an acre engine in actual flight serv-
ice, though, judging from data on other classes of gasoline en_nes, it
mtl:.y easily be double this bcs_ value obtained by perfectly tuned new
en_mes in competitive tests. We have mal_y figures on total con-
sumDtiou of gasoline and oil during competit.ion flights, but horse-
p_)wc'r of course was not determine([, a_(1 such figures must be tom-
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pared with each other to give a true picture of range of possible
variation. Even here, however, the operators are skilled and on
their mettle, so they may be expected to better ordinary everyday
flight consumption. These engl"ne-test figures may be translated
into thermal ciTiciency approximately by taking the average calorific
value of American gasoline at 20,400 British thermal units per pound,
making the engine heat consumption for the two typical classes
10,200 British thermal units and 16,320 British thermal units per
hour per brake horsepower, equivalent to _=25 per cent and
_ 45 = 15 6 per cent thermal efficiency referred to brake horsepower.
Wit_ the "actual consumption of the Benz engine of 0.472 pound,
Bendemann reports a thermal efficiency of 29 per cent, which reqmres_
that the gasoline used have a calorific value of 18,900 British thermal
units per-lb., which is the value used by Giildner for European gaso-
lines. Other figures indicate about an equivalent difference between
the American and European fuels which could be accounted for by
the prevalence of para_ns and olefins, respectively, in each, even if
of equal density.
Such a thermal efficiency as this high value istruly remarkable,
and under the condition of operation and size ot aero engines can
hardly be bettered, judging from other experiences and from funda-
mental conditions to be examined later, but the low value is too low
to be tolerated without adequate compensatin_ advantages in engine
weights for short flights and in the reliabldty and adaptabuity
factors. Actual test values for specific engines and tests are reported
in the appendix and need not be detailed here, but attention is again
called to the practical importance of consumption data on oth(r t_han
these best conditions to show not only how high it may be in service,
but also how sensitive it is to each individual adjustment and operat-
in_ condition that may exert an influence.
_Oil consumption is a thing that seems to follow no p.articular law,
however much may be known about contributory c_rcumstances,
such as chemical character, viscosity, mode of application, surface
speed, pressure and temperature, air evaporation, combustion cham-
ber car'bonization and cracking, and ex]aaust discharges. Beyond
the more or less general adoption of castor oil to avoid gasohne
absorption in the crank cases of rotating-cylinder aero engines,
and t'he use of most widely different systems of feed and bearin_
conditions, this is a practically wide-open field of research. In all
the competition tests the oil consumption has been made a subject
of measurement, but no analysis of causes of consumption has been
made, nor are there an_r data on the relative consumptmn of different
oils or of different oiling systems for a given engine. The_ figures
must be taken for no more than they really represent, viz, what was
used, but it can be assumed that they are no guide whatever to the
oil that will be consumed in actual serwce, except when consumption
is fixed by a pump plunger displacement. Nor do these figures aid
in fixing t_he least value attainable after proper thorough research on
the lubrication of a given engine, whicl_ is rather more a matter of
reliability and engine life than of oil weight to be carried. In the
German tests values were found ranging from 0.009 pound to 0.089
25302 °-S. Dec. 268, 6-t-1--14
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pound per hour per brake horsepower for the water-cooled engines
and from 0.145 to 0.253 pound per hour per brake horsepower for the
rotating air-cooled cylinder engines. The only conclusions derivable
from these figures are that there is a very wide variation--about 25
to 1--proving the need of study, and that on the whole the rotating
air-cooled cylinders are much greater oil consumers than the fixed
water cooled.
The aggregate weight of all the units of the power plant, engine,
engine accessories, and supplies can be represented algebraically or
graphically with every element involved m correct relative magni-
tude. Allof these weights are constants for each engine, except the
gasoline and oil weights, which are products of consumption per
hour and the length of the run. Accordingly, the graphic representa-
tion will be a series of straight lines or o_f the aggregate, a single
straight line. Algebraically the equation of that line will contain
two constants, each of which is the sum of similar constants, one rep-
resenting intercepts on the axis of zero time and the other slopes.
In order to keep the various elements of the aggregate weight distract
and to bring out clearly the big factors of weight of engine proper and
of gasoline weights, it is desirable that the excellent arrangement of
a single line for each engine used by Bcndemaunin the second German
report be supplemented by a general equation involving all the con-
stants and a table of vMues for each as clerived from the tests. Such
an equation will have the following form:
[Weight of engine alone per horsepower.
_._th_ ]-{-Weigilt ef gasoline tank per horsepower.
Weight of plant complete .. | |+Weight of oil tank per horsepower.
tanks full for H hours' run'I---- ]+weight of radiator per horsepower.
poundsper horsepower. J |+Weight of water per horsepower.
/+Weight of muffler.
±_Pounds gasoline per hour per horsepower_H
T(Pounds oil per hour per horsepower S "
Symbolically this takes the following form with corresponding
meanings from the former equation:
W= We+ Wo,+ Wot+ W,+ Ww+ Wm+(G+O)H
In the following Table II are given some typical values for these
seven constants, derived from the tests and for the total W for 0 and
10 hours. The gasoline and oil weights are added for 15 and 20
hours, but the plant weight can not be so given because of the uncer-
tainty of the tank weights, which naturally are not directly propor-
tional to content weights. It is interesting to note, however, that
in 10 hours the plant weight is doubled--that is, the supplies for that
time equal the weight of the plant empty for water cooled fixed cyl-
inder engines. The air cooled rotating cylinder engines in the same
time of 10 hours more than quadruples the weight.
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TAm,E II.--Wdghts of engine accessories and complete plant weights per horsepower versus
type construction.
. _ ._ o_
 ameaoda, thorlty
_varage values, Bende_
-cylindermann.........................100-horsepower (l) :, (2) 0.63 ...........................................]
0.944! 0.084 .626 ...... ] 5.224 0 472 0 042 2.5_ 5.14 10.364Benz, Bendemann ....... 3.5
-cylinderDaimler,Bondemanng0"horsep°wer.... 3.7 1.021 .076 .626 ...... !5.472 .51d .(}_81 2.7_ 5.48110.952
Cylinder-CylinderDaimler'Bonde annl(}0.horsepower70"h°rsep°wer.... 4.2 1.01 .094 .626 ...... i 6.02(] .505 .047_ 2.7_ 5.52 11.544]
.988 .080 .626 5.984 494 040! 2.6' 5 34 11.324Daimler, Bendemann .... 4. 2
-Cylinder 70-horsepower I
1.006 .062 .626 ...... [ 6.434 .503 .031 2.6 5.34 11.744Daimler, Be_demann .... 4. 7
-Cylinder 100-horsepower IDalmler, Bendemann .... 4.{) 1.056 .062 .626 ...... 6.344 .528 .031 2._ 5.99 12.33
*ylinder 60-horsepower 1.0021 .058 .626 ...... 16.57_ .5011 .029 2._ 5.30 11.876Daimlerj Bendemann .... 4.8
cylinderCYllnderDaimler'Bende_6595.horsepowerhOrsepower.... 5. 0 .998 I[ .120 .626 ...... [16.834 .499 I[ .06012. 715.59 /12.424
_cylin(ler 55-horsepower
N.A.(L Bendemarm... 4.3_ 1
_ylinder 95-horsepower 1 060 178 626 5 642 534 0_9 3.11 6 23 I1 872Argus, Ben(lemann ...... 3. 7
_jclindor 70-horsepower 11176 166 i "626 ...... 6'34 "588 "0_ 3_ 6"71 13'0,58Argus, Bendemann ...... l._
_l_O_Ar_us,_de_nl_-h°r_epower...... _._ _1_2 1_i "6_ ...... 6'_2 "_6 "_7 27_ 6"_}13'_
-Cylinder 90-horsepower 1.242 .094 .626 ...... 6.612 .621 .047 3.346.6813`292
Schrhter, Bendemann .... 4.6
_cylinder 125-horsepower ..... I....... 51 .32 ...... I....... 60 t .03 !............(Hall-Scot t makers) ...... 4.3:
.verage of 6, British (An- [ I
zani maker) ............. 3.7 ................. ................... 54 .164 ..................
cylinder 87-horsepower
(Benz, maker) ........... 4.0 .................. 138 .1Ol ....... 557 .02_ ..................
cylinder 60-horsepower
ustre-Daimler"Flight". ....... iiiii[ .. .fliiiii iiiiii iiiiiiiiiiiii
_reen, Alexandert_st ...... l 5.4_ .65 : 15 76 56 .... 7 60 .59 .175 ...... 7.65 15.25
racine, 1913, Lumet ......................... ! ................. 3.366 .849 255 5 520 11 04 14 41
home, 1911, Lumet ....... !...... I i 2 t ' '...... ...... .................. 88 ._ .2_3_...... ,lo.hs 1_._ii I I
20 per cent of fuel weight
20 per cent of oil weight.
In (;5 horsepower.
NOTE.--PIant weights are given without muffler.
In 90 horsepower.
In 130 horsepower.
Typical arrangements of cylinders, pistons, jackets, frames, crank
shafts, valves, valve gear, and typical structural forms of each, have
been produced in great variety and in considerable numbers. Of
these a fair number have received more or less development _ ork,
but the majority of them must be regarded as hardly more than
mterestmo proposals, or expelamonts m need of development work to
definitel,v reject or retain them for use. Features of detail will be
treated later in the course of the anal3 sis of the engine after a review
of the types classified by general arrangement.
Most of the cngbms operate on the _four-stroke cycle, though the
two-cycle system is re_)resented, both air and water cooling i_ used,
and of the air-cooled cross there are representatives of self-cooling by
rotation of cylinders, by fan circulah_on and by propeller blast', o'r
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freeair currents over fixed cylinders. All engines are muItieylinder.
four or more, and generally more, and while nearly all use horizontal
shafts with direct or spur-gear propeller drive, the vortical shaft with
bevel-gear drive of propeller is represented.
These types, classified by cylinder and crank arrangement, are as
follows:
1. Automobile type, four or more eylinders in line, each _ith its own crank, cylinder
heads up. Air or water cooled.
2. V type, two rows of cylinders of four or more each, incliued to each other, one
(.rank for each V pair of cylinders. Air or water cooled.
3. Radial star rotating cylinders, _4th crank shaft fixed, or rotating ill the same or
opposite direction. Air cooled only.
4. Special arrangement or comblnatmns of the precedl g.
Of these classes the first three are the most typical of the acre
engine art in point of numbers of representatives, amount of devel-
opment work done on them, and of standing in the engine-building
industries of the firms represented, as will be seen from the followin_
list of names of engines and makers, Table III, arranged under eacn
class headh_g. Ttus is not to be regarded, however, as a criticism of
any of the other classes.
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CLASS 1.--Automobile class.
Water cooled:
American--
IIall-Scott.
Sturtevant.
Wright.
German and Austrian--
Mercedes (Daimler).
Austro Daimler.
Benz.
N. A. G.
Argus.
Mulag.
Water cooled:
American--
Curries.
Sturtevant.
Ransenberger.
Maximotor.
French--
Panhard-Levassor.
Clerget.
Laviator.
Water cooled--Continued.
German and Au_trian--Continuod.
Schroeter.
Basse& Selve.
Flugwerke Deutschland.
French--
Clerget.
Chenu.
British--
Argyll:
Green.
CLXSS 2 V.
Water cooled--Continued.
British--
Sunbeam-Coatalen.
Wolseley.
Air cooled:
French--
Renault.
De Dion-Bouton.
British--Wolseley.
CLASS 3.--Radial start rotatin.a air cooled.
American: Frederickson.
German:
, Kruk.
tIirch.
R. E. P.
B. M. & F.W.
French:
Gnome.
Clerget.
Radial star-fixed cylinders:
French--
Salmson, water cooled.
Laviator, two cycle.
Opposed fixed cylinders:
American--Ashmusen.
French--Continued.
Canda.
Burlat.
Helium star.
Demont.
D'Itenain.
E. J. C.
Esselle.
S. H. K.
(]LASS 4.--Specials.
Squirrel-cage cylinders:
French--Edelweiss.
Radial fan:
French--Anzani.
Inverted automobile:
German--Daimler.
Many engines appearing in older lists are omitted, because of the
belief that they are now superseded or abandoned, and likewise.
some new engines now in existence are not mentioned because o_
l_ck of general acceptance as commercial. It may be, and is quite
likely., that errors have been committed in these insertions and
omissions, but this is inevitable without personal visits to the engine
shops, which, in the present instance, were quite impossible.
REPORT No. 7.
PART 2.
AERO ENGINES ANALYZED WITH REFERENCE TO ELEMENTS
OF PROCESS OR FUNCTION, ARRANGEMENT, FORM, PRO-
PORTION AND MATERrALS, AND THEIR BEARING ON THE
POWER-WEIGHT RATIO, RELIABILITY AND ADAPTABILITY
FACTORS.
]_y CHARLES E. LUCKE.
Part 2 (a).--AERO ENGINE PROCESSES AND FUNCTIONS OF PARTS VER-
SUS POWER-WEIGHT RATIO, RELIABILITY, AND ADAPTA-
BILITY FACTORS.
In any machine the process is of superior importance to the mech-
anism as the latter is but one of many possible means for the execu-
tion of the former, and however necessary it may be to have the
mechanism adapted in form, proportion, arrangement, and materials,
to its objective process, success of the machine is fundamentally
dependent on the process itself. Most machine processes are really
combinations of a series of separate individual process steps working
together, just as the mechanism parts themselves coact, and these
processes are commonly said to be similar when they consist of the
same partial steps executed in the same order as a series, and machines
executing them are regarded as belonging to the same class, or as
similar machines. There are, however, very great differences to be
found in these similar machines which, therefore, may be vastly dis-
similar from other standpoints. In the first place the process steps
may differ widely in degree though being identical in kind, and this
difference in degree may be in turn responsible for very considerable
differences in mechanism. No better illustration is available than
the common piston steam engine in which one basic step is expansion
of steam after admission and before exhaust, yet experience has
developed a whole succession of valves and valve gears, some adapted
to moderate and others to high expansion ratios, while expansion to
pressures below atmosphere immediately calls for the condenser with
its elaborate series of auxiliary appliances and pumps. Differences in
mechanism may be almost infinite even though the same process is
executed, and to the same degree, and the steam engine will again
serve as an illustration. Such differences may be significant or not.
They must be regarded as significant when some good purpose is
served whether the differences are those of detail parts form such as
the shape of a piston; of arrangement of the same typical parts,
such as the locomotive engine as compared with that of the steam-
ship; of proportion of parts, as diameter of cylinder or thickness of
wall; or of material. Such differences as are now accepted and well
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understood in the steam-engine field can all be analyzed into signifi-
cant or indifferent from the standpoint of service requirements.
These service requirements require years of experience to be appre-
ciated to a degree that permits of a reduction to standards of practice
in arrangement, form, proportions, and materials of the mechanism
and its parts. Even after the establishment of such experience
standards of practice for machines performing a definite fixcdservice
there will always remain very considerable differences of the indiffer-
ent or nonessential order.
Acro engines, while belonging to the now large and established
class of internal-combustion engines, and to the smaller fairly well-
developed subclass of the gasoline carburetor internal-combustion
engine, in which the farm, automobile, and boat types are most fully
developed, are themselves still struggling through the development
stage, due to the youth of tile special service to be performed, and in
spite of all that might be borrowed from the older most similar arts.
In fact there is some evidence that these older arts have exerted a
distinct retarding influence even where assistance might be expected,
because borrowing is the easiest mode of acquisition. It is not
unnatural to find automobile practice being adopted for aero engines,
_hcn it is not yet clear that there is anything required of the aero
engine sufficiently different from what the automobile or boat engine
can supply, to make the latter unsuitable for the service of the former.
At the same time there is equally strong evidence that in some respect
the differences in service requirements have been exaggerated or
misinterpreted with the result that totally different engines were pro-
duced unlike anything before built, and yet just as unsuitable as the
borrowed auto or boat engine.
In proportion as service requirements on the one hand become
better understood, and as engine capabilities or limitations, on the
other hand, are recognized and utilized, so will the aero engine as a
type come into full growth. Review of the engines so far proposed,
built, and tried out, indicates a strong trend in some directions,
but just as surely proves that in most essentials the period of
blind grasping at every possibility whether rationally defensible
or not,'has not yet come to an end. The most hopeful sign of progress
is the now general recognition that no older t)_pe of engine can be
borrowed bodily for aero service, and following this, the large number
of suggestions for modification that have been and are now being
made, some rational, derived through reasoning from fact data, but
often without any recommendation other than mere purposeless
difference.
Most of the rational development so far accomplished has been
devoted to forms of the type parts, to their grouping or general
arrangement, and to special materials for their construction, rather
than to the processes that are fundamental to the gasoline carburetor
type of internal combustion engine. Aero-engine designers being so
intensely absorbed in the problems of arrangement of parts, adapta-
tion of form of parts, reduction of metal thickness and application of
materials of high elastic limit or low specific gravity, have in some
instances, though fortunately not all, been diverted from thought of
the process steps to be executed, in kind and degree. This becomes
clear by comparisons, first of nero engines with each other and second
of any one engine with the absolute standards of thermodynamics.
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It is clearthat if at the samespeedand usingthe samefuel one
enginegivesamateriallyhighermeaneffectivepressurethananother,
or a lowerspecificfuel consumption,then someelementsof the
thermod3aaamicprocesshavebeenviolatedby themechanismof the
inferiormachine. It is alsotrue that if the thermalefficienc_ob-tainedis asmallerfractionof thethermodynamiclimit of possibility
than in anautoengine,for example,thenagainsomethinghasbeen
incorporatedin the aero-enginestructureinferior to its counterpart
of the autoenginestructure. To a lesserdegreesimilarly,if nero-
enginestoppagesnot dueto seizureof bearingsorbreakageof parts
aremorefrequentthan in autoengines,or evenif theystopat all
under theseconditions,then the processrequirementsarein some
way beingviolatedby unsuitablemechanisrn,for if they werenot
theenginewouldcontinueto run,andwithoutchange.As amatter
of fact,thewholequestionof reliabilityisoneof maintenanceor con-
tinuity of theprocessin everystage,assuming,of course,anabsence
of the_pure mechanismtroublesof breakagesor bearingfailures.
Likewise,someof the elementsof theadaptabilityfactor,aswell as
thoseof reliabilityor of highpowerandfuelefficiency,areconcernedwith theprocess,for, shouldexcessivetilting of theengineinterfere
with the carburetoractionand result in poormixtures,or should
passagethrougha cloudor fogobstructthe intakewith frost or ice,
or shouldflightsat excessivealtitudeschangethemixture,thenthe
enginebecomesinoperativeby reasonof processinterferencedueto
lack of adaptabilityof the mechanismto the maintenanceof the
processwhensubjectedto the ordinary interferenceof actualuse
peculiarto air flight.
Properexecutionof the processesb_rmechanismthat insuresits
continuityin kind,andtheconstancyof everystep,in degree,regard-
lessof 'u_v interfering conditions incident to normal or e_7_enextraor-
dinary aeri_l use, is a necessary prerequisite to the high mean
effective pressure and high thermal efficiency that together make for
low power plant weight per horsepower for any length of flight. It
is just as essential to the continuity of operation and output that
constitutes reliability, entirely independent of whatever contribution
may be obtained to the same end, from variation of general arrange-
ment, and detail design of parts as to form or thickness or from the
selection of special materials.
The processes are comparatively simple and easy to state, though
a thorough analysis of the relative or absolute perfection of execution
that various designers have accomplished through their mechanism
would require far more space than is available here. Such an analy-
sis must moreover be based on far more test data than have even been
made available anywhere. Judging from the literature of the sub-
ject and from some familiarity with general practices not so recorded,
it can be stated thatpractically no work has been done except by a
few large engine building concerns who keep their results secret, and
comparatively speaking, no data obtainedbearing directly on the
execution of the process steps, and the effect of design on process,
for aero engines, though some interpretation can be based on the few
overall results of engine tests. While the details of design versus
process are beyond the scope of this report, it is possible even from a
statement of the processes and their fulfillment conditions, to derive
some general specifications for the parts of the apparatus that, taken
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together,makeup the powergeneratingpart of theengine,asdis-
tinguishedfromthosepartsthat merelytransmitorsupport.
As the workingmediumis primarily anexplosivemixtureof air
and the vaporof gasoline,the first broadprocess tepis mixture
making,preparatoryto introductioninto the cylinderunlessit be
madedirectlythereto. Thismustbefollowedby thesecondstepof
suitabletreatmentof themixturein thecylinder,includingexpulsion
of burntproducts. Finally,ascombustiondevelopsheatin contact
with metalwalls,continuityof operationor the maintenanceof a
steadystatein all respe(_tsrequiresheatabstractionanddissipationto adegreeandat arat( equalto that of heatreception,sothethird
broadprocesstepis cooling.
Eachof thesethreebroad divisionsof the generalpowergen-
eratingprocess,mixture-making,cylindertreatmentof mixture,and
combustionchambercoolingis itself a process,andis in turn sub-
divisibleinto moredetailedor subprocesses,achdefinableto some
extentasto degreeorrangethat it isdesirableto maintain.
The mixture-makingprocessstarts at the point of supply ofgasolineandair andendsat the intakeport of eachcylinder."The
oneexceptionto thisusedin afewenginesis themakingof mixture
directlyin the cylimlerby pumpinjectionof gasoline,a methodso
whollyunsuitedto the slnallcylinderhigh,speedengine,with suchvolatilefuel asgasoline,asto be rejected_ithout furtherdiscussion
not only on ration.L1groundsbut on actualcomparativexperience
with the nowstandardsystemof mixturemaking. Thisstand'_rd
practicethat hastakenmanyyearsto establishrecognizesmixture-
makingasa distinctfunctionto becarriedoutexternalto thecylin-
ders,so asto permit of somecontrolof this independentfunction
without the interferencethat mustresultwhenit is combinedwith
othersin asingleapparatuspart.
Applyingthe commonbut moreor lessinaccuratenameof car-
_ o . • ....buretion, to this mlxture-makmgfunctmn because the principal struc-
tural element of the process is the carburetor mechanism, the process
divides itself into (a) fuel supply; (b) air supply; (c) carburetion
proper, which includes proportioning, mixing, and vaporizing, and
(d) mixture distribution to cylinders. Each of these steps must be
carried" out without" vari'_tion in spite of anything, that mizht happen.,_
beyond extraordinary a('cidents, and the apparatus, me('_mnlsm, or
equipment must be so constructed as to insure the results desired.
This is by no means easy, as will appear from even _ superficial analy-
sis of conditions ,_nd possibilities. Air must be taken from the atmos-
phere through _hich the machine is moving at a high, though not
constant speed, a speed so high that ttl( air pressure equiv'flent to
the velocity, or velocity head of the air, is quite appreciable. With
the air Intake opemng pointing m the (hr_ctlon of travel the velocity
head is added to the static pressure of tli(_ air anal air flow necessaril;-
varies with flight speed, though it should not. '[his might be avolde[t
by suitably shapedentrailce orifice, the plane of which is in the direc-
t.ion of flight, but this is no safeguard when turning or in side gusts.
The first requirement of air intake must, therefore, be independence
of flow of air with reference to direction and speed of motion. Almos-
pheric air varies in absolute pressure with altitude and likewise varies
m temperature, in water vaporized, and suspended water such as fog
or rain. E_ch of these things exerts sepaxately and together an
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influence on carburetion. Temperature, pressure, and moisture affect
air density and hence the flow through the air orifice under a given
pressure drop. Temperature affects the vapor pressure of the gaso-
line. (Absolute pressure affects air flow itself independent of the
density change.) Vaporized moisture affects the accumulation of
water in the mixture passages due to reduction of temperature inci-
dent to gasoline vaporization, and both vaporized and suspended
moisture affect the accumulation of ice in the mixturepassages, unless
heat be added in sufficient degree. These things need hardly be stated
to be accepted as fundamentally important and as necessary elements
for incorporation directly or indirectly into specifications "for the air
supply to the carburetor. The carburetor action should be made
quite independent of these variables and it must be sufficiently inde-
pendent to prevent changes of mixture quality beyond the allowable
working range. Therefore, however great a variation may be encoun-
tered during actual flight, in direction and velocity of flight or wind,
in barometric pressure, in atmospheric temperature, in atmospheric
moisture vaporized or suspendedas well, the mixture quality must
be kept within the two limits to be determined as necessary to con-
tinued engine performance.
Gasoline must be carried in a closed tank and must be fed to the car-
buretor through a pipe, and the supply to the carburetor should be
quite independent of the direction and anagle of inclination of the
whole structure. It positively must be unanected by such changes of
relative position of tank and carburetor, as may be due to not only ordi-
nary but even extraordinary or emergency turning, gliding, climbing,
or temporary falling movements of thewhoIe machine. If the machine
should completely fall and upset, the gasoline should be prevented
from running out on the hot exhaust pl_pe as this is likely to cause a
fire. Gravity feed from tank to carburetor is affected, as to head,
by every variation in angle and direction of inclination of the frame.
Gravity feed tanks must have an air vent and so if overturned the
vent becomes a spill hole uldess a special check feature be added. In
stationary plants gravity feed from supply tanks is forbidden by tile
fire underwriters' regulations because of the possihility of (h'ainaue of
the whole tank due to a leak in any part of the pipe system. A_r or
gas derivable from fire-charged bottles, from pumps, from combus-
tion chamber relief valves, or from exhaust back pressure acting on
the liquid surface in depressed gasohne tanks wilIfeed the gasoline
from any relative position of tank and carburetor. If reasonably
high pressures are used in comparison with the normal static gasoline
head, the delivery pressure will be substantially constant at all incli-
nation angles and spilling will be confined to the small carburetor
float chamber as the mare tank is closed. This system is in quite
general use in auto practice. Pump feed from a main depressed tank
with air vent to a small auxiliary gravity tank with overflow return
directly above the carburetor, is the standard stationary system.
Recently automobile practice has adapted this to its service require-
ments, replacing the pump and overflow return by a vacuum lift
system operated from the suction header beyond the throttle, but
retaining the depressed main tank with air vent and the small auxili-
ary gravity tank without air vent, which being so close to the car-
buretor can supply it at all times at substa_ltially constant head.
These two systems of pump and suction header lift may be operated
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with a closed main tank if slightly modified and in the event of a
leaky pipe no loss or fire can occur because instead of gasoline escap-
ing air flows in, doing no harm if the leak is small, but stopping the
su_)ly without loss if the leak is large.
1he extraordinary changes of motion in direction and speed, both
horizontall_ and vertically, peculiar to the aeroplane introduce liquid
inertia ann centrifugal pressures which may accelerate or retard
gasoline flow by raising or lowering the pressure at the point of deliv-
ery to the carburetor. This is a peculiarity of the aero-engine
service conditions which requires special attention. To cover all
these influences an additional specification may be added for the
carburation system; the fuel tank, piping, and supply system must
deliver fuel to the carburetor at pressures that do not vary enough
to cause the mixture quality to vary be_ ond the limits required for
the proper steady operation of the engi_ne regardless of angularity
of the machine or of changes of its motion as to direction or velocit:_,
and they must be such as to prevent fuel loss from small leaks and
to minimize any spilling when overturned, preventing whatever spills
touching hot parts or reaching electric sparks. References to the
literature are made for actu_ tank arrangements which require no
comment here except the approval of the practice of using more than
one tank and especially of installing a smaU emergency reserve tank
hohling enough to insure a safe landing after main tanks are empty.
When supplied with atmospheric air and with fuel under pressure
or static head, the carburetor mechanism is supposed to make aproper
explosive mixture and through intake header and branches to deliver
to each of the several inlet valves identical charges of that mixture
equal in quality, and quantity. _ .. This is su.ppose(lto• happ en rec,ard-,
less of the total quantity of mixture required by the engine load or
speed and regardless of any variation in air temperature, pr(ssure,
moisture, direction, and velocity of flight or fuel delivery pressure.
The possibilities of success in attaining this mixture-making ideal
must, of course, depend on the definition of proper mixture, for in
this is to be found the allowable range of variation from absolute
constancy of quality.Mixtures that enter the c_ linder with too much gasoline for the air
to support in combustion _'ill not be explosive if the vaporized fuel
excess is large enough and with such mixtures the engine is inopera-
tive. Long before such a great fuel excess as this is reached the
engine may be operative yet operate badly. It is clear that any
excess vaporized gasoline in the mixture can not burn, so it will
decompose or carbonize, depositing carbon all over the combustion
chamber, including spark plugs and piston head, and show in exhaust
as smoke. Such a mixture will be operative for a time, such time as
it takes for the carbon to accumulate in layers thick enough to glow
on hot spots, such as piston heads, causing back fires or preigm_tion
and possibly short circuits and miss fires from collections on spark
plugs if they are so designed as not to be self-cleaning. Carbon
deposits will also cause piston rings to stick and leak and inlpair
lubrication when it collects on cylinder walls and between rings.
To be sure, a certain amount of just such carbonization can be traced
to lubricating oil that works past pistons, but this is an independent
matter to be separately treated by oil selection and supply system.
Excess fuel in the liquid state may be present when tim vaporized
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part a.ud the air make a proper mixture, and such excess will partly
dc(.ompose as above, but part will be dissolved by the lubricating oil
and defeat lubrication besides being a dead loss.
Excess vaporized gasoline in the mixture should be prevented,
first, to prevent carbonization, but also to avoid the slow combustion
that results when the excess is too great. A small excess gives the
highest rate of combustion and high rates of combustion are neces-
sary in acre engines to permit of attaining the highest initial cylinder
pressures with the very high mean piston speeds in use, none of
which are below 1,000 and some in excess of 2,000 feet per minute.
By use of pro_)erly high compression and more than a single point of
i_fition a sumciently tfigh rate of combustion appears to be obtain-
able without resorting to such overrich mixtures with their carbon-
izing evils and direct waste of fuel. It may therefore be set down as
a requirement that mixtures preferably should not contain any excess
fuel at any s_3eed and load, and positively must not contain enough
to cause careen accumulation, measurable fuel waste, or interfere
with lubrication.
It goes almost without saying that mixtures of air and fuel must
be homogeneous and uniform throughout; that is, the constituents
must really be mixed. On reaching the cylinder at least, no liquid
should remain unvaporized, or, to use a short word, the mixture
should be dry. A correct overall ratio of gasoline to air by weight
as required for combustion reaction will not serve the purpose if the
gasoline is in liquid form, or even if it is vaporized, but all concen-
trated in one corner of the combustion chamber with pure air in some
other corner, such as is sure to happen with direct injection or with
more unvaporized liquid admitted past the inlet valve than can be
vaporized while entering. Such nonhomogeneous and wet mixtures
will both carbonize and cut lubrication even if total weights are
correctly related, so the second and third requirements of mixture
must be homogeneity, and dryness at least after admission.
Other things being equal, a cool mixture carries more heat per
cubic foot and hence more work capacity than a hot mixture of the
same fuel and air. But with liquidfuel, mixtures that are too cold
are no mixtures at all, any more than a brook running through the
country can be said to be mixed with the atmosphere, though rain
by a stretch of the imagination might be, and a fog really is, though
not so intimate a mixture as vat_orized moisture. Any gasoline-art,
kerosene-air, benzol-air, or alCohol-air mixture, in combining pro-
portions may be dried if the temperature be high enough and the
temperature required will be least for the fuels of greatest vapor
pressure of their heaviest constituent if they are solutions of heavy
and lightparts, as is the case with the petroleum distillates. For
any one Iuel the required drying temperature is least the more
intimately the air an(1 fuel are mingled or stirred, so that any fuel
particle _;ill be required to exert only the partial pressure of the va!_oc
in the final mixture, instead of the full mixture pressure of one atmos-
phere that is necessary without true mixing. Mixtures should,
therefore, be as cool as possible consistent with dryness and the maxi-
mum permissible moisture is that which will vaporize on entrance.
The higher the mixture pressure the greater the work capacity of
the charze, so that everything that contributes to such must be
promotc(l' as much as the preparation of cool and otherwise proper
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mixtures. This means in effect that the pressure drop between the
air and the cylinder must be a minimum, but this is entirely a question
of _roportions of l]assages.
_inally with reIerence to mixture quality there can not be much
excess air, preferably none. Of course, excess air can not cause car-
bonization or lubrication trouble; in fact, it exerts a beneficial influ-
ence tending to burn accumulated hot carbon or lubricating oil
vapor, and it permits of a somewhat higher compression w]]ich
imp)roves econo-m_. But all the exi)losive mixtuYes of hydro-
carbon vapors ann air become nonexplosive in ratios very close to
the combining proportions on the excess-air side, and wi'th even a
slight air excess the rate of combustion becomes prohibitively low.
Summarizing mixture-quality requirements, a mixture is proper when
it has the least and preferably no excess of e_t.hcr air or i_uel, when it
is homogeneous, when it is dry after entrance and as cool as possibly
consistent with homogeneity and dryness, and when it is supplied
at the maximum absohte pressure. To produce such mixtures is
the function of the carburetor.
Carburetor mechanisms capable of making mixtures of such
specifed quality under the previousL noted conditions of air and
fuel supply are practically nonexisten't at present, and improvement
can hardlv be expected so long as carburetor production remains
a separatd business, and _purchasers buy on name instead of on per-
formance, as is the practice, selling on name only, at present in the
motor-car and motor-boat industries. Not until the acre-engine
producer develops carburetor specifications in terms of mixtures
produced and testing appliances to prove fulfillment and to h)cato
causes of nonfulfillment of each separate requirement can the needed
mixture-making carburetor be obtained. Under these conditions it
matters very little whether the nero-engine builder makes his own,
or buys on guaranty of I_erformance, independent of engine operation.
Very great progress nas been made in recent years in carburetor
design for automobile and marine engines, but the end has not been
reacned, because all data point to a failure to maintain the quality of
mixture in all the specified respects. In some respects the problem
is less difficult with the acre engine than with the auto, as the former
is not subjected to as wide a range of flow rates nor to such sudden
and frequent changes in flow rates as arc the latter, due to automobile
driving]n dense traffic or over country roads with constant changes
of grade, curves, and rou_t} s_ots requiring continuous opening and
closing of the throttle. This 1act is responsible for the general prac-
tice among aero engine builders of buying stock automobile car-
buretoI_ on the theory that, the service being less severe, they should
work better on aero service; yet such a conclusion is not warranted.
While it is true that flow rate fluctuations will not be so great and so
cause less variation inproportions, it is also true that the normal con-
dition of flying with feed throttle wide open or nearly so produces a
more intensive temperature drop, reducing vapor pressure and
decreasing the degree of gasoline vaporization or l_ncreasing mixture
wetness and condensing or freezing raore water. It is also-true that
far stronger variations of fuel and air supply conditions must be
encountered in air flight than in road driving. What is still more
significant, however, is the fact that the aviator has" no such oppor-
tuaity to make hand adjustments as has the chauffeur, nor are the
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consequences of auto-engine stoppage due to bad mixture hardly
more than annoyance, wnile such a stoppage of an acre engine may
mean a complete wreck. It can not be too strongly stated that accept_
ance for use of standard carburetors on their names, or even repu-
tation, is not a satisfactory practice for aero engines. The'¢ should
be designed or purchased to dpecifications of maintenance of-mixture
quality under all variations of working conditions within possible
ranges to be met with in sel_'ice.
There seems to be no doubt after the years of experience in car-
buretor construction for automobiles and boats that the gasoline
float chamber apparatus, with simultaneous vacuum flow of gasoline
and of atmospheric air, is permanently, established and must be re-
tained. Adherin_ to t h!s principle oi construction as the basis of
proportioning amt of the first st(p in mixing, does not prevent the
addition of other elements to corr(_ct the faults inherent ifi the simple
combination. Mixture proportioning correctors in the form of com-
pensators to reduce the natural tendency for gasoline to flow in
excess at high rates of _.acuum when the ratio is correct for low, are
now aw_ilabh_ in c(msid(rable variety and some are fairly zood, though
even in the best there is considerable room for improve-n_ent. The_e
compensators constitute the principal differences between modern
carburetors.
It is in control of mixture quality in other respects than propor-
tioning that carburetors now available are lacking; for example, to
render the mixture quality independent of atmospheric changes, fuel
supply, pressure fluctuations, and above all independent of their own
cooling action. This self-cooling is due to vaporization of gasoline,
the latent heat for which lowers the temperature of the mixture
below that of the entering air. Heat must be supplied if liquids are
to be vaporized, and no amount of human ingenuity can overcome
this law-of _physics. If the latent heat of vaporization be supplied
from waste neat sources for so much of the gasoline as can vaporize
in its air supplied at atmospheric temperature, then the resulting
mixture will nave the same temperature as the atmosphere and there
will be neither vapor condensatmn nor water freezing on the intakes.
Such mixtures especially when the air is cool are not sufficiently dry
and certainly are variably dry, dryness varying with atmospheric
tem_perature, q o produce even. this much effect requires a consider-
able amount of heat from vlther hot jacket water or exhaust gases.
To get this amount of heat into the entering air or the mixture it is
necessary to observe the laws of heat transmission and provide suffi-
cient heating surface of suitable form. To simply surround the body
of the carburetor with a water jacket or to take the air from a short
exhaust-pipe jacket, which are the only means now in general use,
is entirely inadequate, as can be proved by simply takingthe mixture
temperature by a thermometer in the intake pipe or "by observing
the flow through experimental glass headers and branches. O_
course such wall heaters will prevent any adhering frost, but they can
not prevent its formation as free snow to be drawn into the cylinders.
This problem of mixture making by carburetors is one of the most
imt_ortant of all the elements el the acre engine structure and the
carouretor proper its most important apparatus, on which much work
has been done, but more remains, especl"ally of the adaptation order.
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(In this connection the paper by Dr. Karl Buchner on carburetion,
which is one of the best, is reproduced iu full hi the appendix.)
• Distribution of the mixture from the carburetor to the cylinder
inlet valves without change of quality in transit, and in such a way
as to !nsure a supply of mixture of equal quallty to each cylinder, is a
problem of equal importance to that of correct mixture making and
is intimately associated _i!th it. If the carburetor should yield
correctly proportioned mixed and completely dI_ mixtures, this dis-
tril)ut!on header problem disappears, and ally iorm of branch pipe
will serve the purpose in place of the long elaborat_dy curved headers
now in use. Such mixtures are too warm to. develop the maximum
possible mean effective pressure. To get the greatest power output
per cubic foot of piston displacement pe_" minute requires a temper_-
tm'e lo_er than corresponds to comt)hte dryness, probably corre-
sponding to just such nuantity of moisture as can be evaporated
during entrance througfl the inlet valve and, therefore, the nero
engine header may be expected to carry some moisture.
Such mixtures have a tendency to separate the liquid, which resists
division equally among the branches, and where vertical flow must
take place there is a tendency for the liquid, which always flows
along the walls to drop back by gravity, to accumulate, and then
suddenly carry over as a wave, causing a miss, especially at low-
engine capacity. To prevent lagging of liquid, vertical pipes must
be made so small as to produce skin frictionforces superior to gravity
at the lowest flow rates. If this is done then, at high flow rates, a
considerable drop in pressure with consequent loss of power will
result, unless, as is often the case, the carburetor is located at the
highest point and the liguid allowed to drain downhill with the
imxture current in largo pipes. On reaching a bend the liquid flowing
along the side walls always collects on the inside as the air stream
impinges on the outside, while at a Y or branch the liquid may choose
almost any path and is quite beyond control, for wherever the m__'-
ture velocity is locally least then the liquid concentrates and this
point is constantly changing. The best that can be done is to use
long-radius bends and flow paths to each cylinder of approximately
equal length and curvature, but this gives no assurance of equal
distribution of liquid. The frequent use of two carburetors on six
cylinders in line and eight cyh_nders V engines is evidence of an
effort to reduce this trouble.
The only absolutely reliable way to avoid these special headers and
the irregular engine action that results in two cylinders ne_ er doing
quite the same work or remaining equally clean, is to completely
dry the mixture by raising its temperature, accepting the higher
temperature and lowered mean effective pressure in the interests of
cleaiflv, steady, operation, securing shorter simplitied headers and
possibly makl_ng up lost output by a small increase in cylinder
diameter or by raising the mixture pressure by blowers. There
really seems to be considerable reason for the use of blower-supplied
air for carburetors other than to compensate for loss of density when
mixtures are warmed to dryness, which heating incidentally renders
the engine more independent of variations of fuel quality than it now
is. B_ suitable regulators the air blast can be controlled so as to
give always the same absolute pressure at the carburetor intake,
regardless of barometer or flight speed and direction. With such an
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auxiliary blower and pressure regulator, the friction effect of intake
ports and small-diameter low-lift _ elves, while remaining a direct
engine resistance, will have no effect whatever on the weight of
char..g poer stroke...and the. mean: effective, pressures. Other things
being equal, an initial pressure m the cyhnder of 16, as compared with
14 pounds per square inch absolute, an increase of 2 pounds sholfl(t
increase the mean effective pressure and power one-seventh, over 14
per cent, while adding only 2 per cent additional load (if the mean
effective pressure were 100 pounds), a net power gain of over 12 per
cent if the })lower be efficient. The use of such blowers is not
unknown in two-cycle engines, though four-cycle .engines have not
employed them as yet, and the N. E. C. (New Engine Co.) two-cycle
engine is so equipped, the blower in this case taking the place })f a
piston as a precompressor to prepare the charge for entrance into the
motor cylinder when the port uncovers.
All two-cycle engines and all rotating cylinder four-cycle engines
with inlet valves in pistons have mixture quality and suppL con-
ditions somewhat different from those of thefour-cycle fixed-c_'linder
engines, and among the latter the air-cooled differs somewh,_t from
the water-cooled group. The cylinder heads of four-cycle air-cooled
engines are normally hotter than those that are water cooled, so
that the mixture cnt(_ri[lg will receive more heat and may, therefore,
oe more wet as supplied, provided distribution from the carhureter is
not a disturbing element, as, for example, if each cylinder had its own
separate earbureter. If cylinders are not too large and the air
cooling is vigorous it is possible to get the walls of the air-cooled
cylinder quite as cool as the _ ater-cooled one but only with excessive
power consumption for air circulation, the Renault, for examl)le, tak-
in_ 8 per cent of its output for only such cooling as is normally pro-
vi(_ed. Most of the rotatin__-cylinder four-cycle engines with inlet
valves in the pistons, inelu(]]ng the Gnome, for example, take their
mixtures into the crank case at the shaft center. In this crank-case
chamber, which is rapidly whirling, with pistons churning u,) and
down at the same time, a most vigorous st_rring and heati_lg '_ctiou
takes place. It would be hard to conceive of a better mixture con-
ditioning apparatus than this Gnome crank case, provided th( re were
some means of control ef the temperature of the mixture, which in
this case undoubtedly gets too warm, though dryness and homo-
geneity are practically perfect. Finally, tw_cycle_engines take the
mixture from the car_)ureter into an auxiliary chamber for prccom-
pressrun, located in the crank case as the most favorable arrange-
ment, or in a trunk enlargement of the main piston and cylinder
preferably, as, for example, in the Laviatorengine While of course.
th_s Drecomnressml_ nnxture ht_s the evil effect of imnosin_ neCative
work. equivalent to engine friction, it is highly bene_cial _s t,(_ mix-
ture quality when the-precoml_ression ch_mb'er is so located, as is
usually the c,_se, as to get an(l stay warm, because in this case the
chamber is "_t once a mixtur( stirrer and heating dryer, heating partly
by w_ll contact and partly by compression.
Mixture treatment in _the cylimler after it has been made and
delivered to the intake port, hegins with actual entrance and pro-
ceeds alon_[lifferent lines in the two and four cycle engine, iu some
respects, lsearly all acre engines are four-cycle engines, and these
take the mixture irl through h suction valve-under the influence of
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the loweredcylinderpressuremaintainedby the pistonoutstroke.
Thisadmissionshouldbeae<.omplishedwith t.heleastpossiblelossof
pressureandriseof temperature.Lossof pressureimposesdirect
negativefluid frictionwork,theextentof whi('his measuredby the
velocityof flow throughthe wflve, andthe shapeof the opening,
but evenwith smallvalvesandbadlyshapedopeningsor ports,this
lossmaybe,but not oftenis,very serious. Twopoundspersquareinch would be large and _ith:mean pressuresapproaching100
poundsit wouldbe equivalentto a little over2 per cent. ttow-ev(r small it maybe, it canbe controlledb_ _alveandport di-
mensionsand these,becauseof the high speedof acreengines,
mustbegivenfar moreattentionthan in anyetherclass. It is the
termimflpressureat thee_dof thesuctionthat is oneof the deter-minin_factorsin the weightof the charge,eachpoundpersquare
inch a(.countingfor about-7percentlossof power. Sinceinertiaof
theincomingstreamtendsto buihl up theterminalpressureoverthe
me_msuctionpressure,if valveclosureis delayedtheright amount,
the valueis sogreatthat caremustbe exercisedto secureit, and
Winkler recommends,'Lclosure40° after dead center. This de-
laved inlet valve closure can be secured only by meclmnieM iMet
v_lves which also give best control over the me'm su_.tion resistan(.e,
so th_Lt under no consideration should 'mt(,matie inlet valves be
employed, as they have been, to save valve gear weight, because
me,re power is lost than wouht coral)ensnare for this weight. Charge
density at the end of su<.tion is ju._t as much a matter <)f temper'_ture
as of _pressure, ,_ rise of at>out 500 ° F. on enlr:m('e accounting of
itself f,w about a 50 per cent re(hwtion of <'h'u•_e weight and hence
• ' O '_4of power output, or apT)roxmmtely 1 per cent [or every 10 rE:e,
with the prob_l)ilitv th:_t the fist: :_verages in well-(:ool_ed engines
somewhere about .00 , (>_,0 per ('ent, aml m the less _ ell-cooled ones
ov(,r 3!)0 °, or 30 per e(int, ia gener'_l round numbers.
Reduction of suction heatiilg is partly a <lueslion _f :,_rrangement
and partly of wall cooling trot to s<une extent (h_l>ends _)_1the tem-
perature of the hot gases left, in the ele_Lrance after the previous
explosion. As to arrangement, head wflves disch'_rging mixture
direetly iltto the cylinder seem to be more rational than side-pocket
valves, though no data are available to prove theft the former results
in less sucti(m heating than the laLter, it also seems likely that air-
cooled heads and valw' ch_md)ers unless vigorously air blasted and
of small chamber should heat the mixture more than water-cooled
ones, but no one has ever determined how small a diameter can be
equally well cooled by air and w_ter nor how much air is needed.
Nor ('an it_ be said how much of the total suction heating is due to
exhaust gas mixture in the clearance with the fresh incoming charge.
It is intt r( sting to note that the air-eooh,d I•adial fixed cylin(ler
Anzani gave in the tests 99½ pounds square inch effective pressure
refeI.'red to brake horsepower, as much as most of the w._ter-cooled
engines.
_ot only is it important that the charge in the cylinder be as cool
as possible for the maximum charge density r(_quired for high mean
pressu_'es, consistent, of eom_e, wit_ complete vaporization, for which
120 ° I_. is enough with gasoline if the mixture is well stirred, but it
is perhaps even more important as the controlling fac¢or in the per-
missible compression• This degree of compression of the charge before
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ignition is theprime variable in fuel consumption per horsepower hour
and thermal effmiency, as has been demonstrated conclusively both by
thermodynamic analysis and experimental data on all classes of
internal-combustion engines. The highest compression possible must
be obtained at all costs, and since it is the ignition temperature of the
mixture that impose s a limit the objective of the engine designer must
be to so treat the mixture as to get the maximum compression volume
ratio and final pressure before the mixture being compressed reaches
the i_nition temperature which is a physical constant of the mixture,
* " O "
never accurately determined but probably very close to 935 F. Ttus
compression for the best water-cooled engine has been found to be
about 5 to 1 volumes and less for cylinder not so well cooled. Of
course, self-ignition before compression is complete will occur if any
metal part, such as the exhaust valve or piston head, or a carbon
deposit, is overheated, because this will produce a local overheating
of the charge in contact with the hot spot before the _hole mass has
reached the ignition temperature. Prevention of this is a matter of
engine cooling and of the internal cleanliness that comes _,[ith properlubrication and carburetion. Assumingsuch to be properl_ cared for,
the compression permissible with gasoline mixtures is fixed by the
initial temperature of the charge. The final temperature varies with
the initial in a geometric ratio, as is indicated by the standard equa-
tion for adiabatic compression, so a few degrees rise initially results
in several times as great a ternfinal rise.
Charge weight per cubic foot of suction must be a maximum, and
so also must the compression, if the mean effective pressure and ther-
mal efficiency are to have the highest possible value, as they should in
acre engines, ikll efforts in this dircction may be entirely defeated,
however, if there is any material leakage of the charge cfuring com-
pression through valve seats or past the piston. It is of no value to
secure maximum charge weights during suction if appreciable amounts
are afterwards lost before the charge has a chance to do any work.
Tightness of piston depends on the p_ston rin_, on the oil film between
piston and cylinder, and on the maintenance of shape of cylinder and
piston, neitlqer of which mab warp in any direction. .Valve leakage
hk_wise is minimized by providing nonwarping valve disks and seats
with strong spring loads to keep the valve tightly against its seat during
the first period of compression; at other Umes the gas pressure itself
will suffice. These are questions of form and materials and will be
taken up later, but they are mentioned here because a failure means
defeat of the results of an otherwise well-executed suction process.
Four-cycle engines, after the suction periods, have their charges
directly in the cylinder ready for compressmn and subsequent ignition.
Two-cycle engines must put the charge through the preliminary com-
pression process in a precompression chamber where the mean pres-
sure of precompression mustbe added to that of suction, the sum of
the two subtracted from the mean effective pressure of the compres-
sion and expansion strokes to get the net available. Therefore,
assuming equal performance of the compression and expansion strokes,
the two-cycle engine is charged with more negative work than the
four-cycle by the amount of the precompression stroke, assuming
equal negative work of suction in each. Suction heating effects on
the two-cycle arc bound to be less than in the four, because the pre-
compression cylinder is sure to be cooler than the working cylinder
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into which the four-cycle charge enters directly, and so also is clear-
ance gas with which the fresh charge mixes, as in the two-cycle case;
this is reexoanded fresh charge remainin_ after discharge while in
the four-cyc_le it is hot burnt gases. All tl_lVStwo-cycle pu_i_ chamber
charge will not enter the working cylinder nor remain there, for some
will remain in the precompression chamber by reexpansion or failure
of the pressure to drop during the open-port charging period to atmos-
phere. Some will escape ttlrough tim exhaust port with the exllaust
gases during the end of tim transfer period when both transfer and
exhaust are open, regardless of piston baffles of or special relative posi-
tions of inlet and exhaust ports designed for the purpose. During
transfer the fresh charge bodil_ displaces the hot burnt gas that fills
the motor cylinder and its clearance, and it is inconceivable that a
considerable amount of mingling should not occur with corresponding
heating and expaI_sion effects. These mixture-heating effects are
added to those of _ all-contact heating, which walls in the two-cycle
engines are always much hotter than in the four. The net effect is
inevitably a discharge of some of the fresh charge with the bur_t gases
unless special arrangements are made to prevent this, and then each
of these introduces its own evil.
Two methods of preventing this fresh charge heating on transfer
in two-cycle engines and consequent loss of charge are in use, one is
to intentionally reduce the charge transferred to so small a quantity
as _ ill not escape, and the other to expel burnt gases bv a ])last of
fresh air, and then to expel this scavenging air which, of course, is
cooler than the burnt _as, by the fresh charge. The former l_leansintentionally reduced cnarge while the latter more than doubles the
negative work of precompression which in effect is equivalent.
Some part of the compression stroke in any two-cycle engine, so
much as is rec{uircd to cover the exhaust port, must I:esult in further
expulsion of enarge. Naturally as in four-cycle engines, the charge
weight can be built ul_ in two-cycle engines to any value, by su_-
cient precompression, nut to accomplish this the charge must con-
tinue to enter after the exhaust port is closed, which requires an
admission or transfer valve mechanic_flly operated and suitably
timed, an extra complication. This is not common practice ,'rod no
data are available on it, so for the present it must be regarded as
merely an interesting possibility.
In the two cycle engines the net effect of all heat exchanges and
pressure changes, incident to charging the main cylinder, is un-
doubte(lly a lower mean effective pressure and th(;rmal efficiency
than in _four-cycle engines, and for equally good design an_[ con-
struction in each class the two cycle is unat_le to carry compr(ssions
as high as the four, proving higher temperatures before compres-
sion. Any engine takl_ng its-charge into the crank case, as do Inost
of the rotating cylinder four-cycle machines, or into a chamber con-
necting with the main piston, as the two-cycle Laviator, is subject to
mixture quality impairment and equivalent charge loss, whenever
the main piston leaks under its high explosion pressures, bv the
displacement of the fresh by the burnt gases.
While dealing with charge weights a_nd volumetric efficiency of
cylinders, the exhaust stroke of the four-cycle cylinder and _ the
reexpansmn stroke of the two-cycle precompresslon chamber must be
considered as controlling by their terminal conditions of pressure
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the point of the return or suction stroke at which charging will
actually begin. No flow can be started from the intake header
until the clyinder pressure is lower. At the end of the four-cycle
exhaust stroke the cylinder pressure is higher than atmosphere, and
still higher than the mixture-header pressure by the amount of the
suction-header vacuum. Suction can not begin until the cvlimlcr
clearance volume of gases has expanded enough to lower the c_qindcr
pressure (terminal exhaust value) to below that of the I_fixture
header. An appreciablepart of the suction stroke is therefore us(qess
for actual charging, the loss increasing with higher terminal exhaust
pressures and lower suction-header pressures. A similar condition
exists in the two-cycle precompression chamber; for there the 1)res-
sure at the time the transfer to the working c)limler is c_)mplete
must be something hi__her than atmosphere, and the hi,he1" the
speed the more excess t_ere must be, because of the limite([time for
pressure equMization. This mixture must expand not only to
atmosphere, but as much below as the suction header or carl)ui'eter
vacuum, even with a mechanically operated valve, and still more
with the more common spring closed automatic check valve, by the
amount of spring tension and vale inertia, before real suctio_lcan
begin. The clearance in such precompression chambers is large, to
limit the maximum precompression pressure to something less_than
10 pounds per square inch, and, therefore, the reexpansion line will
be very fiat, cutting off a considerable part of the strok_ as useless
before the pressure has dropped sufficl"ently for suction to start.
Many times the loss occurs here, as in four-cycle cylinders with their
smaller clearances and steeper reexpansion lines, even with equM
pressures at the start.
No separate data are obtainable for acre engines on any one of
these quantities concerned with charge weight and the corresponding
pressure and temperature changes, nor is there any indicatl_on that
such information has even been sought. Even the over-all effects,
as measured by volumetric efficiency, have apparently not been
investigated, though all that is requircd is a measurement of air
and gasoline or exhaust gas and a comparison with the piston dis-
placement, the ratio of volumes constituting the true volumetric
efficiency. Other things being equal, the horsepower per cu])ic foot
of displacement per minute sholild be directly proportional to this
volumetric efficiency, so it is a little surprising that the acre interests,
which must have the most powerful engine per pound of metal,
should have neglected to separately study each of the prime varia-
bles. As already noted, more designers seem to have been con-
cerned with reduction of metal volume than with process perfection,
though without proper execution of basic processes metal reduction
may not only fail to give a light engine, but may even defeat the
ultimate object by making the engine as structurally weak as it is
weak in mean effective pressure or thermal efficiency. It must not
be understood that no good performance reslflts based on proper
execution of the processes have been obtained; in fact, there are
some most remarkable successes; but, on the other hand, these stand
out so strongly as to prove that the procedure that has resulted so
successfully is not the rule in the art, and may even in the case of
the sueccssfid en__ine t)e as much a matter of good luck as patient,
systematic investl_ation.
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Assuminga goodchargeweightin the cylinder,or a highvolu-
metricefficiency,the cylinder has at least the capacity for a high
mean effective pressure and thermal efficiency, provided the subse-
quent treatment is proper." This treatment consists in compression
with ignition before it is completed; combustion as rapid as possible
consistent with absence of shocks; and expansion ending before
the end of the stroke, by early opening of the four-cycle engine
exhaust valve to drop the pressure to as near atmosphere as possi_)le,
at the end, and by uncovering the exhaust port of the two-cycle
engine to get the same drop low enough before the end of stroke to
allow the fresh charge to enter. It can be shown that both the mean
effective pressure and the thermal efficiency will be highest for
a given cylinder charge when the combustion starts as late as pos-
sible on the colnpression stroke and is completed as soon as pos-
sible o]_ expansion stroke, or, referring to the shape of the indi-
cator card, when the explosive combustion line is practically- vertical,
leanin_% if at all, toward the expansion line than opoosite,y. Such
a con(_ition of affairs results in the Otto gas cycle, t_e efficiency of
wlfich ,is a !_mction of compression only and the mean effective
pressure of _hich is a function, partl) of the compression, but also
partly of the height of the vertical explosion line, which in turn
depends on the weizht of the charge or the volumetric cfficiency.
Shouhl the combustlWon line be ,tot of this shape, results are bound
to t)e inferior, as can 1)e demonstrated thermodyna.mically, and yet
the maintcnance of such explosion lines in service operation so
fundamentally related to results, is now as much a matter of hand
apt v" _ .'tec" t>,'t _ " " y'" _," , -
chlsi'0ns of nero engine possibilities in actual service, where eng!ne
skill is likely to be less than in the shop or laboratory and where,
even if it were not, the problems of flight control are so absorbing as
to mininlize the attention that can be given to engine adjustment.
Reco__nition of this condition also suggests the great desirabilit_y of
exerti'ng sufficient effort in design, to reduce to a minimum or elimi-
nate entirely[, the dependence of the operating result on such adjust-
ments as atfcct the shape and position of the combustion line. Such
explosion lines as are desired and needed for maximum power and
thermal efficiency will result, if the combustion period is confined to
within a suiticiently small crank angle at the inner dead center when
the piston is substantially £t rest, and it is common to take this
angle as about 30 ° half before and after dead center. At a rotativo
speed of 1,200 revolutions per minute about the minimum for tho
good nero engines, or 20 revolutions per second, each revolution is
completed in 0.05 second, and all angle of 30 ° being one-twelfth of a
revolution combustion will be comt)leted in about 0.004 second.
The hi_her speed engines of 2,400 revolutions per minute must accom-
plish t_e result in half the time or 0.002 second. In this short timo
the mixture must be ignited, and the flame communicated from
particle to particle, till all the mixture has been burned, even the
part most distant from the ignitor. Assuming a uniform linear rate
of flame _)ropagation or flame speed and a 6-inch diameter cylinder
about as mrge a one as any nero engine carries, the flame must travel
half a foot in 0.004 to 0.002 second, which requires a linear velocity
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of 500 to 1,000 feet per second, or 30,000 to 60,000 feet per minute
if a single igniter is used on one side.
While no direct data on the possibility of attaining such rates .by
normal propagation are available it is likely that from interpretation
of indirect data, they are probably not reached, so the rates are
abnormal or maximum pressures not attained. At any rate condi-
tions that could in any way improve this situation must be grasped
and utilized. The first of these is concerned with mixture propor-
tions which exert so strong an influence on the rate of propagation
in explosive combustion. This is another argument for perfection
of carburetion, and for the continuous maintenance of the exact pro-
portions found best, because even a slight change of proportions,
such as would never be noticed in an automobile, may exert a
ful influence umler the steady high sneeds of the nero en_me.
ext in order comes the flame path itself which if cut in half re(luces
the necessary combustion rate to half and this is partly a question of
shape of combustion chamber and partly one of number and location
of igniter plugs. It ccrtainl_ should take less time to intlame the
charge iu an engine with valves in the head than in a tee-head form,
for ext_mple, if each had one plug, so the former shape is preferable on
this score. It would seem as if one plug located in the center of the
head woul(1 igqfite the whole charge in the time required for the
flame to travel a distance equal to the radius and, therefore, that
such a location whouht halve the time required by one plug located
at the side, yet no such degree of difference has b_,en established.
.More.vet', it wouhl ,seem that two plugs, simultan(ouslv_ sparkin, g,
and located at opposite ends of one dmmeter would reqmre more
tim_ to accomplish ignition than one in the center as each separatefl_m(; would hay(, to travel more than a radius to burn all the mixture,
a_d vet two ._uch plugs seem to give a quicker combustion than the
one _,t the center, instead of slower. This question of combustion
rate v( t'sus sp_lrk plug location and number.is still pretty well open,
though clearly of considerable importance in securing proper com-
busti_)n lines'for most effective working. Reliability should also be
served as there is a better chance of avoiding failure with two inde-
pen(tent magnetos and two sets of spark plugs than one, and this
inu(:h has been established as good practice, but accurate simulta-
neous sparking of both plugs is absolutely necessary.
There are two considerations that bear on the question, both of
which require definite investigation. In the first place it is the
volumetric rate of combustion that is of primary importance, not
the linear rate. It is clear that a _reater volume of ml'xture will be
bun_t with a fixed linear rate, if the i_nition is at the center of a
complete sphere of flame as the st_here has a greater volume for its
radius than any other geometric oody. This would seem to favor
central ignition, but as the normal acre engine combustion chamber
with head valves is a short cylinder in which the axis is short com-
ared with the diameter, ignition at the center will burn in the first
alf of the total time a mixture volume proportional to the area of a
circle of half the bore, while during the second half the circular ring
between this circle and the cylinder wall will burn and this ring has
three times the area and volume of the center cylinder. Therefore,
with central ignition, the volumetric rate is low at first, and high
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at theend,averagingthreeto onein thesecondascomparedto the
first half, andit 1Tsthesecondhalf that is mostimportantbecause
hereexpansionis beginningandtendingto lowerpressureswhichit
is thef{mctionof cornbust[onto raise. If thesitu-ation bereversed
sothat thehigherratesoccurin theearlypartof theperiodavailable,
thentherewill be lessto burn afterexpansionhasstartedandthis
will beaccomplishedby twoplu_. Thesecondconsiderationis that
of non-uniformrate of propagationor acceleratedcombustion,and
recognizesthat mixtureswhichareagitated,burn nmchfasterthan
thosethat arequiet. The advancingcombustionwavestartedat
any i_fition point agitatesthe mixture beyond,somewhatlike a
compressionwave,and two ignitorsmay be expectedto increase
this agitationand so acceleratecombustion,comparedwith single
pohlt.
Whateverthe rate of combustion,it is necessalT to start com-
bustion before the end of compression, and the slower the com-
bustion rate, or the higher the piston speed, the more adwmce must
be allowed. This advance, needed to limit the combustion completion
time must be as small as possible because pressure rise durin_ com-
pression is just as detrimental as excessive-friction, and is accepted
at all only as the lesser of two evils. It wouhl seem as if, with
sufficiently high volumetric rates of combust!on, and a sufficiently
large number of i_fition points, spark adwmce wouhl be minimized.
Manual advance might even be eliminated entirely as an operator s
adjustment, if the magnetos and distributors us(:d had proper
electrical characteristics with speed increases to give earlier sparks
passage at higher speed. _V!t.h widely varying throttle openings and
engine speeds, such as are tspical of auto engines, chances of success
are more remote than with acre engines w}lere speed and throttle
ositions are changed so seldom
P • . . . . ' , ° .
While it is posmble to experimentally detmwmne the degree to which
each process step important to the power weight ratio has been
executed in an acre engine, and to measure the precise amount of
disturb}_lg effect of each interferin_ influence t.o be encountered in
practice and, therefore, experimentadv study processes with reference
...... r
to rehabflttv and adaptability as x_ell, no such work appet_rs to have
been under{aken or, if it has, the results have not been recorded. All
that has been published with respect to the judging of process ful-
filhnent has been concerned with a few simple over-all measure-
ments of hors_power, speed, and fuel consumption from which some
conclusions are deriwlblc, but not of such significant value to designers
and operators of engines as would be the case with true investigation
work of the analytmal character that accounts separatelv for each
factor that enters into the result. As has already been pointed out,
these, results are subject to some interpretation bv comparison, one
with the other, and each with thermod3mamie s{andards. All the
facts necessary for the lattcr are not available, and must be assumed
in part, so the conclusions will be correspondingly approximate and
subject to caution in use.
From the measured brake horsepower and speed, the speed can be
eliminated by division and a quafitity obtained which n_easures the
effectiveness with which those processes that are concerned with
output have been executed, and-this is the mean effective pressure
referred to brake horsepower. This quantity, of course, includes all
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negativeworkof_asfrictionthroughcarburetorheaderports,valves,
andexhaustmumer,all mechanicalfriction,all fan,pump,andmag-
netowork; all negativeworkof preeompressionin two-cycleengines
and thewindageof rotating eyhmlerengines.For the mostsatis-
factoryeonelusl_onstheseincludeditemsof lossshouldbeseparately
determinedand certainlythe motorcylinderwork donebehindits
pistonshouldbeisolatedfromtherest,but up to thepresentheonly
separatefactorthusembracedis thewindageof therotatinffcylinder
enginesin theGermantests. Comparisonof theseover-ancompeti-
tion testresultsgivingthemeaneffectivepressurereferredto brake
horsepowerwith eachotheris possiblefromTableIV.
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Values of mean effective pressure exceeding 114 pounds per
square inch, referred to brake hers(power, reported for one engine,
and in many instances in excess of 100 pounds per square inch for
water-cooled fixed-cylinder eng!nes, warrant tile conclusion that
little betterment is possible in vmw of the prevailing lower figures
in en_,mcs of other classes. Ihtse attained values are truly remarka-
ble and can hardly be exceeded unless the initial pressures are raised
v IT' "above atmosphere t)v })lowers. Phat some en_,mes do not attain these
values is proof of the, Jr itfferioritv of design, but there is some question
as to capacity for maintenance of the high valueafter long periods that
can be settled only after very long trial runs. Ihe contest figures are
reliable and accel_table for tile conditions imposed, and if such wdues
can be maintained in flight, little more can be expected. Such a
high value as 127 pounds recoorted t)v one maker can hardly be
credited, nor can so low a vame of,,74°pounds 1),. regarded as good
enough to be acceptable. Air-cooled cylind(T values are consist-
ently lower even for fixed cylind(rs and mu(.h more so for rotnting
cylinders, which indicates a fundamental inferiority.
There is some question of the v,flidilv of ._ comparison of mean
effective pressures for different engines £t unequal speeds, especially
as rotating evlindtr engines are never run over 1,500 re_ olutions per
minute while fixed cylinder engines "tre _,perat,:d over 2,000 revolu-
tions per minute. To eliminate such an objection and at the same
time permit of a judgment of the best speed at whi,:h to run an engine
of given desi__n, the horsepo_i(er-speed curve should be del_(,,rmin(,d,
or its equival{,nt curve of mean tor(jue Sl>,,ed. m' <)f lneau effective
pressure referred t*) spe,'d, it is evid(,nt tb.at, if' with an in(:r,_,,tse of
speed the m_an effccAve pressure rtmains cq)itstallt ihen into' h()vse-
power will be prop,_,r,Aon'd to speed, an(l the b,,,st, spc"d to use f.r a,,ro
engines ",,,'ill be the highest at which tim inertia or centrifugal f-r('es
are r(, excessive, assuming I)rop(,r |)earing c,m,!itions to t)e provided.
This t,,'s! maximum sp,,,ed f()r lixed evlind,r engines is undoul)tedly
the speed nt which the incrtSv force of the reciprocating parts at the
beginning of the outs!roke is equal to the normal maximum gas-
pressure force acting on the piston. For t.hese conditions the force
transmitted to the crank pin at the moment of explosion will be zero,
gradu,a}}v rising throu,:h the stroke _md wi!l t)e mnintained high
until nc_,r the (nd of the outstroke during th( last hull of which the
increasin_ inertia fovct,s are 'uhlitive to the lessening uas pressure
forces. _)uring the idle stroke of suction the inertia )_oree acting
alone imposes just the same erank-pi_t forces as would the explosion
when starting. Any less inertia while reducine the transmitted
crank-pin forces for i'dle strokes increases them at t}_e beginning of the
working stroke. As the normal or most used sp,,ed is less than the
maximum and the lllaXilnnlll gas pressures likewise, this normM con-
dition and not that of maxinmm should l)e ma,le the. l)asis of selection
of operating speed for mininmln weight of engine, coupled with gen-
eral serviceability. The sr)eed at which normal maximum gas r;res-
sures will be balanced nga{nst reciprocating in_,rti:t, which is a func-
tion of the square of the speed and of the weight of parts directly,
• r " " "will, of course, depend on these wet,Jm-, lhmvy reciprocating parts
may be best operated at lower speed than light re(:iprocating parts
which include I)iston, wrist, pin, and part of the connecting rod.
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For a water-cooled engine of the automobile type Winlder gives
350 pounds per square inch as the maximum explosion pressure.
Accordingly from the equation, reciprocating inertia pounds per
IV
square inch of piston = 0.00034 _TaN_r' and taking a = 0.5, cap
culated from the weight distribution figures giv('n by Winkler, the
speed at which this would become equal to 350 polmds per square
inch is 2,640 revolutions per minute. (NOTE.-- ll" = pounds recip-
(l
rocating weight per square inchpiston, N = revolution per minute,
r = radius of crank in feet..) The rotating cylinder engine intro-
duces a different condition, for here the reciprocating parts always
exert a centrifugal force varying from a maximum at out center to
a minimum at tuner center and such as will keep the connecting
rods always in tension if speed and recii_rocating weights are l:_rg5
enough to develop centrifugal forces higher than the gas pressure,
the maximum for which is found at 250 pounds per square inch
norlTlal.
From this standpoint the operating speed or high limit is fixed
by the weight of.reciprocating parts, and the normal maximum gas
pressur(is , and this is the controlling factor so long as mean effective
pressur(s do not fall off materially with speed. Examination of
any horsepower-speed curve will show it to have a straight line
form up to some critical value which is easily determined by test,
thouzh no authentic curves are available ,or acre engines. Of
cour_Ye, this critical speed must be beyond the operating range and
is a second high limit to be considered in conjunction with that im-
posed by inertia. The best procedure is undoubtedly the selection
of such proportion of gas passages, carburetor, and ignition condi-
tions on the one hand, and reciprocatingparts weights on the other,
as will bring the critical speed equal to the inertia speed limit. Cur-
vaturo of the horsepower-speed curve is due partly to increased
losses of charge at the higher speeds, and partly to insufficient rate
of combustion. Which of these two is in any instance the control-
ling factor must be discovered before any plan of improvement can
be-undertaken and this is most directly done by plotting the volu-
metric efficiency-speed curve beside the horsepower-speed curve.
If the latter departs from the straight line before the former, it is
clearly not due to insufficient charge. In such a case enlargement
of valves or ports, or reduction of carburetor vacuum will not im-
prove matters at all, as it is a low rate of combustion that is respon-
sible for the result, to cure which attention must be devoted to
mixture quality and ignition.
Fuel consumption per horsepower hour, or the equivalent thermal
efficiency, is aIso an indication of the overall effectiveness of the
process execution, and comparison of engines on this basis can be
made from the data of Table V, selected from the test reports.
These would tell more if divisible into the factors as indicated in
considering the mean effective pressure.
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TABLE V.--Fuel consumption (pounds per brake horsepower-hour) and thermal e ff_cy
versus engine classes.
(?lass No.
I. IL III. IV.
Cylinder-crank arrangement.
Fixed in line, 1 Fixed V, 2 cvlhl- [l
cylinder per crank, der per crahk. Rotating. ii Fixed star.
Cooling.
Water. Water. Air. Air. Water.
Engine or maker.
Benz. Curtiaa. B.M. & F.W. AnzamL Solmson.
• 525 [ .24
I
____uelI
0.845 I 0.10
Fuel. Em-
°lency.
:sTI .2_
Fuel. t Efll-
cien, cy.
0.53 0.75
Authority.
B.
Dalmler.
0.510 I 0.27
B•
Daimler.
0.505 t 0.27
B.
Daimler.
Maker. B.
Bturtevant. Gyro.
• i 0. 511 ] 0. 24 0. 785 { 0.17
M_Lk_. I B.
Sttnb_m.
0.5 0.25
Make'.
i ....................
1911 Gnome.
0.787 0.17
Lumet.
1911 Gnome.
0.805 0.17
B. Lumet.
Daimler. German Gnome.
O. 593
0.27 ....................
0. 6614 0.20
B. Maker.
Mskel'.
Anzanl.
0._ 0.27
.25
.51 .20
Maker.
1911Ni_uport.
Lumet.
......... q...... oo°°
I
0.805 [ 0.17
Lumet.
1911 Anza_l.
0.668 I 0.20
Lumet.
1913 Anzani.
0. 711 1 0. 19
Lumet.
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TABLE V.--Fud consumption (pounds per bra_e horsepower-hour) and thermal e_iciency
versus engine classes--Continued.
Class No.
I. II. III. IV.
Cylinder-crank arrangement.
Flxedinline, 1 i[ FlxedV,2cylin-
dot per crank.
cylinder per crank. ][ Rotating. Fixed star.
Cooling.
Water. Water. Air. Air. Water.
Engine or maker.
Daimler.
Fuel. Efl_-
0.528
.501
.499
Effi-
ciency. Fuel. elency.
0.29
.27 . ........ _..........
.27
Gnomej average of
six 45-horsepower
engines.
Eft-
Fuel. ciency.
0.7108
B. Lumet.
Benz.
0.537 0.25 .......... I ..........
I
Fuel. Efl_- Fuel. Em-
clency, cl_acy.
0.19 ............................................
Gnome, average of
twelve 63-horse-
power engines.
0. 7354 0.18 .......... I................................
J
Maker. Lumet.
Wright, 1913 Gnome.
0.53 0.23 ....................
N. R. G.
B,
0.485
N. R. G.
0. 849
Lumet.
0,10 .......... [.......... ,, ....................
0.28 .................... ,, ....................
0,26 .......................................... ,, .................... ,, ....................0.519
o I
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TABL_ V.--Fuel eonzumption (pounds per brake horsepower-hour) and thermal e_ciency
versus engine classes--Continued.
Class No.
I. II. III. IV.
Cylinder-crank arrungememt.
Fixed in line, 1 Fixed V, 2 cvlln-
cylinder per crank, der per crahk. Rotating. Fixed star.
Cooling.
Wa_r. Watar. Air. Air. Water.
Engine or maker.
Argus.
Fuel. Effi-
ciency.
0.534 0.26
B.
Argus"
0.588 0.23
B.
Argus.
0.586 0._
S.
Mulag.
0. 528 0.26
B.
8chrSter.
0.621 0.22
B.
Fuel. Era- Fuel. Efll- Fuel. Era- Fuel. Efll.
elency, cioncy, ctoncy, etoney.
........................................................I I..........
........J .................i .............I ...............J..........
..........f ............I......................1.....................I .
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TABLE V.--Fuel consumption (pounds per brake horsepower-hour) and thermal e_ciency
versus engine classes--Continued.
class No.
I. II. , III. ]
IV.
Cylinder-crank arrangement.
Fixed in line, 1 [ Fixed V, 2 cvlin-
cylinder per crank, der per crank.
Rotating. Fixed star.
Cooling.
Water. Water. Air. Air. Water.
Engine or maker.
Hall-Scott.
Effi-
Fuel. cieney.
0.6' 0.21
Maker.
Austrn-Dalmler.
0.52 0.26
Government
Acceptance Test.
1911 Labor-Avia-
tion.
0.617 0.22
Lumet.
1911Aviatic.
O.595 0.23
Lumet.
Efll- Eft]- Fuel. Efll- Fuel. Eiti-
Fuel. eiency. Fuel. ciency, cieney, eienc).
..........i .......i .......I ...................I......................I..........
..........1......................I ..............I....................I.........
.................................I .........I......................t.........
..........I..........J .......I ...................l......................l.........
Nov.--For Continental engines a calorific value of 18,900 British thermal units per pound has been
assumed, for American and British engines 20,400 British thermal units per pound.
Fuel consumption of less than half a pound per brake horsepower-
hour, reported tor fixed water-cooled cy]indem on reliable authority,
with corresponding thermal efficieneies approaching 30 per cent, are
nothing short of wonderful for such high-speed engines, and judging
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by the performance of other classes of engines and by the thermo-
d_-mmfics of limiting possibilities, little more can be expe(_ted. What
n_u._t be sought for here is, therefore, _ot an improvement of the
best, but a general raising of the poorer ones to lex el of the best,
and the maintenance of the high test value in actual-service flight.
In this prime factor, as in that of mean effective :pressure, the fixed
water-cooled cylinder has a demonstrated superiority, while the least
favorable is the rotating air-cooled. The difference between the
best and worst is ver.y large indeed.
Comparison of engine results with each other, especially when it
is not possible to divide ovcrall results into contributing factors, can
ire no information as to how far it may be possible to further im-
grove engines. It merely indicates which is the better, and may
throw some light on t_po availability, as, for example, the fuel con-
smnption of t_vo-cyole'engines must always be greater than four-
cycle, if each is equally well designed; or again, air-cooled engines
may or may not have as high a mean effective pressure as water-
cooled.
Thermodynamic standards of comparison do indicate goodness
more absolutely, and these are now in general use iu engineering prac-
tice. Accountmg for and eliminating operative conditions, such
absolute standards illuminate the goodness of the machine with refer-
ence to the execution of its basle process. Such, for example, is the
case with steam turbines, the performance of which is compared with
that of the Rankine cycle as a sta_ldard, for equal initial and terminal
conditions of pressure, temperature, and steam quality. It is also
the case with internal-combustion engines of the classes that have
really been subjected to any reasonable degree of investigation
_hich are judged by the Otto and Dieselgas cycles. But the aero
engine has not as yet been so studied. According to this method
equations are derived from a study of the ideal Otto gas cffcle for
thermal efficiency and mean effective pressure. Thermal emciency,
for example, referred to indicated horsepower is found to be a function
of the amount of compression only, ana given b_ the following equa-
tion, in which the subscript (b) refers to the condition after, and (a) to
that before, compression:
{ I'_\_-I . {P_\_---_ . Ta
Comparing this with the thermal efficiency of a_ engine of known
compression results in an efficiency ratio, and in Table VI are _iven
some values for aero engines, computed with what data are avauable
and certain assumptions noted. As the fuel consumption per brake
horsepower-hour is the only experimental quantity beside the com-
pressrun, the factor includes all losses, both mechanical and thermal,
which former should really be separated out.
Similarly, mean effective pressure can be shown thermodynamically
to be not only a function of compression, as is efficiency, but also of the
calorific value of the mixture, tile negative work a_l(l suction heating
or volumetric efficiency. As these effects are not separately known,
and as all aero engines work on gasoline, although benzol is also used
in Germany, and are capable of making and using the same calorific
power mixtures measm'ed at 32 °, and one atmosphere, this factor
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disappearsasa variable,andbecomesaconstant103British thermal
units. Theequationthentakesthefollowingform:
E
Comparison of this comt)uted resulL with that nleasured by test
gives tile diagram factors of "fable VI, including all losses due to every
cause. Comparison of the diagram factor with the efficiency factor
for each engum indicates whether or not the interferences affecting
one are greater than those that affect the other. For example, two
engines might have identical efficiency factors and yet one may heat
the charge much more than the other with a lower volumetric effi-
oiency. This one will have a very much lower diagram factor than
the other, or other_ ise the ratio of efficiency factor to diagram factor
will be different, and such is the case in general, comparing air-cooled
with water-cooled engines, especially if the former are of the rotating
cylinder heated crank case sort•
TABLE VI.--Diagram factors and eflictency ratios.
ClassNo.
I. If. Ill. IV.
Cylinder crank arrangement.
Fixed in line of Fixed V?, .?,-cylinder crank. Rotating.1 cylinder.
Fixed star.
Cooling.
Water. Air. } Water. Air. Air. Water.
Engineer maker.
Bel]z•
P. E.
Efliei-
Diag. eney
fact. ratio.
106.g
.353
Daimler.
I{_.5 0.27
102.0 .28
• 345 .5S7
• 340 .608
P. E. P. E.
Effiei- Dia . Eft]el-
Diag. oncy fac_. [ eneyfact. ratio, ratio.
0.29 ........................ ........
.630 ........, ......., ................
!
Iiiii:::: ::]::i:::ii::ii:
Daimler.
107.1
107,1
•357
.357
B. M. & F.W.
e. E.
Diag. Effiei-
fact. ency
ratio.
66.6 0.16
.222 .348
Oyro.
76.9 0•17
.256 .370
I
1911Gnome.
Nieuport. Salmson.
P. E.
Diag. E fflel-
fact. ency
ratio.
78.2 0.224
.260 .487
1911 Anf, anl.
79.6 0.20 .................
• 332 .........................
......iiii:iiiiiiiiiiiiii:i
P. E•
Efltei-
i_. • eney
ratio.
........ 0.17
......... 370
O.27
• 26
•5S7
• 565
.......... I........ { 66.9}}:iii iiii .................65:4 3{
i .215
0.17
.370
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TABLE VI.--Diagram factors and efficiency ratios--Continuod.
Class No.
1I ! i! Iv
Cylinder crank arrangement.
I i
Fixed in line of ] Fixed V?, 2-cylinder crank. Rotating. l
1 cylinder. t
Fixed star.
Cooling.
Water. I Air.
Water. i l Air. Air. Water.
Engine or maker.
N. A. G.
P° E.
Diag. Effici-
fact. ency
ratio.
P. _. P. E. P. E. P. E.
J
i P. E.
l
4
Diag. Effici- Diag. Effici- Diag. Efi_ci- Diag. Effici- Diag. I Effici-
ency eney [ ency
ency fact. ency faCt - fact. fact.fact. ratio, ratio, ratio, ratio, ratio.
lOl.O94.oo.28.28ii:::::::: :::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::!:::::::: ::::::::
Angus.
106.5 0.26 I
lO7.O ._ ===================================================================================::::::::
.337 .500 .....................................................................................
! t
Austro Daimler.
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::
94.0 0.26
.31 ._ ::::::::::::::::l:::::::: ::::::::[l:
Cheno.
|
Wright.
8(}.2 0.182 .
.267 .417 ::::::: ::::::::[::::::::::::::::":::::::::::::::::ll::::::::::::::::l:::::::: ::::::::
Green.
77.0 5.23 -- - , , , Jl I
.z_ .5o4 .... :..::::::: :::::::: :::::::: ::::::::: :::: : ::::::::::::::::::::::::: ::::::::
I
NOVlZ.--E. is thermal ediietency roferred to brake horsepower and P. is mean effective pressure pounds
per square mcn retorted to brake aorsepower.
On account of lack of sufficient data for individual engines, a compression ratio of I:$.$ has been assumed
for all engines, equivalent to an air card efficiency of $6.0 per cent and theoretical M. E. P.- _0.
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These figures, which should throw so much light on performance,
are, as a matter of fact, of but httle value because of the absence
of accurate data, especially on compression and engine friction, both
mechanical and fired. They are, however, given to illustrate the
method of judging by thermodynamic standards rather than by
simple comparison of engines one with the other, in the hope that
in future tests such data will be obtained as to make possible the
determination of both diagram factors and thermal efficiency ratios.
Continuity of the operation of mixture treatment in the cylinder
is dependent on the maintenance of a steady state as to temperature
of the metal parts, and this is possible only by a cooling system of
considerable complexity from the thermal standpoint, however sim-
ple the apparatus may seem, superficially examined. Cooling for
the maintenance of a steady state of temperature in the metal parts
is not of itself sufficient, as the parts must be held to a low limit of
temperature, which requires a definite heat conducting and dissipating
capacity in proportion to the heat receiving capacity of the part.
This limit of allowable temperature is imposed not only by the re-
qui_:emcnts of the charging and compression functions but is neces-
sar3 for other reasons. If metal parts become too hot oxidation sets
in, stiffness is reduced, and deformation, both the temporary sort
resulting from expansion and the permanent sort due to molecular
rearrangements, becomes troublesome. Cylinder lubrication is also
dependent on the temperature of the metal surfaces, of piston barrel
exterior and cylinder interior, which, if too high, prevents any oil
remaining without destructive distillation or carbonization, or
imI)airs its lubricating value by excessive reduction of viscosity.
kieat is received by all metal parts in contact with the hot gases
and these parts include the cylinder head, inlet and exhaust valves,
the walls of any valve, pockets, the ig'niter plug, the piston head, and
the _ hole interior of the c 3 linder wall exposedat the end of the out-
stroke. The heat received by the cyhnder proper is greatest for the
part exposed during the first part of expansion just following explo-
sion, and extremely hot gases are in contact with the whole interior
of the clearance space. In addition, heat is given up by burnt gases
escaping through the exhaust valve and ports to the valve and its
stem to the stem ,lg_,)des, port walls, and connecting parts of the cylin-
der head or the side pocket that carries the exhaust valve.
Heat received from hot gases must be conducted through the
metal by more or less devious and rarely straight paths to the external
surfaces of the metal walls from which heat maybe abstracted. The
first means of abstraction from the exterior faces of the walls is air in
motion, induced or driven by a fan which may be separate, or the pro-
pcUer itself. In some cases the free air moving past with the velocity
of flight is rehed upon, but the most unique arrangement is that
of the rotating cylinder cooperating with the free air movement.
The second means of abstraction is water or oil, or in general a liquid
circulated by a pump, first over the heat receiving walls and then
through the radiator where the free air again takes it up with or
without the assistance of a fan. A third method, as yet used in very
few acre engines, though frequently used elsewhere, is the boiling
water jacket, noncirculatting, with an air cooled steam condenser and
condensate return. In any case the ultimate disposition of the heat
is to the free air, and when liquids are interposed as carriers it is with
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the ideathat somegoodresultswill followwhat appearsto be at
first anindirectmethod. Theonlysortof goodresultthat wouldbe
worthwhile is a betterabstractionfromheatedwallsin steadiness
anddcgree_andthat suchis thecaseis unquestionable,not only on
rationalgrounds,but by experimentaldemonstrations.
Wheneverheat is to passbetweena fluid anda body of metal,
it hasbeenestablishedthat a layerof fluid adheringto the metalas
afilm actsontheheatflow asaninsulatinglayer. Thethicknessof
thisdeadfluidfilm,andthereforeits thermalresistance,dependsonthe
conditionof fluid motion,or, asit hasbeentermed,on thescrubbing
action. Itigh velocitiesalwaysreducethe film thicknessand the
thermalresistance.Thethermalresistance(reciprocalof the con-
du(.tivity)of gasesand,therefore,of gaseousfilmsof giventlfickness,
is of the orderof magnitudeof 1,000timesthat of metalsand 10
timesthat of liquidsandthe thermalresistanceof liquids100timesthat of metals.
tteat flowingfromhotc:_hndergasesto theair directlymust,there-
fore,passthrougha complexpathof at leastthreeparts,a deadgas
film on theinsidewallsof the cylinder,themetalwall anda second
deadgasfilm on the outside. Whena circulatingliquid is intro-
ducedthe path is morecomplex,consistingof a dead-gasfilm on
insidecylinderwalls,themetalwalls,a liqmdfihnoutsidethewalls,
a secon(tliquid film on the insideof the radiator, jacket, or water
pipe walls, and finally a second gas film on the outside of radiator
jacket or pipe. Each of these elements of the heat path exerts a
thermal resistance to heat flow, and the resistance of tim whole path
is the sum of the separate resistances.
Heat flows according to _ law similar to Ohm's law for electricity,
inasmuch as the flow varies directly with the difference of potentlal
or temperature, and inversely as the resistance. Therefore. o_er
any complex path, consisting of several parts each of different 'resist-
ance series as the same quantity of heat is passing through all. the
whole temperature drop is divisible into partial temperature drops
in the proportion of the partial resistance to the whole resistance.
The resistance of any one part of the _path is inversely proportional
to the conductivity of the substance, is directly proportional to the
length of path in the direction of heat flow, and is reversely as the
cross section of path at right angle to the heat flow. Accordingly
the telnperature drop through a gas fihn is almost a thousand times
as great as through a metal wall of equal thickness, and the drop
through a liquid tihn also of the same thickness would be about ten
times that through the metal. Gas film thic-l_esses and thermal
resistances on the interior of the combustion chamber, because of
lack of circulation there, nmst be fairly thick and so highly resistant.
These interior gas film resistances n;ust t)e much greater than the
air films on the exterior where air is })lasted over surfaces and very
much more in turn than the resistance of fihns of liquids eirculatins
over those exterior surfaces. Of all the temperature (h'(,1)s , })y a_
odds the least is that through the thin cylinder walls when the flow
is direct.
The object of the design of the coolin_ system is to keep the inte-
rior metal walls as cool as possible, anti these walls will be cool in
proportion as the thermal resistance of the heat flow path is greatest
on the side of heat reception and in proportion as the resistance on
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the outside is small and the heat flow path through the metal short,
or in the event of this being impossible then of equivalently larger
cross section.
By reason of the fact that they normally work at or nearly at full
power and at such high speeds, aero engines develop more heat per
square inch of wall interior than any other class of internal-combus-
tion engines of the same bore, and it is an open question whether cyl-
inder bore has much, if anything, to do with this quantity. Cooling
must, therefore, be more effectivelyprovided than in any other simi-
lar engine, so that careful study of heat flow conditions should be
well repaid in improved results, both as to maintenance of high
power and reliability. While considerable advance has been made_n
this direction it is more concerned with general system than with
details. The literature, for example, is full of controversial matter
on air cooling versus water coohng, on the relative merits of air
blasted fixed versus rotating cylinders, and such matters of general
arrangement, but there is a general lack of attention to the rational
thermal analysis or design of the heat flow path for control of its
resistances and temperature gradients.
Cooling of cylinder-barrel walls is perfectly easy by either air or
water, but to get air cooling as effective as water the air must circu-
late many times faster than the water, which is quite effective,
whether it has any material velocity or not. Extension of exterior
surface is, of course, a direct and rational means of reducing the nec-
essary air velocity to secure a rate of heat abstraction that will keep
the temperature of the metal walls much nearer to that of the circu-
lating air than to the interior hot gases. Such ribbing is quite unnec-
sary with water or oil in jackets as the rate of abstraction by this
medium of higher conductivity is so high that no more abstraction
surface is required than that receiving heat to keep the metal at a
temperature very close to that of the liquid.
Difficulties of cooling begin only on the irregular parts and increase
with their irregularity or thermal isolation from heat dissipators.
The first irregu-iar element met is the cylinder head or side valve
pocket. This receives heat over the whole interior, including the
valve faces, and also from the walls of the exhaust port. It can not
be of uniform metal thickness, and by reason of valve seats and ports
the metal heat flow path can never be of uniform length, so it is to be
expected that however uniform in temperature the interior of the
smooth cylinder barrel may be no such condition can apply to heads
or valve pockets. The intake port and valve, with its stem and stem
bearing, are coolers and need no other cooling than is available from
the incoming charge, especially when the mixture carries some liquid
still to be vaporized. It is this inlet self-cooling that is responsible
in part for lowered volumetric efficiencies, so the heat exchange here
that helps in one direction is harmful in the other.
Exhaust ports, whether cast in or welded to sheet metal or screwed
into machined seats, can not be too well cooled, because they start
at the exhaust valve seat, at which point heat is received on both
the port side and combustion chamber side. Exhaust ports also
carry the stem bearing of the exhaust valve, which is the only
means of disposing of the heat received by the valve itself on either
side. For the amount of heat received and to be disposed of, with-
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out unduelocalizedriseof temperatureat the exhaustvalveseat,
theseexhaustportsof cylinderheadsor valvepocketsarenormally
not cooledsufficiently. Increasedmetal crosssectionand metal
extensionsto jacketor air blastspaceswouldnaturallyassist. Still
worsein manyenginesis theconditionof theexhaustvalvereceiv-
ing he._tonbothsidesandwith nosourceof dissipationexceptits
stemandthestembearing. Thesestemsshouldhavea largemetal
crosssection,and the metal shouldbeof ashighconductivityas
_ossible,_:hile the joint from valve stem to diskshouldbe ofrangcurveandthediskof increasingthicknesstowardthecenterto
furtherpromoteconductingcapacity. Thestembearingcanhardly
be too big or longnor too wellcooledby sufficientmetalandheat
dissipatingsurface,but heat transferfrom the stemto the guide
bearingcanhardlybeexpectedwithoutanadequateoil film, because
a dry stemmeansa gasfilm of somuchgreaterthermalresistance
thanoil asto renderuselessthelargemetalcrosssectionandsurface.
To holdoil in sucha stembearingwithout an elementarystuffing
box is, of course,almostimpossible,but thoughsucha device is not
use(], it should be added to replace the present two diameter stems
now in use for this purpose. It requires on_y a casual survey of the
illustrations of acre engines to see how dinerent is the means for
head cooling and expeeially that of the exhaust valve, its seat, stem
and port walls, and how easily, therefore, distortion of the metal
parts may occur, due to unequal expansion, resulting possibly in
brcaka__cs but certainly, when valves and seats are involved, in seri-
ous lea_s which, once started, especially at exhaust valves, rapidly
increase 1)y the high erosion influences.
Probabl'v the worst cooled part, aside from the exhaust valve, is
the piston_head, which receives heat over its whole top surface, equal
to the art's,,' of the cylinder bore circle at least, and more if arched
upward ,)t' dished down, as may properly be done, especially the former
to give it, some stiffness and_elasticity in thermal expansion. This
heat, while imparted in small part to the crank case air, must largely
and almost wholly be disposed of to the cylinder walls by a radially
outward conduction across the head, followed by conduct down the
piston barrel, thence across an oil film to the cylinder walls. By
hlcreasing the metal thickness of the piston head regularly from
the ccntcr outward in proportion to the square of the radius, its
heat carrying capacity could be made proportional to the receiving
surface above, l'hen by suitably thickening the upper barrel the
axial heat carrying capacity can be made great enough to take what
is delivered by the outer ring of the head and conduct it down for
the oil film to be taken up and transferred to cylinder walls. This
last transfer is most effective the longer the piston and the better
the oil film, and as it is thus disposed of the thickness of barrel may
be reduced. Such additional piston metal to secure an adequate
heat carrying path will be least the greater its thermal conductivity,
and there is no reason why suitable carrying capacities should not
result without undue weight. Examination of the illustrations will
indicate that apparently the idea of most of the designers has been
to use as thin, and uniformly thin, metal as possible with no thought
of heat conductivity whatever, though a few give evidence of some
grasp of the problem. An exception to the overheated piston is
found in the rotating cylinder engine that carries its inlet valve in
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the piston,whichin this caseis adequatelycooled,but at the ex-
penseof volumetricefficiency.Thereis lie reason,shouldthick
metal pistonsprove objectionable,why air blastsshouldnot be
introduceddirectlyunder the pistonsexcepttheconsequentevap-
orationof lubricatingoil.
Pistonheadsthat areveryunequallyheatedor veryhighlyheated
aresubject to a co,tsiderat)le expansion and to oxi'dation"as well,
besides being responsible for decreased volumetric efficiency and
extra c_-linder clearance. If sufficiently cut away to g'_ve relief,
leakage_is promoted, which defeats lubrieat.ion, and the oil fihn,
which is an essential part of the thermal pat.h from piston to cylinder,
is destroyed and overheating accelerated. Some little clearance, and
more at the top than along the barrel, is necessary, but the less the
better, and the better the cooling of the piston head whether by con-
duction across it and down the barrel or through separate conduction
bars, directly from head center to barrel and to oil film, the less
clearance will be necessary. A photograph is given in a German
report of a piston that failed from overheating, and such failures
seem to be frequent. There is also shown a burned spark _)lug,
which should be cooled just as well as other parts to prevent exces:.
sive temperature rise, though its end must be warm to promote
cleanliness, but not so warm as to make an incandescent spot, or to
cause destruction.
Cracked cylinders are also more or less common from unequal
cooling, and in both the German and the British Alexander tests
such cases are reported. In the latter the fact that the cylinder ran
11 hours before failing proves the crack to be not due to any gas-
pressure stress. This unequal cooling or heating may be due to
uneven thicknesses of metal or to unequal heat abstraction, as
would occur in water jackets with steam or air pockets, or to the
impact of the air blast from the propeller on the front side of a for-
ward cylinder. Rotating air-cooled cylinders and, in fact, even
fixed air-blasted cylinders can not be equally cooled because it is
quite impossible to force equally cool fresh air at equal velocity
around the whole cylinder, no matter how many baffles or guides are
used, and this inequality must promote distortion. One compen-
sating element used, that of eccentric ribs giving more surface for
heat abstraction on the side of least air activity, is ingenious, prob-
ably more so than effective. There seems to De no hope whatever
of air cooling ever being made as uniform as with water, and there-
fore more distortion effects are certain in air-cooled engines even
though, by the use of excessive quantities of air and fan or windage
power, the walls could undoubtedly be kept as cool as with water,
it could not be a uniform cooling, and hence not as desirable. In the
German test report the windage of the Gnome rotating cylinder
engine is given as 8 per cent of the output, which checks exactly the
vaYue given by Winkler for the Renault fixed-cylinder engine fan
power.
Water gives c()ntrol of temperature in degree as well as uniformity,
for with sufficient radiator capacity the water temperature entering
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jackets can be kept only a few degrees above that of the free air.
By sufficient circulating-pump capacity the delivery temperature
from tile engine jackets can be kept as near the inlet temperature as
may 1)e desired. On the <>ther hand, should the engine be fonnd to
woi'k better with wanner water, or if radiator size is to be minimized,
and the advantage be regarded as greater than a warm(,r engine,
this can be accomplished 1)y reducing rAdiAtor size with corresp<)nd-
in_, rise of temp.(rature of water inlet to .engine without in. Any way
a_ecting tileumformltv of heat al)stra_tl(m from the engine metal.
The limit of this occur.s _hen the jacket water is allowed to boil, as
in the Antoinette, in which case the Ta(tiator t)econles an air con-
denser and very small because of high temperature difference between
steam (212 ° F.) and the free air. Higher temperatures than this
can be secured by the use of oil in iack(,ts, as is done in some farm
tractors to further reduce radiator size, and such oil has the advan-
tAge of not freezing.
Piston-cooling effectiveness is more or less measured by the limit-
ing diameter t}{_.t is operative, and t}m ten(tenc_, to use n_ultiple cyl-
imlers of small (tiameter, especially in the rotating air-cooled engine,
which _,o as high AS 20 cylinders per engine, and to keep their cvlh_der
diameters ies(than 5 inches, ca-n be traced directly to this." Even
with water-cooled engines a limit i's reached, dependent entirety on
this piston-coolin_ factor, and larger cylinders than are now "used
require better co(_ing of the piston by the methods indicated.
Temperature expansion stresses added to those imposed by gas
pressures and mass motion forces have never ye_ been succe/sfully
attacked bv the stress analyst, but even if they could be treated
mathematically it would help but little when the'temperatm'e in the
various parts of the meta[structure are unknown. No class of
machine except the large in, ternal-combustion engine suffers so
severely from these temperature conditions as nero engines, and in
none is the consequence of failure likely to be so serious. This new
and difficult problem must be attacked patiently and svstematically
by experimental research if any but accidental or hapl{azard results
arc to be attained. Pemting such needed fact data on temperatures
and temperature gradients and on the effects of mean temperature or
temperature differences, on. volumetric efficiency,, on. limiting com-
pressions, on metal expansmn, on permanent distortion, or on corro-
stun, the best that can be done is to use that method of attack that
promises best, results in uniformity of cooling and in low mean tem-
l)erature This undoubtedly involves the use of liquids as heat
r'eccivers" from the metal wMls, but just as surely demands proper
arrangement of metal parts for promotion of heat transmission as
uniformly as possible through the several I_arts.
Lubrication as a process is of considerably greater importance and
significance iu the aero engine than in. any otlier, for while it tl_ts but
little direct rel.ttiou to the power weight ratio, it has al_. indire('t one
and, of course, bears directly on reliability, constituting probably the
most important element of {his factor. The indirect relation of fnbri-
cati_m to the power weight ratio results from the use of unusual
metals at bearing surfaces, especially c),linder _'ersus piston, adopted
for reduction of metal volume, add l_ringing cas$ iron and bronze
against steel, and even steel against steel. Lubrication is also as
pointed out previously, a factor in cooliI_g when the heat dissipation
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path includes an oil film surface, maintenance of which reduces heat
resistance to a proper value, but loss of which results in overheating
of the parts th:tt _tre thus thermally isolated. Not only is the lubri-
cation of the acre engine peculiar m these two respects of mmsually
difficult metals to be lubricated, and heat conductivity function in
additioTt to that of lubric._tion, but in other respects ;_s well. M_xi-
mum comp.tctness in tim interests of low weight leads to the use of
small bearings 'rod '_s high bearing pressures ':s m'_v be feasible for
the very high speeds in use. In the case of rotating_cylinder engines
any change in ang_llar velociL_ produces piston side thrust loads, not
fro'rod ill any other machine'and these mav be extremely high, so
high _ls to e_Ocn bend the cvlinders _s cantilever be mls if the accelera-
tion, positive or negativ(:, is large. All acre engines have closed
crank cases and thesemust necess'_ril)_ get very w:,.rm, largely from
heat received from the underside of p{st.ons, but ,_lso from the whole
side of lhe piston barrel mtd the exposed eylin(ler w_/ll. The crli_t(ler
wall is hot t)v re'lson of the heat being eouitueted through, so that the
viscosity of'the oil on it, is reduced just about to the]imit, ht the
hottest reg!on near 1).iston heads, 'rod even in some cases in other
p,t['ts '_s well, the c3:findcr oil suffers decomposition changes, due to
the heat, as is proved hy the progressive loss of lubricating value of
oil in circulating return systems. Not only is the oil subjected to
variable and high temperatures, but it must be of such character as
will not lca_-e excessive carbon residues in the combustion chamber
when it works past pistmls, but must vaporize on the hot surface with
least carbonization. Coupled with these high interior temperatures
of the nero engine are possible excessively low temperatures of the
surrounding air, freezing temperatures in high altitudes being rather
the rule than the exception, 'rod yet immediately before or after, the
machine may be close to the earth where the temperature in summer
may exceed 100 degrees.
It is clear that nero engine lubrication is not only more important
as a process than in other classes of engine with reference to need and
consequences, but is very much more difficult on account of the
excessive heating, even when the engine is built of the standard mate-
rials of internal combustion engine practice, i. e., cast-iron piston on
cast-iron cylinders, but is doubly difficult when steel is substituted to
reduce metal volume, so it is natural to find new elements of practice
introduced.
Crank shaft and crank pin bearings of nero engines offer no more
ditliculty on nero engines than on others, provided the bearing pres-
sures imposed by the designer in an effort to cut down material are
not excessive and providedthe surrounding atmosphere is not hotter.
The necessity for crank cases imposed by the presence of dust in
the air at landing and starting points, does make the atmosphere
surrounding these bearings abnormally hot, especially when thepis-
tons are inadequately cooled as is more often the case than not. This
hot atmosphere created by hot pistons and conserved by the closed
crank case naturally raises main and cra_xk pin bearing temperatures
to some value higher than the crank case air, fixed by the heat gen-
erated in them by friction, and ,so reduces oil viscosity correspond-
ingly. This would seem to be sufficient reason for using lower bearing
pressures or larger surfaces than in auto engines, for example, and this
conclusion is reenforced by the fac_ that the bearing surface speed is so
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veryhighaudcontinuouslyso. Insteadoflargermainandcrankpin
bea'rin_,the acreenginesso far develoi)edusuallyh'tve equalor
smallercuesthan aut,omobileor boat engines.]N'omatter how
el_Lboratehe oil-feedingsystemnorhowcarefullythe gradeof oil
maybeselected,this lwacticc('_tl_l,)tbe,_cceptedmlt, il it has been
more fully demoustrated than h_,:_ yet been done, that it is necess_wy.
Piston and wrist pin lubrication present still greater difticultics,
and no ne_v methods ()f lubrication a1"e available be)'ond the supply
of excessive quantitics of oil to these surfa(_cs. As'ah'eady _pointed
out, a(xo-engiue pistons are hotter than thos(, of other engin(_ uecauso
of the higher speed and consequent great(f heat quantity per minute
tak(n up by the pistons, and also 1)(,caus(_ these are of thinner metal
and so can not dispose of their heat so readily to the cyliud(_r walls.
This is further aggravated by the slmrtn(_ss of the pistons, which in
some cases are hardly more than two-thirds of a diameter in length,
though Winlder recommends 1.1 diameter, while stationary-engine
pistons are regarded as requiring a length of two diameters. Such
short pistons reduce the h(at dissipating cylinder contact surface,
but also increase the side-thrust pressures. They tend to cock sidc-
wise, especially when ma(te loose to relieve expansion, and so concen-
trate side, thrust at. the ends instead of distributing it over the already
too small surface. In the rotating cylinder engines additional side
thrust of ahuost any amount may result from variations of angular
velocity if sudden. Under such high t(mperatures and high side
pressm:es, perha, s badly distributed, the, viscosity.• ..and lubri('atin:, g
value of most oils falls very low and tim dccomposxtmn con&tmns
are approached with product!on of light coustituents that evaporate
and of tar or carbon constituents that stick. Yet in spite of this the
speed of the rubbing surfaces is so very high as to require lower sur-
face pressures and temperatures rath_r than lfi_her. Mean piston
speeds are never under 1,000 feet per minute, a_aigh limit for good
stationary-engine practice, and even exceed 2,000 feet per mhm_e.
To still further aggravate this piston-lubrication condition, steel
pistons have been introduced a__a]nst cast-iron cylinders, steel cyl-
l"nders with cast-iron pistons, an(_'stecl pistons against steel cylinders,
again in the interest of reduction of metal volume, though nowhere
in engineering practice has there be( u any success in lubricating such
surfa(_es, especially when very hot.
The fact remains, however, that these acre engines do run, hut the
absence of sufficient reliable data extendfilg ow, r years of experience,
commensurate with that on which present stai_dards of int¢rnal com-
bustion engine practic!,_ rests, makes it a source of wonder whl'_ther
the lubrication of aero (ngines at present is wrong and bad, or whether
on the other hand they have taught old practice som(t.hing new.
About all that can be said at present, howew_r, is that many acro-
engiuc failur(s traced to lack of lubrication are recorded; t.iiat the
oil comsumptiou of these engim,s is very high, in some cases reaching
half tl_e wcizht of fuel; and finally that the greatest caution should
be ob._erved'hl following present-methods. At the same time, the
construction of eugines to operate cooler at lower bearin_ stuff ace
pressures and with parts of suc(.es_ivcl_:, different materiaJs shouhlbe uudertakeu for t.e_t data. Ea(h n(w combination should, be
experimentally tested to destructiou with decreasing quantities of
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selected but different oils to definitely settle this question in the
laboratory:
As to d(tails of method of application of oil, there seems to have
been developed some more or h ss generalpractices. All rotttting cylin-
ders are lubricated by crank-case sprays, which in the case of those tak-
ing the charge through the crank-case'involves the carr),ing of appr( el-
able quantities of oil into the combustion chamber wl{ere it burns, at
least l"n part. This is practically equivalent to the splash system for
fixed cylinders, which for auto engines has proved only moderately
successful and for acre engines is quite unsuited. All fix('d-evlin(ler
engines use forced lubri('ation for main and crank-pin bearing,
a means of preventing solidification of oil under low-air tempera-
tures, and wl'th all or most of th_ distribution pipes inside the crank
case for the same reason, sometimes substituting cored or drilled
aSSages in the casting for pipes. These purely-forced feeds are so
r allof the central system, one pressure supply, sometimes with a
duplieato in reserve, being provided with multiple, outlets, which has
an element of danger, because tight beariTl_ needing most oil receive
least in proportion to the loose bearings which, offering less resistance
to oil escape, tend to take it all. There are three typical pump
systems: First, complete circulation of the whole suppl)_ to boarin_
with gravity return to sump and pump; second, direct feed of fresh
oil from pump with no return; and ttm'd, combinations of this with
two pumps, one for fresh and o_le for circulatiI_g oil, discharging bite
common bearing tubes or into separate ones. Any cireulatin K oil
system requires a cooler, and the exposed crank-case sump surface
is sometimes relied on, sometimes supplemented by air-circulation
tubes or by carrying the oil supply to exterior cooling surfaces, and
as a rule this oil cooling is made complementary to carburetor mix-
ture or air warming, by passing one in thermal contact w!th the other.
As a rule cylinders and wrist pins are lubricated by th¢ oil escaping
from main and crank-pin bearings, but considerable moditication of
details is found, and reference is made to the papers and reports
reproduced in the appendix. Among these that of Benderman,
reporting on the second German ocmpetition, is so good that it. is
worth quoting.
_Lubmcation.--The amount, of lubricating oil required is affected by
the system of lubrication and the circulation of the lubricant. The
lubricant of an aeroplane engine shoukl not only reduce the friction
between the parts which are in sliding contact, and not only remove
the frictionaIheat, which is considerable, due to high bearin_ pres-
sure, but m many cases it also has to cool the p_ston heads. ]_h • ,nl
is largely lost without doing any work. It works past the piston
into the combustion chamber and there fouls spark plugs and valves.
This, of course, can not be avoided altogetherl but it may be minimized
by guards at the cylinder ends and by positi_ ely feeding the oil to the
wrist pins. Much oil escapes in the form of vapor and fog through
the ventilating funnels (breathe_), which equalize pressure or vacuum
in the crank case _ithout allo_ing the oil to squirt out or dirt to
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enter. If thesebreathersaremadehmgandexposedto theair blast
theoil vaporwill condensein thenl and distantplaces,suchasthe
camshaftabovethecylinders,maytherebybelubricatedin placeofthehandlubrication.
Thelossof oil by leaksin thecasingdependson thenumberand
kind of the joints. Especiallythe gutd_isof the valve tappet rods
throw out a great deal of oil. It will, th_ refore, be well to keep their
diameters at the place _here they emerge, small• In one motor the
tappets are hearty surrounded by the wl_tilati_tg pipes (breathers),
which direct the oil coming back _to the crank case.
The lubricatin ualities of the oil decrease with increasing tem-q . . o ' , _° . *
perature. Therefore rapM circulation of the ml in the bearings sub-
jeered to high pressures is required; also sufficient cooling in a spa-
cious oil pan, preferably with cooling tubes. At high temperatures
as tables 5 shows, castor oil is considerably more viscous and effective
than good mineral oil. It, therefore, so f'_r can not be done without
in air-cooled engines. ]_or water-cooled engines one of the two min-
eral oils mentioned was always satisfactory during the competition.
The most simple svstem of oil distrihuti_m is the so-calle}t splash
s'¢stem (very imperh{ct). The fresh oil Sul>plicd from outside or the
storage oil e'()lleeting lit the crank case is whirh,,t around by the rotat-
ing and reciprocating parts and is thus intend(_d to get to the ])roper
places. This means that considerahh_ exees_; (,t" oil is required; the
losses are considerable. Engines lubricated in tiffs wa_ usually have
a smoK_ exhaust.
More" advant,_geously the oil is positively conducted by a distrib-
utin_ line to the fixed hearings, and fr,,m there as far as possible
with_,ut loss conducted t,) the c(mnectiu x rod (,ads and to tile ruh-
bing eat'face of the piston. This is 1)_st (_ff._,cted l)v full oil throw
rings on the crank an(I a pipe c,)uncction t,(_Iv,'_en the ends of each
connecting rod In som(, c_s(,s tile oil throw rim_s are only _)artiallv
• Q , cv* °_ u ,]
executed and are partmlly replaced by turned grooves m t,e side
r_ " " ° Oe °of the' crank. Ihese catch the od, which, after h,avm_ the bearing,
runs alo_g the side of the crank.
In oth(,r cases the oil conducted to the crank bearing !_sforced intothe interior of the crank shaft 'rod fr_)m there under the influence of
centrifugal force runs to the comleeting roll ends. On the way into
tile shaft it has to overcome centrifugal force. That requires re@ neat
bearings mid at times high ()il 1)ressures. Piston force pum]_)s in this
case are to be preferred to g(_ar pumps. The positive suppty to the
wrist pins permits the most c_m_pl(,te utiliz,ltion of the oil. The
lubri,,ating oil consumption is r(,dm.( d and a supply for several hours
may be provided in the moderatel-¢ enlarged crank cause. If the
crailk case should be too small, a puinp for 'f'resh oil has to replenish
the supply from without. The fresh-oil pump may either discharge
into the circulati()n line or may feed a sp(_cial distribution net, sep-
arated from the close(l-circuit l]ne. This, however, is hardly advan-
tagc_)us, since the required small _nake-up of fresh oil, should the
closed circuit fail, does not suttlc_ to ke('p the engine running for
any length of time. Spetdal at tcntio_t must be given to the fact
that the oil in cohl weather l)ecmm,s so thi<'k iu exposed pij)es that
a dangerous lack of oil will be the result aml the bearings _ ill melt.
Fhe cir<'ulating oil becomes polluted by metal (lust and deposits
of combustion. Small particles, however, do uot matter; larger
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ones may be kept away from the pump by brass screens. In the
engines tested these screens were not always well accessible. From
the fine carbon particles which the circulating oil carries with it after
a certain length of time, the bearing metal receives a grayish look,
but its durabdity is thereby increased.
The oil pump is connected by a short suction line with a point of
the case located so low that in all inclined positions of the engine it
is covered by oil. The lubricating oil, which is very thick at low
temperatures, renders tile design of the oil _)ump very important.
All automatically operated parts, such as valves with springs, and
such, easily fail, and therefore are to be avoided.
Part 2 (b).--GENERAL ARRANGEMENT, FORM, PROPORTIONS, AND MATE-
RIALS OF AERO PARTS--POWER-WEIGHT RATIO, RELIA-
BILITY, AND ADAPTABILITY.
If in every cylinder the same mean effective pressure were obtained,
and if all cylin[iers weighed the same number of pounds per cubic foot
of displacement per stroke, including their attached valves, rods,
pistons, _Tist pins, and connecting rods, then the weight per horse-
power of engine at the same engine speed wouht depend on the frame
and shaft weights per cylinder which is a result of the general arrange-
mcnt. If at the same'time the thermal efficiency of all engines were
the same, the added weight of fuel and tanks per horsepower would
be the same for all. Differences in weight per horsepower of engine
proper and of engine, oil, fuel, radiator, and tanks taken together
are considerable, the heaviest being more than twice the weight of
the ]ightest even for short runs, and the excess is more than this for
the longer runs. The basic causes for such differences can be reached
only by analysis alon_ these lines, and such analysis will indicate
tha't as man>: of the elements of actual difference are accidental or
incidental as are essential or inherent in arrangement, form, pro-
portions, or material.
The influence of arrangement to be first examined is in some cases
quite clear and in others complex. Where, for example, arrangement
of cylinders in number and position has no effect on the limiting
speed, on the mean effective pressure, on thermal efficiency, or on the
weight of cylinders complete per cubic foot of displacement per stroke,
then the effects of arrangement are clear, qualitatively. The con-
trarv is the case when a given arrangement that gives reduced frame
and_shaft weight per cylinder as compared with another also requires
heavier cylinders, or _S limited to a lower speed, or is incapable of
any but a low mean effective pressure, for here the result depends on
the degree to which one factor compensates another.
Differences in arrangement are more bold and numerous in aero
engil_es than in any other class, and some of them are quite unique,
yet _ ith these truly remarkable differences that are quickly grasped
by a reference to "the illustrations in the appendix, the surprising
tt'{ing is not that the weight per horsepower varies considerably with
arrangement but that it does not vary even more. This is an indirect
proof of the existence of these compensating factors, and shows that
arrang(ment has not as great an effect on weight per horsepower as
might at first be expected. Air cooling versus water cooling is a fair
illustration of this, _or elimination of jacket, radiator, and p]'pe metal
and of water reduces weight, of course, but the result is usually a
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lower meaneffectivepressureand thermal efficiency.Again,the
rotating cylinderair cooledas comparedwith the fixed cvlinder,
whileelim{natingfansandrib casings,addsawindagepoweri;equire-
ment,musthavesteelcylindersto avoidtheuncertaintyof casting
soundnessin resistingthegreatcentrifugalforces,andsomustuse
excessivequantitiesof oil,whichhasto becarried.
Ignoringfor thepresentthoseconlpensatingdifferencesandcon-centratingattentionon the eff(ctsof arrangementah)m,it is clear
that twosimilarcylinderssetsideby side,eachdevelopingthesame
OWCrand of equal thermalefficiency,will not requireshaft and
ameweightstwiceasgreatasone. Addingathird isequivalento
placingbetweenthe frameand shaft endsan intermediatepiece
withoutends,andhenceof lessweight,but eachcylinderadded,bc-
g!nningwith the fourth, addsexactlythe same"frameand shaft
_eight_sthethird, andthereforehasvery little influenceonweight
per horsepower,unlessothermodificationsare introduced,suchas
castingtwocylindersenbloc,removingmainbearingsbetweenalter-
natecranks,and thickeningof frameandcrank shaft to meet the
stresses introduced by" increased lengths. Therefore multil)lication
of similar cylinders along one line rcduccs weight per horsepower fast
at first, an([ beginning x_ith tour rapidly lc_, and bcyon([ a certain
number of cslinders the weight reductio_l is more or h;ss equalized or
overbalance(l by the necessity for greater metal cross-sections per foot
of length in sha-ft and frame, q'o illustrate the point, agivel"_ style
of boat engine havin._ the same cvlind(,r on engines of one, two,
three, four, aml six c_inders in line is seleetc_}, as no other class of
engine covers such a x;:i(lc range of number of id¢ntical cylinders. For
one size of cyli_lder the single-cylinder engine weighs 472 pounds, and
the two-cylinde r engine 626 pol_nds, the second cylinder having added
154 poun(ls, or 33 per cent. The third three-cylin'der engine weighs 716
pounds, so that, the third cylinder has added'90 pounds, and each ad-
ditional cylinder also adds the same 90pounds up to six, the weight of
which is therefore that of the two-cylinder engine, 626 pounds, as these
are retained for ends, together with the weight of four cylinders of 90
pounds each between, or 360 d- 626 = 986 pounds. The corresponding
weights per horsepower have the following relation, taking that for
one-cylinder engine as unity, the numbers representing 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 6, respectively, are 1, 0.52, 0.40, 0.335, 0.274. The fact that
each intermediate cylinder has added exactly the sam( w(,ight in this
engine indicates that shaft and frame weights per foot have also
remained constant, but in some cases, and properly, these are made
heavier in passing, for example, from four to six cyl'indcrs, so that the
small reduction In weight j)er horsepower above 5 per cent of the
weight of the single-cylin(lcr engin e is lost entir(ly, a n(l the six-
cylinder wouhl be no lighter than the four per h,)rsepow( r.
Further weight reduction by arrangement alone i-s available with
multiplication of similar cylinders, not iu line ,'_xiallv in a phme
pan, sing through and includii_g the shaft but radially ab()ut the shaft
ni a plane at right angles to it. Two cylinders with axes in line and
with connecting rods working on one crank 1)in, constituting the two-
cylinder opposed engine, or two cylinders _;¢ith axes at right angles
also working on one crank constitutin_ the ric, ht-an_led V end, the
add .no frame weight for the second cylinder over what the first
requires• It really reduces it by the metal required to cover the bore
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hole, exceptfor somethickeningat the joi_ts. Nothing at all is
added to the shaSt weight except when the era_lk pin is made longe:r,
as is rarely the case. This arrangement gives a greater gain m
weight per horsepower than two cylinders in line, but when the second
cylinder is added radially in another plane and has its own cq'ank it
should result in a _ eight exactly the same as for two in line, because
the difference is merely one of rotating one cylinder with reference
to the other, retaining the same metal ttn'ough_ut.
These are the two fundamental arrangements of multicylinderh_g
for the standard piston-connecting rod-cr_nk engine, and so long as the
cylinders remain fixed there is no reason why each cylinder i_t any com-
bination should not weigh the same and give the same mean effective
pressure or thermal efficiency as any other. In this case the weight
er horsel_ower of engine an_t plant is less the more the evlizaders are
ultipliec] and the more the multiplication takes place radially arotmd
one crank rather than with separate cranks, up to the point where the
shaft and frame thickening nmst be so great as to compensate for
reductions, which begins to be appreciable at four cranks and _ very
marked at six, except as other details may modify the result.
Fixed-cylimler multiplication radially about one craJnk presents
no objectmnable fcatures until the c3-_ders become inclined differ-
ently to the normal horizontal plane, when there enter lubrication
difficulties on cylinder-piston surfaces, especially when cylinder
heads are lower than the crank shaft. The tendency for oil to work
past the _piston...... into the combustion chamber, fouling spa_'k plugs
or carbomzmg the mtermr and reqmrmg more oil to keep the surface
properly wetted, is strong enough _:hen the head is directly above the
shaft, but is stronger when it islo_ er, and doubly so whel(the head is
directly below. This has prevented the general adoption of any
radial arrangement about one crank beyond the horizontal oppose[1
and the 90 ° to 45 ° V, set with equal angles to the horizontal. _my
more than two radial cylinders compose unequal angles and involve
different tendencies to oil flow toward heads in each, so wldde multi-
p.lieation in this direction promises grc'tter weight reduction th,qn in
line with a crank to each cylinder, the latter h_ been carric,d farthe_r
in point of general adoj?tion.
The four and six cylinders, each with its own crank, arc st_d_(1,
and doubling the rows of cylinder axes in line without cha_gillg the
cranks gives the S and 12 cylinder opposed, the former used a httlc,
the latter not at all. It also gives, when axes ,are incline(I, the S-
cylinder V, a much used standard, and the 12-c)linder V, but little
used so far, but possessing advantages that arc promi_ing.
Radial disposition of fixed cylinders which should give the greatest
possible weight reduction in frame and shaft has a few representations,
notabl_ the air-cooled Anzani, which uses three or five cylinders in
one plane on one crank and then duplicates on successive cranks
until the 200-horsepower engine is reached, which has 20 cylinders in
four plautus of five stars each, and five cranks. It is the op_ration of
this and similar engines and of the bohl departure of the German
Daimler inverted cylinders (Bcndeman report), with heads directly
under cranks, which makes it doubtful that the old conclu.ion that
such arrangements must lead to fouling is really valid. This latter
engine did not foul in the competition, and it will be worth watching
in service to see if it continues to keep as clean as do cylinders with
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headsabovecranks,andnot to requireexcessiveamountsof oil to
make up for gravitational cylinder waU drainage. If this should
work at an right, this arrangement offers further opportunities for
weight reduction over the now standard multicrank form.
Even here, however, there is a limit to the number of cylinders that
can be radially placed about one crank, a limit imposed by their
intersections, andwhile the rotating Gnome uses a maximum of nine
and a minimum of five, the fixed Anzani uses three or five. The
Anzani fig'ures for two sets of three are 50 horsepower and 200 pounds,
or 4 pounds per horsepower, and for two sets of five 100 horsepower
and 330 pounds, or 3.3 pounds per horsepower, the reduction of 0.7
pounds per horsepower, or 17½ per cent, being the effect of using five
t . , oe . . T,instead of three per star, all cylinders bem_, of same size. Similarly
the effect of doubling the number of rows is shown by comparing the
10-cylinder 100-horsepower with the 20-cylinder 200-horsepower,
botl_ having sets of five, the former two sets and the latter four sets.
The former weighs 363 pounds, and the latter 682 pounds, the differ-
ence of 310 pounds being the weight added to the first 10 cylinders,
which themselves weigh 363 pounds, and showing nearly proportionate
addition of weight per crank added, the actual addition bemg 88 per
cent. The gain is of course greater in passing from a one crank star to
a two than from two to fl)ur cranks, as might t)e expected from the study
of cylinders in line. This is shown by the figures for the 3-cylinder,
30-horsepower, 121 pounds, compared to 6 cylinders (two sets of
3 50-55 horsepower, 200 pounds), the second r()w adding 79 pounds
to the first 121 pounds, which is only 65 per cent, as compared with 88
per cent when two rows are added to two to make four.
Increase of cylinders radially about a crank always reduces weight,
but the weight reduction is most when the frame and shaft weight is
large in proportion to c31inder weight, and least other_vise. Ideally
the weight reduction by multiplication of cylinders would be zero if
the shaft and frame weighed nothing. This is clearly shown by the
fi__ures given by Win "lder in Table _, II for the proportionate weight
o_ the various parts of fixed auto type and rotating radial cylinder
engines. To these fi__ures are added some pound values for the parts
computed from Win'_ler's fractional weights and assumed typical
totalweights.
TABLE VII.
[No_E.--The Cable is based on Winkler's figures for weight distribution in different types of engines. The
first three engines are of the fixed cylinder in line type; the last is an ordinary Gnome engine. The total
weights have been assumed.]
Crank case, complete .....................
Cylinders ................................
Pistons ....................................
Connecting rods ...........................
Crank shaft ...............................
Cam shaft .................................
Valve rods,.etc ............................
Valves, springs, ete ........................
Pump, including connections ..............
Carbureter, throttle, ete ...................
Magneto, etc ..............................
Oiling system .............................
Rest ......................................
Total ................................
100 horsepower 4- 55-60 horsepower 4- 150 horsepower 6-
cylinder engine, cylinder engine, cylinder engine.
Per ceil?. Poy,'t_ds.
23.75 95. 00
26. 00 104. 00
5.75 23.00
6.50 26.00
15.00 60.00
3.25 13.00
5.50 22.00
3.25 13.00
1.50 6.00
.50 2.00
7.50 30.00
.50 2.00
1.00 4.00
100.00 400. 00
I
l'er ce'nt. I Pounds.
19. oo I 49. 40
30.00 l 78.00
_.5o I 22.10
5.oo _ 13.00
14.5O I 37. 70
2.oo I 5.20
._o I 11.70
2.00 1 5.20
2.75 [ 7.15
L_O I 3.90
7 no i 18.20
1.')5 I 3.25
2.1M_ i 5.20
100.00 I 260.00
Prr cent. Pounds.
23.00 126. 50
15_80
38.509:oo 49.5o
13,00 71.50
2.00 n.00
4.50 24. 75
3.50 19. 25
1.5_ 8.252. 75
6:50 35.75
1,00 5.50
,oo.oo i _o.00
I
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TABLE VI-I---Continued.
Crank case ....................
Cylinders .....................
Pistons .......................
Connecting rods ..............
Crank shaft ...................
Cam shaft and drive ..........
Cam-shaft casings .............
Tappets and rods .............
RotatingTcylindcr
engine.
7 cylin- 50 horse-
tiers, power.
Per cent. Pounds.
20. {H) 30. OO
27.5O 41.'25
7.00 10.50
6, 00 9.00
8.00 12.00
2.00 3.00
3.75 5. 625
4.00 6.00
Magneto ......................
Oihng mechanism ............
Carbureter, including throttle.
Frame ........................
Rest ..........................
Rotating-cylinder
engine.
7 cylin-
ders.
7._
2, 50
1, 25
9.50
1.00
Tot_I .................... 100, 00
!
50 horse-
power.
l"OUn_8.
11.25
3.75
1. 875
14.25
1.50
150. O0
These figures are most interesting, but must be used with consid-
erable caution, as the Winklcr fractions are general averages and
when applied to a given engine may give pound values that are
somewtmt in error. One instance of this appears in the value ob-
tain(_d for the magneto in pounds by applying the general average
fraction to a given_overall engine weight and w-hich works out in the
table as 35 pounds for one and 18 for another. While of course there
really may))e this difference, it is not fundamental nor is there any
acceptance of its accuracy. The really valuable parts of the table
are those items for the principal parts, such as cylinders, crank case,
pistons, and shafts.
Radial disposition of cylinders does not suffer from inequality of
oil fl.w to combustion chambers only when cylinders and frames are
rotated about the crank shaft, but here the tendency toward head-
ilow is increased by the centrifugal force on the oil, wifich is far
greater than pure gravitation and which apparently is at least a con-
tributing factor to very high oil consumption of these engines and
their quick carbonization. It may be that this is more an cttecv o
the use of steel and of high w_al| temperatures than of centrifugal
flow, as such engines are al_ ays air cooled by reason of the difilcult_
of making mowng water joints and of controlling water flow witu
the centrifugal forces acting in jackets and Pipes, but everything
points the etcher way. Inverted cylinders hawing head flow tenden-
cies between these rotating cylinder engines and the normal vertical
must be accepted with great caution at present, though there is at
present no data that warrant a conclusmn. Complete radial star
disposition of rotating cylinders gives the smallest possible frame
and crank weight per cylinder, but it is not possible to use some of
the cylinder constructions and materials that are perfectly feasible
in fixed cylinders. Centrifugal forces put cylinders and connecting
rods under a tension stress that is pretty large at the high speeds
used, and angular velocity changes impose cylinder-bending stresses,
due not only to their own overhang but also to the pistons, and
these stresses are additional to those imposed by explosion pressures.
To reduce these special centrifugal stresses to a minimum, the
weights of the parts must be the very least possible, and this is to
be accomplished by the use of an assuredly sound and high-tension
metal, such as one of the steels. These engines, then, have adopted
steel as a cylinder material not so much from choice as of necessity,
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and the fact that the surfaces could be lubricated at all has acted as
an incentive to its substitution for the old standard cylinder material,
cast iron, in the fix_ed cylinder engines, with corresponding weight
reduction per cylinder lit that class. 'file effect of this weight re-
duction must not be exaggerated. Steel pistons, for instance, are
only 12 to 15 per cent lighter than cast-iron ones, since bottom must
not be too thin on account of the danger of burning through. Fur-
thermore, pistons weigh tufty about 7 per cent of the total engine
weight. Greater effects are possible when steel cylinders and sheet
ackets are substituted for east iron, yet. even here the gain is rather
ess than might be expected, because of the heads, and the substitu-
tion is warranted more on grounds of assumed soundness of forged
rolled or (h'a_m steel compared with cast-iron, which mav have hidden
detects such as blow holes cold shorts, or bad shrinkage stresses.
In this brief review of the effects of general arrangement of cylin-
ders and cranks on the weight per horsepower, it was assumed that
other factors remained fixed, such, for example, as the weight of
cylinders per cubic foot of displacement per stroke. Variations in
details of construction of the cylinder complete with valw, s and
valve drives, pistons, and connecting rods, such as might affect this
unit weight, are not oifly pretty numerous and cover a considerable
range, but taken in conjunction with the corresponding variations of
material, the resulting unit weights of the complete cylinders follow
no simple law. A type construction of few parts that wouhl tend to
lightness may employ a heavier material that equalizes tile weight.
A somewhat nmre complicated or essentially heavier construction
will often be found associated with a lighter material, producing the
same result and unit weight. The combination of light(,r cons{ruc-
tion and material together, cooperating to produce low unit weight,
is _lso found, but unfortunately this is usually offset by lower mean
effective pressure and efficiency or by a less favorable general
arrangement.
The object sought is the lightest combination of form and material
for cylinders, pistons, and their accessories consistent with proper
values of the other factors that contribute in the same direction to
a higher ho1-sepower per pound of total weight.
It seems pretty clear that designers and inventors of a_.ro engines
have st'trt_'d with some favorite general arrangements 6t" eviinders
cranl<s, an{I fralnes and then have selected detai_ part f()rl;-ts £[n,,l su('l_
mat{hal for eyhnde_ and pistons as was rather essential, e.s in the
rotating evlinder engines, or as wouhl bring the net resul¢ into suc-
cessful eompct.itioa with .previous engines. To put it otherwise,
there is no combination o/the various factors that contril)ute to a
low weight per hot-sepower ratio involving tllo most favorable value
of each factor. This would require tile larg{st numl)er of cylinders
that could be disposed radially about one crank, followed b.,,:further
extension in line on other cranks, as to general cylindcrs-frame-(.rank
arr,m_ement. It would also require the use of the simph, st piston,
cvhn('['er," valve, and connecting rod constru<'tion, all of steel, onorat-,:
ing at the highest speed, and processes, and producing the highest
mean effective l)ressure and the lowest fuel and lul)ricatin_, oil
consumption. Such a coml)ination has so far been impossil)le a_d is
mentioned here to accentuate the position of the factor at present
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under consideration, that of weight per cubic foot of displacement
per stroke of cyli_:ders, including all attached parts.
Li_'htness of metal parts ma_ 1)(, s(cured 1)v the use of large volume
of low de_sity materml of lm+; stress resista{_ee such ,_s almninunl or
by a small volume of metal ]mviJ_g high stress resistance but of
gre:,ter (h.::sity, such as steel, or :mine compromise, such as cast
lrm:. If the material were re<tuir('d to l)erform the stress resistance
functio:,. 'do>e, the modern steels width can be counted on for
upward of 175,000 pounds per square iJ:ch dastic limit and some
15 per cent elongatmn with an ultimate tensile strength approach-
ing 200,000 poun(!s per square inch, are so superior that nothing else
could be considered. That other materials are used at all is due to
the fact that the material of some parts must have other i>ropcrties,
each contributing to a diffcrente,, function than that of stress resist-
ance. Piston and cylinder material must have good conductivity,
esneciallv the former. Pistons and exhaust valves especially, but
tosome extent the whole combustion chamber, must resist oxidation
under high tem'peratures and water jackets must resist hot water
corrosion. All heated parts should have the lowest possible coeffi-
cient of expansion to minimize the thermal stresses of unequal
heating, and the expansion characteristics of cylinder material with
reference to that of the piston should be such as to oppose seizing
on heating. _I he piston must heat more than the cylinder, so cylin-
der mater]al shouhl have a higher thermal coefficient of expansion
than piston material, though in small cylinders with proper clear-
ance the same material will serve but never should piston metal have
a higher coefficient than cylinder metal. Permanent distortion of
metals under the heating conditions of operation is not permissible
in cylinders, heads, valve seats, valves, and pistons, so some commer-
cial alloys, including some steels, are barred on this account. Finally
the met;M of these two parts, cylinder and piston, shouhl have such
a molecular structure as wiU lubricate well, cast iron on cast iron is
the best, cast iron on steel next best, and steel on steel the worst
combination, neglecting the nonferrous alloys which may be service-
able though they are as yet unknown quantities. This is not an
absolute necessity except where excessive oil consumption is more
important than metal weights. Engines intended for short flights,
an hour or so, might very properly have piston-cylinder materials
that i_nore this, compensation being secured by large oil consump-
tion which adds little weight. But long flights will add enough oil
_ eight to more than offset the weight reduction obtained by making
both parts of steel, as compared with both cast iron, or one of each.
About exerv combination of standard ferrous materials forged,
cast, drawn, and rolled for the heated parts that could be produced
has t)eeu tried, and is even now in use, so it can be definitely stated
that practice in ferrous materials is not vet established, which means
that there "_rc insufficient data at hand on the differences in their
behavior and practically none on the nonferrous. Here is a fieht for
investigation that is of most fundamental importance practically
untou<'hed metalhlrgically, and solution of which requires scientific
research under the combined efforts of enginemen familiar with the
requirements, of met+dlurgists familiar _ith alloy production and
properties, and of shopmen familiar with the processes of forming
and fitting.
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No metalequalto castiron on castiron haseverbeenfoundfor
thepistonsandcylindersof inten_al-combus!ione ginesin all thedesiredproperties'exceptone,that of metal_eightsfor a givensize.
Casting,asa processhowever,is mostuncertain;the knowndefec-
tivesamountto ahnost50percentwhiletheunknownpossibilities
andhiddendefectsareresponsiblefor largefactorsof safetyan,[the
useof excessmetal. This excessis quite prohibitiveand fruitless
in retortingcylinderswith the enormouscentrifugalstressesthat
comefrom speedsexceeding1,200revolutionsper minute,because
eachpoundexcessmetaladdsits ownequivalentcentrifugalstressandsofails to add to the certaintyof safet)as in fiicd cylinders.
Excessthicknessaddsto theresistanceto heatescapethroughcylin-
derwalls. It wasin theserotatingcylindersthat thefirst del)a_:ture
fro:n theolderinternal-combustionenginepracticetookplace,from
sh((,rstressresistancerequirementsregar(klessof otherproperties.
Tile st((1cylindermachinedfrom aforged-stc_(dbillet wasdevelopedb',"the l_rcnehrotatingcylinderenginebuilders,midwith cast-iron
pistonsit operatesuccessfully.
SomebuiMorsof fixedcylinderenginesencouragedby thisdemon-
strationadoptedstoo!for cylinderswith cast-ironpistons. Even
steelpistons,weretrkd aIldin somecasesadoptedfor usein both
steelandcast-ironcylin(hrs,apparentlywithoutgain,in theformercasebecauseof increasedlubricationrequirementsand in the latter
fromreversedexpansioncoefficientsor permanentdistortion. Some
of thesesteel fixedcylindersarecastwith headsin onepieceand
machinedall over to disclosedefects,but in othercasesrolledor
forgedsteelcylindersarecombinedwith cast-ironheadsin which
portsaremostreadilyformed. Themostradicalof all thesesteps
undoubtedlythat undertakenby theGermanDaimlerCo.in con-
structingcylinders,heads,ports,valve seats,and jackets,all of
sheetsteelweldedtogetherby the modenloxygenflamemethod.
Onlyexperiencecantell howsuccessfulthis mayprovein practice,
thoughin thecompetitionteststhe enginegavea mostremarkable
performance.
At the presenttime the only dat_ bearingon the questionare
thoseof oil consumption,TableVIII, with respectto materials.
This is not a basicfigureanyway,andis complicatedby variations
in oil and in oil applicationmethods,so it is inconclusivethough
interesting.
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TABLE VIlI.--Od consumptzon verse,s engine type and cylinder Inston materials.
Cylinders and Class construction.
cooling.
4 cylinders in line..
6 cylinders in line..
V¢ a t e r-cooled
fixed eylin- i
der. _-_-5"linder V ........
: 12-cylinder V .......
Radial Star ......
Ak-c, eoled fixed ]_cylir_der V .......
cylinder, i_Radial Star. .......
J
Air coaled ro '|1 Radial _tar
toting cylin-i_
der. i{2 ]_adial Star ......
W a t er-cooled
fixad cylin-
der.
Air-cooled fixed
cylinder.
Air-cooled ro-
tating cylin-
der.
Materials.
Cylinder. Piston. [
Cast iron.. Cast iron..
..do ......... do ......
[..do ......
Stee !Steel ......
Cast iron•. I( ast, iron
t
• .de [Steel ......
..do ...do ......
..do ...do ......
. .do *,'a,_t iron..
..de . ..do ......
Stee Steel ......
• .do . •.do ......
4 cylinders in line. Cast iron__
6 cylinders in line • .do ......
8-cylinder V ......... do ......
Radial star .......... do ......
1 Radial Star ....... Steel ......
2 Radial Star ......... do ......
Engine name.
lC_)-hors epower
l',enz.
100-horsepower
Daimler.
90-h or se power
])aimler.
Au_lro-I)aimler...
14e-horsepower
,qturtevant.
150-horsepower
Sunbeam.
225-horsepower
Sunbeam.
Salmson ..........
l_.enault ...........
British Anzani .... Maker, Av. of
6.
_-horsepower Ger- Maker .........
nlall Gnome.
160-horsepower ..... do ........
German Gnome.
Oil
Authority. 1_5
BendemamL. • 0•042
................ .031
Bendemann...[ •038
Maker ......... I .O27
..... do ........ [ •045
I
..... do ........ ! ......
..... do ......... 03
V,ralker, 1912.. .054
..... do ......... 045
• 164
• 167
• 167
Cast iron._] 71-horsepower B .............
T I)aimler.
• .do ...... 100-horsepower ................
Steel ...... Argus..•do ...... Curtiss ............ Maker .........
Wolseley ......... Walker, 1912..
Cast iron. "l Anzani ........... Lumet ........
r
..do ...... 100-horse power Maker .........
..do ...... German Gnome. i
200-horsepower ..... do ........
•047
• 067
• 045
.04l
• 255
• 171
• 171
[4 cylinders in line•. Cast iron..[ Cast iron..
W a t e r-cooled I[ ]
fixed cvlin- ]_6 cylinders in lint..]...do ...... I--.do ...... I
der" " 1[Scylinder V ........ ]...do ...... k..do ...... [
Air-cooled re- [| [ I I
tating evlin- [_1 Radial Star ....... Steel ...... Steel ......
der. " I/
I
100-horsepower B ............. ] .040
Daimler.
100-her sepower ................. 021
Mutag.
ttall-Seott ........ Clerk, 1912 ..... 106
1911-Gnome ....... Lumet ........ 1 .212
Water-cooled
fixed cylin-
der.
Air-cooled re-
taring cylin-
der.
4 cylinders in line.. Cast iron.• Cast iron..
6 cylinders in line ..... do ......... do ......
1 Radial Star ....... Steel ...... Steel ......
70-h orsepower B .............
Dalmler.
90-horsepower ................
Schroeder.
1911 Gnome ....... Lumet ........
• 031
• 047
• 253
Water-cooled
fixed cylin-
der.
Air-cooled ro-
tating cylin-
der.
4 cylinders in llne.. Cast iron.. Cast iron..
lJ6 cylinders in line ..... do ......... do ......
il}l Radial Star ....... Steel ...... Steel ......
60-horsepower
Daimler.
125-horsepower
Hall-Scott.
1913 Gnome .......
Maker .........
Lumet ........
.O'29
.030
• 255
Water-cooled
fixed cylin-
der.
Air-cooled ro-
tating cylin-
der.
l',.indersinl eI Cas*i=loas,ironI|^  oree.'er
/6 cylinders in line ..... do ......... do ...... [/s7_no °rse p ° wet
.............. 060
Maker .......... 022
Clark .......... 017
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TABLEVIII.--Oil consumptio_z rersus engine type and cylinder piston materials--
(!onliuued.
Cylinders and
cooing.
W a t e r-cooled
fixed cylin-
der.
Materials.
Class construction.
I Cylinder. Piston.
4 cylinders in line..! Cast-iron.. Cast iron..
_6 cylinders in line ..... do ......... do ......
Engine name.
100-horsepower
N.A.G.
100-horsepower
"heno.
Oil
Authority. I_[-
Clark .......... 005
Water-cooled } [ ........ do ......
fixed cylin- 4 cylinders in line ..... do.
dcr.
_"a t e r.-cooled
fixed cylin-
der.
95-horsepower
N. A. (L
.O09
I
4 cylinders tn line ..... do ......... do ...... ! 96-horsepower B .............. 089
I ] Argus.
_ a t er .cooled !] _-cylindor V ....... I Cast lr .... Steel ...... 1911 Labor-Avia- [ Lumet ......... 073
fixed evlin- ! _ tion. .
- ]lz-cvlinder V ...... _...do ..... Green ............. ] Clark ......... .054def. ][Radial Star ..... :. do . ."..do'd°............ 1911 Aviatic ........... ao ...... .11
There appears to be some relation between oil consumption and
cylinder arrangement, but not so with reference to piston versus cyl-
inder materials. For example, radial cylinders seem to require much
more oil than vertical cylinders, but there is no conclusive evidence
that air-cooled cylinders require more than those that are water
cooled. Again, comparing the three Daimler engines as to oil versus
materials, it appears that there is no appreciable difference between
cast iron and steel cyhnders, cast iron and steel pistons, though such
a serious conclusion should not finally rest upon a single instance
like this.
An effort to retain the low metal weight characteristics of steel
and to meet lubrication requirements, that is worthy of note, iffl-
volves the use of hners for cytinders and of sleeves, or even a separate
barrel for pistons, made of a material such as cast iron or bronze hav-
ing a good lubricating surface. This is not only objectionable as
complicating the thelanal and total stresses, increasing thermal re-
sistance of cylinders, and adding something to weight removed but
it now seems to be unnecessary.
At present the standard material for fixed cylinders is unquestion-
ably cast iron with heads in one piece, and _vith cast-iron pistons.
There is, however, a growing tendency to use tube steel for cylinders.
This steel cylinder involves a head complication in shop practice,
solution of which is now in course of development. Heads must have
irre_tlar fornls due to ports and valve stem guides, which are most
easily and satisfactorily cast. Such a cast head requires a joint to
connect it to a dra_m-steel cylinder. As alternatives the following
are used, cast-steel cvlinders with heads in one piece and cylinder
and head machined from a forged billet or iinally the complete sheet
metal welded ])aimler construction.
Steel is the ador)ted standard materi,d for connectinc, rods and
crank shafts and always is a very high tension alloy suc_l as nickel
or chrome nickel, which permits these i)arts to be very small and
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light while amply strong and stiff. Crank case or frame material is
still unsettled, ranging from the forged steel cage of the rotating
cyhnder engine through cast steel, cast iron, anO aluminum, wit_
the last prevailing in nxed cylinder engines. No successful attempt
is yct on record, to use welded or riveted sheets and standard struc-
tural steel shapes in the long frames and crank cases of fixed cylin-
der multicrank engines, where frame weight per cylinder is a matter
of considerable importance. It would seem as if stiffness or its
equivalent uniforml'ty of distortion can better be served with less
weight by such structural steel construction than by the soft alumi-
num casting. To give a general survey of the practice in materials,
Table IX is added.
25302°--S. Dec. 268, 64-1--18
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TABLE IX.-- Materials
Engine or makers'
name.
£.
Benz ................
Hall-Scott ..........
Fredericksen, 2-cycle
Sturtevant .......... V-type, L head, east in pairs ........
Sunbeam ........... V-type, L head, en bloc .................. do ...........
Austro-Dalmler ..... Vertical fixed separate ................... do ............
Le Rhone ........... Rotating cylinders, shaft stationery. Air...
Brittsh Anzanl ...... Fixed star .......................... I..... do ..........
Rausenzerger ....... V-type, separate cylinders, valves Wa_er ............
in head.
Argyll .............. Vertical fixed, sleeve valves, sepa- . .... do...
rate cylinders.
Wright ............. Vertical fixed, separate cylinders, Water, C. P .......
heads screwed in.
Sturtevant .......... Vertical fixed cylinders en bloc, T Water...
head, 4 valves per cylinder.
Curtiss .............. V-type, separate cylinders, L head, ..... do ....
4 valves per cylinder.
Verllcal fixed cylinders In pairs, . .... do...
Chenu .............. T head•
¢ or vertical fixed separate cylin-
Clerget .............. ders, valves in head. ....do..
Rotary cylinders, valves in head,
Do .............. mechanically operated. Air..
De Dlon Bouton .... V-type, separate cylinders, L head ...... do.
'Radial star, fixed pistons, recipro_ I''"d°'"Edelweiss ........... cating cylinders•
V-tTPe, separate cylinders, valves In _-WaterLaviator
head. J
Panhard-Levasser... V-type, cylinders enbloc, Lhead ........ do ..........
Salmson ............ Fixed star, valves in head ................ do ..........
V-type separate cylinders, valves in f'ombination wa-
V_'olseley ............ head. ter.
Green ............... Vertical fixed, separate cylinders, Water..
valves in head.
Cylinder end crank arrangement Cooling medium Horse-
rotating part. and system, power.
Vertical fixed separate .............. Water, C. P ....... 108
( 130
..... do ................................... do ........... 125
Cylinders, rotating shaft, stationary. Air .....................
Water, C. P ......
NoTE.--I-lntegral head; C. P.fficentrifugal pump.
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for engine parts.
Materials for--
Cylinder. Cylinderheads.
ICast . ..........iron. I
...do ...... i I ..........
...do ....... I I ..........
...do ...... Cast Iron..
...do ...... I ..........
t..do ...... ..........I
[Steelwlth I
cast-iron I.I ..........
I liner.
Cast iron.. I ..........
...do ...... I ..........
Forged I ...........
steel. I
Cast iron.. Cast iron..
F
..do ...... , I ..........
.. do ...... I ..........
..do ...... I ..........
.Steel ......
Forged
' steel.
Steel ......
[High I'
tensile [! steel. _
•Steel ...... I
Cast iron..,
Forged
• steel. I ..........
!}..do......, ..........
I 1
] Caststeel..! ............
........ I I ........
]Copper electrol de-
I .......... / posited.
i
_lr cooled ...........
l .......... [ I ........ ] I ........
Spun copper, cor-
rugated, brazed.
[ Steel i
rexhaust-!
Copper.. valve i_
Spun boxes, iI ........ [
copper.
Cylinder: H_ad s I Pistons"
Jackets. [ j
/ sheet Sh_--!
steel, steel, /7 ..........
| welded, welded. ]/
......... ! I ........ 1 Cast iron.
I
;........1 .......i£::::
I ........ I ........ Steel ....
Copper i Copper Pressed
eleetrol [ electrol . steel.
dep. I dep.
.......... .......... Steel ....
.................... Cast Iron
I
Spun copper press- .. do .....
ed on and locked
by steel rings.
Sheet steel, welded ...........
I ........ I ! ........ C_t Iron.
I ........ I I ........ SemlsteeL
Monel I Monel ..........
metal, I metal,
welded. [ welded.
Steel .....
Cast Iron.
Cast iron.
Forged
steel and
phosphor•
bronze
bearing
rings.
Cast iron.
I
I
Valves.
Tung-
stensteel.
Cast
iron,
rotary
rocking.
1 ill] y.
sten
, ........ I
Nickel
steel.
Valve
heads,
=ast iron.
Tung°
sten
steel.
Concen-[
tric [
valves, I
nickel I
I.........
Nickel
chromo
steel.
Connect- ] Crank
lng rods. I shafts.
I-sootier Chrome
chrome vana-
nickel dium
stool, steel.
Nickel Nickel
steel, steel.
H-see- Chrome
tion nickel
chrome steel.
nickel
steel.
H-sec-
tion II High
high I} tensile
tensile | steel.
steel, l
[-section Nickel
nickel chrome
steel, steel.
H-sec- Chrome
tion vana-
nickel dlum
steel, steel.
H=sec- Chrome
tion nickel
chrome steel.
nickel
steel.
-section. Kru ps_e_.
....... °°, ........ °°
i
::......t..........
H-see- !
tlon. _.........
rubulas ..........
Nickel Chrome
chrome vana-
steel, dium
steel.
Frames or
crank ca_.
Upper. Lo_ or°
Mum- Alum-
lInlm inure
I alloy ] alloy.
I
Cast iron with
nicker-steel
rings shrunk
over.
Aluminum
alloy.
Do.
]')0.
DO.
DO.
I)O,
DO.
Steel.
Aluminum al-
loy.
fSpecial aluml-
ntun/x_me.
Aluminum al.
loy.
DO.
DO.
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Form of cylinder proper includhlg head i_, a direct contributing
factor in the cylinder weight per horsepower, as is also to some
extent the prop()rtions. For a-given bore and stroke, and made of
the same material, all cylinders would weigh the same if they were
similar in form, and as {hey are not similar the differences in form
• • • • r
must account m some measure for total weight differences. 1"hat
form that gives the least metal volumes evidently should be lightest.
On this basis air-cooled cylinders with their radia'iAng heat dissipatin_
ribs, casings and baffles are heavier than water-cooled (/vlinuers ox
the same-bore, stroke, material, and similar valves. ]_his excess
weight of the air over the water-cooled cylinder added to its fan
weight, when subtracted from the _2xight of radiator, pipes, pumps,
and water, measures the excess wei_,ht of the water-coomd cylinaer
with its accessories. With radiators especially designed for lightness
and for a mhfimum supoly of water rapidly ch'culating, there is no
essential reason why th(_: air-cooled cylin(le[' engine ,complete should
weigh materially less than the water cooled. As a matter of fact,
. ° • *the actual difference its(lf is small, cven when all contributing factors
in each case are not equally well selected, as 'xppears fronl the com-
pal'iso.'_ of the weights of some well-known eight-cvli!,.der V engines
given in Table X.
TABLE X.-Comparative wei,flds per cvb[c foot displacen_c_t (:f aS" o_d water cooled
S-cflimh, c V c_gines.
Engine or makers' _" = _ [ .-r
N N ;_
.... i
t60 t: lllq 5. I)0 70t) 1,1t)0 [
140 2, I)00 4.00 550 1,715 !|
Stttrtevant ......... I{ 150 2,000 3.5t 610 2,245 [[Vfater cooled. Water-Sunbeam ........... [ 2.'5 91)5 2,215 [ cooled engines give
Rausenbergor ...... ] 150 1,200 4.12, _} 590 1.060 i[ weights without radi-
200 5.5 I',
Cierget .... : ........ ] 1,30_1 i 6t0 921 i[ atorwater.
!i(1 ], 20(I 3.9:Y 275 9.52 ,/Laviator ........... I 120 1,200 4.1.s. 1, _) I(>, 41s 90_) 11
Panhard-Levassor..) 100 1150)1 4.33 5.512 .372 ,lI0 1,1_3 t|
Wolselev_ .......... i 130 1,200 5.0 7. 0 . C_7 700 1, I00 I]
De Dio_.-Bouton... 80 i, N)(I 4.17. 4.724 .303 465 1. 535 Air cooled. Weight givenincludes 2 exhaust ootl-nectors; also fan.
Renault ............ _ 1, 80C 3. 78 4. 724 .2:1:1 306 1. 700 Do.
Wolseley ........... 1, 65(] 3. 75 5. 500 .2"_I 1 3S5 1,370 Cylinder barrel_. All"
cooled. E xhaus t
vatves. Water cooled.
Without flywhae[.
No_E.--Engi_le weights taken from Table I, where sources of hfformatioa are given.
There is a somewhat surprising range of weights here and one
that bears close study as d}_'eetly related to design, form, and material
quite independent of sp(eds and mean effective pressures• The
lowest value is 900 and the high(sL 2,245 pounds per cubic foot of
suction stroke. There seems to be no doubt of the superiority of
head-valve construction over side-pocket valves in weight reduction,
and there is no marked difference between an air and a water cooled
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construction.Thisla_tconclusionis mostimportantin viewof the
consistentinferiorityof air coohngwith referenceto meaneffective
pressureaml fuel consumption.Next to generalarrangement.
weightsper cubic-footdisplacementare fundamentallyrelatedto
materialsandwall thickness.
Cylinder metal volumes are least in any cylinder, other thin_
being equal, when the valves are placed in tile head instead of m
side po(.ket_, so in the interest of cylinder lightness this arrangement
must he adopted mdess it appears that the compensating factors,
which will be refen'ed to later, overbalance the extra pocket, metal:
but this is not the case. There are, however, several successf_fl acre
engines that follow the standard automobile practice of locating
val_ es in side pockets mostly of the [_-head form. One arrangement
has the valves side by side, both stems pointing toward the crank
case, both seating do_m in a wide pocket. The other locates the
two valves axially- in hne, one stem pointing up, while the other
points down, ann seating on opposite sides of a narrow pocket.
The compensating weight elements referred to in connection with
the head valve as compared with the side-pocket valve arranffement
are those of _alve gear. Two side by side valves in one wide-pocket
are ordinarily driven b 3 a pair of push rods. Placing one valve
above the other in a narrow pocket reduces the width and hence the
metal of the pocket, but adds a rocker arm with bracket and pin
and some additional rod length. Placing both valves in the head
removes the pocket metal entirely, but adds a second rocker and
push-rod extension ordinarily. It is the weight of these two rockers
and push-rods extension that is to be balanced against the metal of
the pocket. Such side pockets with ports, being irregular in shape
and necessarily jacketed, can be formed, as in the case with cylinder
heads that carry valves, only by casting (except when welded of
sheet metal as in the Daimler experiment). The added cast iron
due to pocket.s in combustion chamber and jacket wall will weigh
more than the steel rocker arm and the push-rod extension. The
w.ei_ght difference in favor of the head-valve arrangement is greater
stiuwhen a single rod alternately works in tension and compression
on one rocker actuating both vlaves, as in the Austro Daimler, but
in this case two different cams should be used, one to lift and the
other to depress. Further reduction is possible in standard four
and six cylinder engines by placing the cam shaft directly on the
heads as in the German Daimler, for here the combined weight of
all push rods is removed and the weight of a pair of gears and a
vertical shaft introduced instead. This is no advantage, however,
in V engines, because with the push-rod drive one cam shaft can
serve both rods, and this is one of the advantages of V arrangement.
Removal of one push rod and cam entirely becomes possibl_e when
the inlet valve is made automatic as it is in several engines, but the
loss of volumetric efficiency resultingcuts more from the po,_ er than
removal of push rod even with rocker does from the weight. For
this reason automatic valves are not to be recommended, though
there is another reason also strong enough alone, that of unrestrained
seat impact.
Water-jacket metal in all cast cylinders will normally weigh more
than the metal of the cylinder proper inclosed by it, in spite of the
fact that it might be made thinner, due to lack of pressure loading in
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one case and in the very high internal pressures in the other. The
area of the jacket metal is considerably greater than that of the
cylinder, especially when the water space l_s larze, and the foundry
can not make a sound jacket casting as thin as'_ack of stress would
warrant. Accordingly, while the cast iacket is retained in many
aero engines in accordance with automot)ile practice, this can hardly
be accepted as the best aero engine practice, which seeks weight
reduction by legitimate removal. Sheet metal of cop_)er, brass,
aluminum, or steel in sheets, in drax_m tubes, spun and ale pressed
shapes is so peculiarly adapted to the purpose that its lack of im-
mediate general adoption requires explanation. This is to be found
first in the _ joint difficulty originally encountered in automobile
practice, where such a mechanical" discouragement was sufficient to
cause rejection in view of the slight importance of the weight relation
to automobiles, especially as the cast jacket is cheaper. With aero
engines the case is different because the need of saving every ounce
is vastly greater, and the cast jacket is a larger fraction of the total
weight when all the other economics have been practiced, so the
per cent gain by sheet metal subst!tution is great enough to warrant
efforts to find suitable joints. Ihis has been accomplished in a
variety" of ways, one of them being especially noteworthy, viz, elec-
trolytm deposition of the whole jacket metal or electrolytic deposition
of the joint. Added to this is the now generally available method
of the oxygen flame weld, beside the usual screw-cover and press-
fit joint which has always been available. Experience with these
sheet-metal jackets has indicated the necessity- for expansion pro-
visions to avoid overstressing of the joint when the cylinder ex-
pands, exactly as in big gas engines. This conclusion is itself a
measure of the distortional stresses set up in one-piece castings and
an additional reason for their abandonment. To these advantages
of weight reduction and relief of cylinder metal from jacket stress,
the sheet metal jacket gives additional assurance of safety when
jacket water freezes, and especially with cast heads or cylinders
permits complete assurance of the external soundness of the cast
metal that is to resist explosion pressures and of the reality of water
spaces, which when cored may be filled with metal hi corners where
the designer intended water to be, so adding to expansion stresses
and jareignition tendencies that result from the consequential over-
heating.
At least three openings to the combustion chamber through the
jacket space are necessary for insertion of iIflct valves, exhaust valve,
and ign[ter. The outer ends of these passages must be joined.atthe
jacket wall by the jacket itself and the use of sheet-metat jackets
calls for joints at these points. These offer no difficulty if welded
autogenously or accomplished by electrolytic deposition, though
considerable pressure joints are apt to be troublesome. Expansion
is provided in three separate wa_s, (a) the slip joint, packed by a
robber ring as in Green (Britist_), (b) corrugated bellows, (c) the
elongation of a thin jacket of suitable metal provided the joint is
welded as in the Benz (German) which seems quite satisfactory.
Jacket water spaces are usually ma(le m_rrower on acre engines
than others but the x_ddth may pr, Tcrly be even further reduced
to hardly more than a water fihu as the corrcsponding high water
velocity'is beneficial to heat abstraction around the barrel. On the
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heads greater width is usually necessary to avoid the formation of
pockets where air or steam may collect next to the irregular port
walls, and the outlet for water must be at the highest point to pro-
mote expulsion of ally bubbles. Jacket lengths on the cylinder
ba_el are usually short, normally extending httle if any below the
lowest position of the piston head. This is not as satisfactory as a
longer jacket even if the space be narrow, especially as the cylinder
walls are so thin as to have a minimum of heat-conducting capacity
lon_itudinall_ y.. Tile p.iston, barrel .will give heat to. every part of the
cylinder wall with which it comes m contact and if at some low part
there is no water, then the heat must be dissipated to the air directly
or conducted up to where the jacket starts.
Provisions for valve insertion and removal, to facilitate inspection
and regrinding, are used in the very best large internal-combustion
engine practice but would add weight to the acre engine if adopted.
Inlet valves are carried in cages, which, with their fasteningana the
necessary additional guide walls, add several times the weight of the
valve. Through the opening of the remo_ ed inlet cage the exhaust
valve, which must seat on water-cooled metal, becomes accessible.
This accessibility of valves is the primary recommendation for the
side pocket, which permits of the use of the above construction when
both stems are opposed in line as in the Mulag. In the parallel con-
struct.ion it is accomphshed by two covers, one over each valve,
as in Sturtevant. It is also attained in the head valve arrangement
without cages by the separate or removable head which in sere
engines is objectionable for many reasons. This problem has been
boldly met b_ the designers of many of the best sere engines by simply
providing a joint between cylinder and frame that is easy to loosen
and by using valve gear and pipe connections that are quickly
detachable, so the entire cylinder, which even in the largest sizes is not
heavy, can be bodily removed by hand with ease and the valves
reached through the bore. In this way the number of parts is kept
to a nfinimum and a material contribution to low cylinder weight is
secured.
Low valve weight would demand the thinnest disk and stem and
the shortest possible stem, but process considerations are in opposi-
tion to this conclusion, especially in exhaust valves where heat dissi-
pation is opposed thereby. Practice oscillates between these two
extremes, but the heavy construction of exhaust valves must be
favored while the light is permissible on self-cooling inlets, unless it be
regarded, as in marine and automobile practice, unwise to use two
different valves in the interest of reduction of spares. It is otherwise
perfectly feasible to make inlet valve disks thin with short stems of
small diameter, and exhaust valves thick with large diameter stems,
perhaps taper bored from the end toward the disk, and lon_ enough
m the guides to dispose of the heat. If a metal of high con(mctivity
could be found otherwise suitable, then exhaust-valve thickness
might be reduced. Keeping the weights now used for both valves,
the excess desired in exhaust valves can be secured by reducing the
inlets, though many good engines are amply well cared for in this
respect. Valve material is invariably steel, forged to meet the
requirements of inertia and impact shock at high speeds and of
corrosion, especially in exhaust valves, and alloy steels seem better
adapted than cartoon steels for this purpose. Shock troubles of
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broken stems, battercd push rods, and worn seats would all disappear
if some form of igood rotary valve could be evolved, and this is a most
attractive possibility with as yet no realization in sight, though the
case is by no means hopeless.
A general comparison of water cooled cylinder weights with
various constructions of jackets, valve location, and drives, per
cubic foot of displacement per stroke, is given in Table 11 to show
limiting effects o3 various structural details, but unfortunately in an
inconclusive way for cylinders alone, as shafts and frames are included.
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Here, again, the superiority of the head over the pocket valve
arrangement, and the imtifference of air versus water cooling, are
demonstrated, but in addition the steel cylimler is shown to h(supe-
rior to the cast iron. As to arrangement of c_-linders wit l_r:_fe,:e}._ce
to cr'mk shaft, comparing the four and six in hne, the 8 anu _2 cylin-
der V, there is nothing conclusive demonstrated, though for the h_tter
there are insufficient figures available. Radi'd star _rr'm_enlcD_ts '_re
consistently lighter than the above, not as much as mtght be expe,ted
for fixed c3,1inders, but quite markedly so for the rotating, which in
round numbers weigh only half as much as the line arrangements.
It is the consistent use of'steel for cylinders in the rotatin,_, against
the cast iron in the fixed star arrangements that is responsibl'e for the
weight differences reported rather than rotation vel_us ft.,fry. ,
Cylinder weight must have some relation t.o the ratio of hen to
stroke for equal displacements and the variation of stroke per refit
of displacement must affect as well the shaft and frame weights.
The thickness of the cylinder walls should vary directly with the
diameter for explosion pressure stress resistance, "while displacement
varies directly as the square of the diameter, and directly as stroke.
The actual ratios of stroke to bore will be between one and two,
the former _ving a ver_- short, and the latter a very long stroke
engine a ccordinz to precipice. The short-stroke cylimlcr will reciuire
a thicker wall t'[aan the long for stressresistance, b}.lt_ the difference
is so small in view of shop limits and the small diameters t na_ l_
can be neglected. Even allowing extra thickness, the short-stroke
engine will be lighter than the long as to cvlinder weight and d,oubly
so when the increased thickness of crank and larger crank case .leces-
sary are included. More effect on weight reduction is possible by
offsetting cylinders than by working to extremes of stroke bore ratio,
as this reduces the height of engine, especially when the colmecung
rod is shortened as it may be at the same time to equalize the side
thrust friction on the two sides of the cylinder wall. This offsettin_
is quite generally practiced, though it is by no means universal, anu
weight reduction possible by this means is small.
Cylinders when cast are cast sometimes singly, sometimes two z
three, or even four together, to make up multicy_nder engines, and
this is a factor in weight reduction. Casting a single cyhnder com-
plete with head and cast jacket is the old standard practice for small
stationar_r engines, and the method first adopted ior auto engines.
Such cylinders simplify and cheapen the construction of multi-
cylinder engines of different numbers of cylinders to give different
horsepower units, as the only change required to get a new capacity
engine is in frame, cam shaft, and-crank shaft. When automobile
engines became standardized to the four cylinders in line, four crank
form, it became evident that weight would be saved and compactness
promoted by casting two cylinders in one piece, the jacket consisting
of two semacylindrical and two tangent fiat plate elements for the
barrel, and two semicircular and one flat plate nearly square,, con-
necting member for the top instead of two circles. This produced
a stiff structure which permitted a reduction, of frame or crank case
stiffness, and it shortened the frame and shaft, but required the
elimination of one main bearing between the cylinders, for which
with this arrangement there is not sufficient room. As a partial
offset there is required a somewhat thicker crank and shaft to corn-
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pensate for the increased bending moment that follows the spreading
of main bearings as supports. This practice of casting two cylinders
enbloc for four-cjlinder engines is equally adapted for six, and is
quite commonly adopted, though not universally. Acre-engine
practice followed in part this auto and marine practice for cast
cylinders of making two enbloc, so that the four-crank engine has
three and the six-crank engine four main bearings.
Cylinder removal is facilitated by separate cylinder castings, because
there are less parts to be detached, and the weight to be lifted is the
least. Separately cast cylinders are better adapted to sheet-metal
jackets, so acre engines departed from automobile two enbloc practice
in casting such cylinders separately and leaving a bearing between
each crank. The four crank engine then has five, the six crank,
seven bearings, and the whole engine is symmetrical. This is per-
fectly somld and good practice, for there are no more important
members than the crank shaf_ and the frame. By this construction
the maximum stiffness and best distribution of main-bearing surface
is secured, with least deflection at crank pins, and the extra shaft
and frame length is worth the small cost m weight, for the weight
increase is very small. Steel cylinders are always separate and can
be substituted for the cast cylinders with sheet-metal jackets on this
type of frame and shaft without any alteration whatever, as may
also air-cooled cylinders, which by the very nature of the problem of
air cooling can not be cast in pairs at all.
l_rame form, for connecting cylinders and main bearings, has a
very large influence on the weight ]_er cylinder in multicylinder
multicrank engines, because the more direct the stress resistance, the
less the metal required. As evolved from old stationary and marine
steam engine practice, the main bearings support the shaft from
below, the caps being removable upward, which requires a two-part
frame. The low(r frame _member consists of a cross web to carry
each main bearing, and these are tied together by a longitudinal web
ust out of reach of the crank throw, so for a multicrank engine this
ower frame member becomes essentially a semicylindrical box with
a semicircular cross partition for each main bearing. The upper
frame member tics the cylinders to this box by another box, orby
the h form of double column. The latter receives a cylinder at its
upper ring end, and its legs seat on the lower frame in the plane of
the crank path. Thus the stress which is alternately tension and
compression in standard steam engines, is communicated from
cylinders to main bearings in a decidedly roundabout way. The
same is true of the second or box form of upper frame member as to
indirectness of stress transmission, for here the upward cylinder
thrust is received by a flat plate with holes in it, one for each cylinder,
and this horizontal fiat plate transmits it down two inclined semi-
vertical plates to the edges of the cylindrical box of the lower frame
member, which carries the vertical main-bearing cross webs.
Single-acting internal-combustion engines are subjected to a frame
stress from explosion-gas pressures; that is, a pure tension between
cylinders and main bearings, although inertia, of reciprocating parts
at high speeds on idle strokes may introduce a compression eqm'valent
to the double-acting steam engine. Aero engines are necessarily light
and their parts also, so that there is no real necessity for bottom
gravitational support of the crank shaft, nor for keeping the old
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scheme of removal through end holes in box frames or sidewise through
removable columns. Acre-engine crank shafts can perfectly well be
supported below by bearing caps, removal of which permits _the shaft
to drop free. This greatly simplifies the frame which need not be
more than a short cross web hanging between cvlindcl._ under a heft-
• " • _"' } "fzontal flat plate _lth holes for each cylinder. Ihls cross we ), I cast
of aluminum, can be formed for compression resistance as a column,
and steel tension rods inserted to relieve it entirely for the tension
stress it can not resist. The substitution of steel shapes welded or
riveted for the aluminum casting is perfectly feasible in such form
as to equally well serve as struts and ties. Resistance of longitullil_al
bending of crank shaft due to the relative forces at two diff'( rent
cylinders or cranks, is easily resisted by side plates in the cast form,
or by diagonal latticed braces in the structural form. This means
the elimination of the old lower frame member entirely and tile sub-
stitution for purposes of inclosure of a mere shell subjected to no
stress whatever, but formed solely in the interest of an unstressed
oil-tight inclosure.
Acre-engine frames have not all developed along these lines, prac-
tically all being of cast aluminum and only a few introducing the
steel tension rod, Green for example, while a great many retain the
bottom web, leaving a hole where the more serviceable upper direct
web should be. There are no structural-steel frames. Reference
is made to the illustration in the appendix to frame constructions
which should be judged in this light. Modifications of frames along
these lines will materially improve the stiffness and life of main bear-
trigs, which should reduce lubrication difficulties as well, for the same
frame and shaft weights now used, or result in an equivalent weight
reduction.
Main bearings are almost universally of the plain type lined with
so-called antifriction or white metal, though in a few cases ball
bearings, which seem ill adapted, have been employed. The thrust
bearing, which is peculiar to acre as compared to auto engines, be-
cause tile useful effect of all power develop(d It( s in propeller t}irust
against the frame, must be suitably supported by the frame. As
the loads are not severe, and the thrust not irregular as in main bear-
ings, but reasonablv steady and always in one direction, this offers
no difficulty. The _longitudinal side plates connecting the main bear-
ing webs, to make the frame stiff as a beam, are equally serviceable
in making it serve as a column loaded by propeller thrust, if the end
plate be suitably stiffened• This end-plate stiffening is all the frame
modification required to receive the thrust bearing.
Aero-engine pistons follow almost universally the practice in auto
en "nes as to use of cast iron as a material but varv in practically
g] . . _ . .
every other respect. They are invariably shorter and thinner, being
machined all over as nearly as pin bosses permit, in an effort to
reduce weight, which in many cases has b( en carried entirely too far.
Unless normal speeds are made higher th,m at present, say 1,500
revolutions per minute, the piston weight can be considcrably_greater
without developing inertia forces equal to explosion pressures.
With present piston weights this equality between ext)losion pressu.re
and inertia forces is reached about 2,500 revolutions per minute. In
any case metal sufficient for heat conduction must be available, and
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reduction on this basis becomes legitimate only when better thermal
conductors than cast iron, such as aluminum, copper, or the bronzes,
are substituted for it. Complete substitution is difficult, in view of
their expansion coefficients and low stress resistances, but these
materials can be used as supplementary conductors to stiff cast-iron
piston frames. As piston-weights of any one design increase per
square inch of piston, the use of a large number of small pistons
results in legitimate piston wei__ht reduction over a smaller nmnber
of larger ones of equal area. _fith the exception of the brass [_ sec-
tion single top ring of the Gnome engine, aero-engine piston rings
differ not at all from the cast-iron ring of auto engines. Usually the
thin lower end of aero-engine pistons is stiffened by an internally
projectingweb, which is an excellent feature and should be retained,
however heads and upper barrel are increased. Flatheads, being
structurally weak and inflexible, should be definitel) abandoned,
as is also the case with any cast ribs on the under side of the head,
especially as these are useless in tension and involve shrinkage
stresses in the making. Downward curving or concave heads being
in tension, nmst likewise yield to the convex upward or domed pis-
tons such as the Daimler, which, without ribs, is the best possible
form, but these would be much improved by thickening at the edges.
Wrist-pin bosses, while in a few cases separately attached, are nor-
really cast integral, a practice that leads to least metal for strength,
though the deformation tendency on expansion is unfavorable.
As a partial compensation for the increased unit side thrust due
to shortening of pistons and use of short connecting rods, there is'a
marked tendency to offset the cylinders an amount recommended by
Vorreiter as one-eighth the stroke. This is of no assistance whatever
when inertia forces are as high as they should be, as on the suction
stroke a side thrust equal to that developed by gas pressure alone is
imposed on the other side, so that the symmemcal cylinder setting
in line with crank shaft should not be abandoned for this reason.
The principal value of offsetting is reduction of engine height.
Wrist pins are properly made hollow in some cases to reduce
weight, while leaving enough metal to resist undue stressing and
securing the maximum bearing area for the rod end. They should
alwaysbe hollow. The old bad practice of tapering pin enffs is often
retained, though in view of its natural tendency to work the pin
toward the big end, to loosen and to score the cylinder, which tend-
ency is only opposed by excessive locking requirements, should have
been long ago abandoned. Plain cyhndrical-ended pins, of two
diameters but slightly different, is the best practice, and the next
best is a straightpin or tube locked in the bosses. Bearings in the
bosses with pins fixed in rod ends have never proved satisfactory in
other engines, and there is no difference in aero engines that war-
rants a different conclusion.
Connecting rods foUow the usual autopractice in having the _Tist-
pin end solid forged, bored, and bushed, with the old split-marine
form of crank-pin end, hned with soft metal, and forged of steel. They
are, however, univcrsally of high tension alloy steel of sometimes
tubular, but almost universally_ I section. The special rod forms
are confined to the rotating c'yiinder engines with many rods per
crank, where each engine is characterized by some arrangement
peculiar to itself, all involving, however, a single bearing embracing
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the crank p!_, to which the other rods are movably attached to allow
the small relative oscillation of each with reference to this bearing.
This system, which for the want of a better name, may be called the
master-and-shoe rod-end construction, even though the name applies
to oifly one form, is adal)ted to the double rod per crank construction
of the V engine as a substitute for the separate cmbracement of the
crank pin by each rod, either of similar rod ends side by side or one
straight aud the other forked, as the master and shoe results in lower
me_m pressures and less friction than the double direct.
Weight of engine proper per horsepower is, as pointed out, not to
be secured by reducing engine metal alone or by raising speed alone,
but ma.y follow a raising of mean effective pressures without any
change m metal or speed. It may also be secured with the same
metal by maintaining mean effective pressures with increasing speed,
or even by lessening mean effective pressures at increasing speeds,
provided the latter increases faster than the former decreases. It is
therefore important to return to the question of mean effective
pressure and examine it in the light of such arrangements of engine
as may affect the weight of cylinder eomplete per cubic foot of dis-
placement and the weight of shaft and frame per cylinder. Mean
effective pressure indicated is entirely a question of port and valve
size and of port, valve, and combustion chamber,c, temperatures.
The former affects the weight of charge by pressure drop and the
latter by suction-temperature rise, but t]ae latter also limits the
compression, which is the other factor in mean effective pressure.
Mean effective pressures referred to brake horsepower are the same,
except for mechanical friction and in the case of two-cycle engines
for pump work. Any alternative arrangements or detail form that
do not inherently increase the suction-pressure drop or the suction-
temperature rise or do not produce hotter internal combustion-cham-
ber walls may be made to yield equally high mean effective pressures
by the use of suitable proportions and dimensions of passages and
chambers. Forms or arrangements of this sort that reduce engine
weight per cubic foot also directly contribute to the desired result of
reduction of weight per horsepower.
According to this, u given number of fixed water-cooled cylinders of
the same size should .yield the same indicated mean effective pres-
sures, no matter how "they are arranged, whether, for example, four
are radial or in line, six in the radial" groups of three each or all in
line, eight in line or in two fours V connected. Any differences
actually found must be charged to proportions, to carburation, or to
ignition, and can not be regarded as iI]herently characteristic of the
OUping, though, of course, mean effective pressures referred to
ake horsepower will differ by the difference in mechanical friction,
which is least for the least pro[tuct of bearing surface and mean bear-
ing pressure. The same is not true for fixed air-cooled cylinders
because their form and arrangement does, to an appreciable extent,
affect their temperatures, though the suction-pressure-drop effects
can be made the same for all. Therefore, more differences may be
justifiably expected among fLxed air-cooled than among fixed water-
cooled cylinders.
The fixed air-cooled cylinders are likely to run hotter than the
water-cooled cylinders so their mean pressures would be lower, as
much so as the cooling is ineffective.
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Rotating air-cooledcylinderstaking their chargethrough the
pistons,probablysufferthe greatestof all suctionheatingeffectsandmust beexpectedto havethelo_estmeaneffectivepressures,
indicatcdandbrake,moresobecausethewindageis addedto me-
chanicalfriction.
Automaticsuctionvalveswhetherusedin fixedcylindersor in the
pistonsof rotatingcvlinders,_.mustalwavs_oppose..suctionb_"_greater
pressuredropsthanmechamcalvalves,eachsuitablydesl_mled,so
suchengineshouhlhave]ow_,rmeaneffectivepressures.
Thick-walledcylindersandthin-walledpistonsshouldrun hotter
• . • . ....
than thin cyhndcrs 'md ttnc _: pistons, so differences lU mean effective
pressure may be expected in these directions, always subject to
proper selection of proportions in other directions.
Speed limits shouhl inherently be the same for all fixed cylinder
engines, no matter how dispos_d, so that with proper proportions
there is no reason why any arrangement should suffer a greater
falling off in m_au afflictive "pressure with speed increase than any
other, however much the constant high value for one may differ from
that of another. Rotating cylinder engines are, however, subject to
lower speed limits than are fixed cylinder machines, on account of
centrifugal forces, though there is no reason why one kind of rotating
cylinder engine shouhl not run as fast as another, nor why all should
not suffer the same rate of decrease in mean effective pressures with
speed increase, as do fixed cylinder engines except as windage may
cause greater losses, referred'to brake horsepower.
Any one type of cylinder and.piston will run hotter the larger its
diameter, so a given piston area m a large number of cylinders should
result in higher mean effective pressures from the reduction of suction
heating andthe increased compression made possible by the cooler
interiors. _iherefore an eight-cylinder V should be better than four
or six cylinders in line of equal displacement, and the rotating
cylinder engine of several rows and cranks should be better than equal
displacement in one row and on_'_ crank.
Similarly a large stroke bore ratio, favoring smaller piston diam-
eters for equal aisplacements, should yield higher mean effective
pressures than a small ratio but this difference ]s necessarily small,
as reduction of cylinder diameter from 6 to 5½ inches_ for example,
can not greatly affect interior temperatures.
These principles should all be checked by experimental data and
can be so checked, but such data have never yet been obtained,
largely, because such tests as have been made were directed toward
a comparative judging of engines in competition, and were not con-
ductea for discovery of principles of construction. Such results as
are available are compared in Table 12 with reference to the variables
discussed. In the same table are incorporated the figures for thermal
efficiency which controls the weight of fuel to be canned. This, while
slightl_ affected by. valve resistances as is mean effective pressure, is
depenaent primarily on compression for indicated efficiency, and on
engine frictmn and negative work for brake efficiency. It therefore
is most affected by temperatures of the charge before compression
starts and by interior temperatures, as these affect the maximum
compressmn. As might be expected therefore the differences be-
tween the thermal efficiencies are less than those between mean
effective pressures.
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Thereappearsto be no consistentdifferencebetweentile per-
formancecharacteristicsof steelcomparedwith castiron, ascom-
bustionchambermaterials,whenmeasuredin termsofmeaneffective
ressuresor thermalefficienciesThesameis true,asmightbeex-P f ....... . _ ....pected, or fixed cylinder-crank shaft arrangements of four or six in
line compared with 8 or 12 cylinder V, or star, though the fi_o'ures for
the latter do fall off a little. As indicated befor(, the fun(_uncntal
difference is in aft" versus water coo_in_, and fixed versus rotating, or
crank case versus direct admission o_ charge. Fixed cylinders are
always superior to rotating, other things being equal, direct charge
admission to crank case admission, and water cooling to air cooling.
Reliability of the engine as affected by arrangement, form, propor-
tions, and materials is partly tt process question and partly one of
endurance of structure. So long as the mixture is madereguiarlv and
pro.p...erlv received, , into., the c "linders,: and then tre'_ted• always, the ...._ame,
which includes lgmtmn an_ cooling, then the mean effective pressure
and thermal efficiencyshould remain the same, and the en__ine continue
to run indefinitely. This is the process part of relia'l_ilitv. It is
equally necessary, however, that no part shall break or fi[stcnings
loosen, and that bearings shall neither seize nor wear too fast or un-
evenly. Breakage means immediate involuntary stoppage, and
loosening or bearing trouble a more or less fast apl_roach to a stop-
page, which, if anticipated, may be voluntary, or if not, a stoppage
essentially the same in immediate effects as a breakage.
There is no excuse to-day for any greater number of breakages of
nero engine parts than of similar parts of other engines, provided the
same amount of skill and foresight in design and construction are
exercised. The fact that the consequences of breakage are so much
more serious in the case of the nero engine than in any other is suffi-
cient reason why the breakages should be even less than on any other,
and should not exceed those that could be called pure accidents be-
yond the utmost skill and care. It is, however, undoubtedly a fact
that stress analvsis, skill, and material data, for operating co1_ditions.
ll .....are far less genera y apphed to aero engine design than to other im-
portant classes of machgilery. This is partly because the youth of the
art has kept the inventor in the foregroundand the computer behind,
but largely through lack of rigidity of requirements by purchasers and
lack of financial support of the business. If the business of aero en-
gine _produetion were large and regular, or Government supported, it
coula not only afford to pa) experienced stress analysts, metallurzists,
and material investigators, but would be forced to do so. _ "
Breakage preventmn is therefore almost entirely a question of
money, and of realization that design is not purely inven6on. It is,
however, somewhat a question of arrangement and form, for, as has
been mentioned, from time to time some arrangements or forms lend
themselves better to design for assurance against breakage than do
others, or some promote a reduction of seriousness of the consequences
of breakage, if itdoes occur, through pure accident. An illustration of
this latter point is the case of the rotating cylinder arrangement versus
the fixed. Breakage of a cylinder fastening means a t_rowing off of
the mass under the influence, not merely of the gas pressure_but of
centrifugal force as well, and with a good possibility of much more
serious consequences for the former. Even the breakage of one of the
radial valve tappet rods will cause a loose end to fly out and whip
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through the supporting structure. Such is believed to have been the
cause of wrecking a Brutish machine in flight and causing the death of
the two passengers. P_rtial ruptures such as cracks in pl'ston and cyl-
inder• are. jpreventable, bYcontm_etesPrO,er• coolinlt_ls., but the substlrtution of. steelfor cyhnders (hrectly to result, as does arching of
pistons, ttie former a contribution of materials and the latter one
of form to structural permanence. Complete ruptures are probably
more common in valve stems and other small _)arts than in the main
elements of frame, shaft, cylinder, piston, ann rods, indicating lack
of care or insuflicicnt cxpermnce.
All such things are to be eliminated by organization, supplemented
by time and by long periods of operation of experimental engines,
run under specified unfavorable conditions to complete destruction
of any one part under investigation, such as a valve and stem, or of
the whole structure. Testing to destruction is the ,T_cry best way to
accelerate experience without danger to anyone. As in the case of
the other illustration cited, however, form can contribute something
to the reduction of consequences of breakage, and in the case of the
stem of the head valve, this has been attempted by piecing the edge
of the valve seat slightly over one side of the cylinder bore in an offseb,
or complete enlargement of diameter at the clearance and with the
valve circle tangent to the bore. Should a stem break, the valve will
drop to the cyhnder shoulder instead of on top of the piston, which
smashes it or itself, provided the break is hi__h enough upon the stem
so the stem does not emerge from the guic_e. Otherwise the result
is quite the same as if the shoulder were not present, except that a
larger diameter of _ alve isp(ossible than without such extension of
the bore. This valve trouble is supposed to be quite prevented by
side-pocket location of _.alves, but is not, because should the valve
drop into the pocket there is every chance of it sliding owr on the
piston umler the influence of a suction stroke, espeeia_y if the flat
bridge inclines downhill, as it usually does in single cam sh_ft V
engines, for example, though placing the valve on the opposite or
downhill side wouldprevent it, but would require t_ o cam shafts.
Prevention of undue wear on shaft and pin bearing surfaces is
entirely a question of bearing pressures and lubrication. These
bearing pressures are all subject to pretty accurate determination by
computation, so the design of an engine with excessively high bear-
ing pressures, judged by general machinery bearing experience, is a
pure technical mistake, not to be excused by the addition of elaborate
forced systems of pump oil supply. Bearings should be large enough
to not need elaborate special oils or oil-apphcation systems, but these
should be added to make assurance doubly sure, in short; as safety_
attachments, not as essential elements. Weight reduction secured
by cutting down main and pin bearings is too dearly bought to be
worth the price. Cylinder and pistonbearing wear, while mvolving
the same elements as main bearings, have to endure the additional
difficulty of high temperature, but this is not serious if due attention
is paid to the principles of heat abstraction. Violation of these
principles, coupled with a rise of side thrusts, aggravated by side cock-
O' ° °m_, that follows undue shortenmg of pistons, is another case of pure
neglect. Pistons should be as long and as thick at the top as is con-
sistent with weight-speed limits, and wt_ere observance of these
limits fails to reduce the pressures and temperatures to values known
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to run properlyin otherengines,thendefinitespecialremediescan
besuggested,onlyoneof whichise:¢cessiveuseoflubricatingoil and
thelast to beadoptedinsteadof thefirst.
Seizingof runningpartsat bearingsurfacesis entirelya question
of relativesizeorofclearances,andits preventionaquestionofmain-
tenanceof thecoldclearancesafterthe partsbecomeheated,which,
of course,is leastnecessary,thebetter theprovisionfor abstracting
anddissipatingthe heatderivedfrom combustionor developedby
friction. Nextto cooling,whichinmainandcrankpinbearingsisnot
attempted,thouahit might well be,and which in cylindersandj)istonsis their lJigproblem,materialselectionis mostimportant.
_omematerialshave low relative frictional coefficientsfor their
lubricatedsurfaceandareproperlyrelatedasto thermalexpansion.Nothingbetter thantheso't-metallinedor bronzecanbefoundfor
steelshaftsandpins,especiallyastheseexpandmoreperdegreerise
thanthe steel, so heating tends to loosen and oppose sel"zina bv assist-
mg lubrication, whmh by lowered oil viscosity tends to become less
eflVective. The boxes must, however, be stit_ enough to really dis-
tribute stress. Piston and cylinder bearing surfaces are somewhat
more difficult, as the outer part, the cylinder, is normally much cooler
than the inner part, the piston. The temperature difference is greater
the thinner the pistons, and the difference is much greater than in the
case of the standard box on the pin or shaft. It is, therefore, more
necessary to care for these clearances. This is done when the ma-
terials are the same, cast iron on cast iron, by making the initial
clearance high, far higher than would be feasl_ble on s_afts. This
tends to promote side t_mcks and leaks at part load. For ecmallv
good cooling the steel cylinder with cast-iron piston gives about tt_e
same expansion relations as do the bronze box and steel shaft, but
not such good antifriction qualities. Steal selection and heat treat-
ment will undoubtedlv lead to improved antifrictional results, perhaps
even equal or superior to cast iron, after proper research. Tlns seems
to be a rational and promising line of development, especially if the
cylinders are kept symmetrical, as they can be with head valves.
Reliability so far as carburation, l_nition, mixture distrib,_ti_
and cylinder treatment processes a're_concerned, has already_t)e'(,_n
discussed. Any derangement whatever here leads to impaired
power output or increased and perhaps ver_ much increased fuel
consumption. Serious derangement ofthese-t)rocesses means stop-
page even though the whole engine structm'e be perfect. Most
opcratin_ troubles are directly traceable to these pro('_,ss derml_ce-
ments, which if sufficient in degree, mean stoppage, and evcn if slig][it,
constant tinkering and anxiety.
Adaptability of an internal-combustion engine to aeronautic service
is promoted by certain features of the engine tlmt olav no Dart in
metal reduction, nl mean eff(ctlve pressure and efficiency increases
or in it.s reliability, though of course low weight of engine and of fuel
per horsepower are themselves adaptability factors, as is also any
elemml_ of reliability.
Gen¢ral external shape and position of points of attachment are
subject to a far wider r_nge in acre than m auto engines. In one
respect acre adaptability imposes a direct requiremeilt, that of end
shape for least head resistance. Engines directly exposed to the air
or their casings when covered have a relative movement always
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approaching, and sometimes exceeding, 100 miles per hour. This
must always impose a resistance which is larger, the larger the end
area facing the direction of flight and the less smooth the exposed
surfaces are. In this respect the rotating-cylinder engines are by
far the worst and the sinele line of cylinders of the auto type of multi-
crank engine is best, near_y twice as good as the V engine for example.
Air-cooled engines if similarly arranged to water cooled offer more
head resistance except for the radiator of the latter which may be
very highly resistant but is not necessarily- so. But apparently the
requirements of low head resistance is losing in importance, at'least
for war machines, since in these the fuselage is roomy enough gen-
erally to accommodate any type of engine.
Ease of starting and a control of speed are also required of nero as
of automobile and boat engines, but with some elements of difference.
Electric self-starters with generator-motor and storage batteries are
prohibited by Wel__ht hmlts, for even ff the craft could carry th(m
their weight would=be much better disposed in the engine by'adding
either more horsepower of the same unit weight, more fuel for the
same engine to make longer flights, or for equal flights and engine
_power b_ usinga heavier built and thereforeless sensitive engine of
longer liie. _,rhen starting from the ground a starting crank oa the
shrift end often would be inaccessible and even if it were within reach,
engines of large power could not be hand rotated against their normal
compression. It has been a general practice to start these engines
b) hand turning of the propeller blades, a practice that is most
dangerous, does the blades no good and certanfly requires an extra
man because at the moment of starting the operator must be in his
seat. All hand-starting difficulties are removed if the compression
is relieved and the accessibility of a starting crank can be met with
equal case by a chain and sprocket having a self-relea._ing ratchet
and hand crank on a short auxiliary shaft, near the operatT)r's seat.
It may therefore be regarded as necessary that nero engines, cer-
tainly the larger ones, and this means most of all if not all of those to
be built in the near future, be provided with compression-relc._se cams,
equivalent to those so hing used on hand-started statiomw-¢ engines
and lever operated from the seat. This same compression release
gear will serve as a speed control, should speed variation be neces-
sary, by permitting escape of part of the cnarge though, of course.
with waste of gasoline. It serves as a supplement to the throttle
valve of the carbureta, and which is not so wasteful of fuel. Speed
reduction by spark retardation should not be practiced on nero
engines, thou__h a starting retard is necessary, automatic or manual,
because of t_e serious overheating effects that follow, and nero
engines at best are hard enough to keep cool at their high speeds.
Muffling may bc regarded as a necessity, however much freo
exh.msts have been used in the past, and whatever unfavorable
weight and power effects are imposed must be regarded as warranted.
Noise from the exhausts of so many cylinders operating at high
speeds becomes a l<>ud roar. There are at 1,200 revolutions per
minute from the 20 cylindem of the Le Rhone engine, for exam.pie,
600× 20 = 12,000 air impacts per minute, and at 2,400 revolutions
per minute the ei__ht cylinders of the Sunbeam engine give 1,200 × 8 --
9,600 impacts. _Vith such a disturbance close to him no operator
can be expected to keep his head as clear for the serious business of
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flying asif thenoisewereabsent. Yodetec_enginedefectsby the
noisechangesin themachinebeforetheybecomeseriousisabsolutely
impossible,thoughthis is themainreliancein eperatinganyother
kind of machine. Freeexhaustsmustbeclassed,therefore,not as
annoyancesbut aspreventersof engine-troubledetection,nomatter
what the type of machine,andfor military machinesthey arethe
finestkindof approachsignalto theenemy,'beingaudiblelongbefore
themachineisvisible.
Mufflerscanbemade,dueto automobiledeveh)pment,hat are
quite effectivewith no morethan 2 poundspersquareinch back
pressure,andpossiblyless. This will reduceengineoutput 2 percentif themeaneffeetLepressureis 100poundspersquareinch,as
it is in aeroengines,lessthan2 percentfor higher,andmorefor
lower meanpressures.The weight increaseis almostnegligible,
beingbetweenone-tenthand two-tenthsof a poundperhorsepower.
Justassoon,however,asmufflersaredemandedasa necessitythe
rotatingcylinderenginemustbechangedorabandoned,asnormally
the exhaustvalveis placedin the centerof thehead,usuallyheld
in placeby anopencagescrewedto thecylinder,dischargingdirectly
into theair. To attacha mufflerwill requirea changeof thecage
to aclosedformwith pipeattachmentandadditionalcoolingto keep
the nowinclosedvalveascoolastheopenone. Themufflerwould
have to be disposedsymme_ri(:allvat>outthe shaft and inwardly
radialpipesheh_lagainstcentrifugaifor_'eat themuffler,fitted to the
exhaust,cageby slit)joints. Thesepipesmust,moreover,becircum-
fe_enttallysui)l)()rte<lto prevent (hstortlouhy v'rrlable .regular
velocities,andtheywill i,mposeadditional_)iin<tager sistance.Theneteifectwill bea great(rreductionof pew<r and,Lgreaterincrease
in weightt.h_mmufflerattachmentimposesonfixedevtinderengines.
It, goeswiCimutsayingthat noaer<)enginewith ta;iksandconnec-
tionscouq)lcteis adaptedto its i)urposeif tilting evento verycon-
si(h,rat)ledegreesinterfereswith its operation,and if it stopson
tilting to anyanglethat is remotelypossible,in reallivingit,certaitfly
must be rej'eetedasfailing in ad'al)tability. There+isconsiderable
uncertainty'_sto the ang]'eand directionof tilt that acre-engine
adaptahilityrequires,but the15° requiredin theGermanandBritish
contestseemsto bea verymodestrequirement.No onewill deny
that thegre_tertheangle))f tilt andthCrmOreindependentof direc-tion, the'[iettcrtheadaptabilityfactor, the conditionswhentilting
in itight maybequitedifferentfrom thoseexistingin a tiltedengine
atrest,especiallywhenthemotionisin curvesdevelopingcentrifugal
forcesin all massesaswell as in thehbrieating oil andfuel feed
system. Therefore,in consideringengineindependenceof tilting,
rapid changeof motion asto speedand direction,but especially
direction,mustbeincluded.
Anyt.hangesofdirectionofmotionthat theplanescouldwithstandCallhavenoappreciableffectonthemotionor frictionofthemoving
massesbut theeffectsonlubricatingoil in thecrankcaseorseparate
• • + • 1tank or lnpes and on the gasohne m the (_ar,)uretor float chamber,
tank, and pipes mav_ _,'easily,+ b,e. as. great as in extreme tilting. It is
quite possibh, to ima_dm a t(slstanee to flow, for example, purely
gravit_ttional or I)urelv ('('ntt'ifulzal, or t)oth, gr(,at (,hough to cause
engine troubh', iu t,he+on(' case fi'om f:dlm'e (,f the carburetor and in
the other from overheating of bearings robbed of oil, or from flooding
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of combustionchamberswhosepistonsget anexcess.It is likewise
possiblethat thewater-circulatl%nsystembesimilarlyderangedby
oppositionto circulation,causingsteamto generatein a jacket,
expellingall water,andcausinganoverheating,with a possibilityof
a crack,or by a drainageof waterfrom the radiatorvent. If an
enginecouldsobedesignedthat it couldworkon end,lyin_ on its
side,orevenupsidedownfor ashorttime,but preferablyindennitely,this _ouhl be the ideal. No suchpossibilityis in sight, though
enginesarcnowoperatingin machinesmovingin curvesandcircles
in:horizontalplane-s,turn-lngthe engineon its side,but centrifugal
forcereplacesgravityandno flowsaredisturbed. Similarly,looping
or circleflyingin a verticalplaneturnstheenginesothat it operatesfirst on endand thenupsidedown,but, asoeforc, the centrifugal
forcereplacesgravity. Suchis not the case,however,ill a steep
climb or descentnor in theuptilting of oneendof theplanedueto
windgusts. Heregravity flowsaredisturbedby theamountof side
and end angle. Crankshaftsandpin bearingsmust receivenew
and end thrustswhich are not difficult to handleif they all are
properlyjournaled.
Crank-shaft torque that is most uniform is best adapted to pro-
peller drives, as these propellers being made of _ pod for lightness may
t)e broken by sudden torque changes. Such changes also reduce tile
average propeller efficiency and produce reverse rocking forces in the
maehi'im=fra_ne. Any engl:ne with insufficiently steady torque for pro-
peller safety and for maintenance of high average efficiency may be
adapted by addition of sufficient fly-wheel effect between engine and
propeller. = The same fly-wheel effect increases the crank-shaft tor-
sion'd distortion and crank deflection and adds to engine _eight.
Enaines that can give sufficiently uniform torque for the purpose
wit_'mut fly-wheels must displace others, and while the four cylinders
in line engine seems to serve, it is true that the effort falls to zero
on dead center. An_zthing less than four cylinders is out of the ques-
tion. because the gas-pressure effort is enti_'ely absent for a part or a
whole stroke or {note:. Increase of number-of c_'linders over four
makes the actual effort or resultant tangential Iorce due to com-
bined gas pressure and reciprocating inertia forces depart less and
less from the constant mean effort and minimizes the angular
velocity variations of the propeller without an_ other fly wheel
than itself. I+rom this standpoint the more cylinders the better,
though from others discussed this is not the case.
Arrangement of a given number of cylinders radially about one
crank produces the same torque curve as the same cylinders in line,
provided their cranks in the latter case are separated by the same
angles as their cylinder axes in the former, when, however, these
cyl_lders in line ]lave cranks parallel in :pairs, as in the four and six
crank arrangements_ the torque will not be as uniform as when these
are radially disposed about one crank. It appears, however, that the
6 cylinder in line, 6-crank arrangement, in which the torque never
drops to zero, is quite uniform enough for practical work, and the 8
and: 12 cylinder _f arrangements are progressively be_ter. There is
no reason for adopting the radial arrangement if, as is the case,
other objectionable elements are introduced, because the above is
ood enough and anything better not worth another disadvantage.
omparison of tunling efforts for any arrangement of cylinders and
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cranks is easy if they be plotted to a crank angle o1" crank pathbase by the usual standarit methods. Manx of these curves Ilave
already been worked out and may be found ii(the literature, including
the ine_ia as well as gas-t_ressure force effects, and for such reference
is made to the bibliography in the appendix• In no case may a fly
wheel be introduced in acre engines to dampen torque varlations
because of weight limitations.
Balance of re('inrdcatinv, t)art.s in view of tile li_,ht arm flexible char
aeter of the engine supnorts wlueh are hart of the flvin_-ma(hine
structure, is probably t.t'm most important (f the a.daptaBilitv fac-
tors, because lack of_bula.nee means free shaking forces or mo]nents
on the whole system, and these being regular and periodic may
periodically synchronize with the naturn] periods of wir(,_ stru*_ and
beams, ana so cause displacements of such inereasin,, :[;nnli_u_(ie as
may be responsible for runture In no other en_,ine inelud;n_ the
automobile, motor boat., and e_:en the light shellof _i_e racial _,oat.,
which comes nearest, is the support so frail and of such small mass
capacity for absorbin__ vibration forces Therefore ail unbalanced
forces or couples an(_ the full dlsphtcements or vibration of the
engine as a unit are communicated directly to the flying-machine
structure praet.ieally without any modification. Moreover, acre
engine weight.beinLg., so small in c()n_..parison. with other, en,dne_._., its
o_na mass resists displacement by its free unbalanced foi'ees :rod
couples less than any other. For these reasons good bal'mce is
essential to aero engines, but absolut.el_" perfect bahmce is not.
Shakin_ forces and moments in enames are due to both re,ipro-
cating an(_ rotating masses, and vibration or rocking is tl_e result of a
failure to balance these forces and moments Sl'mking fl,r('es due
to rotating masses can be balanced perfectly t)v other rotatin_
masses disposed on oppesite sides of t]_e shaft ce]lter with DroDe_
numerical relation between eentel,'s of gr',vity, r:ulii, and w_,igl[ts.
If the plane of rotation of the original r(ilatin£_ m'tss is not the same
as that of its balance weight or weights, then t_here' 'wiil be an u;fl)al-
anee<t couple even if the centrifugal forces are in bahmc_, u'fless
balancing masses be disposer! properly in separate planes, themseh,es
properly related. Due observation of these simpIe and well-knewn
relations nmke it a perfectly easy and simple matter "_o balance
rotating p'_rts of an engine by addir_g suitably disclosed extra r,_ta_ in_,
balan('e m,.sses. Such dead'balance weights'are, l_()_vever i)rofdt)ite_
by 1he service requirem(,uts of least w(i_ht 1)er h rq, oower _o 11 e
actual rotating working p'trts must themselves be so (_is_)osed as to
bahmce each other These harts include the cr'mk_, er_m_ oins. 'rod
rod ends principai!y, but '_Iso such s_nall 'i)'ar_s ,_is the (_a_n; ' If
cranks, pins, and rod ends are balanced, other minor rotatim, _)arts
may be neglected, though they sy._t,up me vmfldy _()me small shakingforces, especially as the si)eeds ar, so high, and these fm'('es vary with
the square of t l'le sl_eed. •
Accordingly, to oalanc(, centrifugal forces and couples, due to
cranks and tiieir attached rotating masses, of fix(,d cvlu_der engines
similar c,ranks must be suitably disposed with reference, to the fi_t.
'1"o avoid unbalanced couples with bal,mced forces more than two
such cranks are necessary and in different phmes. Two similar
cranks at 180 °, throe at ]20 °, or any number equally spaced will
result in forcc b_ancc, because each in'troduees an equal force vector,
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and, the sum of the vector ang!es being 360 °, these vectors will form
a closed equilatera! force pol)gon, which means, of course, a zero
resultant. Each set of such equally spaced cranks is characterized
by a free couple, to balance which a similar and opposite couple must
be introduced by adding a similar set of cranks with equal but
reversed angular spacing.
Applying this reasoning to fixed cylinder engines, it appears that
the least number of cranks that can give couple and force balance is
four, set at 0 °, 180 °, 180 °, and 0°, and the next smallest number, six,
set at 0 °, 120 °, 240 °, 240 °, 120 °, and 0 °. Of course any multiples
of these four and six crank arrangements will also yield such balance.
This indicates a condition of in_eriority of the fixed cylinders star
engine with many cylinders circumforentially disposed about each
crank, compared to the single-row and double-row V engines of equal
number of cylinders. These star arrangements must have as many
multicylinder stars, each working on its own crank, as the single and
double rows of parallel arrangement has cylinders, in order to secure
equally good rotating mass-balance. This would impose on such
fixed star cylinder engines an excessive number of cylinders, unless
crank counterbalance weights were introduced, with consequent loss
of tile weight adwmtage ot!lerwise due to the star arrangement.
Rotating cylinder star engines are peculiar, because with fixed
cranks all parts of the engine are rotating--cylinders and frames in
purely circhlar paths, pistons and wrist-l_l_n ends of rods in a sort of
oval path, while crank-pin ends of roos are fixed. According to
this the cylinder and frame are in force balance when axis angles are
equal, anal all being in one plane there is no unbalanced moment.
The centrifugal force due to the rotation of the piston is a maximum
and radially outward when the piston is at outcenter, and a minimum
at the incenter position with regular symmetrical gradations between.
Fhe net effect is a resultant force constant in amount and direction
acting radially outward along the crank and exerting a liftin_ action
if the crank points up, but not producing any vibration solong as
the speed is constant. Vrom the balance standpoint, therefore, the
rotating star is superior to the fixed star arrangements, but is no
bet_r than the four and six cranks and their multiples with parallel
rows of cylinders.
, Reciprocating masses of fixed cylinder engines, such as pistons,
_rist pins, and an ap.propriate part of the connectin__ rod, develop
inertia forces for umform rotary motion of the cran_ that can be
expressed by an equation of the form of Fourier's infinite series, each
successive term being proportional to a trigonometric function of a
multiple of the angle of rotation from inner dead center and to in-
creasing powers of the ratio of crank to connecting rod length. The
reciorocating inertia force of one set of reciprocating parts is there-
fore_ tlm sun] of an infinite number of forces of different periods or
frequency, the first being largest and its period that of an engine
speed, each successive one being smaller an(1 of longer period. These
reciprocating forces and the couples due to them must be balanced
perfectly if possible; and if not, as well as possible. The forces due
to valve and valve-gear reciprocation with accelerations determined
by cam form may be neglected, though of course if these could be
balanced in a simple way it would be desirable.
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Balance of main reciprocating forces is possible only by opposing
equM and opposite masses of equal simultaneous acceleration, or by
arranging reciprocating masseshl groups, so that the vector sums of
their inertia forces become zero. There is, however, a partial balance
possible by the use of crank counterweights or otherwise disposed
rot at ing masses frequently used oil stationary and locomotive engines,
but normally prohibited on acre engines, on the principle of exclusion
of all dead'weights, even for balance purposes. A rotating crank
counterweight exerts a radial centrifugal force which may be resolved
into an axial and a right-anglo component. 5'his axiM component
may be made equal to the first-perlod inertia force, and, being, of
course, opposite, it serves to b'tlanco this force The rif, ht-an_le
component is, however, left and of equal intensity, and so, of course.
are all hlgllcr period nmrtm forces. Such eountenv(,lghts are there-
fore quite useless alone for flexibly sunportcd engines, thouc, h when
used _tth one part tcular combination of pistons and cylinders they
become serviceal)le without very great weight increases. This special
s ' " o --_cme is that of two cylinders set V at 90 , for hero there are two first-
period inertia forces at right angles, which are in balance with one
countelaveight, of mass equivalent to one of them for first-period
forces, though high(r period forces are still free•
As first-period inertia forces are similar to the axial components
of rotating centrifuged forces, a similar groupillg of multiples serves to
_roduce balance erects. Such, for example, is the ease with the
*our _),mdlel cylinder four-cr,mk arran_,ements in which without
balmier,, masses: the first-period inerti'a _orc(_s are balance(I, and, of
eour:e, also in the S-cylinder V, which is a duplication of similar parts.
All c,ml)inations, of arr'm_,ements,_, of reciproeating_ -harts" for
paralM, fixed star, and rotating star cylinders can be examined
mathematic.ally or graphically, and most' of the proposed arrange-
ments have been so studied _md are rel)orted in papers and bodks
noted in the bibliography of the appendix. Of these perhaps the
most. elaborate is th]_t of ](olsch in his book published in 1911, where
conclusions '_re reproduced on nmss balance of both rot atin_ and
reciprocating ])arts. Engines that are in complete mass ba_'lance
without intro(metion of balance weights include the fLxed eylindcrs
6, S, 12, "rod 16 in a row each with its own crank, the 12 and 16 in two
rows V with two cylinders per crank, the two cylinders opposed
axes in line with two cranks and its multiple, and all rotating star
linder arrangements having four or more cylinders per star.
ose that are'balanced for rotating masses and for *_he first period
reeiproeatin_g mass forces but not higher ones, without balance
weights, inemdo the fixed eylinder engines of the four parallel cylinderfour-crank arrangement and its twin or 8-e_ linder V.
Introduction of balance masses gives eo_npleto balance to fixed
cylinder star engines of four or more cylinders and a balance of fii_t-
period reciprocating inertia forces but not of higher ones to the
2 and 4 eylinder V and the 3-cylinder fixed star radial. This
fundamental need of balance weights for fixed radial cylinders is
also mathematically demonstrated by Milner, who says: "The
engine will be completely balanced for primary and secondary
Tb
forces by a mass _-times that one of the pistons ('% = number of cyl-
inders") and diametrically opposite and same radius as the crank.
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Of coursethis is in addition t.o the massrequiredto balancethe
rotatingpartsof theengine. Therotatingcylinderengineordinarily
hasoneconnectingrod heavierthan the otherswhich itselfmakes
perfectbalanceimpossible.
Morecylin(tersaI_dcranksthanarenecessaryto givetherequired
torqueconstancy,or therequiredhal:race,or thetotal l)owerwithin
the c):linder diameter limit can not be accepted. Each additional
individual cylinder carries with it sources of additional tr_)ut)le
and increases the chanc(_s of unreliabilitv, however much the con-
• r40
sequences of failure may be r(duced. Ihe least allowal)le number
on this basis appears to be 4 fixed cylinders in line or radial fixed or
ro_ating. The maximum should be 6-cylinder 6-cr:lnk in line for
balance or 8-cylinder V for torque, both advantages being equal
in the 12-cylin'dcr V, or twin 6. Of course the rotating cylinder
engine of equal number of cylinders and symmetrical p:_rts'is just
as good in torque and balance, and even _ lesser number do_vn to
four equal in balance, though deficient in torque, but these rotating
cylinders are in no way superior to the above arrangement. Stars
ti'xcd cylinders of cc]u_l number are equal in torque to the same
number rotating if s_milarly disposed, but inferior in balance unless
rotat.ing counterweights are introduced, in which case equality
results.
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS.
In the following brief statement of recommendations and con-
clusions, which are presented in the form of a list, no effort is made
to develop arguments in support of each because it is believed that
the text and appendices of the report themselves serve as sufficient
support. No specific type of en__ine, form of mtrt, material, or
design constant is recommended, lJecause it is believed that atten-
tion a.t this time must be directed mainly to methods of procedure
that _ill lead to imI_rovement. Naturally specific recommenda-
tions on design could De made, and these will De a_ ailable at such
time in the future as they may be desired.
1. The art has developed several typical arrangements of engine
and several different designs of each type that may be regarded as
of proven acceptability as to weight per horsepower of engine and
thermal efficiency, but which require considerable work to perfect
and standardize l"n detail and material without any further inventive
work than properly constitutes part of the normal routine of research
and designing engineers. These types are the 4 and 6 cylinders
in line, each with its own crank, the 8 and 12 cylinder V _:i_h two
cylinders per crank, all fixed cylinders and operating with both air
and water cooling, preferably the latter, for long flights, and finally
the radial star rotating air-cooled cylinder form for short flights.
2. There have also been developeda very large number of special
designs of engine, which in some instances have been built andused
but in others remain mere suggestions. Each one of these is prac-
tically an invention in itself, the precise practical value of which
remains more or less in doubt. To properly develop the good points
of these and other inventions to come, and to reject or eliminate
unfavorable elements that are always present in new machines that
have not yet stood the test of time, much work must still be done,
quite independent of the research work so necessary for final perfec-
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tion and st'mdardizationof the now acceptableand moreor less
largelyusedtypesnotedabove.
3. Directg_overmnentalid is an absolutenecessityto the art,
both for the perfectionandstandardizationof accepted ty_es and
for encouragement of further invention. Private contributions
should also be encouraged, whether for use in connection with the
governmental establishment or independently.
" C¢ " "4. _lhere should be a regular buying pr%ram providing for the
purchase of a fixed mininmm number of acre engines yearly, to en-
courage existing engine builders to spend the money necessary to
produce what is wanted to meet aviation specifications, because the
best shops x_ill not enter the field without some definite assurance
of a fixed amount of business, for which they are, however, quite
willin__ to compete.
5. '14he aviation eneineers should standardize service specifications
for engines, limiting t_ae specifications strictly to those items that bear
directly on service, so designers and builders may know definitely
what conditions must be fulfilled without being hampered with pur-
postless limitations as to the means to be used by them.
6. The Government should conduct regular annual test compe-
titions of engines on rules to be prepared and widely published at
least 10 months in advance, and revised yearly immediately following
the closing of the previous contest. For those engines that make the
best records, substantial rewards nmst be provided in the form of
cash prizes, or buying orders, or both. These cash prizes may be
rovided by Government appropriation, by private contribution, or
oth together.
7. There should bc established a standardization research labora-
tory with a permanent staff of engineers selected for efficiency. This
staff should conduct the competition tests, over not more than two
months of the year, including the reports, and during the rest of the
time should carry on tests for design and performance data of every
engine of the accepted class noted in No. 1, but of no others. Other
engines are to be admitted only on the recommendation of a second
laboratory staff devoted to development of invention noted in No. 8.
8. There should be established a laboratory for development of
inventions submitted by anyone, when those inventions seem prom-
isinu. This staff must be quite independent of that of the standard-
izatl_on research laboratory noted in No. 7, and should preferably be
located, in quite, a different. . lace. Its engineers.._ shouldbe,.. in ability
and temperament, quite &_erent as well. When in this laboratory
an engine, engine part. or accessory not in the accepted class, has
been brought to a condi'tion whert its performance is equal or superior
to what is in the accepted class, then it may be recommended to the
standardization research laboratory for further study and perfection.
9. In at least one of the Government shoj)s, possibly located in one
of the navy yards, actual construction ol engines of the accepted
classes should be undertaken on about the same basis as is now fol-
lowed for ships, the military, shop competing with civilian shop in
price and per!ormance. Sahguards must be introduced to prevent
any discouragement of private enterprises or charges of unfairness in
this competition.
10. Officers and enlisted men who may 1)2 charged with the care
of lxero engines in service should be assigned to duty, first., in the
Gover,.m__('ac. aer() (,ngine shops, then in both the standardization
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research and the invention development laboratories, an d finally in
the en_ineerinc, office noted in No 11, for instruction.
11. _;here sl_ould he established a staff of supervising and designing
engineers for internal combustion engines. This staff should prepare
all l_urchasing specifications, prepare engine test competition rules,
receive and u_e all st_udardiz_tioil data from the laboratory, exercise
(girem,ral direction over both the laboratories, and prepare detailed
12. • s u established the closest possible relation be-
tween aero-engine development and that for other classes of internal
combustion engines in which the military now has or may in the future
have an interes_t. Among these are included submarine engines , ship
and launch engines, automobiles and auto trucks, gun andtrans_)ort
traction engines, and stationary electric generation sets for wiremss,
mine firing, searchlights or general service. The same designing
staff, laboratories, and shops that should be established for aero en-
gines can also advantageously undertake similar work for these other
internal combustion engines, as most of the fundamental training,
knowledge, data, methods, and skill required for the one is also of equal
service to the others. Similarly, officers and enlisted men of those
other branches of the service can be given adequate instruction by
temporary assignments to the shop, laboratories, and engineering office.
13. Publicity of data should be promoted by governmenta_publi-
cation of reports to keep alive the general interest in the needs of the
Military Establishment in the internal combustion engine field,
because the greater the interest the greater the contributions of the
profession. This publication may also take the form of papers pre-
pared by engineers of any of the various staffs and presented to the
national engineering societies. Not only should domestic results be
thus given publicity, but all foreign pal?ers and official reports of
value should be translated and repubhshed. Whenever data is
regarded as being strictly military in value and where publication is
therefore deemeff inadvisable, such material can, of course, be with-
held, but it is believed that in general both Army and Navy have
more to gain than to lose by publicity of engineeringdata on engines.
14. It is regarded as of the utmost importance that advantage be
taken by the Government of the service of such civilian engineers as
havegiven special attention to the study, commercial development, and
use of internal combustion engines of a_ classes, and more particularly
those not engaged in manufacturing, though not excluding those of high
professional standing that may be so engaged. The special knowl-
edge, skill, and expermnce that these men can bring immediatel_ to the
service of the Military Establishment should prove as invaluable here
as it has abroad, in Germany, for example, first in organizing the
various working staffs recommended above, and later in working with
them. Advantages may also be taken of the laboratories of such of
the engineering schools as have specialists of the above type on their
faculties, or as may be located in large centers where such men not
associated with engineering schools may have their regular offices.
15. No reeommendation is made on the details of the organization
of these various staffs and their coordination with the existing Army
and Navy Departments and bureaus except as to necessity.
NOTE.--Part 3 omitted. See note on Preface, page 187.
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